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PHEFACE 



P REFAGii 

From an analy s~s of capitalism as a 

specific historical mode of produttion, Marx and 

Engels were to arrive at the conclusion that the 

objective contradictions within the system engtnder 

the process of its transformation into a higher form 

of social development. The class most equipped 

to· complete this tran~formation is the proletariat. 

once the constraining class divisions are eradicated 

and man1 s subordination to forces outside himself 

are removed, free development of the individual in 

a self governing community should be possible. 

From the analysis of the working class 

movement in general and the concrete analysis of 

situ~tions in certain countries, during specific 

p~riods in particular, they were to evolve certain 

specific concepts regarding the revolutionary move

ment of the proletariat that formed the core of Marx st 

revolutionary politics. This was to form along 

with some other key conc~ts, the main body of 

Historical materialis~ which gradually came to 

be accepted as the authentic theoretical expression 

of working class interests and a guide to its action. 



However, we notice that the following 

contrEidictions would emerge in the process of 

this revcblutionary movement: That Mq_rxism as a con

crete body of thought gets impregnated with ideologies 

alien to Marxism blunting the edge of its revolutio

nary politics and emasenlating its method of analysis. 

Secondly even when Marxism becomes closely united 

with the wotking class movement, it may not be 

able to bring to the fore of the movement a correct 

understanding concerning the dynamics of capitalism, 

of its expansion and changes in the production proce

sses or in social relations as a whole. This makes 

impossible the precise location of the concrete 

tasks of revolutionary transformation. Thirdly even 

when Marxism is able to grapple with the general 

dynamics of capitalism, it fails in its application 

to the concrete conditions obtainable in a concrete 

social formation and therefore is not able to provide 

a revolutionary stragegy to overthrow the hitherto 

dominant socio-economic formation. Finally, the 

working class movement itself may develop in such 

a way that it dissociates or progressively dissociates 



with revolutionary politics. This in turn may 

lead to mistakes in the analysis regarding the 

exact nature of state power, the configuration of 

class alliances that are possible for the revolutio-

nary classes to establish their dominance. These 

then, are some of the probleil\S that are encoun tared 

in the process of the overthrow of the state power 

of dominant classes. 

Howeve~~ further problems of revolutionary 

stra~egy emerge after the overthrow of the state 

power-namely, the nature and form of the state 

power in the transitional pe~riod; the appropriate 

revolutionary class organisations; the problem of 

founding new class alliances; contradictions generated 

from · ~ these alliances; problems of restructuring 

and instituting new production and social relations; 

contradiction emerging between the level of forces 

of production and newly e~erging relations of production 

that may, on the one h<11 d, inhibit the development 

of the former and on the other contrain the process 

of the consolidation of the latter and resistance 

put forward by the previous dominant classes and 

ideologies. These problems may lead to social 

relations, policies and institutions hostile to the 

revolutionary interests of the proletariat. 
' .. 



These problems have become part of our 

historical experience. In fact, a number of attempts 

have been made to understand their precise nature, 

to come to gr·,:,p s with them and reso:bve the con tr adic

tions that they necessarily engender. This led to 

the growth of a wide variety of interpretations of 

revolutionary marxism, which sometimes become openly 

antagonistic'towards one another. The ideological 

and political struggle that took place, in its wake, 

within Mar~ism have sometimes led to its vulgarization 

but at other times led to its enrishment by having 

thrown up fresh conceptions of revolutionary strategy 

for overthrowing the hitherto domenian.t state power, 

to struggle against revisionism and conso}idate new 

socialist relations. Without these struggle, new 

conceptions that enable ace urate description and 

correct explanation of eVents would not have emerged. 

1 This body of concepts and strategies for te 

revolutionary transformation of society that were 

to evolve through revolutionary practice and 

ideological struggles in the epoch dominated by 

the capitalist mode of production ond socialist 

transition, forms the object of this study. The 



cbncrete conditions of class s~ruggle in both 

their general and specific forms iRd the ideological 

arena in which these concepts and stragegies emerge 

form the indispensible background for the elaboration 

of the latter. 

The study limits itself to the elaboration 

of the revolutionary conceptions that grew during 

certain specific periods, and in certain specific 

social formations. The criteria of selection. 

being that the concepts and str~egies evolved 

and the ideoligical debates engendered in these 

revolutions have an impact beyond their immediate 

context and actually had a world wide impact on 

organised communist movement. It explains the 

specific concentration of the study on the 

revolutionary movement in Russia and China. 

!Although other revolutions that have occurred, have 

their own specificity, the dominant and different 

influences exercised by these two revolutionary 

movements deserve special consideration. If there 

are still disputes over this selection, then one 

can perhaps justify only by a~.f.tA."ding to the .limits 
\.I 

posed by the very nature of an M.Phil dissertation. 



• The study is organised around elaborating 

the revolutionary conceptions of Marx and Engels and 

the experiences of proletarian class practices in 

the second international, the Russian and Chinese 

revolutions. The second international is considered 

since it forms the most erucial ~round for the emer

gence of diverse interpretations of Marxist revolu

tionary politics. It was against the background of 

the second international that Lenin sharpended and 

specified the revolutionary conception of the 

October Revolution. The debate on transition in 

Soviet Russia and the hsitorical background 

indispensible to to it is considered only up to 

the period of 1929 since then onwards no substantial 

political and ideological struggle enriching 

revolutionary strageties appropriate for the 

transition period were to take p~ce there. The focus, 

therefore, shifts to China where alternative concep

tions of revolutionary transition and appropdate 

strategies towards it were to be evolved through 

in ten si ve ideological and political struggles. 

In the concluding remarks certain key concepts 

of revolutionary pol-itics developed by Antonio Gramsei 



~re considered in relation to the new light it 

throws in understanding the political and 

ideol agical practics of the second International 

on the one hand, and the revolutionary conceptions 

and strategies evolved in the process of the Russian 

and Cllinese revolutions. 

This is not a historical study o! working 

class political and ideological struggles. Nor 

is there any attempt to provide a systematic account 

of the evolution of principal concepts of revolutio

nary politics. This study does not analyse or criti

cally ex~mine the concep~ual framework of Marxist 

revolutionary theory. There is no attempt to provide 

any c~sal links between ideological struggle within 

Mar~ism and the truth of revolutionary conception. 

Nevertheless, all these issues find their way 

in-It) the study at some stage or another, as they 

help us to bring into focus the main object of this 

study which is to revieVII the literature on Marxistft. 

revolutionary strategies, within the limits already 

mentioned earlier. If at all, a critical standard 

has been applied to these strategies, it is not one 



that has been developed by academic marxists or 
-

non-~arxists but, b¥ and large, only that worked 

out b~ the principal spokesmen of revolutionary move

ments who were directly involved in political 

struggles. Therefore, only the writings of these 

perhaps unquestionably prominent representatives 

of revolutionary politics have been examined. The 

features of class struggle reconstructed. have been 

drawn mostly from their writings or from the 

writings of the major historians of the period. 
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l\'!ARX AND ENGELS ON REVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY: 

ISSUES AND PERSPECTIVES 

The conception of revolution occupies the central 

place in the problematic of both Marx and Engels. 

Their writings on Political Economy, History and 

Philosophy are all basically imbued with this basic 

thrust. 'l'hey analyse the contradictions in bourgeois 

society to make explicit the role of the proletariat 

in the general movement toward the abolition of bour

geois production relations and show the impact and gene

ral direction of the new relations emerging from the 
1 process. Their critique of German philosophy or poli-

tical economy had a direct impact on the evolution of 

a perspective that places the reality and dynamics of 

class struggle at the centre of social trans1'ormation. 

It is difficult to delve into everything they wrote on this 

problem. In such a case, one will be forced to reproduce, 

more or less in a schematic 1'ashion everything they 'IJI!rote, 

as everything they wrote revolved around this issue in 

1. "For Marx before all else was a revo~utionary. His 
real mission in life was to contribute, in one way 
or another, to the overthrow of capitalist society 
and of the state institutions which it had brought 
into being; to contribute to the liberation of the 
modern proletariat, which he was the first to make cons
cious of its own position and its needs, conscious 
of the conditions of its emancipationn (F. Engels: 
inK. ivlarx and :t<·. Engels: Selected works: vol.3, 
p.163, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1977.) 
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one way or another. 2 Here we will concentrate on certain 

key processes emphasized by Marx and Engels in their 

analysis oi' capitalist society and on the proletarian 

movement as they confronted, which have a direct bear-

ing on any conception of a revolutionary transformation 

in society. 

'.f'his analysis is internal to the Marxist problema

tic and assumes the correctness, though in varying deg-

ees of the basic tenets of historical materialism. A 

cFitical examination of some of the concepts assumed here 

may be deemed necessary, but that falls outside the scope 

of this study which is concerned with the implications of 

the dynamics of class-relations and class struggle in 

bourgeois society. 

Although the basic relation between Capital and Labour 

in the capitalistic process of production, determines the 

nature of direction and role of the proletarian movement 

in genera1, 3 such revolutionary perspectives on the move

ment and their appropriate strategies in specific situa

tions we-re to be clarified only in the process of this 

2. For a recent attempt in this direction, see Hal· 
Draper: Karl Marx's Theory of Revolution: Monthly 
Review Press, 1977. 

3. It is necessary to state that it is the working 
class movement which at first draws the attention 
of Marx and Engels, to the contradictions within 
capitalism. The movement may have expressed itself 
in humanistic, political, moral or religious over-

... I-



3 
unfolding of the movement itself. It is from the vantage 

point of the cencrete analysis of this movement and its 

critical evaluation from the viewpoint of the movement as 

a whole that Marx and Engels were to articulate a revolu-

tionary strategy by clarifying the role of the State, of 

class-alliances, of various ideologies, of the appropriate 

revolutionary organization of the proletariat, including 

the dictatorship of the proletariat and to the role of 

•state' in the period of transition to communism • 

... /-
tones ( 11 In studying such transformations it is 
always necessary to distinguish between the mate
rial conditions of production ••• and the legal, poli
tical, religious, artistic, philosophical - in short 
ideological forms in which men became conscious of 
this conflict and fight it out ••• this consciousness 
must be explained from the contradictions of material 
life - Marx: A Contribution to the Critique of Poli
tical Economy, p.21, Progress Publishes, Moscow, 
1970). 'l'he analysis of Marx led him to see the heart 
of the contradi~tion in the process of bourgeois producti 
itsel·f, in the relation of labour and capital expre-
ssed in the extraction of surplus value. This con
tradiction is not immediately visible (see Grun-
drisse, pp.193-34, Penguin, London, 1973). The 
workers, however, may react against other contra
dictions immediately manifest, although overdet~a-
mined by this basic contradiction. 'l'his movement 
without being conscious of the specifiS nature of 
its exploitation may be able to achiev~certain 
immediate aims, thereby, strengthening its unity and 
organization, without however affecting the resolu"':' 
tion of this basic contradiction. This contradic-
tion can be resolved. only by the abolition of the 
relation between labour and capital as such. But 
to resolve this contradiction it is necessary to 
resolve the very conditions which reproduce this 
contradiction. For Marx and Engels, it is the State 
which 1inally holds the unity of capital and repro-
duces the conditions of its reproduction. There-
fore only by tackling the State power that labour 
confronts capital as capital, and only by taking 

... I-
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Critigue of Utopian Socialisms: 

For Marx and Engels capitalism was an historical 

product giving rise to specific forms of exploitatiori 

and domination. 4 It is also historically a progression 

... /-
over State power it creates the conditions 1"or 
the abolition of capital and resolve the basic con
tradiction within capital itself. Therefore ulti
mately the process of transition to communism can 
be evaluated onl~he test of· the conscious effort 
to resolve this basic contradiction. 

Marx therefore did not discover the concept of 
class struggle in capitalism which was obvious. 
What he discovered was the specific contradic
tions of capital which formed the characteristic 
feature of this class-struggle distinguishing it 
from all other movements. To resolve these con
tradictions, the class-struggle of the proletariat 
had to be conscious of these very contradictions 
and in the long run, could resolve them only 
consciously. We will have to draw the demarca
tion of scientific revolutionary theory from the 
ideological precisely on this aspect. The approach 
itself was stated by Marx much before the discovery 
of the concept of 'surplus value', an approach we 
can say precisely led him to it: 11 The question is 
not what this or that proletarian or even the whole 
of the proletariat at the moment ___ ----~-~ 

_ . ~ .. __ ... _ ~-- __ _ ~ considers as its 
aim. 'l'he question is what the proletariat is and 
what consequent on that being, it will be compelled 
to do. Its aim and historical action are, irrevo
cably and obviously demonstrated in its own ~ife 
si tue, tion as well as in the whole organization of 
bourgeois soci·ety" (K. Marx and F. Engels: The H0 ly 
Family, pp.52, Moscow, 195b). 

This precisely goes to clarify that Marxism cannot 
be simply identified with working class movement by 

·itself. At the same time real transi'ormation of 
the relationship between labour and capital cannot 
be undertaken by the working class without under
standing its own place and role in capitalist produc
tion which is expressed in lVlarxism. 

4. These relations of domination and exploitation may be 
overdetermined by other relations either precapitalist 
or socialist as the case may be: For the concept of 
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force in the sense of creating the conditions and the 

class which are capable of doing away with class anta-

gonisms, and the exploitation and domination necessarily 

resulting from these antagonisms once and for all.5 There-

fore any ideology that attempts to turn back the wheel 

of history and purports to create a model of good society 

is not merely futile but acts as a "menace to comprehend 

the real march of history11 •
6 In the same way, those brands 

of socialisms which do not grasp the concrete conditions and 

their dynamics and the specific articulation of class rela

tions f'rom the perspective of the movement as a whole and 

its articulation at the moment cannot claim to represent 

the proletariat movement in terwtS of its historical goal. 

With the i'ounding of scientific socialism, the reassertion 

of the positions of these socialisms can be only retrogre-

ssion f'rorn a revolutionary pe~spective. Theref'ore Marx and 

Engels were to subject these socialisms to a thorough going 

critique, analyse their f'ormulations and show their impact 

on the domain of class-struggle at every stage • 

. . . I-
'overdetermination', see Althusser: 'Contradiction 
and overdetermina tion 1 in 1 F'or 1v1arx', London and 
New York, '1979. 

5. tiee 1v1arx and b;ngels: The Communist l\1anifes to' in :::>W 
vol.I, pp.108-119, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 
1969. 

6. ibid, p.178. 
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There was in the mid-forties the brand of 'true 

socialism' of itlei tling who was highly influenced by the 

'true social human essence' of Feurbach and spoke of 

the necessity of integrating the French revolutionary 

spirit with the German mind. This 'true socialism' re-

jected struggle for bourgeois rights and contained a lot 

of moralising and sentiment. Revolutionary enthusiasm 

was replaced by preaching to establish a community of 

universal love. For Marx, Feurbachian humanism could 

not but be incarnated through this variety. It was bring

ing back religion through the backdoor to establish some 

sort of secular god, before which petty bourgeois morali-

sing socialists become the high priests. Therefore, Marx 

and Engels were to write 'True Socialism is nothing but 

the transfiguration of proletarian communism and its kindred 

parties and sects in France and England, within the German 

mind and ••• of the German sentimen t 11 • 
8 

Marx and Engels were to apply some of these basic 

criticisim to even the highly developed but prescientific 

forms of Socialisms in France. They admitted this histori-

cally progression role but it was the historically progre

ssive role of the petty-bourgeoisie socialists. All these . 
varieties had the following features in common: 

8. K. Marx and F. Engels: German~ Ideology, p.514, 
Progress Publishers, Moscow, 968. . 
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1. A tendency to generalise from the immediately given; 

from the appearances; an attitude of moral indignation and 

vehemence and prophetic condemnation of exploitation that 

emerged from it. 'rhey did not analyse the historically 

specific and concrete conditions that give rise to thli:s 

exploitation nor the forms in which the workers reacted 

against these conditions. Bngels therefore was to say: 

'To all these socialism is the expression of ab~ute truth, 

reason and justice, and h~s to be only discovered to conquer 

all the world by virtue of its own power. And as absolute 

truth is independent of time, space and of the historical 

development of man, it is mere accident when and where it 

is discovered 11 .9 

2. It results from viewing the individuals as indepen-

dent entities, not seeing them in concrete relations of 

production and interrelations under concrete conditions. 

3. It is therefore, not necessary to make a concrete 

study of the existing situation, in terms of their mani

fold relations, in terms of their past and future. For 

example, accusing Proudhon Marx says that his dialectic 

merely consisted 'in the substitution for use-value and 

exchange-value and for supply and d~mand, of abstract 

and exchange-value and for supply and demand, of abstract 

and contradictory notions such as scarcity and abundance, 

9. F. ~ngels,RSocialism: Utopian and Scientific'~ 
S.W., vol.5, p.'l26, Progress Publlshers, ; 
Moscow, 1970. 
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utility and estimation, one producer and one consumer, 

both of them knights of free will'. 10 

4. Their approaches, therefore, resulted in forms of 

model building of constructing an ethically motivated 

community, out of the flight of their own imagination. 

Here idealism, pure and simple, was brought to bear on 

the actual struggle. Besides, the ties of the new commu

nity they propagated are based on the 'individual' free 

will, considered in the abstract because in the concrete 

relations neither the abstract individual nor the abstract 

'free will' exist. Later t:ngels was to point out the same 

shortcomings in the blueprints for socialism manufactured 

by Saint Simons :F'ouri and Robert Owen. 11 While acknowledg-

ing their historically progressive character. Here, there

fore, there was absolutely no internal relationship between 

ttheory and practice. Marx was to reiterate, the relation-

ship between theory and practice which he had already stated 

through a critique of these socialisms: 

''But to the extent that history moves forward and 

with it the struggle of the proletariat assumes clearer 

lines, they no longer need to seek solutions by drawing in 

their imagination. They have to take note of what is happe-

ning before their eyes and become its mouthpiece. ~o long 

as they look 1or knowledge by merely constructing systems, 

1G. K. Marx: The Poverty of Philosophy, p.46,-Moscow, 
1956. 

11. Engels: ''Socialism Utopian and Scientific'J, 
op.cit., ~p.119-26. 
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so long as they are at the beginning of the struggle, they 

see in poverty nothing but poverty - vli thout seeing in it 

the revolutionary subversive aspect which will overthrow 

the old society. From thi$ moment, knowledge which is a 

product of historical process will have associated itself 

consciously with it ceased to be doctrinaire and become 

revolutionary.• 12 

5. This 'mishmash', therefore, will be washed off with 

the development of capital itself and the development of 

class-struggle and show their true colour as nothing but 

forms of bourgeois ideology. Marx clearly saw this in 

Proudhon's analysis: Referring to his economic analysis 

he said 'Instead of conceiving the economic categories 

as theoretical expressions of ~istorical relations of pro-

duction, corresponding to a particular stage of development 

of material production, he grabbles them into pre-existing 

eternal ideas and low in this roundabout way he arrives once 

more at the standpoint of bourgoisie economy.u 13 

6. Moreover, this analysis makes the bourgeoisie society 

as naturalistic and permanent. It is not a historical 

product, manifest in irreconcilable class antagonisms. This 

attitude results in Proudhon in strictly separa·cing between 

social movement and political movement. While for Marx "There 

12. K. Marx: The Poverty of Philosophy, op.cit., p.112. 

13. Marx: ''On Proudhon'' (Letter to J- .B. ::Jchwei tzer): 
SW: vol.2, p.26. 
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is no political movement which is not at the same time 

social ••• The antagonism between the proletariat and 

the bourgeoisie is a struggle of class against class -

a struggle carried to its highest expression, is a 

total revolution.n 14 

The Dynamics of Class struggle in Capitalist Society: 

It was the strategic conception of this revolution 

that was that was delineated in 'The Communist Manifesto' •15 

14. Marx: Poverty of Philosophy, op.cit., pp.197. 

15. In the early writings (The Jewish Question; The Con
trioution to a critique of Hegel's philosophy of right; 
Introduction; The Critique of Hegel's doc-crine of 
State; .t:,conomic and Phi.Losoph1.cal manuscr1.pts; the 
Holy l<'ami.Ly; 'l'he German 1.deo.1ogy; 'l'he poverty of 
philosophy, etc.), Marx's main rccus was to prov1.ae 
a combined. critique of Political Economy, Socialist 
literature and the then dominant philosophical currents. 
It was during this process that Marx was resolving his 
intellectual dilemmas and arrived at a set of concepts 
which alone pointed to a genuinely revolutionary poli 
tical positions. This process was to go hand in hand 
with the study of the movement of the proletariat, 
grappling with its implications. The silesian wea
vers revolt, which follows Marx study of the political 
economy 'Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts') 
was seen y 1.m 1.n sna p , ~ober 
mediocrity' of the political literature of the German 
bourgeoisie for all their philosophers and scholars' 
(see l\1arx: Critical notes on the King of Prussia and 
Social Reform' Early Writings, p.420, Harmondsworth, 
1974). Marx was to strengthen this position in the 
revolutionary role of the proletariat by a close ob
servation and analysis of workers' movement in Bru
ssels, Paris, London and Manchester anq through his 
critique of the existing ideologies among the Working 
class. The study of Engel's on the situation of work
ing class in ~ngland (See :Sngels 'The condition of 
working class in England,' in Karl t'Iarx and Friedrick 
Engels: Collected Works, vol.4, pp.295-597, Progress 
Publishers, Moscow, 1975) was one of the bitterest 
denouncement of early capitalism in England. 
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However it was to give only a general outline of 

the entire course of class-struggle in the bourgeois 

epoch. It was not an analysis of the concrete develop

ment of class struggle in any social formation. Marx and 

Engels were to specifi in their late writings a number of 

concepts given only a general expression in the manifesto. 

But before we proceed to consider them it is necessary 

to see how Marx and Engels consider the unfolding of 

Revolutionary process in capitalist society in general: 

1. Every class divided society is characterized by 

class-struggle. Capitalist society is no excep-

tion to it. It is the struggle between the bour

geoisie and the predominant prolitariRt that forms 

the dominant form of class-struggle in such a 

society. 

2. the bourgeoisie which has established its domi

nance in the present epoch, itself arose on the 

ruins of the feudal society~ 6 It had to destroy 

the earlier relations in which production and 

social existence was bound up.giving rise to its 

own specific relations within which productive 

for:pes develop at an unprecedented pace • 
.,.,.., .( 

3. The bourgeoisie has been able to establish its 

dominance over the society through a process 

involving a series of revolutions. This process 
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was, conditioned by the existence of concrete 

class relations existint in the society at 

every june ture. 

4. Bourgeoisie in its struggle against the earlier 

dominant classes and sections of its own class 

is continuously called upon to rally behind itself 

the proletariat drawing it into political struggles. 

5. However the relations in which this production and 

appropriation are organised make the interests of the 

bourgeoisie and the proletariat antagonistic to each 

other. The workers are deprived not of the means of 

, production but from appropriating the very product 

of their labour. ·rhey are just commodities who live 

by the sale of their labour power. 17 This development 

of the bourgeois made of production although goes hand 

in hand with the socialization of the production 

process, the surplus product however is privately 

. t - b th b . . 18 appropr1a ea y e ourgeo1s1e. 

6. These relations in which the production process is 

bound up act as a great fetter to their further 

development which manifest themselves in recurring 

crises. The vwrkers find their condimions of exis-

tence continually threatened by this anarchic 1'luc-

tuations of the capitalist economy. 

16. K. Marx and F. Engels: ''IVlani!esto of Communist Party'1 
in SW. vol.I, p.113. 

17. The concept of 'labour power' and 'surplus value' 
as governi~g the explmitative relationship between 
labour and capital in the heart of the bourgeois 

... I-
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7. 'I'he establishment of the dominance of the bourgeoisie 

over the entire society may take place under diffe-

rent torms. It may abolish the earlier conditions 

of production, the relation in which these modes of 

production are bound up and es.tablish appropriate 

ideological and political instruments and values con-

ducive to and reproducihg its own rule. On the 

other hand it may subjugate the other relations, 

forms of production, political andideological instru-

ments to its class domination. Both these processes 

can assume numerous forms in concrete conditions. 

8. The development of proletariat too proceeds along 

... I-

with the development of bourgeoisie society -in terms 

of its organization, demands and class objectives, 

albeit, unevenly. At first, the workers just form 

an incoherent mass with respect to their class demands, 

involved in individual skirmishes against their 

immediately perceived forms of exploitation. 'l'he 

struggle may be directed not against the real enemy 

but Erlswhere say, the destruction of the instruments 

of production 19 or against a particular section of 

production itself was to be made explicit by Marx 
later in its writings on political economy. 

18. 'That l\1arx clearly distinguishes between the contra
diction between Labour and Capital on one hand and in
creasingly socialization nature of the production process 
and the still priva·te character of appropriation on 
the other' see Maurice Godelier: "Structure and Contra
diction· in Capital" in H.. Blackburn ( ed.) -Tdeology in 

.Social Sciences,, pp. 334-367, Fon tana/Cdlllins, 1977. 
19. For an example: the Luddite movement. 
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the bourgeoisie aligning with other sections of 

the bourgesie. However, these local struggles 

will also drive home the lessons that it is not 

enough merely to be bogged down in either localize 

or merely economic struggles. The very conditions 

of bourgeoisie society described earlier on the 

one hand help the proletariat to organise itself 

better and on a vast scale and on the other being 

drawn into political struggle. This of course, is 

a zigzag process. There will be conflicts among 

the workers themselves, engendered and utilized 

by the bourgeoisie of its fractions. However, 

with their growing consciousness and organizations 

the workers could also acquire the capacity to 

utilize the contradictions among the bourgeoisie 

leading to a national struggle between the classes. 

'I'his class struggle has clearly political power as 

its objective. 

9. As the struggle of the proletariat and bourgeoisie 

expands and deepens, a sectio-n of the ruling classes 

themselves could move over to the side of the prole

tariat: Sections which have been proletarianised 

due to the very logic of the march of industry or 

those bourgeois intellectuals who have raised them

s·elves to tJ:?.e level of comprehending theoretically 

the historical movement as a v.Jhole. Though the 
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lower middle class, the small manufacturers, the 

shopkeeper, artisans, -che peasant20 have t~heir con-

tradictions with the bourgeoisie, only the prole

tariat. can provide them leadership to sai'eguard their 

long-term general interes~s, even if not the imme-

aiate interests. 

10. This proletarian movement is ,unlike any movement in 

history. It is the self-conscious independent move-

ment of the immense majority that expresses their 

real interests. 

11. Although the struggle of the proletariat is essen-

12. 

20. 

\ 

tially international, it will have to first settle 

the score with its own bourgeoisi,e through a 'violent 

th f th b . . 21 over row o e ourgeolSle, 

As the proletariat has no stake in private property, 

unlike the ea-rlier classes, its historical mission 

fviarx and Engels were to emphasize that a thorough
going bourgeois revolution is inextricably bound up 
with a thoroughgoing agrarian revolution. It was 
the 'prime condition for national emancipation' 
(Marx and Engels: ''The manifeso of the Communist 
party" in SW vol.I, p.173). In 1848, Marx takes 
the German bourgeoisie to task for its inability to 
carry out the agrarian revolution (K. Marl: 'The 
Crisis and the counter-revolution' in 'The Revolu
tions of 1848', Harmondsworth 1973). It is the 
agrarian revolution which removes the sei· and the 
tenant from the clutches of the landlord and makes 
them to be drawn into the political and economic 
life of the larger society. 

Although at the stage of the economic and political 
ascendency of the bourgeoisie, it faces feudal parti-

... I-
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is to destroy it. Therefore once the proletariat 

assumes political power it vrill make 'despotic 

intoads in to rights of private property and the 

conditions of bourgeois production•. 22 With the 

generalisation of the proletarian revolution the 

global productive forces developed by @~ capita-

lism would be brought under social ownership and 

regulation. 

13. The organized proletariat, organised through the 

... I-

revolution by vlhich it makes itself the ruling class, 

sweeps away by force, the old conditions of produc-

tion. Once these conditions are abolished, the 

conditions for class antagonisms too will be abo-

lished and vri th it classes as such. The proletariat 

thereby would abolish its own supremacy as a class. 23 

Only after this revolutionary transformation will 

there be a free association where the development of 

each is the condition for the development of a11. 24 

cularism as its enemy, against whom the peasantry too 
is involved in struggle, with the independent asser
tion of the proletariat the bourgeoisie avoids a head-on 
collision with the landed gentry. Therefore, at this 
stage the bourgeoisie instead of forming a class-bloc 
with the peasantry, aligns itself with the enemies 
of the peasantry (See Engels: •'Preface to the Peasant 
War in Germanyft inS~. vol.2, p.162). 

In such conditions the task of a thoroughgoing agra
rian revolution can be undertaken only under the lea-

... /-
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As the Communist manifesto was addressed to the 

'Communist League', it specifies the relationship of the 

communists to· the revolutionary movement of the proletariat. 

The communists do not uphold any sectarian interests of 

their own against the working class but are those who up

hold the interests of the movement as a whole. In every 

struggle they bring to the forefront the interests of the 

Class as a whole. They also form the most advanced and 

resolute section of the working class movement. They are 

able to grasp theoretically 'the time of march, the condi-

tions, and the ultimate general results of the proletarian 

movement'. This theoretical grasp is not the invention of 

certain principles but a general expression of the actual 

25 relations springing from an existing class struggle. 

This general expression of the revolutionary process, 

however, was to be specified by Marx and Engels through the 

analysis of classes, class-alliances and class-struggle in 

concrete social formations as well as from the lessons of 

the working class movement in their further writings in 

order to evolve appropriate strateties tor the revolu

tionary trans1·orma tion of bourgeois society. 

dership of the proletariat. ·Conversely the absence 
of an agrarian revolution resulting in peasant stru
ggles would provide the necessary support to the pro
letarian revolution itself. (See Marx to ~ngels in 
Marx·and ~ngels selected Correspondence, p.86, Pro
gress Publishers, I-!oscm,,r; 1975). 

21. Marx and Engels -"The Communist rvlanifesto" - op.cit., 
pp.118-119. 

22. ibid, p.119. 

23. ibid, p.127 

24. ibid. 25. ibid, p.J20. 
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~sss alliances, Class Struggle and Political Power 

The Analysis of the Class Struggles in France: 

The analysis of the class struggles in France that 

we find in the expositions of J:v1arx, especially in 1 The 

Class Struggles in France: 1848 to 1858', 'The Eighteenth 

Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte' .and 'The Civil War in France' 

bring up vividly to the fore the complex dynamics of the 

-revolutionary working class movement, in a specific 

social formation. In these analysis he was to apply the 

'materialist conception on the basis of giv~n economic 

situation• 26 in the concrete conditions of France. Al-

though class struggles in France had their own speci-

ficity the issues concerned were issues of class relations 

in a society dominated by the capitalist mode of produc-

tion. In these analyses, the.theory of revolution elabo-

rated was to assume concrete forms while simultaneChusly 

enriching it, although Marx and Engels were to concretely 

apply the concepts they developed to the analysis of par

ticular phases of Class struggle in other social formations. 

France offered the most fertile ground for this analysis. 

The class struggle in France was highly developed: The 

comprehensiveness of the bourgeois revolution; the Jaco

bin trend to push it forward; the attempt of reactionary 

Europe to contain it from pushing ahead; the attempts of· 

Napoleon Bonaparte to contain the class struggle on the 

26. Engels: "Introduction to Karl Marx's 'l'he Class 
Struggles in France"1848-1850~ in S.W. vol.I, p.186. 
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in precipitating, pushing forward, containing or abetting 

the class struggle. 

1. The-revolutionary upsurge in 1848, was hastened 

by th_e economic crisis manifest in 'potato blight 

and crop ~ailures of 1845 and 1846' and the 'general 

commercial and industrial crisis which burst out in 

1847'. This was to accelerate the general discon

tent and the mood for revolt. 27 

Marx differentiates between the various factions 

of the bourgeoisie at every particular stage and 

that which forms the dominant fraction of the 

ruling bloc. He brings out their internal disso-

nances; and class alliances within fractions of 

the ruling block class under the hegemony of a 

particular fraction of bourgeoisie. He shows 

their unity when confronted by the proletari~t; 
. 

their flight away from all principles and seeking 

shelter in the arms of reaction, when confronted 

by the independent assertion of the proletariat 

for political power. The July Monarchy was domi

nated by the Financial aristocracy. At the same 

time there was the nonruling factions of the bour-

geoisie-which denounced the financial bourgeoisie 

but only to make its own interests the dominant 

ones. Applying it to the Financial aristocracy, 

I•1arx explains: 

27. Marx, UThe Class Struggle in Franceh, op.cit., 
p.209. 
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"The Financial aristocracy made the laws, was 

at the head of the administration of the State, had 

command of all the organised public authorities, domi

nated public opinion through the actual state of affairs 

and through the press, the same prostitution, the same 

shameless cheating, the same mania to get rich was 

reflected in every sphere .•• to get rich not by pro

duction but by pocketing the already existing wealth 

of others ••• the finance aristocracy in its mode of 

acquisition as well as in its pleasures, is nothing 

but rebirth of _the lumpen proletariat on the heights 
. . 28 

of bourgeois soclety. 

3. The provisional government that emerged after 

the February revolution was actually the rule o.f classes 

whose interests were antagonistic. 29 Marx describes the 

process how the proletariat in its failure to demarcate 

between the various factions of the bourgeoisie identi-

fies the republic with its own rule, while the republican 

bourgeoisie makes its ascendency by making use of the 

confused consciousness of the proletariat and by defaming 

it among.the peasantry and petty-bourgeoisie; how the 

nonrepublican big bourgeoisie while safeguarding its own 

interests, puts on the cloack of the republican bourgeoisie 

momentarily, while bidding its own opportunity for dominance; 

28. ibid, p.208 

29. See fiThe ,C,lass-struggles in France'', p.214. 
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basis of the .ideology of agg-ressive na ionalism; the resto-

ration of "181~ where the reactionary b.urope was to act 

"" unitedly; The ove~throw of the restoration through the July 

Revolution due to the maturing of social forces within 

France and the development of capitalism in general; the 

revolutions of 1848 in the wake of the economic ¢crises 

of 1847 ;,.,rhich precipitated revolutionary ferment through-

out J:;urope; the establishment of parliamentary republic; 

the role of the various classes in this republic and ~heir 

representation through their parties; the a~tempt of the 

working class to carry the revolution 1orward through the 

June uprisings, the Emergence of Louis Bonaparte and the 

attempt of various fractions of the bourgeoisie -co re-

nounce their own class rule in order to safeguar~ their class 

interests; the rise of the.second empire; the overthrow 

of the second empire and in the wake of the militancy 

of the workers republicanism falling more and more in to 

reactionary hands; The emergence of t~he Paris Commune as 

the-first form of dic~atorship of the proletariat, the 

solidarity extended by the workers towards the commune 

across the national boundaries; the qualitative democra-

tion manifest between the bourgeois forms of state power 

and the proletarian forms. of state power; the crushing 

of the commune and ·total animosity displayed towards the 

commune by the established interests of bourgeois society 

was to display sharply the dynamics of class struggle. 

l\1arx lays emphasis on the following elements 

I I' 
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the process of the f'orma tion of the alliances among the 

fractions of the bourgeoisie as well as between classes 

and the dismantling of these alliances as soon as a par

ticula~ traction of the bourgeoisie finds its dominance. 

J.Vlarx was also to point out the. t if any the dominance o.f 

a particular faction was to last it would be on condition 

that it possesses control over these economic conditions 

which buttresses its own rule. 

4. 'l'he dynamics of the state apparatuses and the class 
. 

which wields these apparatuses is extremely complex. But 

it is necessary to distinguish between the 1orm and the 

real content of the functions of these state apparatuses. 

The principle criteria 1or this is the changing relations 

between the fractions of the bourgeoisie on the one hand 

and antagonistic class relations on the other. The cha-

rae teris tic of a republican constitution being: n1'he classes 

whose social slavery the constitution is to perpetuate, 

proletariat, peasantry, petty bourgeoisie, it puts in posse-
'-

ssion of political pov.rer through universal suffrage and 

from the classes whose old social power it sanctions, the 

bourgeoisie, it withdraws political guarantees of this 

power. It forces the political rule of the bourgeoisie 

into democratic conditions, which at every moment help 

the hostile classes to victory and jeopardise the very 

foundations of bourgeois society. From the one it dema.nds 

that they should not go forward from political to social 
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emancipation; from the others that they sh~uld not go back f 

from social to political restorationn.30 

5. The Bonapartist type of phenomenon and the state 

power this phenomenon depicts emergencies in conditions 

where no fraction of the dominant classes or the hetherto 

dominated classes are able to impose their hegemony over 

the society. Among the.dominant classes, no fraction on 

its own is able to wield the entire bloc of the dominant 

classes and posit the interests of this bloc dominated 

by a particular fraction as the general interest of the 

whole s·ociety. This precisely takes place in an arena 

where all the classes in a particular society have risen 

up and wish to posit their interests politically. Marx 
' ' 

explains the Bonapartist phenomenon as 'when the bour-

geoisie has already lost, the working class had not yet 

gained, the ability to govern the nation. 31 In such a 

situation the State begins to assume a specific autonomy32 

from the society and claiming to represent the interests 

of a vast unorganised population (in this case the peasantry) 

carries omt the interests of the dominant classes inspite 

of its conflict with their immediate private interests. 

30. ibid, p.236. 

31. J.'Vlar'X! The Civil Vlar in France, in I'1arx & Engels 
'On the Paris Commune', p. 54. 

32. Nicos Ponlantzas: ~ocial Classes & Political Power 
pp.258-62 & pp.279-86, NLB, London, 1973, op.cit., 
Also Hal Draper: Marx's theory of Revolution; vol.1, 
Part II, pp.385-~63 •. 
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therefore, Marx and Engels were to call Bonapartism as 

the 'religion of the bourgeoisie'.33 

6. In these texts Marx analyses the process of the 

betrayal and defeat of the proletariat when it entrusts 

its leadership to the petty bourgeosie and to its ideology 

of 'doctrinaire socialism'. ~he petty-bourgeoisie limits 

the struggle to legalism,· with the resulting danger of 

falling into Parliamentary cretinism. However, the 

s~rength of the proletariat, its consciousness and orga-

nisation itself is ultimately determined by the development 

of modern industry. 34 The proletariat makes use of all 

1orms of struggle for its own emancipation and with it 

the whole of the society. However, these struggles must 

at no cost be borne by the terms set by the bourgeoisie 

when it itself has scant respect for them, when its nege-

mony gets threatened. lt is precisely when the proletariat 

posits itself organizationally and in terms of its inte

rests independent of those of the bourgeoisie that a 

situation of total civil war ~ets loose. 

7. In these writings Marx elaborates on the 'peasant 

question'which was to become one of the most polemical 

issues in.later day formulation of revolutionary strategy. 

He demonstrates the peculiarity of the existence of the 

33. Engels to Marx, April 13, 1866, ~' op.cit., p.166. 
34. l\1arx: 'Class Struggles in France' in SW, vol.1, 

p.214. 
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peasantry. Although bounci by comn.on interests, mode 

of life and culture which distinguishes it from other 

classes and puts it in hostile opposition with them, 

its dispersed nature is a great hindrance in establishing 

a community bond and political'organization of its own. 

Marx shows how the real interests of the peasantry in 

bourgeois society can be secured only uncier the leader-
' 

ship of the proletariat. H0 wever, the social condition 

of existence still preserves its delusive p;ejudice,35 

and its blind faith in ideas nepoleoniennes. 36 This 

'what was true is true instinct•36f the peasantry pushes 

ahead the ambitions of the imperial pretenders like Louis 

Bonaparte. The peasantry does not realize that the 

very reforms which Napolemn Bonaparte provided them 

with and bound them to the throne has led to their 

continued enslavement. IvJ:arx, however, does not specify 

how the alliance between the working class and the pea

santry can take place organizationally and ideologically. 38 

35. Marx: The Class Struggle in France, op.cit., pp.213-~. 

36. Marx & Engels: On the Paris Commune, p.160. 

37. Marx: The Eighteenth Burmaire of Louis Bonaparte 
S.W. vol.I, p.483. 

38. Marx emphasises strongly the necessity for the vic
torious proletariat not to take measures which alie
nate the support of the peasantry (See I•1arx: Class 
Struggle in France, op.cit., p.218). Engels says 
that the $teps that the revolutionary proletariat 
in power undertakes in safeguarding the interests 
of the peasantry will result in the support of the 
latter ( see''Introduction to Class Struggles in 
F'r_ance;'vol.I, p.191) Both of them highly recommend 

... /-
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8. The peasantry as an immense mass of dispersed 

petty property owners, living on the periphery of capi

talist relations and forms of exploitation, was unified 

through the bureaucracy which given the concrete condi

tions of the Bonapartist regime gives immense importance 

in the state apparatuses to itself. At the political 

level, the small holding peasantry and the petty bour- · 

geoisie are typically represented by the bureaucratic 

body, which maintains their political disorganization, 

by means of the state. 

9. Marx periodicizes the developing class struggle in 

terms of the relations of classes at every juncture. He 

shows that the conscious proletariat must continuously do 

it, in order to form class-alliances and place the appro-

priate slogans at every step, if they are not to jeopardize 

thei~ political goals. 

10. The political struggles have their own autonomy and 

dynamism. The political factors do hasten and accentuate 

the economic crisis. However, the economic factors remain 

the ultimate determina'nt. The revival of industry and 

trade from 1850-57 onwards was to convince Marx and Engels 

~
~·~ is hardly a possibility of the revolutionary 

'f e he coop era ti ve forms c:f production. Engels empha
~ ~ si~ed the fact that neither Marx nor himself 'had 
~ 1ever doubted that in the case of transition to a 

communist economy it would be necessary to make 
expensive use of cooperative enterprises as an 
intermediate rung. 
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tempo of 1848 to ba immediately revived. Besides, al

though Britain was as much aftected by the industrial 

crisis, its advanced industrial organization and _trade 

was able to contain che crisis within the limits 

without breaking in the --open. 

11. For Marx, Parliamentary republic was the rule 

of the United bourgeoisie, It wanted to maintain its 

own class rule in such a republic unitedly, while at 

the same time representing the republic through the 

franchise as the rule of the whole people. But such 

astate would lead to a state of civil war undermining 

itw own foundations. On the one hand, the state has to 

show that it is neutral in the class struggle, positioned 

above the class conflicts as a 'national leader' obtai-

ning habitual obedience. On the other hand it has to 

carry forward the economic interests of the dominant 

classes in socie!Y· The bourgeosie effects this by 

sacrificing its own direct rule to maintain its domina

tion in the economic sphere. 39 However, the shaping of 

this parliamentary republic as an effective instrument 

of the rule of the bourgeoisie was to emerge progressivel: 

• 39. See Marx: The Eighteenth Burmaire of Louis Bona-
parte in SW~vol.I, p.436, Also, see on Paris, 
.commune, p. 205 .• 
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12. Marx distinguishes between the ruling dominant cla-

sses and the nonruling dominan~ classes in a parliamentary 

republic. The ruling dominant classes 'enjoy the support 

of the latter as long as the former safeguard the inte

rests of the latter. But when the dominant ruling class/ 

classes are not able to maintain the tranquility of law 

and order in society the nonruling dominant classes 

directly resort to support that organ of the government 

where real power exists. As soon as the dominant'classes 

are able to contain a crisis arising out of the independent 

movement of the proletariat inspite of the contradictions 

within the bloc of the dominant classes emerge to the 

forefront, again, and this inspite of the common front 

they had formed against 1the proletariat. In France this 

discord among the dominant classes themselves helps Lous. 

Bonaparte to undermine the parliamentary republic. 

13. The bourgeois regime cannot tolerate the independent 

assertion of the proletariat, of their own power. There-

fore, all efforts are made to disarm the workers after 

every revolution. Once the bourgeoisie gets an upper 

hand the organization of workers get banned, education 

subordinated40 to the desire of the ruling classes and 

oppositional press totally gets subdued. 

40. Education was repeatedly entrusted by the stabilised 
ruling class to the Glergy (especially the Jessuits 
in France). This was true throughout the Gontinent. 
liThe intellectual food allowed to the nation was 
selected with the minutest caution and dealt as 
sparingly as possible 11 

( .c.,ngels :''Revolution and 
Gounterrevo.lution in Germany'£ SW, vol.1, p.523. 
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14. 'fhe huge governmental parasite - the bureaucracy 

police, standing army, clergy, magistr~tei - takes to 

ascendency during the rise of the bourgeoisie to stren-

gthen the hands of the centralised authority against 

feudal particularism. ,As division of labour went on 

growing in the society, the parasitical body extended 

itself too. Every revolution resulted in its stren-

gthening "After each new popular revolution resulting 

in the transfer of the direction of State machinery 

from one set of ruling classes to another the repressive 

character of the state power was more fully developed and 

more mercilessly used, because, the promises made and 

seemingly assured by the revolution could only be broken 

by the employment of 41 forces. 11 

In this analyses Marx develops the concrete develop-

l}lent of class-struggle, the interaction and changing allian-

ces of Classes and, Class £factions. He shows the bearing 

of this class struggle on the political power and in 

changing i :..s own forms. I"larx and Engels repeatedly 

argue that the capture of State power is the revolutionary 

objective of the prolbetariat movement before fundamental 

revolutionary transformation can be effected in bourgeois 

society. Here their cone eption of the state and its actual 

role in the existing class relations and reproducing those 

class relations becomes crucial. 

41. Marx & Engels: On the Paris Commune, p.204. 
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The state for Marx and Engels is the necessary 

and product of social conditions. 42 'But the social 

conditions that lead to the rise of the state are con-

ditions of clas9 struggle. Arising out of these con-

ditions the state by monopolosing the coercive instruments 

of power proceed~~B to act as the arbiter in class 

struggle and creates the illusion of em~odying the gene-

ral interests of the society as a whole, which in its 

absence \'lOuld have resulted in internecine class-struggle 

leading to the denegeration of society. But the general 

interests that the state proclaims to safeguard are basi

cally particular interests since to safeguard the unity 

and reproduction of the society it has to reproduce and 

help reproduce the existing organisation of production 

and the relations of production. As the forces of pro-

duction and the relations in which this production is 

organised are organised in favour of a particular class 
' the state necessarily has to act on behalf of the inte-

rests of that class. ?ngels explains this in his letter 

to Danielson thus: 

nAll governments, be they ever so absolute are 

en dernier lieu (in the last analysis) but the executors 

of economic necessities of the national situation. They 

may do this in various ways, good, bad and indifferent. 

42. See Engels in Marx-~ngels Selected Works, vol.2, 
p.394, Progress Publishers, 1969-70. 
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They may accelerate or retard the economic development 

and its political and juridical consequences, but in 

the longrun they must follow itli. 43 

In this sense State represents an ideology. It 

shows that social relations among human beings and the 

unity of the society cannot be maintained except through 

a power posited external to and above the society. Marx 

calls the state therefore as the supernatural excresence. 

It is the ideology, i.e. false consciousness44 par exce-

llence. The various functions that the state undertakes, 

apart from ~ ts strictly coercj. ve functions further bu ttre

sses the role of the state as the embodiment of the general 

interest. 45 Therefore, it is in and through the state 

that the dominant classes portray that they as a fraction 

or united under the domination of a particular fraction 

or united under the domination of a particular !raction 

of the dominant classes embody the general interests of 

the whole society. 

43. Engels:~Letter to Danielson: June 18, 1892, MESO, 
p.421. 

44. False consciousness does not mean that it has no 
necessity of existence. In the real relations 
false consciousness, in fact expresses the real 
necessity of it, in the existing social conditions. 

45. See Althusser: Ideology and ideological State appa
ratuses: In Lenin & PhilosophY, pp.127-188, Monthly 
Review Press, New York and London, 1971. 
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'l'he embodiment of the state as the general inte

rests of the society easily gives rise to what Engels 

calls 'a super-stitious reverence for the .::;tate and every

thing connected with it which takes root the more readily 

since people once accustomed from childhood to imagine 

that the affairs and interests co~~on to the whole of 

society could not be looked after otherwise than as 

they have been looked after in the past, that is, through 

the state and its lucratively positioned officials". This 

also camou~lages the fact that 'in reality the state is 

nothing but a machine for the oppression of one class 

by another and indeed the democratic republic no less 

46 than in the monarchy.' 

Marx and Engels definitely pr-eferred a democ;ratic 

republic to that of any other form of the organization of 

state power precisely because the democratic republic 

brings the class struggles to the fore, exposes the real 

t'lllturr: ?± Lha e!-E:~te; I poof a§ empodiment of general inte-

reBtS but a~ the instrument o£ ~ parGi?UJ_tlr 8±!:?~§ tu~d 

provides the general conditions on thg bas~s of thg ideo-

logy of the democratic state, to carry the class-struggle 

forward. In other words, the democratic republic brings 

the state from its heights to the arena of real class

struggles. 

46. Engels:'' Introduction_, to the Civil itlar" in France in 
On the Paris Commune, op.cit., p.34 •. 
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This is precisely what the dominant classes cannot 

tolerate and constantly scream that 'legality is death 

to us' and the legality they refer to is the legality 

of the democratic republic. Therefore, the constant 

provism's in the constitution in which a right granted 

is 'nullified and hedged in by other rights. 47 It is-in 

this sense that we have to understand Bonapartism as the 

'religion of the bourgeoisie' whereby the bourgeoisie 

after tasting its direct rule feels that it cannot afford 

it and therefore gives in to a phenomenon of Bonapartisan 

by which the State can again display itself as the embodi-

ment of general interests. Even though it may lead to 

circumscribing a number of ~he immediate interests of 

the bourgeoisie. 

Violent aRd Peaceful Transition to Socialism: 48 

Irrespective of the forms assumed by the Capitalist 

state it is an instrument in the hands of the dominant 

classes to organize the general conditions of production 

and reproduction of the existing relations. It is 

therefore necessary that the proletarian movement has its 

47. l\1ars: 'The Class Struggles in r·rance', S\v, vol.1. 

48. 'The policy of peaceful path towards socialism 
certainly does not imply advancing without stru
ggles. It was a policy of having things develop 
v.ri thout a civil war in the J.eas t peaceful way as 
Lenin o~ten said' HF. lV!arek: P§ilosophy of w·orld 
Revolutlon: p.127, Lawrence an· Wshart, 1969). 
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basic aim in the capturing of po~itical power in order 

to change the conditions of production and transform the 

social relation. ~he means by which the proletariat 

comes to capture state power may depend upon the complex 

relationship of class forces, the nature of the political 

process and characteristics of state and ideological 

apparatuses. 

In the writings ~f Marx and Engels in 1840s and 

1850s there is a strong .insistence that capitalism would 

have to be overthrown forcibly, by civil war, that force 

is the midwife of every society pregnant with a new one, 49 

that in the final analysis the issues of class against 

class can be decided only by the brutal clash of man 

against man. 50 In the Communist manifesto too Marx 

and Engels declare that the class struggle, the more or less 

veiled civil war, reaches a point where it.breaks out into 
' 

open revolution where the violent overthrow of the bour-

geoisie lays the foundation for the sway of the proletariat. 

The Communists openly declare that their ends can be attai-

ned only by the forcible overthrow of all existing condi-

. 51 t1.ons. 

49. Marx: A Contribution to the critique of He elism 
philosop y o rl.g 1.n ~ar y Wrltings', p.25 • 

50. Marx: The poverty of philosophy, op.cit., p. 

51. Marx and Engels. "The Communist Manifesto'', 
op. cit. , p • 137. 
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In the 1860s and further, there is, however, a 

certain qualification that was made to this analysis: 

The question of violent overthrow or peaceful transi

tion depended upon the relations of classes in the con

crete situation as well as the nature of state apparatu

ses. Even after the Paris commune and upholding unequi-

vocally the necessity of smashing the bourgeois state 

machinery Marx was to say that different paths are possible 

tovrards the working class taking over as the ruli~g class 

depending upon the concrete conditions. In an interview 

given to 'The World' on 3rd July 1871 he pointed out the 

feasibility of a peaceful transition in England; "In every 

part of the worlo different aspects of the problem emerge. 

The workers take these into account and approach the solu

tion in their particular way. 'l'he organisations of the 

workers cannot be absolutely identical, down to the last· 

detail, in New Castle and Barcelona, in London and Berlin. 

In England the way is open to the working class to develop 

their political power how they will. 'I'here an uprising 

would be foolishness, when the goal can be reached more 

quickly and certainly through peaceful agitation. In 

France, the great number of repressive laws and the deadly 

antagonism between the classes seems to necessitate a 

violent solution of the social conflicts. 52 The London 

52. In Marx-Engels Works vol.XVII, p.641 quoted in 
Franz Marek: 'Philosophy of World Revolution', 
p.122-Lawrence and Wl.shart, 1969. 
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Conference of the international which followed the Paris 

Commune found IViarx stating iiVJe must declare to the 

G-overnments: We know that you are the armed might direc

ted against the proletariat. We will proceed against 

you peaceably where it is possible and by force of amrs 

when it is necessary. 53 In the Hague Congress of the 

international too Marx holds out a possibility of the 

workers reaching their goal through peaceful means in 

~ngland and America·while asserting that in the conti

nent the level of the revolution can only be force.54 

However Marx and Engels were to clearly distinguish 

between the possibility they envisaged of peaceful 

transition and the working class partiew succumbing to 

bol-Tgeois· institutions and become part of the ins ti tu

tions. He characterised them as "The representatives of 

the petty bourgeoisie full of anxiety that the'proletariat, 

under the pressure of its revolutionary position may 'go too 

far'. Instead of determined political opposition, general 

mediation; insted of struggle against government and bour-

geoisie, an attempt to win over and persuade them;instead 

of defiant resistence to ill-treatment from above, humble 

53. IVJ:arx and Engels Works vol.XVli, p.652, Quoted in 
D. Maclellan: 'Karl Mar!', op.cit. p.40b. 

?4. :£11arx and .t;ngels: Works vol.XVlii, p.160, Quoted 
in Marek, op.cit., p.123. 
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submission and confession that the punishment was deser

ved. Historically necessary conflicts are all inter

preted as misunderstandings and all discussion ends with 

the assurance that after all we are all agreed on the 

main point. 1155 Both of them wer~ to clearly assert 

that the interewts of the prolitarian revolutionary 

movement enjoy the absolute primacy even in acts of par-

ticipating in bourgeois institutions. 

The overthrow of the bourgeoisie by peaceful means 

of violent means, there was ofcourse no doubt in their 

writings however that the form of the state power in 

the period of transition cannot be anything but the re-

volutionary dictatorship of the proletariat. Marx was 

to state it in 1852 that Class struggle necessarily leads 

to the dictatorship of the proletariat, that this dictator

ship itself only constitutes the transition to the aboli

tion of all classes and to a classless society. 56 He was 

to repeat it again confirmed on this through the expe-

riences of the Paris Commune. 

The establishment of social democratic parties, in 

Europe, their electoral successes and the avenues for 

mass mobilisation and revolutionary propaganda that repre-

sentative bourgeois democracies offered was to lead to a 

55. Marx and Engels to Babel etc., f'Circular Letter'', 
September 17418, 1879, in MESC, p.305. 

56. Marx to Weydemeyer: March 5, 1852, in MESC, 
op.cit., p.64. 
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The establishment ofsocial·democratic parties, in 

~urope, their electoral successes and the avenues for mass 

mobilisation and revolutionary propaganda that representa

tive bourgeois democracies offered was to lead to a strong 

emphasis in Engels, in 1880s and early 1890s, to avoid 

putchist attempts and make use of the weapon of fran

chise. In his introduction to the class struggles in 

r·rance he was to state that the :franchise from a means 

of aeception has become the gauge of the rna turi ty of 

the v..rorking class. 57 In his 1892 forward to 'The con-

dition of the working class in England' he was to charac-

terize the franchise as an achievement which ought to be 

used in the interest of the working class. 58 In his intro-

duction to Marx's class struggle in France he was to say 

that universal sufferage, which hitherto had been a means 

of deception had become an instrument for "the emancipa-

tion of the masses, that the bourgeoisie has become more 

afraid of the weapons of votes than the traditional 

barricade warfare. However, nowhere in the later wri-

tings of Engels, did he, 1ind it necessary to change the 

strategic viewpoint of the revolution outlined in their 

entire wri"tings which stressed the working class movement 

57. Engels: Marx and Engels, SW, vol.I, p.196. 

~8. See Engels: lntroduction to Class Struggles 
in l:"rance in 0W, vol.I, pp.196-203. 
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necessarily having its objec~ive a revolutionary change. 

All means for this purpose, legal or illegal, have to be 

undertaken. The opting for this or that tactic depended 

upon the concrete conditions in which the movement itself 

is bound up. But the tactics themselves must strengthen 

the consciousness and organisation of the working class, 

weaken the enemy and hasten the process of revoiution. 59 

The Strategy of Permanent Revolution: 

' 
The method that Marx and Engels followed made it 

imperative that it is necessary to analyse the relations 

between all classes, the interests that the classes 

articulate and the class antagonisms and class alignments 

that they generate, affid the respective strength of classes 

and class-blocs in the concrete conditions. Therefore, 

the proletariat sometimes allgns with the bourgeois 

against the pre-bourgeois dominant classes, sometimes 

against the pre-bourgeois dominant classes, sometimes 

against the bourgeois, uniting under its leadership the 

other oppressed classes and sometimes the interests of 

the proletariat may come in contradiction those of the 

oppressed section. This precisely determines the nature 

59. See the next chapter for the necessary elaboration. 
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and stage of the revolutionary transformation, the 

nature of the revolutionary bloc, the type of revolu-

tionary strategy, the form of the revolutionary state 

power and the demands to be realized immediately. 

They were to apply this analysis to the concrete 

conditions of class relations in Germany, where the demo-

cratic revolution was not yet completed, where the prele-

tariat had already begun to assert themselves independently 

due to which bourgeoisie was not prepared for a revolu-

tionary change against the manarchy and the feudal forces. 

In the wake of the revolutionary upsurge of 1848-

1850, in the context of Germany due to the unfi:aished 

bourgeois revolution and the nature of class relations 

manifest therein, they uphold and fight for a radical 

democratic revolution rather than immediately a socia-

list revolution. The task of the Communist league like-

wise far from being a secret organisation has to be open 

and support the radical wing of the bourgeoisie. 60 The 

Neue Rheinische Zeitung whicl). Marx edited during this 

period had its subtitle as 'An organ of Democracy' which 

supported an 'United Front' of all democratic parties. 

Its programme was not immediately socialist but that of 

60. See l\1aclellan D: Karl Marx, His Life and Thought , . 
p.197, Macmillan, 1973. 
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the bourgeoisie Universal sufferage, direct elections, 

the abolition of all feudal dues and charges the esta-

blishment of a state banking system, the admission of 

' state responsibility for unemployment. Capital ism, pri

vate property and class antagonism would still exist 

and indeed, expand. The essence of the programme was 

the emancipation of the bourgeoisie with some conce-

ssions for workers and peasants. This programme actually 

represented the prograrr.u:r;e of the radical section of the 

b . . b1 ourgeolsle. 

In an address to the communist league Marx and 

Engels were to define the strategy as follows: 

1. This democratic revolution is not going to bring 

about basic changes in the situation of the workers as 

wage labourers~ H6wever the democratic petty bourgeoisie 

want to increase wages to the workers and provide security 

and do this through state employment and welfare measure. 

Through these measures they 'hope to bribe the workers 

with a more or less disguised form of alms and to break 

their revolutionary strength by temporarily rendering 

their situation tolerable and want to bring the revolution 

to an end as quickly as possible 11 •
62 

. 
61. This position of Marx and Engels was inspite of 

sizeable section of the Communist League pressing 
!or an immediate preparation for a socialist Hevo
lution (see ibid, pp.189-218.). 

62. Karl Iv1arx and F. Engels, 'Address of the Central 
Committee to the Communist League' ~arch 1850 in 
·The Revolutions of 1848, pp.326, Harmondsworth, 1973. 
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2. 'l'he task of the communists however is to make the 

revolution permanent until the proletariat is able to. es-

tablish its supremacy over the society. They defined the 

process as follows: 

"It is our interest and our task to make the 

revolution permanent until all the more or 

less propertied classes have been driven 

from their positions, until the proletariat 

has conquered state power and until the asso-
\ 

ciation of the proletarians has progressed 

sufficiently far - not only in one country but 

in all the leading countries of the world -

that competition between the proletarians of these 

countries ceases and atleast the decisive forces 

of production are concentrated in the hands of 

the workers". 63 

3. The strategy must be to drive the demands of the 

petty-bourgeoisie to their logical extremes. It is 

however, necessary that the workers get organised into 

independent and centralised clubs' - independent poli-

t .. 1 . t· 64 M d E 1 t d . lea organ1sa 1ons. arx an nge s were o a v1se 

63. ibid. 

64. 11 The workers must try to organise themselves inde
pendently as a proletarian guard with elected 
leaders and with their own elected general staff; 
they must try to place themselves not under the 
orders of the state authority but of the revolu
tionary local m uncils se.t- up by the workers". 
ibid. p.329. 
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the workers to base themselves in relationship to the 

struggle on the basis of the analysis of the concrete 

relations of ·forces at the particulars conjuncture. 

In the concrete conditions of Germany this process of 

radical democracy, with independent political organi

zations of workers will help the working class to go 

through its own revolutionary transformation. ~t will 

test their organization, leadership, consciousness and 

ability to rule. Therefore, to those who wanted to go 

straightaway to a socialist revolution. Marx was to say 

11 For them revolutions are not the product of the realities 

of the situation but the result of a mere effort of will. 

\'Jhat we say to the workers is you will have fifteen, 

twenty, fifty years of civil war and national struggle 

and this is not merely to bring about a change in society 

but also to change yourselves and prepare yourselves for 

the exercise of political power. Whereas you say on 

the contrary 'Either we seize power at once, or else 

we might as well take to ourbeds'. Just as the word 

'People' has been given an aura of sanctity oy the demo-

crats, so you have made an idol of the world 'proletariat'. 

Like the democrats you ignore the ideas of revolutionary 

development and substitute for it the slogan of revolu

tion".bS 

65. K. Marx: 'fhe Cologne Communist Trial', 
R. Livingstone (ed.), p.63, London, 1970. 
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From the above analysis certain concrete cronclusions 

emerge: 

"'I. 'l'ha t a bourgeois democratic revolution can be 

transformed in~o a socialist revolution depending 

upon the concrete class relations without going 

through a stage of the consolidation o'f capitalism 

itself. 

2. In such a b6urgeoi~ revolution, ~he prole~aria~ 

supports the most radical t:ections of the bour

geois at the same time exposes the inherent con

tradictions in their positions. This process 

draws the backward sections of the proletariat. 

and the· other oppressed masses more and more 

under the leadership of the revolutionary 

proletariat. 

3. I.t is necessary that the proletariat maintains 

its organizational independence to articulate 

and st~uggle for its class objectives in the· 

process. 

4. The proletariat after the conquest of State 

power in a particular country is going to carry 

the revolution forward assisting the revolutionary 

struggle of the proletariat in other countries, 

before profound changes can be effec*ed in the 

economic sphere. 
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5. The process itself is necessary to transform 

the proletariat from an oppressed class into 

a ruling class, to bring about the necessary 

transformation, unity and organization within 

itself. 

The Working Class party: 

In the communist manifesto Marx was to state that 

the Communists do not form a party independent of the 

working class parties but represent the interests of 

the movement as a whole in every struggle. Although 

Marx and Engels did not outline an explicit conception 

of the proletarian party, they were to specify the 

general position articulated in the manifesto both in 

their theoretical and practical struggles, subsequent to 

the manifesto. These struggles were to go hand in hand 

with the struggle against the various sects which claimed 

to represent the interests and demands of the working 

class. Initially they were to believe that with the 

increasing struggle of the workers their consciousness 

organization and experience, they will outgrow the narrow 

limits in .;hich these sects really confine the movement. 66 

66. Engels was to explain this in a new introduction 
to the J.Vlanifesto , written in 1888: "Marx 
who drew up this programme (that of the inter
national) to the satisfaction of all parties, 
entirely trusted to the .intellectual development 
of the working class, which was sure to result 
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Therefore th~y were to urge to the co-ordinated activities 

of diverse forms of organizations: trade-unions, co-ope-

ratives, educational associations, ·socialist societies, 

working class parties. \'/hat was therefore emphasized was 

the organizational unity of the various workers organiza-

tions rather than their ideological unity. It was assumed 

that the latter will come about through the process of prac-

tical struggles and ideological struggle. We can see it · 

clearly in the First Internationa1, 62 However the experience 

of the intennational especially the struggle against 

Bakuninism
68 

and the restraining influence played by Prou-

dhunism and Blanquism on the Paris Commune was to convince 

them that to lead the revolutionary movement of the prole-

tariat an ideologically mature party is required and that 

any unity between the parties can be based only on this 

foundation. This can be clearly seen in the 'Critique of 

Gotha Programn,e'. Here Marx clearly shows that a revolu-

... I-
from combined action and mutual discussion. The 

·very events and vicissitudes of the struggle 
against capital, the defeats even more than to 
victories, could not help bringing home to men's 
minds the insufficiency of their various favourite 
nostrums and preparing the way for a more complete 
insight into the true conditions of working class 
emancipation" (Engels; 'Preface to the English 
~dition of Communist Manifesto', vol.1, pp.75-80, 
The Revolutions of 1848, p.b3). 

67. See J. Br~thal, History of the International 
(2 vols.), London, 1966. 

68. See Marx and Engels: 'Fictitious Splits in the 
International' in ~W, vol.2, pp.247-286. 
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tionary working class party must be based on a programme 

of a clearly articulated proletarian position which ana

lyses the position and demands of the proletariat, its 

relationship with the various classes in a social £orma-

tion, its strategy for the overthrow of the dominant 

classes and its immediate and,long term objectives with the 

establishment of proletarian state power. This can be 

done only on the basis of the scientii.ic understanding 

of the society already elaborated and relying on the 

experience of the revolutionary movement of the prole-

tariat. lie accuseS. the Gotha programme 1·or its vague 

and confused concepts and analysis which reduces scien

tific socialism into a ho potch, while maintaining its 

service attitude to the State. 69 A party based on such an 

understanding will never be able to lead the working class 

towards a revolutionary transformation of bourgeois 

society. 

Although Marx and Engels desired unity among the 

working class, this unity was not to be at the cost of 

the revolutionary Yi?ew point of the proletariat. There-

fore they were to threaten sometimes to review their 

relationship with German Workers' Party. 70 Engels was 

to say before the Gothe Congress of Unification that 
\ 

division among the vwrking class movement is unavoidable 

and healthy and one should not opt for unprincipled unity: 

69. See Marx: Critique of Gotha Programme, in SW, vol.3, 
p.30. 

70. See Engels letter to A. Babel: March 18-25, 1875, 
op.cit., p.35. 
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"Heg~l said long ago a party proves itself vic

torious by splitting and being able to stand the split. 

The movement of the proletariat necessarily passes 

through different stages of development; at every stage 

part of the people get stuck and do not joinLthe further Lin 

advance 11 •
71 

Iviarx and Engels were to welcome ideological de-

bate within the party. Most of their writings were of 

a polemical character. Of course, the ideological stru-

ggle implied that it is not retrogression by nature and 

accepted the proved and tested scientific positions. 

Later, writing to Bernstein, Engels was to reiterate 

that internal struggle within a party is healthy and is 

the sign of its growth. The internal struggle also 

shows the dialectical development in genera1. 72 In 1879 

J.Vlarx Kayser, a Reichstaag deputy of the social Democra

tic Party voted for one of Bisamarch's taxation policy 

against the clearly laid down party policy and was 

attacked by Hirseh in the party's t,heoretical journal. 

'I'he party leadership then appointed a co.mmission to 

supervise editorial policy. Marx was to violently 

71. Engels to Babel 20 June,~1873, MESC, p.268. 

72. See Engels letter to Bernstein, 20 October 
1882, ibid, p.332. 
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attack this supervisory policy whereb~ real ideological 

debate is curbed: Attacking the leadership he said "They 

are already revolting so much in the feeling of bureaucra

tic omnipotence ••• that they are already claiming the 

new power to decide on the acceptance of the articles. 

'l'he editorial c.ommission has already become a commission 

of censorship". 7 3 

The internal democracy within the party did not 

mean that the party would throw its doors open to all 

forms of bourgeois ideology, which would draw up bluprints 

of a future society based on justice liberty etc., in 

the abstract. Even some of the workers when they act as 

'theoreticians' and im'i tate these ideologists fall into 

the trap of drawing up Utopias. These inrca ds of bour

geois ideology cornmonflaged in forms akin to scientific 

socialism was a great threat to the revolutionary move-

ment itself. They play the role of diverting the working 

class movement from concrete struggles based on a seyio~ 

analysis of the existing class relations based ori the 

rna terialist method of Utopian dreams_ which Marx felt had 

a progressive role once before the emergence of 'materia-

listie critical socialism 'can now be nothing but playing 

~n the hands of reaction.74 

73. Marx and Engels: 'Circular letter to Babel, 
Lisbnecht etc., 'The First International and 
after', pp.364, Harmondsworth, 1974. 

74. "A rotten spirit is making itself felt in our 
Party in Germany not so much among the masses 

... !'-
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Lessons of the Commune: 

The Paris Commune was the first Revolutionary 

state power of the proletariat. IVIarx and Engels 

were to study the organization, revolutionary poli

cies and actions of the commune and critically evaluate 

them in terms of the revolutionary strategy of the 

· proletariat, towards the overthrow of the bourgeois 

society. Although Marx had stated much earlier that 

the Working Class revolutionary movement necessarily 

leads to the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, it is 

through the lessons of the Commune that they were to 

clarify its various features. 

The Faris Commune had proved beyond doubt that 

the Proletariat cannot lay its hand on the readymade 

apparatus of the State and use it· for its own purpo-

ses. M~rx not only emphasizes it but also says that 

this is the principle laid down by the Commune for all 

further ·social revolutions to come. 75 The commune had 

to destroy these institutions in order to evolve the 

... /-
as among the leaders (upper class and 'W9rkers'). 
'I'he compromise with Lassaeeans has led to a compro
mise with other half way elements too: in Berlin 
with Duhring and his 'admirers' and moreover with 
a whole gang of half-mature students and supervise 
doctors of philosophy who want to give socialism 
a • superior idealistic' orientation, tha.t is to 
say, to replace its materialistic basis (which 
demands serious study from anyone who tries to 
use it) by modern mythology. v.fith its goddesses 

... I-
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institutions for the new age - the standing anny re

placed by People's militia; the centralised government 

machinery replaced by organs of self government; the 

commune to consist of representatives chosen by univer-

sal suffrage responsible and revocable in short time; 

' it is to be a working not a parliamentary body-executive 

and legislative at the same time; elected and revocable 

judges; the salary of commune functionaries not to exceed 

a worklman's wages; even the functions of the central 

government are to be executed·by communal agents under 

the control of the commune, education to be freed from 

its religious establishment, science to be freed from 

its class prejudice. All these measures were to result 

in the breakir::tg down of government-force of repression 

and authority over society. The fact that the state is 

not an organism above and beyond ~~~ the society but 

76 its responsible agent has been proved by the commune. 

The working class through the commune was to show 

that it is the only class capable of social initiative. 

The petty bourgeoisie sections - the shopkeepers, trades

men and merchants had come to wholeheartedly support the 

... I-
of justice, liberty, equality and fraternity .•• 
The \\forkers themselves, when •.• they give up work 
and become professional men always cause theore
tical mischief are always ready to join muddle
heads from the allegedly 'learned caste' " 
iVIarx to 1<'. Sorge in Hoboken, October 19, 1877, 
t'1ESC, p. 290. 

75. J.Vlarx and Engels - On the Paris Commune,, p.204, 
Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1971. 
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working class. 'l'he commune had objectively de!·ended 

the interests of the peasantry through the replacement 

o1' the parasitical sections who lived by drawing the 

surplus from the peasantry. The commune, therefore was 

the representative of all the healthy elements of 

French society and truely the national government. It 

alone was able to posit its interests as the interests 

of the whole society, give leadership to the hetherto 

dominated classes and able to do away with the State 

which had posited itself as a force independent of the 

society in order to cloak itself into the garb of arbiter 

in class conflicts. 

The commune as the organised proletariat, orga

nised as the ruling class is emphatically international. 

Marx calls it as the political form atleast discovered 

under which to work out the economic emancipation of 

labour". 77It showed in its composition the international 

character. It bid farewell to that National chauvinism . 

displayed from the days of Napolean Bonaparte, by pulling 

down 'that colossal symbol of Martial glory, the vendom 
. 78 
column'. The vast sections of working class militants 

76. 'l'hat the commune was not a return to the medieval 
ages was emphasized by t![arx and Engels repeatedly 
See, lVlarx, 'The Civil War in PariS' in 'On the 
Paris Commune', p.73. 

77. Marx, 'The Civil War in France' in On the Paris 
Commune, p.75. 

78. ibid, p.80. 
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in Europe were to rally round to support the commune 

especially the international. 

Marx commends the immediate social measures insti-

tuted by the commune, which showed the regenerative quali

ties compared to the old one and the dying, manifest by 
I 

the Versailles Government. 

'l'he commune was a state form of thedictatorship of 

the proletariat. IVlarx clearly says that the commune is 

not a social movement of the working class and therefore, 

a general regeneration of mankind. But it was an orga-

nised means of action. The commune does not do away 

with the class struggle through which the working class 

strives for the abolition of all classes and therefore of 

all class-rule; but it affords the rational form in 

which the class struggle can run through its dif1·erent 

phases in the most rational and humanw way. The working 

class knows that they have to pass through dif1'erent 

phases of class struggle. For the transition from the 

economic conditions of the slavery of labour to' the con-

ditions of free and associated labour can only be the 

progressive work of time. ~ven economic transformation 

is not merely a change in distribution but a new organi

zation of production. This task of social transformation, 

however, is impeded by vested interests and class enemies. 

But the commune lorm of organisation is a mighty weapon 

in the hands of the proletariat to work out and carry 
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!'orward the revolution. 'l'he commune, therefore, was 

not a revoj_ution against this or that J_egitimate, cons-

titutional, republican or imperialist state power. It 

was a revolution agains-c the st.ate itself which was nothing 

but the 'super naturalist abortion of society'. 

l'~iarx commended the task of coop era -ci vely organisa-

tion of the economy undertaken by the commune along with 

commune· type organization right from the local level up to 

the national level, peopled by the directly elected 

representatives of the exploited. The organization of 

the large scale industry by the commune in union based 

on the association of the vwrkers of each factory, but 

also to combine these unions in one great union was 

called by Marx as a necessary step which in the end 

would have led to communism. Inspite of the dominance 

of the Blanq_uists and Productionists the thrust of 

the commune v'las to undo their doctrinaire socialism. 79 

To ascertain that the commune centralized the power in its 

hand and was au thori ta:rian Engel was to say: 'When I hear 

people speak of authority and centralization as two 

things, deserving condemnation whatever the circumstances, 

I feel that those who say this either have no idea of 

1 t . 1 t . . 1 . d I 8 0 What revo u ion lS or are revo u lOnarles on y ln wor • 

79. Engels:~Introduction to the Civil War in FranceN 
in 'On Paris Commune', p.31. 

80. Engels: Letter to Carlo Terzaghi: Jan. 14, 187~, 
On Paris Commune, p. 292. 
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Engels was to argue that precisely the lack of it, 

cost the commune itself. 

The commune had a number of shortcomings which 

l\1arx and Engels were to articulate in the processes 

of learning from the experiences of the commune. But 

the commune declared that even its errors were open 

to scrutiny and correction. "The commune did not pre-

tend to infallibility, the invariable attribute of all 

governments of old stamp. It published its doings and 

sayings, it initiated the public into all its short

comings'. The commune had a number of incompetent 

leaders including those who wish to incarnate in the 

present revolution the type of the past and saw its 

model in the past and, therefore, necessarily become a 

obstacle in its progress. But they were unavoidable ev~l. 

With time they are shaken off. But time was not allowed 

to the commune'. J.Vlarx was to say that amidst 'the multi

plici ty of the interpretations to which the comn.une has 

been subjected·and the multiplicity of interests which 

considered it in their favour, show that it was a thoroughly 

expansive political form, while all previous forms of 

government had been emphatically repressive. It's true 

secret was this. It was essentially a working class 

government, the product of the struggle of the producing 

class against the appropriating class. 
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Marx and Engels also established a critique 

of the functioning of the commune: 

' 

1. 'The majority of the commune vms in no wise socia-

list' •
81 

The activity of Blanquists and the theoretical 
. -

vagueness they displayed prevented resolute action to be 

taken. Therefore, later Marx and E~gels were to strong

ly ,emphasize on a theoretically mature party which can 

be decisive in action. Marx was to say in the same 

letter quoted above, that the uprising took place in 

strange circumstances. Marx felt that in the given con-

di tions it would have been most wortr:while to strike 

a compromise with the versailles government although he 

was to de~ounce the latter in no uncertain term in his 

'Civil War in France'. But resolute steps by the 

victorious proletariat is a must to consolidate the 

victory. 'Socialist goverruuent does not come into 

power in a country unless conditions are so developed 

that it can immediately take the necessary measures 

for intimidating the mass of the bourgeoisie suffi-

ciently to gain time- the first disideratum- tor· 

permanent action' 82 

2. Both Marx and ~ngels felt that the commune needed 

to take resolute economic steps whereby the bourgeoisie 

·would have pressurised the Versailles government. Engels 

81. Marx: Letter to F. Domela, Feb. 22, 1881, 
l.\'lESC , p • 318 • 

82. ibid. 
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v,ras to say later 'The Bank of France in the hands of 

the commune would have been worth more than ten thou-

sand hostages. It would have meant the pressure of the 

whole of the French, bourgeoisie on the Versailles 

government in favour of peace wit~ the commune. 83 

' 3. The tpeoretical confusions resulted in laxity 

and failure to take a firm stand against the counter-

revolu~ionaries. The commune was too much concerned with 

its moral position- •too great decency8~ and it did not 

want to provoke a civil war. But_the Versailles govern-

ment had already declared a civil war. In the process, 

the commune sacrificed its own revolutionary initiative 

and began to function vJi thin the terms set, for it by 

the reactionary forces. Marx was also to criticise the 

military strategy applied by the commune. 85 

. 
Engels was to characterise the commune as 'no 

lon~er a state in the pFoper sense of the word'. This 

is precisely because of the following characteristics 

which were posited vis-a-vis the bourgeois state in 

specific and state as such in general. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

Engels: 'Introduction to Civil \'far in France', 
'0~ the Paris Commun~, p.30 • 

.tv1arx: Letter to William Lei brecht: April 6, 1871 
in MESC , p • 19 0 • 

Marx to Edward Spencer Besley, June 12, 1871, 
'On the Paris Commune', p.239. 
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1. The commune like the earlier states shares the 

charact'eristic that it is the organised coervice 

power and organised means of action of definite classes. 

But unlike the earlier state it does not proclaim itself 

'as embodying the general interests but• as embodying the 

class-interests. Therefore, it is not a social movement 

of regeneration of the entire society but a class 

instrument. 

2. It is not an organ placed above the society and 

acting as the arbiter of class conflicts. On the con

trary it is manifest '·in the organized proletariat itself 

which takes quick measures in smashing the old state 

apparatuses and transfering power to the elected repre-

·sen<Eatives controlled and directed by class interests 

also participate in the communabili ty of their constituents r 

manifest in their salaries, etc. 

3. Its principal task is to suppress the class ene-

mies and bring the means of p~oduction under the direct 

control of associated producers. therefore, it cannot 

be called as the 'free People's state 1 , since it is 

precisely the dictatorship over the enemies. As soon 

as it is possible to speak of Freedom for people, as a 

whole, the state will have ceased to exist. 

4. But unlike the earlier state which was the orga-

nized force of~ minority to suppress the majority, 
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the commune is the organized force of the majority, 

organised in the cor~ciousness of its interests, to 

suppress the mindrity. 

5. As the expression of the interests of the vast 

_majority it also embodies the real freedom of the 

vast majority and evolves appropriate institutions 

towards it. It takes away the myth that only bour

geois parliamentarism can embody freedom and democracy. 

6. Besides, the commune does not operate on the 

basis of separation between the economic and political 

levels -chat the capitalist state has to engender. On 

the contrary_ as the organised power of the vast major! ty, 

the direct producers, it takes control of tb.e means of 

production on behalf of and in the interes~s of the 

vast majority. The measures effec·ced by the commune, t 

therefore, has to be seen in the light of the charac

·teris tic of that state which it ac t~ually came to 

supersede. 

Tnis was precisely V>rhere their crus of attack on 

the anarchists rests. The anarchists by speaking of 

the abolition of the State before the abolition of 

antagonistic class relations which give rise to the 

State were to actua~lly do a service on behalf of the 

dominant clas6es. Marx was to express it in 1873 

'If the political struggle of the working class assumes 
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revolutionary forms and if the workers set up their 

revolutionary dictatorship in place of the dictator-

ship of the bourgeoisie, they commit the terrible 

crime of violating principles for in order to satisfy 

their wretched, vulgar, everyday needs and to crush· 

the resistance of the bourgeoisie, they give the state 

~ revolutionary and transient form, instead of laying 

down their arms and abolishing state". 86 

Engels was to elaborate it in his article 'on 

authority' in polemics mainly directed against the 

'anti-authoritarianism' displayed by the Proudhonists. 

Engels argues that authority and autonomy are relative 

concepts conditioned by the nature of class struggle and 

cannot be used idealistically. The proletarian revolu

tion by engendering the conditions for the abolition 

of classes in society also engenders the condition for 

the disappearance of the political state and political 

authority and replace it by simple administrative 

functions watching over the true interests of the 

society. But to undertake the latter step the social 

conditions for such a step must be already be born in 

the society. 

This can be done only by the organised force of 

violence of the proletariat and other oppressed masses 

who suppress the resistences of the yet dominant classes. 

86. See Marx: Engels Works, pp.299-304, quoted in 
Lenin, 11 State and Revolution", SW, vol.2, p.281. 
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11 A revolution is certainly the most authoritarian 

thing there is. It is the act whereby one part of the 

population imposes its will upon the other part by 

means of rifles, bayonets and cannon- authoritarian 

means, if such there be at all, and if the victorious 

party does not want to have fought in vain, it must 

maintain this rule by means of the terror which it$ 

arms inspire in thE· reactionariesn. 87 

The organised power of the proletariat will no 

longer be necessary when the class divisions in society 

that reflect them9elves in class struggle are no longer 

and reproduce no further. \'then tJ.1.e ·State has no i'unc-

tion to peri'orm then it will also die away. 

nwhen at last it (the state) becomes the real 

representative of the whole society, it renders itself 

unnecessary. As soon as there is no longer any social 

class to be held in subjection, as soon as a class rule 

and the individual struggle for existence based upon 

the present anarchy of production, vri th the collisions 

and excesses arising from this struggle, are removed, 

nothing more remains to be held in subjection - nothing 

necessitating a special force a state ••• State inter-

ference in social relations becomes in one domain after 

another superfluous and then it dies down of itself • 

87. .t.ngels: 'On Authority' , Sit!, vol Ji p .31q -
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'rhe government of persons is replaced by administration 

of things and by the conduct of processes of production. 

The State is not abolished. It whithers awayn. 88 

It is not necessary to emphasize here that the 

State that Engels speaks of withering away is naturally 

the state of the revolutionary dictatorship of the pro-

letariat. Profound transformation in class relations 

and organisations of production in the wake of this 

revolution. The first stage of the communist society 

that results with the establishment of the Dictatorship of 
I 

the Proletariat is in every respect-economically, morally 

and intellectually- marked with the birthmarks of the 

old society. Therefore at the early stage, the indi-

vidual producer would receive means of consumption equi

valent to the cost of his productive labour, after the 

necessary·deductions. The prevailing principle would be 

exchange of equal values, given the condition, that 

nothing can pass to the owner.::hip of individuals except 

individual means of consumption. This 'equal right' how-

ever, is still a bourgeois right. The producer receiving 

from the society the equivalentof his contribution. Her~ 

measurement is made alike i.e. the measure of labour. 

'rhis 'equal right' however ie. an 1 unequal right' since 

88. Engels: Anti Duhring - pp.301-302. 
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the capacity to labour, skills and techniques, the 

intensity and duration of labour and the family condi-

tions differ from individual to individual both physi

cally and mentally. To make amends to this, ·the right 
~ 

instead of being equal has to be unequal, which can come 

through only as the society moves to a higher phase of 

building communism. 8 9 

The higher phase of the Communist society will 

have done away with the enslaving. subordination of the 

individual to the division of labour90 and the distinction 

89. Marx: 'The Critique of Gotha Programme' in 
SvJ, vol.3, pp.16-20. 

90. The Enslaving division of labour in class society 
especially in capitalist society was a recurrent 
theme in the writings of Marx and Engels. Engels 
writing in Anti-Duhring says "Not only thE;l labou
rers hut also the classes @.irectly or indirectly 
exploiting the labourers, are made subject through 
the division of labourer, to the tool of this 
function; the empty minded bourgeois to his own 
capital and his thirst for profits; the lawyer to 
his fossilised legal conceptions, which demarcate 
him as a power independent of him; the 'educated 
classes' in general to their manifold local 
limitations and one-sidedness: to their stunted 
specialized education and the fac·t that they are 
chained for life to this specialized activity 
itself even when this specialised activity is 
merel:y to do nothing (F. Engels: 'Anti Duhring', pp. 
435-36, Foreign Language Publishing House, Moscow, 
1947). ~he division of labour is an expression of 
class relations prevailing in society. For example 
in the German ideology Harx and Engels wereto 
state: Jhe existing stage in the division of 
labour determines also the relations of individual 
to one another with reference to the material, 
instruments and product of labour. .(Marx and 
.t;ngels: Ludwing F'eurbach and the .tmd of Classical 
German Philosophy, ~W, vol.3, p.367). 
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between mental and manual labour. Here labour becomes 

a choice rather than a necessity. Tne change in the 

relation of production will have unleased such a develop-

.ment of productive_forces that the all-round development 

of the individual becomes feasible. 
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THe SSOJND INTERNAT IDNAL1 S PER~ ECTIVS ON 
REVOLUTION 
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WITH the emergence of the socialist groups and 

parties in Europe especially based on Marxist analysis, 

the theory ~f revolutionary politics of Marxism becomes 

more and more the expression af the organised movement 

of the working class. During this very period economism 

which basically atterrpted to confine the working class 

movement merely to economic struggles and revisionism 

which attempted to revise certain basic concepts of 

Marx and Sngels and in the process their conception of 

revolution were to emerge as concrete forms of ideologi

cal currents within the fold of Maraism itself and even== 

tuall y led to the confinement of the prole tar ian move

ment to the capitalist order. 

Economism and Revisionism, however, were to 

assume numerous forms both before and after the seizure 

of state power by the class struggle. However, their 

basic effect was the same. They constrained the working 

class from achieving a revolutionary transformation of 

the capitalist order. At the same time, it was only 

the radical reactions to these practices that were to 

enrich the Marxist conception of revolution. While the 
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coming chapters Will deal with the concrete manifesta= 

tion of the ideological and political struggles between 

revolutionary politics and on the other, in the present 

chapter we will consider the concrete conditions of the 

emergence of these f6rums, their support structures and 

their impact on the class struggle during the period of 

the Second International. For this purpose we need to 

probe into the nature of the class sgruggles of this 

period as well as the dominant trends in Marxist Theore

tical practice. It will help us to understand the 

extent to which working class struggle itself began to 

get integrated within capital, through its various 

transformations, while a search into its theoretical 

practice will reveal the extent to which Marxism of the 

period gets entrenched into pre=Marxist and anti-Marxist 

positions. 

Marxism as the theory of class struggle was 

located in the overall context of a capitalist society. 

The bourgeois theories of society which once provided 

legitimacy to the revolutionary aspirations of the rising 

capitalist class either became increasingly distant 

from .the practical concerns of the day or tended to 

~rovide legitimacy to the established order. The various 

utopian varieties of socialism1 survive during the 

-------~------------------------
1 See, Engels," Socialisrrf. Utopian and Scientific 

in Marx and B1gels'! s.w., vol.3, PP• 95-151. 
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period, inspi te of the widespreadness of Marxism. 

All these three factors assert their influence on 

Marxism as a science of the societ~ especially in 

a situation where the class struggle of the proletariat 

begins to get itself confined within the bourgeois 

framework. It is'the contention of th~s paper that 

the theoretical writings of interpretations of the 

dominant section of Marxists begin to be more and 

more mediated by approaches and concepts articulated 

by the representatives of the bourgeoisi~ and the 

proletarian struggle got increasing!~ bogge~own 

within the limits specified by the bourgeois order. 

In normal times, i.e. in nonrevolutionary situations 

it became very difficult to distinguish between 

the practices of revisionist and.revolutionary 

groups. Similarly the primacy of economist 

practices could not challange the progressive 

interpolation of Marxism by the ~ourgeois ideology, 

since the former was based on the very same founda= 

tions as the later.2 Therefore, when capital in 

2. Ideology has real basis in society. It builds 
itself up on the given apparent unity and does not 
look behind this unity into the raging contradictions 
to uncover the real alignment of rel.at·ions. S:e Marx: 
• Grundrisse• p .255, Penguine, London, !973. 
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its stage of imperialism, profoundly reorganised it

self in terms of its expandedrepreduction resultin g 

in crises and war, the working class and the 

majority of the organised socialist movement becam e 

part of the crisis and tools of imperialism rather 

tnan agents for a revolutionary change in society. 

It is necessary to locate precisely this process of 

capitulationism. We need to e~lain why Lenin 

and the Bolshevik party and a number of groups and 

sections within the second international were able 

to uphold the revolutionary conception of Marxism 

and in their practices both in theory and practice 

were to enrich it. The world war shatters the unity 

between the two approaches and only from a hindi sght, 

as if, and, of course, from the class point of Marx 

and Engels, we ar.e· able to evaluate and assess the 
3 process. 

The writings of Eogels during this period, 

whtch also critically review his own and Marx'' s 

3. "only when raised to the peak of contradiction 
do the manifold entities become active(regsam) and 
lively in relation to one abother. They receive, 
acquire that negativity which is the inherent pul= 
sation of self-movement and vitality.•• (Lenin: 
Conspectus of Hegel's Science of Logic, P• !43,. C&llected 

• Works (CW) Vol.~, Foreign Language Puolishing House, · 
Moscow, !96!) 
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writings of the earlier period, as well as the 

class struggles of the period provide us with a 

starting point. Lenin's decreasing break with _the 

dominant current of the international revisionism, 

after 19.14 and his reflections over it provides us 

with the toils to assess this process.· 

Domjoant Pattern of the Class Struggle DDudng the 

Period 

Social democrac~ in German~ registered 

a tremendous growth after ~71 espe d. all~ after the 

Gotha Congress of unification between the Social 

democratic war kers party ( Si senacher) led by August 

Bebel and Willam Liebnecht and the Lassalean General 

German Worker~ Union. Together with the growth 

of the party and unions, workers' cooperatives also 
4 developed. While the leaders of the Unions and 

representatives of the party in the Reichstaag were 

to establish a stake in the existing affairs of 

things progressively. The leaders and staff of 

the workers' cooperatives, practically all social 

democrats, supported the gradualist wing of the 

4. See SngelsJ "Introduction to class-straggles in 
France " SN, Vol.I,pl94. 
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party since their life work consisted of an 

attempt to transfer the existing society peacefully 

into a better order and would have been wrecked by 

a violent relolution. However the contradiction 

between the Gradualist aspirations and revolutionary 

objectives was not to come sharply to the fore for 

a considerable time. There was tremendous enthusiasm 

in the party that they would be able to achieve 

their socialist aim within a short period.5 

In France, the party of the possibilists led by 

Paul Barousse had organized two international 

working class congress in .l383 and l 886. The 

possibili~s had broken away from the Federation du 

Parti des Travaillers Socialists (IPTS) set up in 

1880, the programme of which, under the influence 

of Jules Guesde and Paul Lafarque, was dominated 

by the Marxist outlook. Possibilists were committed 

to an evolutionary socialism to modest immediately 

realizable reforms, in alliance with the radical 

wing of the bourgeoisie. After being battered 

5. At the Srfurt congress of the S> D in 1891 August 
Babel told his fellow deputie~ "I am convinced 
that the fulfilment of our aim is so close, that there 
are few in this hall who will not live to see the 
day 'Quoted in J Braunthal: 1 History of the Inter-
national 18&1-1914, pg.\'11\-·, Nelson, 1960) 
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during the Paris commune the Blanquists still survived. 

With the amnesty of 1879 they were to form the Parti 

socialist revolutionairiaire under th= leadership of 

Villant. The H?TS contained within its ranks three 

incompatible groups. Be sides the Marxists, there were 

tte followers of P roudhon, believers in 'socialism• 

through the development of cooperatives who rejected 

both the theory of class struggle and desirability of 

political action. A third group was that of the anar

chists who while arguing with the Marxists in acknowled

ging the class-struggle, opposed all forms of political 

activity including parliamentary elections. 

The Belgian party developed novel forms of tac

tics especially in its struggle for vote manifest in 

street demons~rations, togeth~r with political strikes. 

It was not organised like 3? D, but actually was a fe de-

ration of trade unions, · cooperatives, retail and 

producers societies, associations of employees in workers' 

health insurance and students and socialist societies 

f . k" d 8 o var1ous ~n s. 

Italy remained a stronghold of anarchism. It's 

ftftile soil being formed of character~stic features of 

early capitalism, vast estates owned by a landlord-aris

tocracy and cultivated by semi-servile labour, large land 

-----------------------
8 Landuer Carl: European Socialism, vol.I, 

p. 469 , VNIVE!(S IT'f ore ~ALl r-c~tVt A p~e,S'S, t<\S", 
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hungry rural poor, an urban proletariat living in wret-

ched squalar and a large number of declassed intellectuals. 

Like Italy, ~a in and Holland were also the stronghold 

of anarchism. In Norway, Mareus Thane lays cbwn a 

~'tJ:on; b a;~; among thEl pe: a a an try for s mili t.;mt movement 

under the dt:lmands of· redistribution of land, uni veersal 

suffrage and education , for the children of the poor. 

The British working class movement was basically 

embeded in economic struggles and colonial ideolO(jY• 

The scientific theory of socialism hardly becomes a part 
9 

of the working class consciousness in Britain. Although 

certain leading intellectuals Hyndman and his circle 

expounded and were inspired by the whole range of Marxist 

ideas, the ideol gy as such ne\er gaindd any great influence 

over the movement. 

In Austria, Victor Adler succeeded in reconciling 

the various factions, and establishing a united social 

democratic 1 abour party in 1889. A 1 arge section of the 

students and intellectuals formed the intellectual back• 

bone of this party especially under the influence of 

Carl Grunberg who urged them to develop a ' conception 

of Marxism as social science which should be developed in 

a rigorous and systematic way through historical and 
. 10 

socialogical investigations. 

-------------~-------

9 Ibid, P .lf.lti 

10 T Bottomore and Patrick Goode (ed,) Austro
Marxism, p. 3, Claredon Press, Oxford, 19'78 



Ln Russia, the Russian Social democratic workers 

party emerges b~ its struggle against the Narodniks. It 

splits itself up into Mensheviks and Bolsheviks in 1903.11 

This generalised survey of social democracy in 

certain countries is useful in terms of locating the 

sheer suceptibility of this movement to bourgeois influen

ce and their inability to lead the working class politi

cally and ide olo gicall y against capital. The ideological 

and organisational consolidation of socialist movement 

was too weak to contain the onsl. aught of the bourgeois 

ideology. A t'urnber of attempts to develop Marxism in this 

~~riod actually end in integrating Marxism with bourgeois 

ideology. Marx and already drawn attention to }.•., in 1877 
12 when discussing German social democracy. 

With the rise, growth and prestige of social 

democratic parties, trade unions and cooperative movement, 

a large number of functionaries of these organizations 

also came up. Opportunism, therefore could find an 

extremely fertile field in this organizational hierarchy, 

in times of peacefwl movement. The inroads of bourgeoisie 

ideology within scientific socialism objectively streng

thened the position of these opportunists and legitimised 

their role. In turn, they could be very successful! in 

--------------
11 see NeMt Chapter 

12 Marx letter to Sorge, October 19, 1877, in 
Marx and Engels, Selected G2rrespondence• 
P• 290: Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1975 
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containing the class struggle within definite limits, 

as they could always authoritatively speak as the rep-

resentatives of the working class. Bngels was to 

strongly draw attention to this rising opportunism and 

even felt that a split within the party was welcome to 

counter opportunism. 

lbe §ecopd Ipterp at; gpal 

It was founded in 1889~ It was not a uniform 

body with a centralised organ, but a loose federation 

of parties and trade unions vo rking separately though 

united by their belief in socialism.13 Unlike the first 

in tern ational which had an effective organization and 

constitution, the second international remained for the 

first eleven years of its existance without any formal 

organization. It was not until 1900 that the Central 

Commission, which assumed the title of international 

socialist bureau, was formed, entrusted with the func

tion of maintaining effective liaison between the parties 

and organization of future congresses includ~ng th e 

preparation of the agenda. The general tentets which 

held it together can be enumerated as follows: 

--------------------
13 Lazek KolQkowski: Majo C11rrents of Marxj sm• 

The Golden Age. p. 5., Clare don Press, 1978 

• 
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1. The tendencies of capitalist society have 

activated the natural tendency of the historical process 

towards socialism, which is unavoidable or is the most 

probable consequence. 

2. S:>cialism implied public ownership of the 

means of production:. abolition of all forms of exploita

tion; equal opportunities, and a comprehensive system 

of social welfare. 

3. Socialism is in the interest of all mankind 

and will lead to the uni versa! development of culture 

and welfare. The standard bearer in this is the working 

class. 

5. The interests of the proletariat throughout 

the world are identical and therefore, socialism can 

obly be international in character. 

5. Advance towards socialism calls for economic 

and political struggles on the part of the proletariat 

which must fight for short term improvement and long term 

goal. The proletariat, therefore~ must organize itself 

into independent political parties. 

a, Capitalism cannot a-fter its in ve i table course. 

However, the proletariat must fight for reforms to increase 

its own strength. 

7. Capitalism will finally be swept away by 

revolution when economic conditions under capitalism 

result in inevitable and a1 all pervasive crisis and 

the class consciousness of the proletariat is ri~e to 

seize powc r. It is not a coup d1 etat, but the work of 

the overwhelming majority. 
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8. The backward countries are to inevitably 

follow the capitalist growth as in the capitalist 

countries through a revolution led by the bour~eoisie. 

9. As in industry, so in,agriculture, it is 

inevitable that large scale organization of agriculture 

occurs. 

These tenets, abstract and general as they are, 

could be interpreted differently in different situations, 

and failed to provide guidelines for a concrete analysis 

of concrete situations. The organizational looseness 

merely expressed their ideological loosness. As Karl 

Kossch says as far as the second international is concerned 

Marxism as 1 A unified theory of social revolution was 

changed into critici3ll of the bourgeois economic order, 

of education, of bourg~ is religion, art, science and 

culture. The scriticism no longer necessarily developed 

by the vary nature into revolutionary practice. They can 

well develcp into all kinds of attempts at reform which 

fundamentally remain within the limits of bourgeois soc~ety 

and the bourgeois state and the actual practice usually 

did I ,.,4 so • 

In te r ve!J..t..i_on Q f En ge 1 s 

Engels published 1 The Critique of Gotha Programme1 

in 1890, which he had so far with held due to its likely 

disapproval by the Lassaleans. The Halu Congress of S?D 

--------------------
14 Karl Korsch: Marxian Philosophy, p.S7, NL·-, 

London, 21972 
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had put the discussion of Gotha programme on the agenda. 

Marx had clearly stated in it that the seizure of political 

power by the proletariat can result in nothing but revolu

tionary dictatorship of the proletariat. 15 A section of the 

SPD strongly resented Marx's analysis of the struggle of 

the working class as necessarily leading to the dictatorship 

of the proletariat. 16 

Engels was to draw attention and criticise the growing 

opportunism with1n the SP~ in his critique of the Erfurt pro

gramme addressed to Kautsky which remained unpublished for 

ten years. "What else can result from this than that the 

party may suddenly at the first critical moment prove help-

less, that on decisive questions confusion and division will 

arise within the party because these questions had never 

been discussed. The neglect of great fundamental contradic-

tions for the sake of momentary interests of the day, the 

chase after momentary success and this race after them without 

account of ultimate results, the sacrifice of the future 

movement for the present is perhaps the result of 'honest' 

motives but is and remains nontthe~ess opportunism and 

honest opportunism is perhaps more dangerous than any other." 

M II c . t. ,. ES l 3 15. arx: rl 1que of the Gotha Programme, M W, vo • , 
p.26. 

16. Karl Grillenburg a representative of SPD was to say 
in the Reichstaag, 11 The social democratic party rejected 
the suggestion which Marx had made for its programme ••. 
For us a revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat 
is out of question" (J. Braunthal op.cit., pp. ) 
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The trend however towards a peaceful capture of power 

by obtaining a majority in the lieichstag was to continue. 

The whole effort of class struggle was to be to obtain a 

majority in the parliament and bring about the reforms 

peacefully to achieve socialism. The centrality of the 

concepts i.e. the destruction of the state and of the dictator

ship of the proletariat was to be totally evaded. This made 

Engels to retort strongly in 1891 in his introduction to the 

Civil War in France: "Of late, the social-democratic philis

tine has once more been filled with wholesome terror at the 

words: Didtatorship of the Proletariat. Well and good, 

gentlemen, do you want to look what this dictatorship looks 

like? Look at the Paris commune·. That was the dictatorship 

of the Proletariat". 17 

The dichotomy. that was occuring between theory and 

practice was getting progressively intensified within the 

SPD. The illusions generated by the successes achieved 

through the process of elections prevented if from percei

ving the real nature of the state or struggle to destroy it. 

Now problems that arose in the course of the practice were 

utilized to counter theory rather than make use of the 

theory to analyse the concrete situation, enrich theory and 

orient the practice towards the political goals set by 

theoretical reflection. We can see it in terms of the 

17. Marx:"The Civil War in France! MESW, vol.2, p.189. 
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peasant question posed in the SDP Concretely. In 1895, 

owners of small and middle sized holdings numbered more 

>than two million in Germany - nearly 20% of the German 

population. Vollmar argued that if the dictatorship of 

the proletariat implied dictatorship over these sections 

then it was better to give up this idea altogether. He 

emphasized the need for improvement in workers' conditions 

within the present order. He maintained that any state 

budget should be judged by its merits and if the socia-

lists found that the major part of the budget was in con-

forrnity with their demands, it was only logical to ~xpress 

approval when the budget, as a whole, carne to vote. 'l'his 

implied that the state was neutral with respect to the class 

struggle and can be made use of by any class to effect its 

own class rule. The opportunists tended to read their own 

positions in the introduction that Engels wrote to l\'larx's 

Class Struggle in France: In it ~ngels makes a selfcriticism · 

of the position that he and Ivlarx held as regards the possi-

bility of economic development in the continent and the 

revolutionary tactics required of the proletariat, in 1848. 

He argues that the introcluction of popular democracy has 

brought profound changes in the forms of class struggle. 

It has provided the means for the conscious participation 

of the majority in the revolutionary transformation. By 

the weapon of franchise the German workers had built the 

strongest, most disciplined and rapidly growing socialist 

party. The franchise has been transformed from a means of 
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deception into an instrument of emancipation even to threaten 

the bourgeoisie itself. It required that social democracy 

too change the forms of class struggle. 

"'fhe time of surprise attacks of revolution carried 

through by small minorities at the head of unconscious 

masses, is past. Where it is a question of complete trans-

formation of the social organization, the masses also must 

be in it. Must themselves already have grasped what is at 

stake, what they are going in for, body and soul. The his

tory of the last fifty years has taught us that but in order 

that the masses may understand what is to be done, long, 

persistent work is required and it is just this work that 

we are now pursuing- and with a success that drives the 

enemy to despair". 18 

What Engels suggests is a tactical revision of the 

line of the party. Nowhere in the whole text does Engels 

suggest anything that could prompt one to alter the under

standing of the nature of the State as a partisan instrument 

of the ruling classes, the necessity of its destruction and 

the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat which 

were confirmed by the experiences of the working class stru

ggles and as articulated in the conception of Marx. 

18. Marx and Engels, vol.3, p.200. 
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However the moderate leadership of Social Democracy 

making use of this tactical revision of proletarian class 

practices suggested Marx's conception of the state and on 

the Dictatorship of the proletariat as the form of organiza-

tion of state power of the proletariat during the period of 

transition. This 'vvas particularly true of Social Democracy 

in Germany. The introduction of representative democracy, 

withdrawal of anti-socialist law and the growing success 

of the SDP in the electiohs was to further evoke their 

suspicion with regard to the Marxist formulations. The 

trade union and cooperative apparatus was more and more to 

get integrated within the :::>tate apparatuses and the former 

was to decisively influence the policy of the party. 19 .t<'or 

the democratic wing of social democra~y the bourgeois society 

came to be progression conceived as representing the general 

interests of the society and the State, the embodiment of 

this general interest. Therefore when Bunstein came to 

challenge the entire range of l'~Jarxist concepts including 

the dictatorship of the proletariat it could evoke only a 

1·eeble response even from Kautsky. Kautsky tried to bypass 

the entire problem by saying that the problem of Dictatorship 

could be sa!ely left to the future. In 1902, in his 'the Social 

Kevolution' he was to use the vague term 'eonquest of State Powei 

for the'Dictatorship of the Proletariat.' This was as Lenin 

19. See J.P. Nettle: The German Social Democratic Party 
1890-1914 as a political model; in Past and .!::-'resent, p. 
30 (1965). 
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was to argue later was a concession to opportunism both . 
in theory and practice. 20 In his 'Road to Power' Kautsky 

talks about the situation leading to a revolutionary 

period but v..-as to ayoid the crucial question with regard to 

the nature of this power to substitute the present sttate 

·power. Pannekock was to characterize this approach of 

Kautsky as 'passive radicalism', a 'theory of passive 

expectancy•.
21 

In his 'The Labour Revolution' Kautsky was 

to ·argue that taking into stock the experience of the 

movement, the Marxist concept of the Dictatorship has to 

be changed and was to define it as follows: 11 Between the 

Period of purely bourgeoisie state and a purely proletarian 

state. 

Reorganization of Capital: 

The second international stood at a juncture when 

profound changes were occuring in the reorganization of 

capital itself. The period from 1873 to the middle of 

1890s is known as the period of great depression forming 

a watershed between two stages of capitalism: "the earlier 

vigorous, prosperous and flushed with adventurous optimism: 

the later more troubled, mor~ hesitant and some.would say 

20. See Lenin: State and Revolution, p. 132, Progress 
Publishers, Moscow. 

21. A. Pannekock: Quoted in D. Mele~fen, Marxism after 
Marx, op.cit., p.172. 
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already bearing the marks of senility and decay". 22 It mani-

fested itself first in a violent slump and then in a lengthy 

movement. It resulted in the fall of the rate of profit 

due to the increased organic composition of capital, stagna

tion and partial saturation of outlets for investment and 

unimpeded action of competition which resulted in a specta-

cular fall in prices. Engels speaks of these new tendencies 

emerging within capital in a long note to the III volume of 

Capital, in Marx's discussion of joint stock companies. 2 3 

22. Maurice Dobb: Studies in the Development of Capital, 
International Publishers, New York, 1976, p.300. 

23. "A Change has taken place here since the last major 
general crises. The acute form of the periodic pro
cess with its former two year cycle appears to have 
given way to a more chronic, long drawn out, altera
tion between a relatively short and slight business 
improvement and a relatively long indecisive depre
ssion ••• It is possible that we are now in the prepa
ratory stage of a new world crash of unparallelled 
vehemence". The changes that have taken place re
sulted in "colossal expansion of means of transpor
tation and communication ••• has made a real world 
market in fact: England's monopoly has been challen
ged by the new industrial nations, opening of new 
fields in all parts of the world for investment of 
capital. By this most of the breeding grounds of 
crises and opportunities for their development have 
been eliminated ••• Cartels and trusts have replaced 
competition in the domestic market 'while protective 
tariffs characterise the foreign market. These are 
the preparations for the ultimate general industrial war 
which will decide who has supremacy in the world 
market. (See Marx: Capital, vol.3, p.489, progress 
Publishers, Moscow, 1974). 
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Capital there1ore survived the chronic crises of the 

previous era by reorganizing itself internally by what 

Maurice Dobb calls as "searching .tor an escape in the in

sured (from narrower profit· margins) foreign markets of 

positive imperialism, in tariffs, monopolies and employer's 

associations. The extension of investment field and the 

search for the stimuli of new markets to keep productive 

equipment working to capacity; the race to partition of the 

underdeveloped parts of the globe into exclusive territories 

and privileged markets, were quickly to become the order of 

the day 11 •
24 

The SPD was not to grasp the implications of this re

organization of capital and even it was to grasp the develop-

ment of monopolies, export of capital, pursuits for colonies 

and struggle for division and redivision of the world, it 

was not able to see that this would necessarily result in 

imperialists wars, nor were they able to apply this analysis 

to the immediate tasks of the class struggle. For some of 

them it became an added proof that the development of capital 

had invalidated the basic, economic premises of Marx and 

therefore his political conception too has to be drastically 

altered. 

24. M. Dobb: Op.cit., p.312. 
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Intrusion of bourgeois ideology into Marxist Theory 

The progressive rise of opportunism in class practice, 

the inability to grasp the specific concrete situation of 

class struggle at the stage of imperialism, helped alien 

ideologies to make inroads into the scientific content of 

Marxism. These remarkably flexible ideologies with deep 

roots in objective reality and in the consciousness of wor-

kers, were organised in various institutions of the society 

including the State. They legitimised existing reality, 

and objectively acted as a great constraint on the advance 

of the class struggle of the proletariat. 

Kautsky, the most prominent spokesman of the second 

international, was a Danvinian before he came to Marxism. 25 

His conception of social development iniluenced by natural 

evolutionism, laid undue emphasis on productive forces and 

objective necessity. Clearly the dialectical tradition was 

quite alien to him. 26 Maclellan says "Kautsky could not 

work up any enthusiasm for Hegd, of whom he was profoundly 

ignorant: for him Hegel was an evolutionary determinist with 

25. Kolokovski commenting on Kautsky says: "Kautsky's 
views changed remarkably little during the course 
of his career. In his youth he had embraced Darwinism 
and a naturalistic .view of the world he soon discovered 
historical materialism and vwve the two elements into 
an integral whole which satisfied him for the rest of 
his life" (L. Kolokovski: lviain Currents of 1Vlarxism 3 
Golden Age, op.cit., p.S~ ). 

26. David Maclellan: Marxism after Marx- an introduction., 
p.36, Macmillan Press, 1979. 
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unfortunate speculative and conservati~e bents". At the 

same time Kantsky felt a strong attraction to Kant. He 

wrote to Plekhanov in 1898 11The economic and historical 

stand point of Marx and Engels is capable of be.ing integra

ted, if necessary, even with Neo-Kantianism 11 •
27 This later 

aspect connected Kautsky with ·the Austro Marxian School. on 

the one .nand and Bernstein on the other. This was what 

was to compel Lenin to say that they all call themselves 

Marxists but their l"larxism is impossibly pedantic. They 

have not yet grasped the core of Marxism i.e. its revolu-

t . d' 1 t' . 28 1onary 1a ec 1cs. 

Bernstein was ~o be influenced from·a whole spectrum 

of current bourgeois theories of development as much as 

he was to be from the revolutionary conception of Marxism. 

During his long stay in England, he came under the strong 

influence of the Austrian Marginalist theory profounded by 

hugen Bohur-Bawerk. · Berstein came to assert that 'Marx's 

th f 1 1 b t t t ' 
29 

d t k eory o va ue was a pure y a s· rae concep , an oo 

upon himself the task of revising the entire economic ana

lysis of Marx. He rejected materialism and declared himself 

as an adherent of the school of positivist philosophy and 

27. Kautsky to Pukhanov: Der Kampf, vol.18 (1925), p.I. 
Quoted in ibid, p.36 •. 

28. See Lenin: "On Dialectics~, Collected works, vol.38, 
p.358. 

29. E. Bernstein: Evolutionary Socialism: p.29, New York, 
1961. 
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sociology, 30 accepted the' evolutionary conception of Darwi-

nism and came under the strong influence of neo-Kantianism. 

Neo-Kantianism as the dominant method of social theory 

within Marxism was developed systematically by the Austro 

Marxist intellectuals. 31 For Max Adler, a representative of 

this school, what he absorbed from new Kantian philosophy 

was not an ethical theory with which to supplement Marxism 

as was being attempted by some German thinkers,32 but the 

idea of a critique of knowledge applied to the foundations 

of society. According to Adler, Marx had been able to cons

truct the theory of society by introducing the fundamental con-

cept of 'socialized humanity' sketched in theses on Fuerbach 

vvhich made possible investigation into the casual regulari/ 

ties of social life and the rapproachment bet.ween the n1ral 

sciences and the social science which would eventually allow 

them to be brought together in a single scientific conceptual 

scheme. 33 The concept of socialised humardty is transcendelly 

given, which would lead to the Kantian duality of ethics and 

knowledge. From these positions Adler was to emphasize 

Marxism as an emphirical science which like all other sciences 

attempts to establish causal connections among the phenomenon 

in the field. 

30. 

31. 

Berstein quoted in David Maclellan, op.cit., p.34. 

See Max Adler in 'Marxiste Probleme' (1913) in 
Bottomore and Goode (ed) Austro Marxism, op.cit., p.62. 
The Aus tro-1'1arxis t school was highly influenced by 
positivism more or less in the manner of Ernest Mach • 

. . . I-
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Thus the Kantian dichotomy between fact and value~ 

the descriptive and the normative, was introduced into 

Marxism. This resulted in a total separation between 

theory and practice, between scientific analysis ontbne 

hand and the practice and immediate concerns of class 

struggle on the other. Concrete class struggle w~s already 

pervasive of economism and opportunism separating it widely 

·from the precept of seizing political power. Now this gu·lf 

further diluted working class struggles with heavy doses 

of reformism and moralism. 

These developments were also to create the wide gulf 

between economic determinism as the inevitable casual out-

come of the phenomenon and socialism as a matter of choice. 

This mechanical determinism combined with voluntarism could 

reach such ridiculous limits, as to claim that if the triumph 

of socialism is a historical necessity, then the practical 

activity of the social democrats is completely superfluous. 

After all, why work for a phenomenon to occur which must 

take place in any case.33 

This duality between .theory and practice, revolutionary 

practice and necessity, inexorable laws of development and 

ethical choice was not confined to a marginal section of 

social democracy. It was true withregard to the most prominent 

theoreticians of the Second International itself. 

3j. See Plekhanov, 'Cant against Kant, or Herr Bernstein's 
Will and Testament, in Selected Philosophical Works, 
vol.II, pp.352-378, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1976. 

. . .. 
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Hilferding was to express it more sharply in his 

Finance Capital: 'Marxism is only a theory of the laws of · 

motion of society ••• To recognize the validity of Il/farxism (which 

implies the recognition of the necessity of socialism) is 

by no means a task for value judgements, let alone a pointer 

to a practical line of conduct. It is one thing to recognize 

a necessity, but quite another to place oneself at the ser

vice of that necessityn. 5° For Kautsky the ethical motiva-

tion is required for revolutionary practice but it has noth

ing to do with scientific socialism. In his ethics and the 

materialist conception of history, Kantsky said: "Even social 

democracy as the organization of the proletariat in its class 

struggle cannot do without the ethical ideal, without ethical 

indignation against exploitation and class rule. But this 

ideal has nothing to do with scientific socialism, which is 

the scientific study of the lav.,;s of evolution and motion of 

social organism". 35 For Plekhanov, 'Social democracy considers 

historical development fron; the standpoint of necessity, and 

its ovm activity as a necessary link in the chain of those 

necessary conditions which combined made the triumph of 

socialism inevitable". 36 In this interpretation of Marxism 

there were profound ideas of Marx that were at stake. There-

34. 

35. 

36. 

Hilferding, quoted in Lucio Colletti, From Rousseou 
to Lenin, p.74. 

Kautsky: Ethics and Materialist Conception of Histor~ 
quoted in Lucio Colletti, op.cit., p.73. 

Plekhanov: quoted in ibid, p.88. 
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fore, although all of them came to condemn Bernstein the 

condemnation was really no condemnation at all as they too 

voiced the same position, at least in their basic content. 

In this conception social democracy was something 

grafted among the workers which was either free to take 

this or that course. For Bernstein socialism was basically 

an ethical ideal which can be fashioned on the model of cer-

tain dominant values existing a priori. Both Kautsky and 

P~khanov agree fundamentally on it. This conception has 

its roots not only in Kant for whom the ethical norms 

exist a priori but in an entire 6hristiin tradition. 

However, f'or Marx values are bound up and conditioned 

by the specific stage of class struggle on the one hand and 

its ideological and cultural expressions on the other. There

fore, social democracy Ls not a particular ethics institu-

tionalized, but the expression and the instrument in the 

class struggle of the proletariat as a whole. What the posi-

tion of Ka\itsky and others adds upto·is the voluntariness of 

choice of the individual being prescribed as the choice of 

the class. This element of 'individual choice' as has al-

ready been noted is a very strong datum, in Kant and the 

£.hristian tradition. 

Their 'revolutionary' politics had nothing to do with 

the concrete analysis of the concrete situations, of continuousl 
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taking stock (not by individual but by the class) of the 

stage and dynamics of the struggle. Their explanation was 

a process of starting from a central point, say the economy, 

1·rom v-1hich all the elements of the model can be drawn out 

without any reference to practice. Bernstein, strongly was 

to explain this approach very aptly. "To be a materialist 

means first of all to trace back all phenomenon to the nece

ssary movements of matter. These movements of matter are 

accomplished according to the materialist doctrine from 

beginning to end as a mechanical process. Mechanical facts 

determined in the last resort, all occurrences even those 

which appear to be caused by ideas 11 .37 

This Marxism was therefore to become an explanation 

of events post factum, a form of contemplation of the his

torical process which Marx rightly ascribed to Feurbach. 

Bernstein's Revision of Marxism 

Bernstein was quick togasp the contradictions exist

ing between theory and practice, between the goal and the 

immediate concerns of the movement, between the changing 

nature of capital and the current notions of economism 

based on an inevitable breakdown of capitalism and set in 

37. Bernstein, op.cit., p.6. 
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.his book 'Evolutionary soc·ialism' the great task of esta

blishing the unity between these areas and correct those 

ideas in IVJ:arx, which he termed, Utopian. Although in the 

process he revised Marxism and reduced it into sheer econo-

mism and into an adjunct of bourgeois ideology, he was succe

ssful in drawing attention to the contradictions existing 

within social democracy at this juncture, both in theory and 

practice. 

Bernstein starts off his exposition from Engel's 

last few documents especially his introduction to the Marx's 

class struggles in France. 

Engels in the above mentioned text had argued for a 

revision of tactics of social democracy in the changed condi

tions of parliamentary democracy. Bernstein argued that the 

question involved was not merely a revision of tactics but 

certain basic conceptions of revolution in Marxism itself. 

It is necessary to change the insurrectionist and Utopian 

pharaseology which is the inheritance of social democracy 

and bring it in +ine with practice. The wrong was not in 

the practice of class struggle but in the theoretical postu

lates gdverning social democracy. In a letter to A Babel 

he expressed his desire¢. thus: nwhat I am striving tor, and 

as a theoretician must strive for, is a unityretween theory 
36 

and reality, between phraseology and actionn. 

Accoraing to Bernstein there was a contradiction bet-

ween the \'lishes and scientific output of Marx. 'I'his makes 
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capital just a tendencious work full of excessive abstrac-

tion and theoretical phrasemongering. 

Seizure of power by the proletariat, or the Marxist 

conception of revolution, was due to the influence of Elan-

quism. This ideological element tarnished the scientificity 

in Marx and led to all sorts of Utopian predictions which 

are not borne out by history. The prediction of polariza-

tion of society into two classes, the idea of the growing 

immiseration and proletarization of the mtidle strata; progre-

ssive worsening of economic crises and growth of revolutionary 

tension have not materialised as Marx predicted. In fact the 

rise of the joint stock companies have really diversified the 

ownership of the means of production rather than concentrating 

it in i'ew hands. 

11It is thus quite wrong to assume that the present 

development of society shows a relative or indeed absolute 

diminuation of the number of the members of the possessing 

classes. Their number increases both relatively and absolu-

tely. If the activity and the prospects of social democracy 

were dependent on the decrease of the 'wealthy' then it might 

indeed lie down to sleep. But the contrary is the case. 'l'he 

prospects of socialism depend not in the decrease but on the 

increase of social 1.·1eal th. 39 In the whole of Western Europe ••• 

58. 

' 39. 

Bernstein Letter to Bebel, Quoted in L Collecti, 
op.cit., p.49. 

Bernstein, op.cit., p.48. 
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the small and medium sized agricultural holding is growing 

in numbers while the large or very large holding is dec

lining.40 This was a proof 1or Bernstein that polarization 

of society, &S Marx predicted is not taking place. 

Privileges of the capitalist bourgeoisie are slowly 

giving way to democratic institutions. Factory legislation, 

the democratization of communal administration and universal 

suffrage tend to erode the very basis of class struggle. "In 

all capitalist countries we see the privileges of the capitalist 

bourgeoisie yielding step by step to democratic organizations • 1141 

Where parliamentary democracy is dominant the state can 

no longer be seen as an organ of class rule. 'rhe more the 

political institutions of modern nations become democratised, 

the more occassions and necessity for great political crises 

are removed. Hence the working class should not strive to 

seize power for revolution, but should rather seek to reform 

the state, remodelling it more and more into a democratic mould. 

There is therefore, a contradiction between capitalist exploi-

tation and political democracy. He further read his own 

positions in Engels text mentioned above. "Engels abandoned 

the conquest of political power by the working classes becauese 

he wished to avoid the steady growth of social democracy 

secured by lawful means being interrupted.by a political 

revolution 11 •
42 

40. op.cit., p.50. 

41. ibid, p.XI 

42. ibid, p.XIII 
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With the growing number and knowledge of workers, 

democrasy is changed into the instrument by which to trans

form the representatives of the people fron; the masters 

into real servants of the people. For Bernstein, Democracy 

was in principle, the suppression of class government'. 

Further Bernstein directly challenged the proletarian 

movement as inherently. internationalist. With the growth of 

political democracy the worker becomes more and more a citi-

zen and those were his real interests: 

11 The proletarian has no fatherland. This sentence 

might in a degree, perhaps apply to the worker of the for

ties without political rights, shut out of public life. 

Today, inspite of the enormous growth in the intercourse 

between nations it has already forfeited a great part of its 
. . 

truth and will always forfeit more, the more the worker, by 

the influence of socialism, moves from being a proletarian 

to a citizen". 43 

From these positions, Bernstein came close to justi¥ng 

German colonial expansion. Social aemocracy cannot be obli-

vious to national interest present or future. Therefore, it 

must support the furthering of the interests of German nation, 

precisely because it represents the whole people and not the 

interests of a particular group or section. "Where on the 

German side it is not a question merely of 1ancies or of the 

43. ibid, pp.-16y-·170. 
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particular interests of a separate groups which are indifferent 

or even detrimental to the welfare of ·the na-cion, where really 

important national interests are at stake, interna·tionalism 

can be no reason for a weak y,felding to the pretentions of 

foreign interested parties. 1144 In the Stuttgart Congress of 

the International Bernstein was to argue for a 'socialist 

colonial policy'. 45 

Engels in a letter to J Block in 1890, had said 'Accord-

ing to the materialist conception of history, the ultimately 

determining element in history is the production and reproduc-

tion of real life. More than this neither Marx nor I have 

asserted. Hence if somebody twists this into saying that the 

economic element is the only determining one, he transforms 

that proposition into a meaningless, abstract, senseless 

phrasen. 45aFrom this Bernstein argued that the materialist 

conception of history was in fact not purely materialist, 
-

much less purely economic. He wanted the ideological and 

ethical factors to have their due say. He felt ecclecticism 
I 

provided larger scope for production of thought than determinism. 

From these positions Bernstein was to argue that the 

theory of social democracy has no worth at all. The practice 

of social democracy has to move forward unencumbered by the 

shackles of this theory. "Movement means everything foi me 

44. 

45. 
45a. 

ibid, p.171. 
. .,-L.· "'r ... , 0 '~~~D~S See Rajani Pal~t Dutt~ Jl '~ 

Engels letter to J Block, 21 September 1890, 
p.498. 
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and that what is usually called 'the final aim of socialism' 

is nothing". 46 

The positions of Bernstein, as they were, could hardly 

be important for consideration in the l\1arxist concept of 

revolution except for the other conditions that accompanied 

it: 

( 1) 'rhe gulf between theory and practice that Bernstein 

referred to in SDP was really true. The arguments expressed 

the true state of affairs and consciousness of large section 

of social democracy, the trq.de union leaders and functionaries 

of cooperative societies. 

(2) It strengthened their position as they were not to 

face the catastrophy of a revolution. Bernstein legitimised 

the existing practice. 1 

(3) Bernstein was a prominent theoretician of the second 

international and was personally VEry close to Engels. There 

was an aura of authority in what he said. 

(4) Bernstein could not be easily challenged by the 

other ideologues as they were based on the same problematic. 

Therefore, most of their rebuttals did not challenge the 

roots of the problems that Bernstein raised and provided a 

revolutionary alternative. 

46. ibid, p.XV 
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(5) Their theoretical elaboration did not help them to 

analyse the changing historical times or evolve a different 

method to pursue this analysis. 

The official social democracy resorted to a mixed 

condemnation of Bernstein's views, reasserting the socialist 

aim. There was no effort to analyse the ideological roots 

of Bernstein's views, reassert in revolutionary politics of 

Marxism by the concrete analysis of the situation, taking 

into consideration the changes that have occurred in the orga-

nization and reproduction of c·apital and thus establish a new 

link vli th the practical class struggles and lVIarxist Revolu-

tionary theory. As the existing state of affairs of Sodial 

democracy was left unaltered, it confirmed the triumph of 

Burnstein rather than that of revolutionary social democracy. 47 

The first major attempt at a comprehensive criticism of 

Bernstein's views from a revolutionary Marxist perspective 

were made by Rosa Luxemburg in her article 'Social Reform or 

Revolution'. She asserted that there is an indissoluble link 

between social reform and revolution. But Bernstein confining 

himself to social reform wants to achieve socialism: Luxemburg 

accuses Bernstein for 'the explanation of the socialist pro-

48 gramme by means of pure reason'. But according to scientific 

47. Shorske in his excellent study of German Social Demo
cracy brings out this point well: "The dis tine tion bet
ween the contenders remained largely a subjective one, 
a difference of ideas in the evaluation of reality 
rather than a difference in the realm of action" (C. 
Shorske: German Social Democrac 1905.1917, p.29, 
Cam bridge, Massachusets, 1955 • 
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socialism the growing anarchy in capitalist society is 

going to lead to the inevitable collapse of capitalism, 

which alone through revolutionary transformation can lead 

to the pas~ing over to socialism. For Luxemburg the expan-

sion, concentration and socialization of capital and the expansio 

of credit basically confirmed Marx's analysis and was going 

to lead to greater crisis by intensifying the cantradictions 

within capitalist society, rather than regulating these con-

tradictions. 'rhe separation between ownership and production 

on the one hand and cartellisation on the othet!, increase the 

contradictions between producers and consumers, between orga-

nised capital and working class, between the international 

character of capital and national economy. The survival or 

disappearance of the m .. ddle sized capitalist has to be seen 

dialectically in the ebb and flow of big capital. She accu

ses Bernstein of substituting the property notion of capita-

lism for the notion of relations of production, which Marx 

emphasizes. Social reforms and the trade union movement 

cannot lead to socialism because on the one hand they do not 

let the working class exercise exclusive control over capital 

and secondly these very rights, with the growing crisis of 

capital and increasing proletarianisation of the middle class 

are under threat. The democratic institutions have largely 

played out their role as the working class increasingly 

48. Rosa Luxemburg in Alice Waters (ed.). 

Rosa Luxemburg Speaks, p.41, Pathfinder Press, 
New York, 1970. 
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became conscious that they cannot achieve their goal within 

the bourgeois framework. She accuses Bernstein of being an 

apologist of the bourgeoisie, 49 uwhen Bernstein rejects the 

economic decline of Marx in order to swear by the teachings 

of Bernsteine, Bohm-bawerk, Jevons, Say and Julius Wolff, 

he exchanges the scientific base of the emancipation of the 

working class for the apologetics of the bourgeoisie. When 

he speaks of the generally human character of liberalism and 

transforms socialism into a variety of liberalism he deprives 

the socialist movement of its class character, and consequently, 

of its historic content, consequently of all content; and 

conversely recognizes the class representing liberalism in 

history, the bourgeoisie, as the champion of the general 

interests of humanity". 

However Luxemburg is unable to explain the basic reasons 

for the rise of this opportunism or its all pervasiveness. 

She does not provide the ways and means to combat opportunism 

within social democracy or resolve the contradictions that 

havere~eloped within social democracy in the concrete condi

tions so that alternative practices of class struggle could 

develop. Luxemburg's critique hardly speaks about the inroads 

made by bourgeois ideology into social democracy. It does 

not refer to the dictatorship of the proletariat, the smashing 

of the bourgeois apparatuses and the bearing that the specific 

character of capitalism at that juncture has on class struggle. 

49. ibid, p.85. 
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Bernstein's strength therefore has to remain undimi

nished. The trade union and cooperative leadership stood 

with him almost in a whole to whom he promised immediate 

bliss rather than distant dF:eams. 

We have seen that there were various strands within 

the second international wh!:c.h were to resolutely oppose 

the naked revivisionism displayed by Bernstein. Also, even 

when they adhered t0 the ideas of Mar~ they failed to make 

a concrete analysis of the specific situation, the contra

dictions expressed therein and the nature of the class-

alliances called for. We can see this more clearly with 

regard to the national question. 

On the National and Colonial Question 

The second international was to pass a correct policy 

regarding this question in its Congress of 1896: "The con

gress proclaims the full right to selfdetermination of all 

nations, and it expresses its sympathy to the workers of all coun 

tries at present suffering beneath the yoke of military, 

national or any other kind of absolutisms. The congress 

calls on the workers of these countries to join the ranks 

of the conscious workers of the whole world in order to 

struggle beside them to defeat international capitalism and 

attain the goals of social democracy'r. 50 However, this general 

50. See Brunthal, op.cit., p.~.t.S". 
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conception could and did hide a whole range of positions 

which were blatantly national chaunistic. The stereotyped 

conception of bourgeois democratic revolution, to remain 

entrenched for a long time before the advent of socialism 

was mechanically imprinted in the dominant perception of 

second international. An abstrac~ and nationalist concep-

tion of the 'laws of history' prevented it from assessing 

the class relation and arrangement of class forces in the 

specificity of a social formation~ Therefore, it made 

Plekhenov exclaim on hearing of Lenin's April Theses: nBut 

it is a violation of all laws of Historyn.5 1 

The national chaunistic position that Bernstein advo-

cated has already been stated. It is influence can be seen 

even in the 'radical left'. The 'radical left' current 

represented by Luxemburg, Panneckock and Strasser was cha

racterised to varying degrees and sometimes, in different 

forms, by its opposition to national self-determination. 

Rosa Luxemburg was to call the right of national self-deter-

mination as an abstract and metaphysical right'. For her, 

the right of session for each nation implied in reality 

support for bourgeois nationalism and the independence of 

each small nation is Ut~an from the economic point. 02 Even 

51. 

52. 

Quoted in Michael Lowy, "From the Great Logic of Hegel 
to the Finland Station in Petrogad~ Critique, 6 Spring, 
1976. 
See M. Lowy, •Marxism and the National Questionnin R. 
Blackburne (ed.) Revolution and Class Struggle, p.142, 
Fontanna and Collins, 1977. 
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though she changed her position slightly, after the experience 

of the October Revolution in her Junius Pamphlet53 she was 

to be bogged down in her previous economistic and mechanical 

perspective rather than see the national question politically. 

Karl Ronner tried to neutralize the danger of political separa-

tism especially in terms of Austria by providing an adminis

tr~~ive and constitutional arrangement. Otto Bauer by using 

the concept of National Evolution, emphasized the cultural 

characteristics of the nation which ·was above and beyond the 

classes. 54 Class struggle, therefore, had nothing to do with 

this question, neither did they elaborate the ~uestion of 

national self-determination in terms of this proletarian 

revolution. 

The question of colonies was seen in terms of the pro

gressive aspects of cap.], tal in breaking do'wn the Feudal 

and obscurantist structures and developing the economy and 

not ip terms of the struggle of the masses against imperialism 

and colonialism and the struggle of the masses objectively 

aligned with the struggle of the working class in capitalist 

countries against capital. In Hilferding's 'Finance Capital' 

we find a strong emphasis on the former aspect. This was 

just-an expression of the economistic and mechanical under-

standing prevalent in the dominant section of the second 

~ . p 
53. Luxemburg, The Junius Pamphlet in Mary Alice Waters 

(ed.) Rosa Luxemburg Speaks, Op.cit., p.304. 

54. Bottomore and Goode (ed.) Austro-Marxism, op.cit. 
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international. It was definitely not a wonder, therefore, 

that when the war broke out, the dominant section of the 

international was to support the imperialist policies of 

their respective nations. 

Lenin's break with the Revisionism of the Second International 

How does Lenin see the theory and practice of class 

struggle in the second International, It gives us a clue in 

understanding not only why the dominant faction of the second 
· """'Jt ~lu 

international fell a prey to opportunism but also~to under-

stand the October Revolution itself. When one closely ana-

lyses Lenin's writings, o~e finds that he is not satisfied 

with merely criticizing opportunism in theory, which of course 

he does. Lenin criticizes opportunism in practice as well. 

Against the ideological and organizational weakness of 

Social democracy he was to evolve a conception of the party, 

representing the most advanced section of the proletariat, 

equipped with the most advanced theory, based on democratic 

central,ism, -. equipped with the weapon of critic ism and self-

criticism deeply rooted in the masses in stbuggle and keeping 

politics in command, i.e. the overthrow of the state power 

is its basic objective and all other struggles are comple-

mentary and supplementing it. 

To achieve it the struggles cannot be fought within 

the framework of the legality prescribed by the rulers. 
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Neither can it be based on the foundations of bourgeois 

ideology. It can be based only on the foundations of 

scientific socialism, i.e. the working class, in their 

imffiediacy, in the specific situations of the present, must 

be able to grasp their class situation vis-a-vis capital as 

a whole, not by appearances but by the real relations that 

exist between them, which are the relations of, as Marx, 

called raging contradictions. Unless the workers are 

equipped with theory, their struggle will always remain 

vri thin the perimeters of capital. 

The working class can fight its struggle by basing 

itself only on its own terrain not conceding the latter 

to the problematic influenced by the short sighted prac

tices of economism. This they can do only when they are 

firmly rooted in class struggle, for only during the 

course of this struggle a class begins to constitute 

itself politically. Moreover, only a scientific theory 

can enable it to be firmly anchored in class struggles, for 

it actually reflects the internal dynamics of existing 

contradictions thereby maintaining the possibility of its 

own internal restructuring as and when required. Therefore, 

theory can only be concrete i.e. it must help¢ the proletariat 

to develop its own consciousness: make it understand the 

enemy in all its facets and changing forms; as also the 

weapons it utilizes to keep the workers within its bounds, 

so that the struggle of workers is able to adjust to the 
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changing planks of the enemy. Trotsky commenting on this 

approach of the Bolsheviks was to say: 11 For .the fundamental 

Bolshevik prejudice consists precisely in the idea that one 

can learn to ride when one is sitting firmly on a horse".55 

Therefore Lenin does criticise the opportunists re-

maining within the paradigm they set but always through 

revoking scientific socialism one hand, analysing the con-

crete situation in the interests of the working class as a 

whole in order to bear on revolutionary practice on the other. 

Therefore it is a criticism that is creative both in theory 

and practice. This can be seen from this note of Lenin in 

his philosophical notebooks: 

"Plekhanov criticizes Kantianism (and agnosticism in 

general)·more from a vulgar materialistic standpoint than 

from dialectical materialist standpoint in so far as he 

merely reject!3 their views a lamine (from the threshold) 

but does not correct them (as Hegel corrected Kant) deepening, 

generalising and ex~ending them showng the connections and 

transitions of each and every concept ••• Marxists criticised 

the Kantians and Humists more in the manner of Feubach 

(and Buchner) than of Hegel". !P6 

55. Trotsky: Terrorisms and Kornrnunisms, p.82. Quoted in 
G. Lukae's, History and Class Consciousness,lp.314, 
Merlin, London, 1971. 

56. Lenin, Collected Works, vol.38, p.179. Foreign Languages 
Publishing House, Moscow, 1961. This condemnation of 
Plekhanov is inspite of Lenin's great approval of Pre
khanov earlier: "We simply note that the only Marxist in 
the international social democratic movement to criticize 
the incredible platitudes of the revisionists from the 
standpoint of consistent dialectical materialism was 
Plekhanov" (Lenin: f·1arxism and Revisionism 11 , in 
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We will see in the next chapter how Lenin sees 

the emergence of revisionism in Marxism in the process 

of conceeding its ideological terrain to bourgeois ideolo-

gies, in renouncing the revolutionary dialectics for vulgar 

metaphysical materialism and the renouncing of the revolu

tionary role of the proletariat by making the State absolute 

and the bourgeois society as permanent. He was to recognize 

like Bernstein that profound changes are occurring within 

capitalist society which must be brought to the knowledge 

of the proletariat as a weapon to further its own struggle. 

However unlike Bernstein these changes for Lenin heralded 

the organic crisis of capitalism and the era·of proletarian 

revolutions. We will haye to see how this revolutionary 

preparation was made both in theory and practice in the 

Russian social democracy. 

S.W., vol.I, p.51, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 
1976). This shows that Lenin, himself was to 
grasp the depth of revisionism in social democ
racy progressively. 
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CHAPTER III 



THE RUSSIAN EXPERIENCE 
109 

To understand the Russian Revolution we 1.rill have to 

demaraate clearly betv1een the two phases: First, the develop

ment of class struggle in Russia, leading upto the October 

Revolution and the establishment of Soviet Power. Second, the 

period of transition. The paper limits it~elf to the relation

ship of scientific socialism to the decisive moments of class 
1 

struggle, the concrete conditions in which it was "\.Vaged and 

the contributions it makes towards enhancing the conceptions 

of revolution and sharpening and deepening the class struggle. 

In it, the role of Lenin has been very prominent at least from 

1902 to 1923, in guiding the class struggle, defending and dev

eloping scientific socialism and waging a biltter war against 

bourgeois ideologies and practices. Therefore, for the period 

mentioned the writings of Lenin need to be carefully follo~ed. 

The Context of Class Struggles: 

The following factors impinge on the immediate theo

retical elaborations and ideological and political struggles 

of Lenin: 

1. The 'transformation occuring within capital 

itself and their reflecti£11 politically and 

ideologically; 

1 The decesive moments of class struggle can be termed 
as those when the existing class relations go through quali
tative change and give rise to a nevi equilibrium of class 
forces or when the existing class relations are drastically 
threatened as to effect substantial changes within the system 
of alas s relations. · 



2. The development of class struggle in. 

general and in Russi~ in I:>ar~~?u~ar; 
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3. The working class_movellle~t. _up to the __ 

present as reflected in the clas_s struggle 
" . . ... . . ~ .. , . - -

in Russia and in o.ther soc~al d~mocracies; 

4. The growing opportunism within the social 

democracies an~ ·the ideological struggles 

waged _around it; 

5. Scientific socialism as elabora~ed by Marx 

and Engels and later elaborations based on 

this founda~ion; • 

These .factors, o.f course, cannot be considered, in

de~endently but as forming the bas~c con~ext in the elabo

rat~ons of Le~n, re~ate~ dialectically to the enrichment 

of the concept of revolution. 

t Capitalism in Russia develops very rapidly after 1860. 
- -·- -- --- ---- '2 - - - - - - -- --

Inspi te. of the opinions of Marx and Engels that under certain 

--------~--------------~ 

2 The- basic point tna.t ·the Narodhik~Largued- i·s that "Russia 
can pass to coriuntinism basing ·themselves on the rtiral· co.miliwie 
witb.out. passing through-Capitalism •. In 1877, Marx do~s not hold 
much onance to this argument; "If Russia cen'tinues to pursue 
the patb.'she- bas followed since 1861,· she will loose the .finest 
chance·ever oi"feredby history to--a :people and uridergo all the 
fatal vicissitudes o.f a capitalistregime"• (Marx to Mikahilovsky 
inK Marx, F Engels, selected correspondence, p.312, Moscow,1965). 
However, Marx was to express himself-more sympathetically to the 
populis'ts in 1881. "The analysis given in capital assigns·no 
reasons for or against·the vitality of rural comnilit.iity, but the 
special research into this subject-which I conducted, the inater• 
ials for-·wbicb. I obtained from ·original· solirces, has convinced 
me that this coiiliilllni ty i's -the mainspring of ·Russia's- social re-

\ 
generation but iii order that it might functio·n as such whicb 
assail it from every:·quarter and--then tO ensure conditions normal 

, to spontaneous development. (Marx;· selected-writings ·cad) -- · · 
D Maclellan,·· (Oxford & New York)- p•576,- 1976) ·Similarlr, Engels 
in b.is Controversy against Rkatchev says, Hit.is clear that 
communal O\~ership in Russia is lonk past its flourisbing period 
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conditions Rus~~a m~y_ ~~'!~ it~ .. ~pec!f~~ _ ro~~- _to ~~c~~l~sm, 

it~~ Ple~tJ.~~v ~~o -~i~~t-~~~~~s a~~in~~_the !'laro~~k~~ 
that ~t.te d~~~iny __ ~f .. c~~~s _s~~~~~l~ _in. ~~ssi:~ ~':t __ d~!~~5>P.-: 
ment of. ~pittii:. j_s ___ c:~osely_~und-~P. -~~b. _t~e _de!e~opm~nts 

in Europe. )~le~tJ.~nov'~ b~~i~_ ar~uern.e~~ ~~- ~hat capit~ i~ 

developing in. _Rus~i-~ . .SI)d in_ tn.e __ w~~e. _of -~~e. pa:r~ial 1.; b_e~at
ion of the serfs from 1860's the character of rural commune 

•¥ ¥• ~ --·- -~ -·--------, ___ ..... 

Therefore, the task immedia-
. ..... - - -·- ~ . -· - .. . - ..... .. - . -· - ~ -- . ~ -· - "" - - - ' 

tel.l __ co~r~n~in.g_ ~~~si~ _i~. -~ .. b(:)ur~~oi~ "~~moc~a~i~ rev<?l~ti()J.?

ra~b.Eir_ ~han.. -~he .J~<?.I?t4!~~ revo;Ll!t.~on ~r~ued:_ by t~e--~arodn;_J:t~·. 

Bu~ sine~ tb.e ~~ge_C?~!~ .. i.~ ~n~~P.~bJ.:e -~f _J!lobili:l.~n~_.t~e b:ro~~ 

masses against the autocracy, this task is fallen on tne sbou-
- . - .. - .. - - -- ~ - -- - . .... .... ... .. -- -~- . ·- ..... --. .. .. - . . .. .. ~ 

lders of ~he _Pl'c:>.~eta~iat, __ ~bict:l ~l~ne ~~--~OJ?.~ist~ntll r~v'?~u-

tiona~y_ ~d -~b.er_far.ol'e,_ . ~i~~~~~ly _ ~q~pp~~ ~C?- -~a:r-~:r _ ~~ougb. 

tne bourgeois democratic revolution to its completion. Based 
--- .. - .- . -- .. - ... .. - -~ ~ -.. ~ - - . - . - - -- . ., ·- ... . . : -· -. .... 

on tbis analysis, the group for the em.~ncip~tion of -~~~ur ~s -.. " ... -' ' . . ... . ...... " . 4 --- .. ' . 

founded in 1883, in Geneva. There are also small groups, ~hat 

-~--~--------------

and to all appearances· is moving tov!ards Its· destruction. 
NeTertheless -ttie ossibflity 'undet.dably-exists'of trans.formi'Iig 
tkds social form -i~to ·a· tdgtier one.-. This-. however- ·can b.appen 
on11· if- before th.e ··complete- break ·up of Ao'inmtfiial·-Aw.nersaip- --·· · 
a prolelarian revolution is ·successfUlly carried· out ili Wesh~rn 
Etirope"~- (M Marx, &-F. 'Engels: BaSic·Jejritinfts in Politics and 
pbilosopy, L Feuer (ed) p.473 New York 1959). · 
,· . ·- ·- ..... ·-. ·-·'-·--·" .... ,, ........ ,.. ..... ·' - - ..... _. ___ - - ....... .. 

3 Narodniks emphasized tt:lepotential-of peasehtrevolution 
b1 emph.asizing to·· ttae Russian pecUliariti-es or· countryside, ...... . 
especia111 tne rural- coriuimne; Mir. · Tfiey·made ·propaganda among 
peasants and a section of it turns into terrorists. 

. . " -·. -- .. - ... _ ... -

4 See A Sach.eri ·.pave] . AXel rrid and the Deyelnpment ot . 
Mensftevism, pp 133-136, Cambridge, (1972). · 
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dev?~op ~ithin_~ussia based on tb.is und~~~~an~iz:tg, e~:p~cia~~Y 

in St Petersburg. __ ~h~. Ru~s~all: ~<?~~1 ~emocra~ic _ La~ur_ ?arty 

was found~d by bringing in the ~r?ups based~~ ~u~~i~_and 

abr~dt in 1898. _ ~here~o.re, Le~n~_s _fir~t few writings ~ere 

meant to confront tb.e problem~ tb.at tile_ small ~ocial democracy 

faced in Russia. In b.is 1What t~e ~~ez:tds_of ~b.e People ~re', 

L~~n argues against tb.e_~ar~~~k line _upholdi~g PleJ:thanov 1 s 

analysis. In_ his 1 Dev~lopme,n~ of -~pit~isf!l in Rusf:11~ 1 , .. Lenin, 

once again argu.1ng ag~~st _ t!ae ~ard.~~ks, ~nB:l:rses the c:ourse 

and development of capitalism in Russia and explains bow the 
-. ...... ""~-~- ...... -·· -~ ..... -- ~-- .. " -. •< 

Russian Proletari~t_is_ de~-~~neO.. __ to p~~y ~-e. __ c~ucial role in 
5 

the Bourgeois democratic revolution in Russia. 

But 'what is to b~ df?ne~ uri tten in 190~-'- _al tl!o~g~-- _ 

based in the Russian context ~d immed~~telr ~i~~~ _a~ c~rry

ing tb.e ideological struggle -~gai~st __ R~~sia~_ !~r;et~e.s of 

1 economism 1 and 'legal marxism' and elucidation of the basis . - -···· -- . . -- -- ·- -· -- - '. - .... ... ·-·- . . ·- . .. -- . -' ,_ 

of the Russian Social Democratic party, was to be a document 
. . -- ... ____ ....., ........ -· .... -·----- _ .... _, ___ ... --

wlaicil drew from all tbe factors and_~~-a ~e.sp()n~~ to all those 

factors stated earlier. ~~ will hav~. ~~ ~em~:r~.a~E! -~b.~ specific 

elements of -the Russian social formation of tbe time of Tsarist 
- - -- - - . .._ .... .. --· --- -- .. ~· . - -~ ' . 

autocracy that go into this text as well as those whicn were . - ~ .. - ~ .... ., . -·· .. .. - .... "• ·-~.. .. . . - .... 

ideological and political responses based on the analysis of 
. - ' . ~ . .... ... . - . . -· ... - - . ~ ··' . . ~ . . . . ·- - .. ·- . -. ---· -. . .. . - . 

Marx and Engels, to the working class movements as a whole and 

--~--------------------
5 · ·see V •. Lenin 1Development of Capitalism in Russiat 
Collected Works <cw~ Vol.I, -4th ed., Foreign Publishing House, 
Moscow, 1960-1970. (Henceforth. ref.erred as CW). 
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the various revisionist brends within the social democracies. 
·- -. 

We will analyse_ the latter first: ~arx in hi~ ~communist mani-

festo' b.ad _defin~_ .lit. ~OillJ!l~St ~s the one ~o r~preseJ!.tS. (or 

embodies) tile interests of tb.e class as a wb.ole. 6 But tb.e 
- . -

~lass as a class co~ro~ts ano.~ner ~nly politically i.e. in 

the pro.ces~_of t~e oTer.thrC?w_of_ano~he~ <?lass.~ -~e c:Iecisiv~ 
constitution of tb.e. working class is in tb.e act of Revolution - -- ·- . -- ... - -- - -- .... '. -·" .. -· -.. 

8 
and tbe establishment of its dictatorship. Tb~~~fore, amidst 

all _the_ stru~g~~s _or t~e wo~king _ c~ass, ttn.s singular and 

iJnmediate interes~ C)f -~~~ ':fC'rkin~ cl~~s_,_ .. in_ ~he_ ;l_l~~~~~t o~ 

the clas~ as~-~ wi!()l~ J!lUSt b~ -~ t~:. -~orefz:?nt, --~o~~~·e~ ~ th_ 

the exact estimation of class/classes placed antagonistically 

--~---------~-----~-~-~----

" » 6 See Marx: Communist Manifesto in sw. Vol.I,pp.l19-120. 
- -· -- ~ • - - - - ·- -- - - - - - - - ~ • - • ' •• .• -- ' • . • .. • J -- . .• .... - - ... • ---

7 Marx clearl-y· 'di'stitiguiShes ·between tne various ·forms-
or struggle or ·tne workers·,- economic co:ndi tions b.ad· at first 
transformed -tne mass or -the· ·people of the· country" into workers. 
Tb.e combination·of capital has crea"ted'for tb.iS mass a common 
situation, common ·interests;-- This ··mass is ttitis already a 
cl~ss as· against ·capi:talt :but ·not yet ·ror _i tsel.f. ·In the · 
s)_ rtigg~e2 -of whicn ·we -h_ ave ·noted ·a: few pb.ases, tl:i_is ma.ss be
comes liri1ted and constitutes itself-as a ·class-for itself. 
The interests it ·dei'erids -become clas·s~ interests~ - ·:eu.t tne 
struggl·e of class ·against a·las~f-is··a. poiitical struggle.· ·· · · 
( K Marx_: __ Tbe _Pover~y ()f }'hilo.soph.;y,_ .. P! 150,_FLP~,~o~co\!', .. -~~56). 

8 · See Marx1 s ·letter to WeYctemeyer; MarJCEngels ·selected 
Corresponden¢e_PJ?.•Btl- Moscow; 1975~· Also ~arx:"_Critiqu~·-~r · 
tbe Gotlla Programme _n sw. Vol.3, p.26._ opp. Besides: ••••• 

i!eria~~:-~~:~i~~t~li~h~c~~hn~~ !~e: :~o~~~~~~ -~~~~~d 
to foUlld·society·anewt (K Marx·and F Eiigels:.The German Ideo-. 
logy, PP• , Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1970). 
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opposed to it, and the exact relation of class forces. 9 From 

it Lenin draws the conclusion t~at it is necessary ~t only 

to have thf.:s._advc:tnc~d- s~c~ion, equi:pp~d !f~b. m~st advanced 

tneory, but to countel_' the isola~ion tb.at capital 

continuously: e.conomica~~~' polit~eally and ideolo~ieally 

there must be tne ta~r~.2;C?.n~~ relationship between tae adTanced 

elements b~se~ on democr~tic_centr.alism. Tb.e membership of 

sucn a p~rty can_ be l~mited ~nly t~ _P.ro~essio~al revolutionaries 

because tb.ey alone can keep the interests of tb.e class as a 
. - ~ . " -

whole, i~e._political d~f!lands ~encumbered by the individual 

demands or tb.e demands of a sect. 

The eco~mic __ struggles and spontaneou~ outbursts of 

~ork.i~g c~ass eve~ though. l!lay tak~ _generaJ.~zed fol'l'l!s do not 

threaten tb.e existing p~l~~~~~l power as sue~ and t~~r~fore, 

remain defensive in character. Tbrougb. all these struggles 
. . " . .. - . -. - .. 

and, amidst all these struggles the decisfve interests of 

9 11 The consciousness of tne· \;,orking masses ca.c'1Iibt be-
genuine class consciousness, liDless- the wc5rkers learn,- from 
concrete· and· above· a11· from topical, Jjoli tical ·ra<::ts ·and events 
to observe ·every ·other-social class iii all th.e-·manifestations 
of i~s 'int~lle~~tial:,_ ethfoal·~nd __ ~ol~ ~f?iU. lif~. . UnH3SS they 
learn to anply ~n practice tb.emater~al~st analys~s anq the 
materialist estimate-of all-aspects of the-life ana·activit·y 
of all classes,- strata ·and groups· ·or· the popUlation~ -Those 
wno concentrate the att·ention; observation and consciousness 
of the working ·class exclusively, or even merely upon·· itself 
alone are not social democrats.- For tb.e self-knOwledge or the 
working clas·s is indissoiublY--bowid up not solel;r-wi th a· fully 
clear- theoretical -Uhders·tandirig it would he even truer to· say, 
nat· so--m.ucn with the ·theoretical as with tne practical; ·under
standing·or·the--relationshi ·s· between all the·variou.S classes 
or modern society a·aqufred ~hrouga· the. e.Xperiences or political 
life'. · (Lenin,"What is·to-·be D6ne~)in Selected- Works Vol.I, 
pp~ 145t Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1976. (Henceforward 
referred as SW). 
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the class can be positmand carried forward by the decisive 

'instrument of the pa~ty • 11 All WO!"Sf:l~:p or t~e ~p~ntanei ty of 

ttie working class mo\femE:!nt, _·all ?el~ ttling of the role of the 

'co~cious element' of the ~ole of social d~mocracy, means 

quite 11).dapendently of whether he wno belittles that role . v .. .. . . . .. . . 

desires it or not, a strengtnening or the influence of bour-
10 geois:·. ,. ideology upon the workers 1 • 

Lenin recognized the grmdng influence of opportunism 
-· - - . 

within tne social democracies of other countries. This opp-
. " . " 

ortunism can be countered more effectly only througn a compact 
. .. . . - . " 

organization of the vanguard. 1 T~e grow~~ of opportunism f~r 
11 

Len.fn is inextricably_ bound up __ witb __ op:port~sm in organization. 

Actually in the name of_unity the ~~cond int~rnat~onal ~ad_ openly 

allowed_tb.e dissemination of bo~ge~is id.eo~o~y_eve~ Y!it~n the 

most advanced ranks. The vanguard cannot be constituted of the 

figb.ters and fought both. 

For Lenin this growing opportunism is based deeply in 

The Dominant class continuously 
" - . . . . 

gives birth to a ~~~inan~ i~eolo~y w~c~.h~s-~ts_ purv~s~ve 

influence on t~~ __ expl:-oi~_ed -~~~s.ses ~nd __ ey~n _on ~hei~ _'~an~~ar~! 

Trade union stru~gl~~ -~~~- spo.ntan~~~r ~a.l111C?~ ?r~ak __ thl'?u~n i~. 

It is necessary to coun~e~ ~ ~ ~br~~g~-. t~e _ s.tand:po~nt of. ~cien:.. 

tific socialism. It's organized expr~s~~O.~ .. ~s_ the party. 'Our 

party is the conscious spokesmen of an unconscious process'. 
----------~-----------

10 

11 
Vol. I, 

- 'J) 

v ~Lenin,uW~at i~_ to_?~ JJ.one,_~ C!lt!~-' _ Vol.~,pp.38~-~3. 
l( • " v.Lenin: One step forward Two steps Back, in s.w., 

p.394. 
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The notpotch of ecclectic consciousness cannot make a revolu

tion.12 

By bringi~g in these aspec~s_Lenin counters the notions 

of mec~anic~~ development_of w~~kin~.c~ass struggle culminating 

in revolution. It is also countering tne theory tnat consci-
. ... ·- - -- . .. . . " -~ - . - ... 

ousness is just an imprint of the_ ~i,en,_ ~b.~ appa_ren~, ~he_ one 

sided unity. Le~i!l, was al~eady ~~-~~t!~g _O:[l ~~~ concept _<?f 

the dialectical process in the concept of the organization. 

Tb.erefore Lenin's theory of. organization is in fact, -- . . . - . .. . . - -- -· -· .. 13 .. . . -. - - . . - .. -. . -

above al~_ a __ t~eory o~ _r~ol~~~o~lt ... _ -~~ ~~.not-~ _or.g~zation 

in tne sense of a bureaucratic institution. Its rationale - ' "• -' . - . - -·~· " - ._. " ' ·-· -~ . ' . 

consists precisely in so far as it is involved in the day to 
- ---- -· .. . . -· - ·- - ...... ··-·· ...... -. ~-- ·-- ····-· -·- .. ·-· .... _- . ~-. ~ ~ -~- . . .. 

~ar_str~~gl~~- '?~ the _m~ss~s'--~~d __ throug~ t~em. __ ~r~ng~ ~he ~om

plete ove~~~ow o~ -~he Pl"e~e:rlt_c~~s~_I-elat~o~s to_ ~he _cons()i

ousne~s of the mass.es. At the same time Le~~_adm~t$ t~e poss

i bill. ty of t~e p~rt~ laggi~~ l?.~h~:rl~ the masses._ _Iz:. _199~, _ b.~ 
"' . • d II 14 was to sar "our :P~:rty has s_t~gJl.at~~ _wh~~e. wo~k~n~ unc:lergr.oun • 

Wb.en Le~n prf!sente.~. _his f~~u~ _ A:pri; ~hes~~' t~e __ majority of 

tne central Committee did not stand witll !aim uon that day 
-·· . --- ... 

(April 4) Comrade Lenin could not find open sympathisers even 

12 Ibid. 

13 See Ernest Manael: t·Tne Leninist Theory of~Organiza.:. 
tion' in·Biackburn .. R (ed) Revolution ap;dClass-struggle;·pp~?a;. 
123, Fontana/collins;· 1977. It is -art extremely lucid exposition 
of Lenints conceptioi'Cof · tne pa:r·ty- taking ·into account tne · · 
positions·o:r·nis critics, relating it to tl:le theory and practice 
of revolution. . _ .... _ __ _ . _. _ 

14 
« )) 

V .Lenin: The Reorganization of. the party, cw, Vol.10,p.32. 
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~ere not pr.epared for the i!lsurreetion. Lenin bad to threaten 
- - . 

to apP.eal to tne ~~sses ~ir~ctly bypassi~g tne Ce~tral Committee. 

T~is tension has to be gras~ed. Tne party is part of the social 
. - . '" .... .. ~ - . 

reality and therefore ref~ec~~ the contrad~ctions, t~e class 

struggle in society. Tnerefore, it is quite liable to ~ake 

mistakes. But its ability rests precisely to recognize its 

mistakes, underline _the reaso~ .. 0.~ ~t-~_ mist~ke~, corre~~ its 

~ourse, an~ struggle agains~ tb.~~:. tendenc~~~. ~hieh. .R.a'!e }(3d 

to tne mistake. Only the Bolshevik party proved during the re-

Tolutionary period to exercise th.is utmost •revolutionary fle-
~4 - • -. --

xi~ility1 ~16 precisely ~~C?ause it was equipped with. tile 1most 

advanced theory• 17 and its earlier practice had demonstrated 

to the Tangu~rd class that it alone was capable of carrying 

througb the tasks on whicn it swore. 

The party does not make the revolution. But the party 
. . . - - ---

poss~ssed o~ th~ revolati~n~!Y. ?o~cious1:1ess o~ the proletariat 

and the most adv:anced sections __ C)f th~ ~ev~lutionary masses, 

acts as the most effective instrument af the revolution. Lenin 
- - - - - - . " 

was to e~phasize _it continuously. uwe are convinced that the 

emancipation of the working classes must be won by the working 

15 . Golden burg Quoted ··irf l-i~·Lowyf "From. the -areat Logic of 
Hegel to·· tbe Finland Station in Petro grad .tt i/tique ··6, Spring 
1976, PP• 

16 V.Lenin _uO~ Rev~luti~n~ OW~ Vol.3. 

17 V .Lenin u Two Tactics' of S.D. in the Democratic 
Revolution~ s.w., Vol.I, p.435. 
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classes themselves. A socialist revolution is out of the 

question unless tne masses become olass-col~cious and o~ga-
-· ., .. , ' -- -. - -- "' -- -

~zed, _trained ~~ ed~~ated in an_?l:?en_~l~ss struggl~ against 

tb.e entire bourgeoisie. n 18 He wrote on the eve of the re-
-· .. 

Tolutr.on: "~o be s~ccess~ul insurr~ction m~t r~ly not ~pon 

a party, -~t upon. the ady~c~d_o1411~~! _ -~1!-~t _is -~he ~ir~t point. 

~nsurreotion_m~st_rel~ UJ><?n t~e __ :r:-evol~~~onar~ ~ps~~a. c;,f tn~ __ 

:eeople. That_ i~ _ t~~ s.e~ond ~o~nt. ~ns~!.~ct~on_ -~~~t _ :r:-e1.1. upon 

tne turning :eo~n~ i~ t~e his~o~~- of __ t~~ g~o~ng revolution 

where the_activity of tn~ ~dvanced ran~s _of the people is at 

its height and when the vacillations in tne ranks of the enemy 
. . -- . - - -

and in the :r:-anks o~ ~~e _ ~eak, ~~f __ h~a~~ed an'! irr~sol~te 

friends of the revolution are strongest. That is the third 
~ . " __ _.. -- - -. --- - -. ... .. . ... 

point. And these three conditions for raising the question 
- . - - - ... - .. - ..• -. - - - -·- . -

of insurgection distinguish Marxism from Blanquisim." l9 

Lenin's conception of the Party took tbe Marxist method 
- - .. . . . - -~- - - . . 

seriously. That there are contradictions. In the process of 
-- . - - --

their growth they will not only break the existing unity but 
" - -----·· ---- ... 

wil! re~~~ in _a ch':lnge C?f J:'~~ati:on~ ~~--~he ~o~tradiotions 

of the ~ty it~elf._ ~~~is~onism,_~t~i~ tne_par~,_if __ allowed 

to exist and grow can entirely reduce .the party into an app• 
-·-- -··- -. ··-· ,w,.- ... - ···~·- ••. ······-~ ..•. -

endix of the bourgeoisie in critical times, wbich tbe social 

-----------------~---

18 . V.Lenin, C.W., Vol~26, p.22~23~ 

19 V.Lenin, c.w., Vol.26, p. 22-23. 
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demoo.raoy P.roved ampl~ in t~e wake of Wor~d W~_I. ~Wnat at 

first ~1gb~ appears t() be ~. '_un-impc:>rtant' _m;stake may ~ead 

to most deplorable oonsequel:l~~s and onl~ snortsigbtec;1 _P~Pl!3 

can consider fa?tion~l. -~~s_p\lte~ ~ ~nd. a ~~r~ct di_ffere.ntiat;on 

between sb.ades inopportune or superfluC!~·- __ '!'b.e fate of Rll~si~ 

social-democracy f.o~ many, ~~ny yea:l's. to oome __ ~ay_ ~ape~ ()n tt:>-e 

stre~gt~eni~g _of one ~r oth.er. ~-shad~!".._~ T~erefor~-' Lenin was . 
to utilize the Marxist dialectical mettlod ·muon before he act-

" . " - -~ - .. - ~ .. -

ually came to study it in Hegel's Logio.21 

Lenin emph.a~ize.~ ~~r~n~~Y tne_ a~o-~ute. 11e~~ss;t:r for 

-~~~ .l"~V'o~u~;onary_ p~~~:r ~~ l!lei~e all P.~_ogre~si~e dem~nd~ ~d_ 

IDC!'Yement:; of a:1:1 __ ()PP~~ss~c.1.. -~ocial layer~_ anc.1,_ -~lass~_s ~ ts own. 
22 

He elarifi~ it i~ 'O~e_ step roz.-~ard: Two s~~P~ ba~kt •. The 

linkages between the pa;-~y_and_ot~e~ m~s~ OJ:-~a~zations is 

st~t~<:I a~ ~()l~ows __ (l)_O~gatJ.iz~~ion 9f ~evo~uti~n~~i~s; (2) 

o:r:~a~zatiC?I1 of _\Y'Q:r:k~r~,. as .. ~r~ad_ ~nc.1. 'Y~~!ec.l, _a~ poss~ble_. _ ( I 

~on.t;in~_ mrs_e~~ ~0 ~he.. ~or~il:l~- 0~~:3.~ ~~king __ i~ _se~f ~~i~~n~ 

tb.at, under certain conditions certain elements of other cla-
- • •• ' • -- -- ·- ~ ~ - •• - - - • • - -· ~- -- -- ~ J •• - •• - • - ...... • • .- - • •••• - ~ -

sses will also be included here)! .. C~)- _ Wo~~~r~ 1 or.~~~z~~~ons 

associated with the par~y; (4) ~~~kers• _()rganiz.~tions not 

assoaiated With the _p~rt;r b~t _a.o.~~~l~y un<l:e~ it~- C?OJ?.troJ_. and 

·direction; (5) Unorganized elements of the working class who 

--------------------------~ 

20 V.Lenin, ."'V/ha~ is ~o ~e z.>one~•. ~n SW,_ Vol._ I, . PP•~99•. 

21 See for the Possibility or· it ih · AlthJ;isser - "Lehil1 
before Hegal '' In "Lenin·& PhilosoPhY and otller ·Essays , pp.l07-
127, Montnl:r Review Press, New York, London, 197+. . 

. . ~ . - . . . . "-·. . .. . . - - . 

22 V .Lenin: \CWhat is to be Done, 11 in sw, Vol.l,pp-157-158. 
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in part also came under the direction of tne social democratic 

.partys at any rate during big manifestatiQUS. of the class 
23 struggles r. Th.e emph.asis of centralization clearly lies in 

political ~d no,t in the formal organiz~tio~al _spllex:e~ 24 For 

the cla~s to act against a c1.ass_:"li~cb. tn: ~r~y anticipate 

befo~e tb.e final_ac~_i~self _ _t~e iJ?.Strument mus~ be sh~rp, de ... 

cisiTe, and effective to the task. The character of the ins~ 

trument of course changes according to _the given conditions 

without loosing its essence. Here we find Lenin himself co

r.recting ~lot ?f his emphasis w~cn he la~d down_in wha~ is 

to be_ done later, precisely because_ the a1 tered conditions ne .. 

cessitated the oh~ges. ~n 1902, h~_was dealing _witn the Russian 

autocracy, the pervasive influence of revisionism within the 

party. Th~re~ore, the~e_!'~s a great emphasis on secrec:r and 

centralization. t 1 The economists" he said at the Congress in 
.. ~ . . - . ' . --

1903, t• have gone to one extreme._ .To straighten matters out 
. - - -- ·- - ·- ·-. ~. - . . ·-·- ·- ..... ··- -·· - - . ··-·· -

so~ebody b.ad- to plll.l __ i_~ th.~ other direc~:f:C?~ _and . t~!l~ ~~ _w~at I 
25 

h~!.e. done". ___ InmJ._~d~~t~l~, ___ a!~~r __ ~h~- dem~c-~atic up~t1~g~ of 

1905, he was to say that the new form of the basic organisation 
• ' • •"" ··•- ... •- "'- •• •.w ··-·· ·'·••''·"' •• a,,,~ • ·•·•·'~' • ._ ,,> • •--• '-~ - ', ·- • 

or nucleus of ~he w~~kers ~ party _mu~-~--b~ d~~i~~e~;r _b~ade~ _ 

than were the old circles. Apart __ r~?m t~~s, the new nucleus 

will most likely nave to be less ~ig;id,_ more t;ree, _looser or-
26 

ganization. In the 'Social democracts .and the Duma Eleotins', 

------~-----------------------

23 V.L~ni:n, ~·~· Vo~!~' p~29~! .·. 

24 Erne~t- Man~el, ___ Opp. _Cit, ·:P· 91. _ 

25 V .Lenin, ''Speech._?.~ ~he Pa::~:r _ Pro.gramme'~_CW, Vol.6,p.~89. 

26 V .Lenin,'' The Reorganization of the Party", cw, Vo1.10,p.34. 

, 
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Lenin argued for the elective p~i~cip~e, the curtailment of 

tne powers of the Central Committee and the principle of 
. ~ - .. .. - .. 

27 
referendum 1 

• In 1906, h~ ~~pha~iz E!~ t~~ ~ ~he p~incip~ e of 

~emoc~atic cen~ralism col!s~s~ed ~~ ~_wor~ng tir~less~y ~o make 

the local organizations the prin~al organizational units of 
-. -

the party _in ra~t, ~~_not ~~re~y -~-~ nal!l_e, ~~ t<? s~~ _ ~? _it 

that all t~e -~ig_hest ~tand~-~ ~<!i~~ ~r~ ~~~<?tee!, ~<?countable, 

and subject tb ·recall. Tb.e right of the minority to dissent 
• ~" > - • - - ' '• •• • ~· - - • •• - -· - ~e •+ • -· - ·~ " • • - - ·•- • • • -• • ' • ·- ' ' 

was _asserted. 
28 

_ ~i~b. _ ~~~ -~u~~res_~i-~~ _of_ ~~i-~~s _the P.a~~:t- had 
29 

to -~~k~ i_nc~e~~in~ r.e_c::gUJ:'~e .. ~o _ secr~cy a~~ ... <?en~~a::t~z-~tion. 

~te~ ~-~e _Fe~~ua~!. :r:~v()~Ut~o~ tl~l.~ _the_ ~ol!sta~~ _ r~bellio~, _ .... _. 

t~e ~r~~ac~ of _d_emo'!~acy __ ov~r· ~el!t~al:i~~'- the r~g~~ or ~i~sent 

fo~ minority, the two line struggle Within the party was to be 

emphasized. 30 

' The attack of Rosa L~~m~l:ll'g on the L~-~~ist CC?nc~ption 

of partY: _w~s base~ <?~ ~wo counts •.. _T~e_ one d~~~"!e~ from the 

practi<?~~ of SDP fr~m_wh._i<::b. ~he d~~iy~d_th~ c~ncl:ts_ion that 

the spontan~ous struggle of the proletariat in itself is going 

to lead to the organized proletariat, and secondly Lenin is 

--------------------------
27 V.Lenin, c.w., Vol.II,p.434 

28 VeLetlin: "Report on the Unity Congress": CW, Vol.lO, 
pp.276, 381. . ' 

29 V.Lenin: Resolution adopted by the Second Paris Group, cw, Vol.17, pp.221-223. 

30 Se~ L Sehapiro: The· Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, II Ed., p.l74, London 1970. 
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accused of a~vocating an ultra-centrist line, of dictating th.e 

compositio~ of the l~c~l party committees_and ~nsisting to do 
31 away witb the initiative of lower party committees. The 

course of the revolution and their successes and failures have 
- - • + ~ • " -

stood against the first argument of Luxemburg. 32 The Second 

argument althouga apparentlr looks true i~ not realy true as 

the Bolsh~vik party showed real demo~ratic spirit in practice 

atleast, till Lenin's ~eath_and if it was constrained it has 

to be explained by the relations of class ~orcas wh~ch_them-

selves conditioned the party. Trotsky accused the party for 
- - . 

'substitutionismr i.e. ~he_replacement of the initiative of 

the working class with. that of tne party alone'. 33 On the one 

hand this approach repeats the mechanically deterministic app

roach of the second international and on the other it did not 

seriously understand Lenin's conception itself which was never 
. - . 

to make the par~y su?stitut~onist. In_that_case.the April Th~sis 

has to, be· rejected and the planned ~nsurrection of October with

draw.n since the m~jority ~f -~he party, initially was to oppose 

them. The Mensheviks (yet to be formed) had no objection to 

---------------------------
31 Rosa Luxumburg 'lorganizatiorial Question of Social 
Democracy: in M~ry JUice Walters (ed) ... _.Opp. Cit., P.P•l12-130. 

32 It is not·this or that failure of success but the 
working class movement as·a whole. Failure in·one instance 
or at several instances·need not-necessarily repudiate a theo
retical position. The positian·or ·Rosa·Luxemburg ·is wrong · 
because it·is ged with a conception of·:mechanical·evolution 
of consciousness arid ·does not· ·see the role· of conscious inter .. 
vention, an intervention which Marx calls can grasp the process 
as a whole. 

33 Tr~tsky quoted in Ernest Mandel: Opp. Cit, p.30. 
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rwhat is to be done' and gave their assent to it when first 

published. It was only after the split that Plekhanov and 

Martov were to accuse Lenin of 'dictatorship'. 

Xhe t~Q stage~ toe RevolgtiQU and the rolg_of the Peasantrv 

It has already been stated that the decisive role of the 
. 

proletariat in the overthrow of Tsarism and the establisr~ent 

of a bourgeois democracy was acknowledged by the entire range of 

social democratic viev.rpoint.in Russia. But the differences arose 

mainly regarding the character of this bourgeois democracy, the 

nature of the class relations in it and the transition from bour-

geois democracy to socialism. The viewpoints of Trotsky expre

ssed in 1906 and later termed as the 'doctrine of permanent rev

olution' fell in a different fr~aework. The Russian social de-

mocrats could draw the parallel from Narx who after the failure 

of the liberal democracy in Germany in the revolutions of 1848-

1851 under the bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie leadership tur

ned more and more to the working class to lead the revolution in 

Germany, which would in turn, precipitate socilist revolutions in 

western Europe, which in turn react back on Germany strengthening 

the process leading to the establishment.of socialist revolution 

in a chain of uninte:r:rupted revolutions. 34 

Lenin in his two tactics of social democracy in the Russian 

revolution argued for the t1.v0 stages of the Russian Revolution and 

delineates the revolutionary blocs in the two stages: 

1. In the first stage the revolution is led by the 

------------------------
34 Karl Marx and· Friedrick' Engels: The Revolution of 1848, 
especially p.323-4, 326, 327, 329, Harmondsworth, 1973. 
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prol~tari~t br_.:r:~~y~n~ on the __ p~a~~tr~ and the p:tty-bour'geo

isie. The bo?;'~~~i~~~ __ will be V~(!~ll~~~n~_ givel_l ~heir manif~ld 

int~;r:es~s, __ bindi~g __ th~~ ~ b<?t~ tC? t~~ ~all~o~~ac:y, _ fell:d~lism in the 

countryside and the specific Asiatic features or the reaction 
~ . . . . . -~- . ".. . ._., ·-· ·- ~· . . ~- - .... ~ . - .. -- •.. - . -~ .,, 

ot Russia. r~enin calls this the revolutionary democratic die----- ·········- -·-- -- ..... _ .. ---- '35 - -
t~torsb.iP. ot __ t~~ p~o~(;)~a~!at ~ ~~ p~a~~n~J:>:r•. _ But tl:le task. of 

36 
social democracy is not to consolidate bourgeois democracy . 

- ... ·- . ·- - ·-- -- . - ~- -· " .__, -· ·- -' ... . . ,. ' ~ -, - . . ~. . -. . . -- ~ . . 

but to <:I!3e12e_~ ~h:~. :r:~v-~_~u~~on_, __ ~ase<:I ~n __ t~-~ _i!ldepE)D.-d~nt organi

zation C?r_ ~!J:~ p~o~~~a~~-~~'- -~r?~~ng __ th: _ s~m~prol~~~~~ans and 

car:~~~ -~-C?~~rd the __ z:~v~~~~i-~n when bourg~ois democ~ac;r. w113: 
37 

be o'Vertbrown. L~~I_l_f~~~~:r: say~ -~ha~ the_ exact tactics to 

~~-~d'?p~ed a~-t~~~ -~~~~e_c~t _?e predetern.t~I?-(;)d_~s_ it depends 

upon tne _c~~s~ _ r~l~t~()I1 o_~ ~-~r~es an~--t~e ~C?ns~ious~es_s and 
-· . 37 

organization or the proletariat an~_ ~-e~i_:_pr~l~tar~an_ me':lsse~. _ 
-

Lenin here does not -argue from mechanical transformation 
- - •. ~ - - -· - . - . '··" -· . . -- . " .. ~ --- - - -· -- ........... ' '" ~ - - . 

of ~!l~ ~ode _o~_ prc:>du'!.ti~~ ~C? -~h~ C?th~~· . I-iis ---~mph~~i_s _is primarily 

on the relations or class forces or providing a strategic co~ 
·- -- -- --· . . . ~ . ...... . .. . - .... ~- ~ -- --· ., . - . ' .. . .. . . -

caption_ an~ g~ v;~ _the __ C()~rect slo~ans_~ _The aut~cracy has not 

provided an opportunity for the backward masses to be aroused 
"· -·- ·.- - -- "'-~---·-·· ... - -·-·----·- ----- --- ... .. 

and develop socialist consciousness and to realise 
. - '... .. - ~-- .... ----. - . . . - ...... - ' 

35-----r,;~~1·~-T~~tfcs of S.D. in the Democratic Revolution: 
SW, Vol.I, p.l56. 
• . ••. : '"' -·. *• --. ~ - ---· --· -- -- •.• -~. .... ,; ·- ~~- ""'' --· ----

36 · · A Provisional-Revoluti·onary·Government--is--·ror the·imme-

~~t=~rg~~~~~~~~h!ti:~i~!~~~a~~~t:~-~~!o;~~~~~l~:~da:; ~; 
the bourgeoisie revolU:tion-in-g·eneral;- (Ibid,p;446).. ·- -
37 · ·uThe Proletariat rinist· carry the· democra-tic revolution to 
compl-etfon, allYing to itself the ·masses of ·tn·e peasantry in order 
to crush- the autocracy' s· ~resfstericfe ·by force artd ·paralyse the 
bourgeois ·instability~· --The proletariat ·must accomplish the social;. 
ist· ·revolution; allying to ·-itself the mass of the semi-proletarian 
ei:~ni~nt~ _o.~_ :th~ p_opuJ:atio~, so·_ as· ·to crush the bourgeois: .·resis
tence·by force and ~aralyse the instability of the peasantry and 
petty-bOurgeoisie. Ibid, p.494. 
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their clas~ ~o~ition vis-a-y~s the other classes. The eco

nomic pr~ce~s too has no~ ~e!~~~P~~ to bring about sharp class

dif~erentiat~<?n_ ~ong large section of the m~sses. Therefore, 

at this junct~e to ~iye the ~ocialist sl~gan, to wipe out the 

dist~nction be~ween the minimum and maximum progr.amme \'rill be 

to strengthen t.h~ bands of ~he ez:t~my, by maki~~ the allies of 

the_prol~~ariat_or_ a speci.fic his~orical mome~t as· the allies 

~f _th~ enemy 1~~~ making the up~er l~yers of ~he peasantry and 

the petty-bourgeoisie and lead to the isolation of the prole-.. - . ... .,. -·--38 

tariat and crush it. 

The othcel'_i~~ue which Lenin ~mphas_~z~s is the character 

of the united .fro~t._ _ ~1.1 't~o _tac~~_cs_ '. t.e~n s~rO_J?-gl~ emphasizes 

the role ~f the peasantrJT ~~ ~he_ t.~~ns~~iO.!_lal: pe~i?~· 1 In cla

ssi~yi~g ~~e _b~g ~o~i~l _gro~ps ac~ordi_D.f? .. ~o -~h~ir pol~ t.ical ten

denci e~, we ce1n, _ -~ ~t1o~t. ~ange~ of _ s_ erio.us _error, identify ~(3-

Yol~tionary an~ rep~b~i'?.an __ d~mo~r.acY._wit.ta __ the ma~_S of the pea-
39 

sants" Lenin argues tnat there are contradictions within 

---------~------------------
38- · 11 By· making ·implementation ·or ·the -minimum programme the 
provisional revolutibnary-governmen·tts· ·task (the resolution of 
RSDLP) eliminates ··the abf:furd· ·and· semi·ana:J:•cbist -ideas of giving 
immediate effect to the maximum· programme and to conquest of 
power fcir a· socialist revolution~-- The degree of Rtissia 1 s 
economic develoj:>.tiient- (an· objective condition) and· the degree 
of· ·class~con5cious'ness· arid organisation of the ·broad masses of 
the ·prol etariEit (a sub· ecti ve co'rtdi tion inseparably bound up· 
with ·tne "ob'jective ·con~:itionl maK:e-- tne iiiiniediate· ·and ·complete 
emancipation- or tn-a· wrking ·class -itilpossible.-- Only the most·· · 
ign6rant· people can··close· their eyes to· tne ·bOurgeois_ nature 
of tne .. detnocratic revolution, which is now taking place", 
Ibid, p.435~ 

39 Ibid. p.450. 
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the. p~~~~tr~ b~t .--~?I"in~ the ~h~l~ stage of the democratic 

rev()lut~~-n _ ~~ -~s _ ~h~. ~l~y ~~ the_ ~o~ke;rs._ "It is not merely 

by the p~os:e~~-t -~~- t~~ ~a~i?C;i~ _ a~~a~~_an ~eform tha·t the pea

santry is attracted to the revolution, but by all its general 
' . " . -- ,_ .. , ... -· ·--- - -- ........ " --- -·- . . . - ·- ~- -- .. - .. " ..... - . . - . -- ' -.. '"' - - . "' . . ,.,___ -

~nd, :p~~~ru~~t ~-D:t~~e~t~ -~-~ w~l~~ Eye~- -~~e:r:t fighting w1 th the 

l?roletar~~~' _t_h.~ _pe~~~~r~_ stands -~n-~ee~ --~~ ~emoc:racy. For 

only_~ -~~.rn~<?z:~ti~ SY:~~~Bl- ~~- (l~J:Ia!Jl:~ f?~ ljlC~~ately expressing 

i:ts_ ins~~~e:s~s and: .~z:t~uring_ ~~-~ .J?~edomin~*e as._ a mass, as 

the m~~o,ri ~~! ... --~he !JlOr~ .. e~i~b.t~ne~ the pe~santry becomes the 

more consistently and resolutely will it stand for a thorough 
- - - -· - - ~- -..... ~-· -- - . -- - - '"' - "' - _,. -·· - ~- . ,. - ..... -·· . .. ~ - . .. .. . ~ - . ..... ~ . ~ . - -

going democratic revolution; for, unlike the bourgeoisie, it 
. -' ..... ·- - -. .... -~ ··- - __ .., .... . . ---- . --- . . -~ ~- -- .. - ~ -- -- ----- . .. .. . -- . 

nas -~~~n~ ~ f~~r fr~m ~~~- p~~le • s supremacy but on the 

con tracy stands to gain from it". 40 

~<?.cial _del!lo~ra~~ i_n .. _the_.~v~nt_ .o_t ~~e .. l:x:>~~eois demo

c~a~f_ ~o.es __ not ~~ld_l t~_ h~~~ ~~ t?~:t:~r PC?"!~r _ ~11 ~h:e_ O.~!lc:Is <>.t: _th~. 

bourgeoisie. ~~~-- .':~CC)~_ni_~es t~e .?.()~t~~d.~ct.~o~s, e~~~in~ between 

the ~~ ~e.r~ bo_~ge.oi~~-~ a~ \olt)~k-~~s,. ~ be.t_~eel'_l: the.. ~:pper peas~try 

and poor peasant -masses and organizes them to struggle for the 
. '" . , ., ~- ..... ·-' I .,... · ... ,_ . "' " .. ., . • - • -~ ·• ~..,. ·- •... _... .. . ... ,. . - . . ~ . 

tains its ideological and organizational independence • 

.. _Le.~n _dra~ .~1'1~ picture _of th~--~u:3s~an _bourgeoi:3ie as 

extz:emel~ _v~~-illa~i~~· The big bourgeoisie, the landlords, tne ···- ~ .. ~ ··- . .. .... ,, - . . .. '" " . - . . . - ' ~ .- - . - .•. - . - . -

facto~~ owners cannot ~~~d the r~v()l~~!o~.i~spite_ of their con

tradictions with Tsarism. They are too heavily fettered by 

----------~--~~~-----

40 · - Leni:In ''TWo ·Tactics of S.D. in the Democratic Revolution''
cw, vol.9, pp.98-99. 
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pri~ate .l.'roperty g_~. c~p,;tal_a.~d _1~~~ to enter into a decisive 

str.~~l~. Tb.ey ar~ __ in_ too great ne~~ -~~ ~sarism, with its 

b~eei~c~at~c, _ po~~c~ ~~:r __ m~!i ~a:r:l ~C>.r'?es _:for_ ~~ against tne :f 
41 

p~o-~_etari.a~ ~~ l?.~Ci~ant_z:y ~_o_ ~~~~ --~ t -~o _t>~ destro~ed.· .. There-

fore, although, they may be opposed to the Tsar, the!ar~_more 
... - ·-' '" ·-- -~ - ·-. . . ···. ~ - ~ -....... -- . - .. - ·--. ~ .... -·-·- - -- . ~ . - ... - - .. 

OPP()S~~ .. ~o ~h.~ ma~s~~!. _ !..n~ _in case_ they came to power, they 

will soon betray their reactionary nature. 

_. __ Lenin_ h~~ -~lreadr ~o~k~~ l:IP. ~~i~ d~alectical process 

in an e~rli ~:r: -~~~t. _w~-~~ ~as gC?~~- ~"- prov~ of il!_l~ense ~se 

later •tbe struggle ca.D.not be understood at all unless the 
.., ,_ .. ' ... - ·- .... -- ··' -· .... - - - - -· ~ _ .. _ . --- ... ·-··· . --· -- ... -- .. ... .. -- . . .... . ~ ~ -- .. - -

concrete circumstances of each battle are studied. But once 
-- - -·-···~ --~· -- --· ..... _ ···.···-····--- -- -··· , ... - ~ ---

~~-~t.. _is don~'- "Y!e _s_ee ?le;;tr~y t~at -~~~~lop~~n~ dC?es indeed 

p~o<?eed di~le.ct~?a~-1~, _l>y ~a_~ o_f_ <?on~radicti_ons. The ~i~rity 

becomes ~he ~~~ori ~~' ~D:d t~e !._ll~jC?~i ~Y. ?eco_~es the minority,. 

each side passes from the defensive to offensive and from the 
.. ,. .. . " . . - ..,_ -·~ ' - . - -~ - - . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. - . ~ - . 

'?ffensive to the ~ef~ns.lv~-~-·. ~ ••• one of the basic principle 

of dialectics is that there"is no such thing as abstract truth, 
. 42 

trutb. is always concrete. rr 

ltle have _t_o grasP. ~_he -~-sh.~~es r_ that _di~tinguis~ed this 

posit~_C?n froll'! _~hat of'_ tb.e _Me_nshey~!t~ '¥1~ t~at ot Trotsky. The 

~ensheviks_ actu~l-~Y. t'?o.~ ~~e b,ourg~oisi~ as a ~~ock and _ascribed 

them_~atu~a~l;r t~: righ~ ~o le~d a~<! consolidate the _bourg~ois 

democratic revolution initially precipitated by the working class. 

------------------------
41 Lemn: ~'Two Tactics of S.D. in the Democratic Revolution: 
sw, vol.~,_p.~57. 
42 · · V~Lenin: ''one Step Forward: Two Steps Backi' in sw, 
vol.I, p.410. 
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They were to remain fairly aloof from tackling the issue of the 
-- -- .. - - - - '• . ' - . -- ·- -

peasantrY: i!l_term~ o~ ~h~ r~vo~~t~C>J:l~ and not t~ckling this 

issue seriously meant ~i ~~~r _ 1 r~~i_g~n~ _to spontanci ty or letting 

the ~~_gem<:>~:>' __ ()f the_laJ?:dlords, _ ~em~i!l_.over th~ large masses of 

th~ I>eas~~t~y~ ~hiz:<i.l.r_tt~~~z: _p~s~tiC?n <lid_Il?~ allow them to 

articul~t~ ~-~~ _ s~z:a~~g~<? ~onc~:pt of ~~a1:1s~~i()~ from bourgeois 

democratic revolution_ ~o -~he so_~~-alist :r~volution._ Therefore, 

they stopped wher~ Bourgeois d~moc:r~cy ends, and _therefore, 

according to _L~~n's ~!lalysi~_ represe~t _I1Q m()re than radical 

dem~c~a~¥.' ~t _~he mo~~'- _u..'lder _ide~list conditions, and form part 

of the r~actionary forces in the pro cess of transition to 

socialism. 

Tro.tsl~Y._'s __ Pf?S~~ion ~~~l ~-~.distinguish between the 
43 

Maximl:liD: -~~ t~e _ ~i~mum __ p~o~~a~lll~·- __ I~_ Trotsky was to voice 

the concrete slogans emerging from his position, large masses of 
- A - 0 - 4 ·- '" • •• 

0 0 O ' '' H '. , - ~ • 0 0 " - Oo 
0 

0- "' -
0 0 

' " - 0 0 0 ~ 0 • 0 

the peas~tr.Y: and __ :pe~ty-bourgE!o.is~c ~~d h~ve _moved over, objec ... 

t~~ely, .to ~he _camp of re~ction~ry fe>:rc~s and the proletariat 

would be isolated. It would have been very easy for the rea---. . " ·-·. ·- - .... -· ... . . . . - ._ -· - . -

~ctiom:u:•y _f()r9_es t~ crush it. ~~si?~s, Tr~tsky did not realize 

the importance .of the masses becoming conscfous in the process . - --

of str1:1ggle which c~ ~~-afforded only through the mediacy of 

the revo~~tio.na~y bo.ur~eo.is demC><?racy •. _I~_ ~o~sky' s position 

were driven to the extreme it would have resulted in the die~ 
- ~ - .. ~ - ' .. 

tatorship of a conscious minority over unconscious majority of 

-----~----------------

43 See Trotsky: The Permanent Revolution. 

' 
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work~r~ __ ~~ l?e~sa~~~Y, tiP~~~_ !~?m the d~~_ta~o-~~hip over the 

react~ on~!'~ c~~s~~~! • The~e:fore, __ ~ th~_J?~~aner1t, revolution' 

was an abstract ~~~th: •. __ ~~ ~~~ ~-~ _ :er?.~e~~ fr!?m t~e a~l- sided 

analj'~~s ~.r __ ~h~. CC)!lt,~a~~~tions existing in the concrete. It 

did not grasp dialectics. 

The positions of Lenin therefore, were much closer to 
- . - ... ... - . - - .. ..... .. . - - - - ~- ----' ·- . - .... .. ... ....... -· -- - -- . 

~he _P<?Si ti_~D.-S .. ~e- wo~d as_~~e _;n Ap~il_ ~~~~~~- in 19f?, t~n 

The concrete class relations 
.. - " - .. ~ .. 

of the ~orca~ _in ~r~l, -~h~- r~~-e C)~ ~h~--~C)viets. and .. the wide

spread peasant revolts which the provisional revolutionary 
• • 0' e 0 ••• "' - • • • •• ~ '• ~ ~ - • - •• '• • " •• • • v• 

government w~nte~ to r~press gave trem~ous concreteness to 

the _posi tio_ns __ art:t.~ulB:ted by_ ~el!-i:t"l.i!l_ ~9_05. In 'social demo

cracy1s attitude toward the peasant movement', Lenin calls mis 
... -- ••••• --·- v ~-· •• _,._ ··-----~ • -

strategy mentioned above as the strategy of 'uninterrupted 
.... " - - -~ - ..... ' . - -· - . - . " -~ - .. 

revolution'. Lenin was to elaborate his conception of revo-
... .. . -. --

lu~iona~y blo~ co_n~is_ting -~f t~e l?~asan~ry~ _c~n?:retely, in his 

:p~eliminary_dr~~-~~ese~ __ on the A£srar~~!l:-~~~~ti~~t presented 
44 

to the Second Congress of the Third Communist international. 

Struggles against· ·:revisionism in the Philosophical, economic 
and poli tica1 frgnts . . - . . . . _ 

. ~ ... -· - ... --- --- .,.. ,·- . "'" ·-· -·-· --·-- .. ~---- ............. - '··· -" . -" .. . .. ,. 

. ~he _inroad~ m~de ~Y 1'!-_el:). K~~t,i~~~_f!1_1i:).~O ~~l')_dsm a~_ its 

concrete relationship with the development of revisionism in 
. - . . .. ~- ~.. . . - .. .. " . - -- ..... . ~ .... . . ~ -- . -· - . , __ . . -

the so~ial dem~cra~i es during the period of second international 

has already been dealt with. Although newKantianism in its 

44 - .. ··see Lenin, s.w., Vol.3, pp.378-389, Progress Publishers, 
Moscow, 1976. · 
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~est~~n forms_ -~~--7?-'?~ _t~ make ---~ ~!"~()-~~ ~!U"o~9:s __ !n Russia, it 

was to be made through the philosophy of mrnest Mach, who 
-~- .... . ~- "' ... -- - ... _. ..... ---·- ..... - ~- .. - '··~ - ' .. '" - ' . ._. -~ ~ .. . . ". -·· .. . - ' . . . 

tried to reconcile certain latest discoveries in natural 
.. ··- - " . ; " ·-· ........ - - - " .- .. . .. " ... - - -

science~, e!)p~c~a~~Y ~~-e. disct?ver~ _o~_ ~lec~~on by _recourse to 

a form of sensationalism. Mach attempted to construct a world 
~ . . . - . ~· - .. - ·- ~ - ' ~ 

view which constituted entirely of sensations. The tobject• 
-•-. ''"'•••··•·•-·• •• '•'" 'w••-•-· ._...., ,_,.,._ ''•• ~·• • ··' -···~·• '• '• '• 

is nothing but mere grouping of sensations arranged economi-
-- -· ··-··-·- ·····-·-·- .. ''45 ,, --·-· - --- . - .... ' 

e~~-lr -~n~ -~~he~e~t!Y• Earlf.~~- _Bishop ~e:r~~ly h,~d -~z.-gued 

for the same in his famous dictum 'Ens Est in Sensatione1 

(Bein~ ~s_ ~1?- .. s~~s~tio~~)· _ !n Russi~ the Otzovists led by 

Ba~d~-~V:_<:i~~~~op t~~ __ id~~s C?f _Er_~e~~}i~~h in a sy~~em called 

Empiriomonism. According to them physical.and mental pheno-
-- ••• ' •••••••••••• w ---- ~ ·- ~ ----- •• -- ..... ~~ ·--·-- •• -- --- '"' •• .._.. • -· .... 

me_~~- _wer~ _ th~ --~~~ expe:r~-~I.l~e,_ al ~ll()u~h __ di~fe:r.eJ?-t~~ ?.rganized. 

~ent!al_t'? ~~E);no~~s -~he.t:>.~~---was ~h~ ~dea o~. ~~~~r~ence as 

~rganized!. --~~~~~---P~~n.ome~l?- as o:r:gani~ed individua~lY. 9Jld 

It was an approach where the 
~ . - . - . . ~ .. . . ~ .. 

principle of organisation was fundamental. Organisation strives 
~ -- -. - .... 

to realize. it.~elf _thr?u~h history which ~1~-- ~riumph in the end. 

It w.l:ll_ be -~~~ght aJ?C?~t ?Y ~~~ _so_ci~li_s~ ~evolutiol:l,_ which Pl:lts 

an end to contradiction al?:<:i_.e~ures the "'-ic~o~y of organization. 

The proletariat was the agent of realization of tne idea of 
- -· . . -

organization and ·socialist society is ~he form of realization 
- -- - ""46 
of its essence. 

---------------------
45 

46, 
p.158. 

JB1E1c~ore: Ern~st MC1ch, ch~5~ 

La court ··n1 ·· ProJ etar1a.n Scj euc el 
New Left Books, London, 1977. 

Berkely, 1972. 

The case of Hyse1}ko. 
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This .V:~-~w }?Y und~rf!l~~~g th~. materialist world outlook 

challen~e'!-_ce~~a~~ ~a~~<? :e~e~~ses of: M.arxism and would have 

had se:I"io~ .. il!l:Pl:!:c~t~o~~ li1_~e_rl!!s_ of ~he class ~tr~ggle and 

the linkages of the party with the masses. What it had in 
. "' ~· ' ~ . -- - - - - "''"~ ·- . ~ ·- ....... - -··· - .. -~ ..... - - .. . . - ~ - .. . ~ . 

common with other varieties of revisionism was 

{~) ___ S~?~a~i~~ .?~~()m~~---·an _ ~thical p~~uit worked 

out ~Y human_ w.:f.~l~ . op~~~- ~he doors as Lenin rightly pointed 

out to all forms of Fideism. 

(2) It will l~a~ -~o-~~~e~:-.~~ld~ng, the elitism of 

t~~ me><iel _b~_lde~s __ dis~-~c;:iating the party from its immediate 

linkages with the masses. 
' ". -· ~~ .. - - ...... -- .. 

(3) It will be z:e?:~?_in~ the __ ~l:~ss.-struggle to a 

mechan~cal:_proc:ss ar:~ there is no need of the concrete ana

lysis of concrete situations. 

Lenin was to -~s~a~lish_a basic critique of Emprio-: 

moni~m by st:o~D:~. its roo~s, .. ~h~. b~_~ri~ of _th_is ~dealist 

phil~s~p~r on_th~ class struggle, reassert the materialist 
' ..... -' ·- '· - -· - ·- . --. . . . -- . --. ' .. - - .... - -- " . - ~ . - . -· - -. -· 

dialectics, and clarify the relationship of the developments 
. - . .. --. - .. . '. - ... ~- ~ . ... ·- '' - - .. ... -· ----- - ' " . - --. --. - - - -.. --

in sci_ell.-ce,_ w:i: ~h -~h~ __ materia~.is~ _P:t:ill:CiJ?les. Lenin explained 

the <?ri tic~ ?~i ttrioll:, . ~ega~din15 ~he ... ro~e ()f .matter in mater

ialis~ p~ilosop~!.: The sole. p~oper_~Y of ma~ter with whose re

cognit~on p~l~s_()I?~~al._ ma~eria~is!I! -~~."'?<>~~_up i~ the property 

of being an objective reality, of existing outside the mindu.47 

47 , Lenin: 11 l~aterialism and Empiric Criticj_smf cw, vol.l4, 
p.23. 
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In his P~!~~soph~c~l -~~~:-~oks w:t:itte~ ~n_l914-15, 

Le_~~ l"eading ~~-g~~ '-M~t~~~~~~~i.c.a;t_l_Y:' was ~(). ~stablisll a. 

serious critique of the mechanical materialism of Plekhenov 
-" ··~ ,,,. • ~·' -. ..' ._,. -· -•" ••- ,. •• ' ·-· • ' .~w· ... , • ~ " • • - • - •- • - • 

and Ka~tsky. 'The recognition of a single whole and the cog--· .. -- . -· _. .... . -·-- - -····- - - -- -··-···- - . ___ ,_ ... _ .. --· -·. . -·- - ·--···-- .. -- --

nition of its contradictory parts is the essense (one of the 
... - ... -... -- - ""'·-··-~--'--- ·-~- - -· . --

essentials, one of the principal, if not the p~incipal, ahara-. .. . - ... . - . . . ... -.. .. " .. . . -· .. .. . .. 48 
cteristics or features) of dialectics. The recognition of 

id~~~~~~ <?~ ~-tt <?~_.~:e~si t~s i_S._ ~a.e_ ~ey ~() _ ~der~_ta~~ing the 

movement of all process-.· , This he .. sharply opposed to the mecha-
. . ~ -.. . ...... ..... -... .~ . .. _ ~- .... --. -- --- ____ ., __ "' - ...... - -· - .... ... . . - .. ~- ............ '• . . - - --. - . -- .... " 

nic~ .. ~<?nCf3p~-~l?.~ _.<~om~m:mt. ~in_s_?~:J.:al: demo~racy J~i ther~E?t. !f~ic~ 

is •pae, lifeless, and dry' while the 'dialectical conception 
. '"" -.- . - -- ... - -- . .. - .... . ,. . ... ··- :. -· -. . . ... . - -~ --· ' 

~~o~e f~rll:s~e~- t_~~. ~~-;>': .~?-~he __ ~~a~s,_ ~<? _ ~h~ break in oonti .. 

~ ty, ... ~o ~ th~ ~r~nsfo!ma~io_n ___ ~~~? ~h~ ?pposi t~, . to tne des-

truction of the old and the emergence of tne new".49 

Without the world view the Bolshevik party would have 
- .. - ". ... . .• ... - -· . .. .... " . ~ '" -. ·-· .... " ·- . ,. - ' . ·- ·-- - - . ~ . -.. ,_, -~ 

been reduced to the Feurbacnian 1 contemplationr being tailist, 
·•· .,.. ·•·• -· • ~··4 •• •, • ._ •-- '" •• • ~-••• •• ·•···~ '--'•·· ' '••' •w '"• "• .,, ' 

at the time of the February revolution, unable to recognize 
. " ..• ... .... " - ~ ··- .. ~ . ... ' '_,. - ·-. ' .. . - . •' ...... · . . -- -.. - ~ .. - . - . - . - - ... . . . -·- - . - . - - . -

~~d a~t_ up~l_"l: __ ~h~. C?Oncrete ao~dit~?I1s of th: m~mel_lt• Referring 

to Marx, Lenin would say "Marx considered that without tttls 
- . .. - - - .. - .. . --- --- .. . .. · ··- . "" ··- ... . --· .._.. ·-· ~ ~ ··- -- " - - . ·- -

aspect materialism was irresolute, onesided and lifeless. He 
.. - . - - ~ - ,. - ... -- . .. . ~ --- . ..... -- '•- .. -~ -· ... - - -· -- .. . - . - . ' . . 

defined the fundamental tasks of proletarial taatics in strict 
-- - -·- .... - .. - - - - - . ~- --. .. - - -- - ... 

conformity with all the principles of the materialist dialectical 
. - . - .. -· . . . . .. . -- -· ,_ - ' . -... - .. . - -· . ·-· --· - ·- . - ~ . - .... -

conception. Only the objecti~e considerations of all the class-

-~-----------------------~ 

48 Lenin: On theuQuestion of Dialectics•, ~N,vo1.38,p.358• 
- u ·-· .. '··. " 

49 lbid,·p.360. 

-
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rf:I.a.t~on~~i:p~ in ~--E?i_y~~ _s?~ie_~y an<i ~o_nsE3q~el1tly_its ob

je~ti:V.:~. st~g-~ C?f_ -~~ve=!:-o:ement ~nd its rei.(itions ~~~_other 

societies can serve as the basis for a correct tactic of the 
•••• ~. ~ """-. ·-··· .# • ••• ,• ···-· .......... ~. 

advanced class. And classes and ~o~~;r-ies a,r'e _not regarded 

s~~ti~al~:( ~ut d~~m~~a~~y, -~.e~--~t __ ~n ~ state of _immobility 

l?u~ i~ ~ot~<?n~ __ ~ot~o11 ~n _ ~ts -~~n, _ ~s _ rega~ded not o~y _from 

the stand point of the past, but also from tne standpoint of 
• • ... - ••• '•' - •• ·- ~ '-• • " - • ~ ~ •• " :. ~- o! • - - • -· ' ., - •' • • 

the future. It is regarded more.over, not in accordance with 
- ~ ~ - - ---.. - - -.... ·- -~ - -. -~ - ~ - .. . - - . -· ·-

the 'vulgar'· ·evolutionist conception of slow change, but dia-. -- - -" . " . 50 ---. - -" -- " " -. " . . " ... -- . - . -- .. ". . . . .. -

leotil)~llr".•. _ _ T~e danger of t~e me_c~~~~l __ concetion could 

b~ Sf;e_n p~~~is_e~y,_ ~n ~he fa~.t. o~ ~arge number o~ Bolsh~vik 

le~ders _<:>Pposin~ _ t~~ _ !ipril ?;h~s~es_L a..t .. _ ~hE)_ j~cture of their 

imfl1ed:iat~ prE)sen~a~ion. Lenin's ~on?e~tion ?f ph~losophy, 

th~ref?_r€), is :t.~extric~b~y h?lln:d up_w~th_a world view wb.ich can 

advance o~ abett a revolutionary process. 

Recbghition or tne·coricrete conditions as the stage of 

Lenin had alr.~ady ass~r~ed .. !~ _1~~4 that there is no 

abstract truth. Truth i,s _a~~-~a.~Y C<?n~~ete ~hie~ was _the basic:! 

~~rxi~t _po~ition. The c_~I'lc~e_te has ___ ~o b19 __ grasped,_ t~ough its 

concre~e analy~is a~d t~ro~h all its ?OI'lt~~~ict~ons. This 

is what_Leni~ ~ets out to _d<? in_'~l!lp~riali:s~, t~~--h~g_h~st stage 

of capitalism'. The basic raw material that Lenin chooses was 

-~~--------------------· 

50 Lenin, CW, vo1.21, p.58-59. 
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already elaborated by Hobson, Hilferding and la·tely by Bukh-- ""' 51 .... ' " "" -- -' . ' " . " .. ' '- .... "" """.- " " -51 

am.I1, in his _ 'If!lpe~ial~,sm _ a~d w!lrld e~onomy". For Hilfer-

C!i!lg, __ at __ th~ stage ___ 9~ ~1:1:~n~e Ca:p; ~a~ t~e _ suP.pre~sion of compe-

tition_ Cl!ld thE) __ plalll1:eO.: ()~g~n.:!~~t~on C?f _:pr?du~tion creates a 

basis for a future rational organization of the world economy • 
.... -· .. ,, ·- - .. - ~ '. - -

~o~ it -~~~~~dil::-g co~~l:ud_e:s, ~h~~~ is _an_idea _which_ reappears 

in the writings o£_~u~r and Renner_":' ~~at rev?lut~on~ry po-
. 

litics does not consist in abolishing the state but in seizing - ~ .... ~-- . ~ ..... ' --.,..- --.. _.. ... - ~ - - ~ ~-

state pow-~r _i~ orde~ _to bring __ t~~s ~ation~li.~~tiC?n ·and cons~ 
52 

cious direction of social life to full fruition • For Kantsky 

Imperi~lisl!l m.ight _d~y~;t~P. ii}to_ 1 t9-~ra~mperia~ism 1 ,_in which the 

~eadin~ capi ~a~is~ co~t~~es __ ii} ~h~ -~()rld diV:ide up the world 

peacefully in some kind of international eartel. On the con-
- ·- -' ·- --

~rary fo_~ Leill:n imperialism ~~ 1 ~ori~und ca:pi talism 1 , leading 

to export _of . capital,_ di yi~~~n_ ~d . ~_e~f: V:i~i()I} of the t-rorld into 

colon~ es whi_~h r~sul t~ in inte!l~~- comp~_ti ~ioi} _and war. The 

result of these tendencies is everyr;Ti:lere reaction and extreme 
• - - ·- • -- - - -- - •• •• •<• -~ - --. • -

While it increases militarism 

in t~e ___ imperialist countries_, in the colonies more and more 

subject people will be thrown into waging struggles against 
- - . - . .. ~ . . ... . . - - .. 

imperialism. Lenin also argues that the growth of opportunism 

----------------------
51 - Bukharin1 s analysis· which preceded a few months 
before Lehin· ·~ad already anticipated a nUinber of Lenin's 
conclusic~ms _ ~specia~ly~ that iril:Qeria.l~sm. ri~~~·ssarily leads 
to war and revolution. ·See S.Cohen: Bukhar1n and the Bols-
hevik :r:eyolt?-~io~, :pp.25 ... ~7, New York, __ 1~73. 

52" Bott:'omore and Gooere (ed): -·Austvo.~-Harxism opp. Cit, 
p.35. 
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is organi?a~ly bound up wi til imp~ri<:l~sm. __ T~e- r~c~iP.t of l.ligll 

monopoly profits in industry or througll tile exploitation of 
0 H .... ' oH H HHO oO ' - - ' .. ~ 00 • - - -- ._, _, H ~- H •0 ~- '''" ·- ,,_ 0 ' - H ~ 

certain countries, the monopoly, bourgeoisie can buy a certain 
.. ·- --~· -~- .... ·-· -- . . -· --- --~ _ _, ______ ,. ·------- -~ ~- __ ... ·- -- ~.-- ... 

section of workers and win them to the side of the bourgeoisie 
- - ·- .. - ·-' .. .. .... ·- .. - . ·-·' "'. . . . ' 

53 of a given industry or of a given nation, which- llelps tile 
- ·- .. -. . ··-- .... .... .. .. .... . -_·-·· ···- . - .. ~- .. - .. - - - ' -· - - ... . - . 

bourgeo~si~ _ _or the ncl~io!l in turn_ to :elunde~ a~ __ Opp:ee3ss 

small and weak p_~ples and figllt for the division of the 
54 

capitalist spoils. 

The Destruct-ion of- the ·state ·and· ·tne Establishment of 
the Dictatgr-ship gf the PrQ~etariat 

In. the r stat~ an9- Revolt).tion' Lenin develops the con

cept of the state, the necessity of smashing the bourgeois 
- .. - - . - ··-- - . - . . -. - . . . 

s~at~--~ppara~us, repla~in~ i~ wi~h a ne~ organ.Ization of the 

,com~~el type an~ the_characte~_of the transition under the 

~ictat~rs_hip of t~e IJroletari~t_._ The basic objective of the 
- -

text is the_ ideological struggle ag~n~t ~pportunism rampant 

i~ social democracies ~nd against 1.ts theoretical expression 

found ~n_the writin~s ~fK~uts~y, __ to b~i_ng to the fore the 

(:O~~eption of the state outlin~d in Marx_and Engels writings 

espe~i~ll;>r_~n the Commune and g;ui<le the_part~, the proletariat 

and the_re~olution~ry masses in th~ir concrete tasks in the 

moment of the 'actuality of the Revolution'. 

----------------------
53 , Lenih:Qimperialism the Highest Stage of Capitalismf 
sw, vol.I, p.728. .. 

54 Lenin, cw, vol.24, p.55. 
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__ . ~h~ _aim of _PO.·~.i t~?~l_ s~rll.g;~~ e_ for Kautsky was the 

conquest of the state power by winning a major~ty in the_. 
•••• o, •, - 00 0 0 o • - 000 0 ., MO" ''' ~ O ' 

0 
•' ooo o 0 '" 0 0 ' 0 ' O 

Par1:~a~e~t and b:;r rai~ing PS:r~i~me~~- ~o ~he rank of the go

vernme~~· ~-~he state which t~e maj9r~ty of social deiilocrats 

aimed to control is neutral viz-a-viz the class struggle. As 
.. . "' .. ~ . ' . - ... ·- ·- •... • --- ~-- . ·-· -- ..... '••-. .. . . . . ... 

S':l:ch ~ t _need ~o~ b~ _ d~~t~C?ye~, ~-m~~l1~d. _ The mi~~ tary:- bur~au

~~a~i_<? machine 1-s g?_ing to ~":_ ~~ans!er~ed -~rom ?ne _hand _to the 

othe-r. It_ h~s -~o b~ _-j_ust deepe~~ _and. wi~~ned and_ ~he_ bureau

<::!ati~'- adm~nis_trati_ve distortion~ have t~ be rem~ved. Kautsky 

understood __ power :pinely _ i~s~rum~!l~all~, it was not the expression 

of_ cl~ss relat~oi?-~·. _ ~h~s_, ~he _genuin~ly marxf..st conception of 

th~-- state_ ~-~- ~-ys_tem~ti<::ally buried by these social democrats. 

Therefore Lenin was to say: 
- -~-. - ....... 

11 Now one has to engage i_n_~xc_~v~t,io~-' as it were, in 

order to- --bring undistorted Harxism to the knowledge of the -- .... ·55 · ------ -·-------------------------- --------- ------- --
massesn. Lenin.:, ther~~()_re_ :P~~~~ed~ _to ;-eco?struc_t ~~e con-

cept of the state from the writings of l1arx and Engels. 

That the--state is the manifestation of the irrec:oncila-
·w • -· •• - ·•- - • • ' 

b~~~~r _of .. ~lass anta_go~sms. Once_ 1:~ a~f.~es in __ society it 

concentrates the coercive power around itself and acts as the 
.. . --- .. ·- . - . - . ~ " -- . . - . - . . . - - ... -

instrument o.f the powe~ful classes and brings about their do-

minance. It attempts to w.eld the powerful classes into the 
- ~ - . 

ruling bloc. Through all the ages the ruling classes have 

---------------------~-

55 Lenin: State and Revolution, p.65,FLP,Peking, 1970. 
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attempted to mould it to subserve these interests, to keep 
~ - . ·-

m~s~~s ~!1~-~w~~'--th.e~r su~r'!i!_l~tion ~d de~endence. The 

state depends upon the alienation and separation of power from 

the masses. 

This 'supernatural exerescence 1 of the society, has to 
. -- . -- ~-. - . 

be destroyed. The aim of the socialist revolution is not to 

transfer the bureaucratic military machine from one hand to 
-· --. _-;- ~~ --..... ..,. ___ -··-- ... . ·- .. --·- - . - ·- -- ·- . . ... 

56 . t d f th ~n?~h~r, ... bU..t ~ ~r~D:~~~:r J>O~~er _ d~rectly_~n~o he han s o e 

people, and that is impossible if this machine is not smashed. 

"People 1s r~'!<?l~t_io~ __ is one in w~ich 'll1ass of the 

~~?P~_e, its ~aj<?ri ty, _ t~e yerr_ l()we~.t socia_l groups crushed by 

op:pr~ssion an~ ~~ploi~ation~-r~~e-~ndepen~~ntl~ and_place on 

the entire course of the revolution the impress of their own 

demands, of their attempts to build in their own way a new 
... - . ~ . . - ~" 

57 
society in place of the old society that is being destroyed. 

!~;~ ~s ~t the same C1~ _?ourg~is d~moc:racy._ It is the 

destruction_()!'. t.h~ nar:r:ow l~~~t~d-~emocra~y and its replacement 

?Y _:r_:ull_~~il!()_Ct:a?Y• . "~l ~e~ocr~~~ is not the same as incom

plete democracy. Behind what might seem formally a difference 

in quar.tti ty, w~at. --~s _ a~tuall~_ -~t s~aK:e --~s__ a_ gigantic replacement 

of certain_institutions by other institutions of a fundamentally - . 58 .. . . - - - - - . -
different type. For Kautsky there is no distinction between 

-----------------------
56 Lenin:tt State and Revolution~ SW,vol.2,pp.293 .. 94. 

57 Ibid, p.295 

58 Ibid~ p.298. 
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pr~le~az:ian ~~ bourgeois :p~wer ~xcE:l:e~ in the _quan~i tative, 

'mechanical sanse of it. Lenin asserts that for Marx and 
- - '· > • --. -'" ••• • - -- ' • • -

Engels Proletarian power was qualitatively different from - -· ··-. ~ ..... -· ' - -· '"- .. -.. ~. --.. -- ,.. ......... .. -- -- "·' . . - . 

bourgeois power. Under socialism says Lenin 11 The mass of 
- ~- -- __ ..... .. . .. --- ·-··-· - .. ~.--...- --~ -- .. ···-- -- . ··-·· - -- ·- -·· 

population will rise to taking an independent part, not only 
. .. ' ' - . - ... . ......... -- ... " . ~ -- - .. '.- .. ~- -- . . - - ... . . - . . . . . - . - - . 

in ~o~~n~ an.d .. e~~c.~~.c;ms, _but ~~~() iJ?-_~he everyda~. z:tdm~nis

tra.~io!J. of.. the state.~ ... ~:qde~ ~~~~~~ism all will goverl?- in 

turn and will soon become accustomed to the art of governingn.59 

represents the first form of the dictatorship of the prole-- --.. .. . - _____ ., --- . .. . .. ..... ........ -

tariat. Th~ stat~_t~~t is __ g;o~:r:g to.~ther_away is not _the 

bourgeois state but the dictatorship of the proletariat a 
- -- .... ~···- ·- . .:.... ·-. .... ~--·-' ... --- --- ... ..• - -- -·- .. 

state which at the same time is 'not a state' because it's 
~ .. ~ . . .. . . ' - - ---- . .. -

obJective -~s not the perpetuation of class antagonism but to 

destroy it. 

The dictatorship of the proletariat is precisely the 
- ~ "' •• •• • ••• -~ •• • - -- - ·- • - p • - - • • -

form of state power ·that represents the form of the state 
. - - - - - - . - " ~· . _..._ - - - -

during the_ transition from socialism to communism and es tab... 
_ _.. . ·- .... .. .. -- '"" ... 

lishes the basis_ foz:· 'the_~ tb.ering away of the state. Therefore, 

for Lenin ~ . .A Mar!Cf.s.t .. ~s _solely someone who extends the recog

nition of clas.s-s~r.~ggl~ to the !"ecog~ t~~n _of_ the dictator-

ship of the proletariat. This is what constitutes, the most 

----------------~---------
59 Ibid, p.357. 
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pr~f~\llld d~s:ti~ct~<?~ _ ~~~w.-~e~. the Marxist and the rodinary petty 

(as well as big) bourgeoisie. This is tne_touch ~tone on whicn 
••• '"'" ~~ -·-· '-~-..·-"- .... -· ._, ~-- H '· '' -- ,_. ~-~ 0 ,__ ·-· H ~ 0 

the real ullderstanding and recognisition of Marxism is to be 
0 H - ~- 0 .. 

tested.60 

~ --- ... -~ ~---~. ··-- ... .... -··- ---· - ~ ----

The dictatorship of.the proletariat is the profound 
·- •• _. • ... • -- - •••• ' ~ J ·- ~ - --· ••• • -- - ~-· - ._ ··- 4 

t~a~sfor~~~~o_n_?~~~?t:d by the '?_rg~f!i~ed pro~~tariat itself' 

in tne entire sphere of spcial relations and in the profound 
.. - - ,..... • ... - .• • - ~ .... ~- ·' • • ..• .. ;<::_.. .... - • • • - -· 

transformation effect-ed &t all levels of society. It is ne .. 
··""'-. -- --· -- - --~· --·- ·- -- --

a.e~~~-r~ _to_ maintai~ t~~ PZ:~letariai1. st~t_e power. p~ecisely be"". 

cause the socialist society as it emerges from the capitalist 
- ·-' . --- -- --· - - ~- . - - .. ·- - .. ·~- ... - - - -. . -- - •.. - -

society is still marked by the birth pangs of the capitalist 
....... --· ,._ ___ ., . . . ....... ~ .. ---- .......... ----·-- ----- ----- - -· . --------- - --.... 

The defeated class still exist • There is the per" 
. ·-- .... - -- . ._.. -- - .. --. ·-··. 

S.iste.~ce _of _l?ourgeois _rig~t ... r an<i: so, in the first phase of 

c<:>mm~st soci~ty -~us~~l~y called soc:.ialism) _ 1 bourgeois right' 

is not abolished in its entirety, but only in part, only in 
.. -~ . . . . ..... - . ~ - - - .. • - ·- - . - - . . .. . . - ~ ·- ...... ' ·--· - " . . . 

~ropor~ion t() --~he e~~-~omic revolut~o~ _S.() .. far attained, i.e. 

only in r~spect of the means of production. '~urgeois right' 
..... " -~ - .. . " - . •' ~ " . . .... ~ " .. - . ~ ~- . .. -

recognizes the private property of individuals. Socialism 
•• ow -. ~ • 4. ·- •• - •• " - ~ ~ - ·-· "-· ••• ~ ••• " - - • - • • ,, -· --· " ·- •• .. ~ - -

converts them into common property. To that extent - and to 
. . .. -- ·-. ·- -~ ....... •' . . - - - .... _,.. - -~ 

that extent alone ... 'bourgeois right' - disappears. 

However, it continues to exist as far as its other _part 
.. - ·-- . - .. .. ..... - . - ·-- . 

is _concerned. It continues to exist in the capacity· or regu-
. . . - . . . . . ~- . . - ~· ·- . . . -. . . - . - .. - . - . . . .. . 

later (determining factor) in the distribution of products and 

------------~---------

60 Ibid, p.328 
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the allotment of labour among the members of society.61 

Lenin was to further qualify and say that the withering - . ··-- - - ~-·. -. .. . - . 

away ot:.the -state is not mer_ely con~Utioned bY: ~he -·-~~lition 
- ' -- ·-. - . - _., .. . . ·--- -- - - -- - - .. "" -- -- - -- -· - -- . 

o~ class a~t.a~'?~~~s ~ but the vet:¥ root_ of th.~ spr~nging up 

of class al'!:-t~_goni~~~' i!_e. the f!19Il~C!l_ ~n~ manual division of 

~~bour: ___ :It. __ r~q~res_. •s~Ch.}i hig~ s-~~g~ ?~ ~ev~~o:pmel!-t of 

eo~uni~m.. ~h.a~ _~he ~.!lti_~_h~s-~s ~~~w:e~~-- ~ental a.nd p_hls~cal la

bour disappears, when there, consequently disappears one of 
- -· . .. ~ ., .. - - . '" . '" . . .. . .. . ... - . - •··· ' .- -- . . - . -- '" ... ..... . - .. -~ -- - - -~ - - -

~~~ __ p~in<:i~al _s_our?~~ _of __ mo?~rn _ ~o<::~~l ~ne_q_l1ality .... a so~ce, 

mor~oye:r,_ -~1-~~. cann?~ ?~ an~ a_c_c?~~ .. b~ _ ~e~~~~~ _imm~dia~el! 

?r .. ~~e _mere c~D:":ers~on _o~ _ t_~e meC1~s. C?f _ P~'?~uct.~~n _into public 
. 62 

property, by the mere exporpration of cap~talists. 

We have to see this text ·in terms of the dialectical 

unity that it represents. The parallel is between Leninrs 
- - - . - .... - -- .. ·-- . . -· ·- -·- .. 

!lOt~on o_f_ the p~_r.ty and t_he class. The party although the con-. 
sciol1s em~di~~nt of scien~ific __ s~ci_ali~-~'- ~!e~ t.~e _t~E3ory of 

:eroletS::rian move~ en~ opera~e~ _ ~n- -~he_ con~rete s~ t1l(itions ()f 

cla~.S. _r~~atio~ .an~ class _s~~l1ggl~, _ Ci~ ~h.e s~e. ti_me keeping the 

direction of· the class struggle constantly in view and orients 
~ ....... -· -- ., - - '- . - . - . . ' ~· " ~ . -- . - .. . -

the movement towards it. In th~ .. s~~ w~y -~-he _withering_ away 

of the state is continuously bound up in terms of the concrete 

-----------------------
61 V.Lenin: ~tate and ReyoJntiantp.112,F.LP,Peking,1970 

62 Ibid, p.114. 
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re~a~i-~_~s of clas_s_ -~~r~~~-le at_ ~'!e~r junctu~e~- _ ... ~-- ~t is not 

the party whicn makes the Reyol_l}-~~-o~---~ut ~~e_ CC?nc~ete dynamics 
~- -~ ·- " J ~ • " - - ...... ··- "' ·- •• - ~ " ' -- ••••• - • • 

of- the class struggle, the independent action of the masses 
"" ~ -·" ·-· -.- . - ,_.. - •-' .. · _,... .... - . -· - .. ,_ -. ~-- - ._.. .. ··-. -. . . .. . -· . . 

at a -sneciftc historical juncture, so too the withering away 
--. . ;4 - ... - --~ . ' '- .. ~ ···- ~ . - ·-· . ·-·- -. . . ~ ~-- .. ·-- . "' -· .. -· -- . -

of the State is determined by the conscious action of the 
. ''"•-' ~ - -- ·-~ - ~-. ...... . ...., " -- - ~- ~ .. - . --. ' - " . - . -- .. - . - --- .. ' -· 

masses continuously to create their own organs of self-rule, 
- _____ , . -~--· ... ,..._ ... _, __ , -·- ··--··· .... -

in the process destroying and smashing all the relations that 
.. . -.... .. - . - . - . - - .... ~-- - - ....... -· " - - - - . - -~ -

~re ~xploi tat~ ve and ~o~t~nuou,.sly challenge~- thos~ s tructll!~s 

whicn maintain and reproduce class antagonisms in different 
.. - ... - '" ~ 

63 forms. 

Lenin ~~ to clarify the conception further after the 

Octo ~er Re~olution in. ~erms of __ t~e p~o bl:e~s ~f tr,a!)J3~ti~n. 

and the nature of the class-relations at specific moments. 
- ~ - - - - . - -. . . - ~ ·- -~ .,. ' . - .. 

In tne r economi~ .f.Ul~ pol~ ~i?s _in the e~a of t~~._dictatorship 

of the proleta~ia~•, ne points out: 'And classes still remain 
--~· . --·' ''• .... ... -- '-~ ._ ... __ -----~ -· -~- .. - ··. 

and will remain in the era of the dictatorstlip of the prole-
~ ·• " ' ' " • • • • ' "' - - •- •. • •, • ., • - • .• r 4 • _. ·~ • • .- •. ,, ••• " ·- ": • ., •••· _ •, • • • o, , • _ 

taria~ •. _ T~e _d.i~~a~or_ship .Wi.:~l .. be~oll_le ~e?!3~sa_z:y_ when _clas~es 

·disappear ~~h?ut the dictatorship of the proletariat they will 

not disappear'.64 

Further he would say that classes will remain for a 
-~ '. •· - .. .... -· . 

long t~me. i~ the J?eriod of tr~~sition. The ~am~~_scale pro_

duction continuously hegets it. The small producers cannot 

-------------------
63 See the section on cultural revolution in the 
next chapter. 

64 Lenin: ow, vol.30, p.l15. 

' 
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be immediately crushed but remoulded and reeducated in the . 65 . -- -. -
lC?~g __ ~roc~ss._ ...... _This bourgeois also emerges 'f~om among our 

66 Soviet government employees r ... ~a~.Y. of . ~hom _were bourgeois 

intellectuals trained in old society 'o:q. .the ground cleared 
.. - -- ~ - . ..... . - - ..... ... . . . . -~ -- . - --- . ' -· .. - ·-·. ~ . - '·-

of one bourge~is genera~i<?n, _n~w. _g~n~~atic:ms ~o~tinousl~ 

appear in history, as long as the ground gives rise to them, ... .. '... ... . ··- .. ..... . .... ... . . .. . . .. 67 
and it does give rise to any number of bourgeoisien. 

.. -

And in his report to the Central committee of Eleventh Congress 
- - . -

of RSDLP (B) he was to ask: 1If we take that huge bureaucratic 

mac~ine, ~ha~ g;ganti~ ~ect,p, __ we_ mu~t . a~k wh~ is directing whom? 

I do not_thi~ very much_w~et~er_it __ can trut~ully be said that 

the co~muni~ts are _di~ecting t~~t h~ap. T? tell the trut~, 
68 they are not directing_,_ ~h.ey ar~ di~ec_ted". This aspect will 

be considered more when we discuss the problems of transition. 
. - - -- . -

However, it is better to remember what Marx said, way back in 
. - - . 

the Neue Rheinishe Zeitung 'The Best form of state is that in 

which social antagonisms are neither blurred nor forcibly com-
- - - . . -

pre~sed, that is to sa~ superficially and artificially. It is 

that state in which antagonisms can be expressed openly and 

65_ . V.Lenin: 'Left wing communism an infantiledfsarder', 
p.32, FLP, PeKing 1970; ·Marx al"so·:makes a similar point in the 
letter to Eoltc regarding therole of the·worlters organization. 
This role is· clearly conditioned by the ·movement and struggle 
to change the ·relations (see Marx's letter to BOlte, in Mara. 
Engels.Selegted Qorrespondence(MESC) pp.254-255. • 

66 V!Lenin: 11 '€i~ht __ cortg~ess of the RC~(B)",cw,vol.25, p.l89. 

67. V .Lenin: frReport oil the immediate tasks of the Soviet 
Government II CW, Vol.~?, .. ~~·309• 

68 V.Lenin: cw, vol.33, p.288. 
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thereby find their solutionu. 

lb~ National and Colanial Questions 

143 

The. ·attitude of the second international towards the 
··-. -- . ·-·· 

n~tional_and_c()l~ni~l gu~s~ion ~a~_~l;rea<!y_beer:- ~iscussed. 

It will be further elaborated in the next chapter. Here it 

is suff~~ient _t() say that Lenin _recogni~ed the profound sig

nificance of the national liberation movements that were waged 
..... -. ... .. .. -·- .. - ' . 

in __ the Russian empi:r:e• The national_ q~estion h~s to be seen 

not mechanically but dialectiaally in terms of the contradi-
··· . '" ... ~- ... .. . .. . -

ctions that capitalism engenders by subjugating other nations 

un~el' _i ~s eco r;orn_ic, __ P()l.i ticctl al?-~. id~ological dominance. The 

interests of the proletarian movement in the developed countries 
- .. - . 

and of the national libe~ation movement in the colonies oh-
. . . -

j ecti vely fa~e ~- _con.un()!l_ enem~~ __ in_ imperia~.i~m, and therefore, 

calls _for ~ uni~ed t:rc:>!lt_~~ both these forces. Th~r~f()re, i~ 

is ne~essary for communists to unequivocally assert the rights 

of nations to self determination including the right to secc-
• < ~.. 0 OH H H - 0 0 

0 Ho 0 o ~ ..... H 0 r • H 0° 0 0 

ession. The german social democracy by voting the war bills 
. " -

of the state had become a partner in the suppression of nations. 

Uneven deye~opment c~ Capi tcy.f.s¥1_ ~~ ~~epry of tqe Weakest Link 

.. Capi t~~:i:~~ ~t. onl:( d~ve~_C?pes ur1even:t~. but also exacer

bates the unevenness existing bett"leen nations •. This process 

-------------------------"•v ••• ''"'""''' 

69 · Marx quot·ed· "by Francois Georg·e in tron Contradiction" 
Telos, No.36, Summer, 1978. 
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~c~~~~ly_ ~e_t~ _ intensifi~~- -~~ . th~ -~tag~- ~t .I.mper~~lism. This 

un~v:~n development __ "J:)Y -~?~en.:t~at~-~~ _ ~~~ ~o_ntr~d~~ti~ns in a 

specific so~ial fo_r~ati?I_l c.an_.~recip~tllt~ a -~~v?lutionary 

change in it. _ T~erefor~, a __ so~~~~i.st. revol_~ti?~ can occur 

even in a relatively backward country. Here Lenin decisively 
. . . . . . - -

breaks with the analysis that was dominant in the second inter-
. - -· . . . . ·- - - -

national, ·_that wh,en _th~ pro?u~ti!e f()rces b.ave _reached their . 

peak and when they cannot be contained within the given pro-
. . - . -

duct~on re~ations, then and then only there is a collapse of 

capitalism. 

Uneven economic and po~itical. ~ev~lopment is an ab

solute law of capitalism. Hence the victory of socialism is 

possible first in several or even in one capitalist country -.. 70 . . . -· - .... 

alone. R~.sia _co~stituted the v1eakest li!lk precisely becaus~ 

all the contradictions of a social formation in the imperialist 
- . - -. - . ' -

~poch_were conc~ntrated in ~t ... ~u~si~ was_e~aged 111 the pro-
• 

tracted primitiv~.capitalist accumulation since the 18th cen-
. . .. . . . - . - . . - - .. - ~ -· - . -- . - - . - .. 

tury and in the ]1390~ this un~v:en process reach_~~ a new peak 

wi tb ind~~_ry_ ~~ow_ing at. a z:ate _of_ -~i~h~ per __ cen~.. The pea-

santry, ~~e ___ source of finance for enforced industrialization 

was _improvelllished~ bearin~ th~ .. bur~_eJ?-S .. of_ the imperialist a~

ventures, and in the absence of serious agrarian reforms set 

----------~----------~ 

70 Lenin: tton ·th·e ·slogan of United States of Europe", 
in SW, vol.I, p.391-392. 
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off tremendous unrest in the countryside. Therefore, the 
. - . 

~easant factor become~_ a~ ~~~remelr_~mp~r~ant iss~e objec ... 

tively the _over~l~_ imJ~ortan<?~ o~ \'{h~c~ th~ Bolsheviks alone 

w~~e _ ~~le to recog1~z_e. . ~l:l~_si~n C~J;li ~~lism was basic!\lly 

~eveloped ~fro~ a~'?'!~', hug~ im~C?I_"ts <?~ w~st~r.n Europe~ 

capital ~o~in~ a~u~ -~~f the total jo_i_n~ stock company. 

Fore~g!l capi~~l dominated the cr~c~~l t_l.e~v:r _ industr~al sector 

and the bal:ll{s_, _ mE.l~!lg th~ Russ~an ~ndigene~u~ bour~eoisie Cl 

w~(i~ <i~d-~~p~ndent c~as~. ~his_Cap~tal-p~ne~ration had the_ 

fl_l!"ther co11Se9-uenc:~ that backward_ !lu~si:a _?ont~ined some_ of the 

~o~ern ~d large_ ~.~ale fact<?:r.ies in the world. Thus a rela

tively weak indigenous bourgeois~ faced a concentrated and 
- .. - "" ·- ~'' ~ . .. .. ' -

r~~idly proletar.~~!l~~~~ -~rking c~~s~ -~thin_ t~e_ f~amework of 

an~igua~ed an~ r~P.r.~ssiv:e __ state ~Pp(ir~tus_dep~n~ent upon fore~gn 

capi ~al. _ -~hat !1ussit.l.'. W.~~- the, _'Weakest li~ in th~ imperialist 

chain showed itself in the accumulation and aggravation of all 
00 ~ - 0 +•~ 0+• 0 - -· 00 0 ' M 0 ~ ' ._ 

historical contr~dic~_ions, ~~e~ poss~b~e, in a single social 

t:orma~ion. Worl.d _ .W.~r_ I b:t:"o~gh~ ~~-~ _th~se contradictions to 

ttle fore - The contrad_i?tion __ b.etween f-e?:d.C11 ~xploi tation and 

the va~~_masses ~f- t~e_pea~Cl!ltry, ?f_~ar~e_ scale _cap;talist 

and imperialist exploitation, of colonial exploitation and 
.. ··- ---· . -· --------- -·---···-- .,.. ___ .... _. ...... ~ -. 

suppressi_<?n of __ natio1;1a3:~ti~s, .. cap~ talis~ic met~od of production 

and me~ie~al st~~e o~ c_ountrys~de. This resUlted in the height

~ning of __ class ~truggl~_s throughout the c?untr;v, splits within 

t~e _rlD:ing c,lasses,. the -~i~ la~l_ord~ supporting autocratic: 

bur~aucratic-military regime, the big bourgeoisie and the 
-· -··" .. •.. -· -· - .. . - .. -

liberal bourgeoisie opposed to the Tsar, at the same time afraid 
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0~ the ~~~~es,_ th~ :p~~t~ ?<?ur~e~isi~ oscillating between 

conformisim and anarchistic leftism.
71 

.. ~~ese __ objec~=L.v~ c~ndi tions forged the subjective 

conditions and in turn reinforced each other - The Bolshevik 
- ~ " • ·' " ~ ¥ ... ~ • ~ ... " •• 

:par~y _faJ:". ahead ~-~- a.D:Y wes~~rn so~~a~~~-t party; 
72 

the emergence 

of th~ ~ov~~~s, re:pres~nt~I!-~ ~he ':'ork~rs, ~ol~iers and peasan .. 

~ry; thEI revolutionari~s. f~.J:"~~d to ~1~~ ~rom their country at 

the face of Tsar~s:n.' acq~~~l~g. __ t~e- _rey~luti~nary her~ tage of 

the west and at the same time seeing it in terms. of their own 

conditions; polarization of the masses through incessant pro-
·•· ... . -~ ~ ... .. - •., . ~ -~ -~- . ~ . .. . .. ~- " - ~ - - . ~ 

pa~ancia_vi~ legal.~~ ~lle~aJ.-.work ind~~t!ng the masses into 

l~y~ng p~~ti~~pat1:o_n_if?. the __ :po~~tical is~~~s of the days. The 

co~~radictions \d thin the __ ~mp~r~a~i~~- ~~oc, by ~r~wing Russia 

into war, further heightened these contradictions.73 

The Revo~utiqn 

On 27th ~ebru~ry, workers and soliders stormed the 

Winter Palace leading to the abdication of the Tsar and full 

of the a~tocra?Y• T~e storming its~lf wa~ pre~eded by waves 

of strike.by workers, rebellion by soldiers, and long drawn 

-----------------------
71 See Lenin:· t•·Po1i tical Parties in Russia and the 
tasks of the Proletariat", mv, vol.24. 

- .. . . -. . ~ - - "-· - . ··-- - .... -··.- . -

72 · · See Lenin: "Left· Wing· Comrimnism - an Infantile 
Disorder'', SW_, yol.3, pp.293-:-306 ... 

73 See Lenin: ''Can tne· Bolsheviks· retain state Poweru 
CW, _vo1._26b p~'87, also ·s:talin:,· ''October· and Tactics of · ... 
Communists ·1n· 'Problems of "Leninism•, p.117-118, Foreign 
Language Press, Peking, 1975. 
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out st_~~ggles of t~e _pe~s-~~ry. This led to th.e formation of 

the Provisional executive committee of the council of workers r 
- . - . . .. ~ . - ·' ... _. ,. 

deputies, and _to that o:£ Petro grad_ So_V:i~~· _ Th~ Petro~ard Soviet 

immediately assumed the defacto power in the capital. This 
. ~- ~ -··- . -- ·- ~ .. ••- -- - ... -· . ----~ --- --· 

was. follcr~ed _ by th,e. ~~v~.~opm~nt __ <?! _ s~v:~ e~~ ~Jil!Il~dia tely_ in the 
\ 

ci~ies bu~ in ~-;I.ot-1 SJ?.C.?es_~:f:oi1_ c:l~<?ng the __ peasantry. The Duma 

consis~i~g_of ~-he rep~~s.~n~~~i"~s _of _!~~lords and big bour

geoisie was the only institut~on that_remained_af~er_the 

col~~ps_e of t~e __ .a11t~~r~?Y• .... 0!1 M~~?h ~'.~he Petro~rad Soviet 

dominat~d ~y t~e- ~e!l:sh~V:iks -~!1~ s.o_cialist, revolutionaries 

mad~ a p~ct "!~ ~-~- ~~e_J?.~~ ."?~i ttee ~nd. b;r vi~~ue _of t~is a 

Provi_sional go_v~~J:?ID~!l~ ?omposed of bourgeof.s _poli ~~cj_ans_ ~as 

formed and the soviets ~dertook to supp~_rt t~e goy~z:nment 

u.~der certain conditions. This situation, Lenin described as 
.. "74 

Dual Power. 

1. .The p~ovisional govez:nment cannot but follow the 

imperialist _P~~ic;y:. of Tsar ~s --~ t ~-s the_ ~over!lfflent controlled 

by big bour~eoisi~~ _Therefore, a~y support __ in_ the name of 

'd(3!ending ~he revolution' is simply playing in the hands of 

imperialism. 

2. Ther-e~ or~~ _t~~ _ proy~s.io!lal government cannot pro

vide peace. It cannot stop annexation of territories, it can-
-- .. ... - - . - ~ -~ -- -· . . - .. . - . - . -

not renounce r~:p:ressiv~ _ ta~tics, i_t .<?annot suppo~t the agrarian 

revolution or supply food to the hungry millions. 

---------------------
74 ·Lenin:''A:pril- Theses•- .cw, vol.24, pp.20 ... 26, also 

n Dual Power'- Ibid, P• 38·41. 
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3. The characteristic feature of the revolution is 

that it has set up a '-dual power'. The provisional ~overn-
... ~ ~-· -· " ·-. -- -~·. ·- ..... " ... - ' ~-. . ··'. . ~ . -- . . 

ment as the government of the bourgeoisie and the Soviet of 
~ ·~· 'oo,._ '<" ·- -~''"' '• ; ~ ~ 

workers' and soldiers' deputies as the govt. of the majority 
.... ·- -- " ·-

~f the ~xpl<?~ ted_ ~~ic~ __ at~~mpt~ to exercise power parallel to 

the provis~_?r:al. ~ove:r~~n~._. --~o,wev~r. ~here cannot be two so

verign powers w1 thin one state. One of them has to ·"_:_._.,___. the 
- - • • •. ,. • - ... - -· -·c ..• '" - -· 

po~er_ to t.he_ ot~er. ~ N~ye~thele_~~ ~ ~he ~xistenc~ of two power 

~egimes ~ t~elf __ is ~-·Sign of ~ re~olut~o_nary si ~ua~~o~. es_pe

cially as these powers ar€ qualitiatively different in terms - -. ..., ~ - ... -- . 

75 
of their class supports. 

Th~refore, ~enin a~~u~d~ .. t~er~ _cannot be a status quo, 

there can..no,t be a coa~i tio,n. go~~~Ill?e~~ . with. th~ Bolsheviks 

ei ~her ~arti?ipating in i ~ .. o_~ ~~~endi~g support to it. There 

can be __ only one "!fay. 'A complete change of the soviets• po-
- -~ -- -

~icy,_ n.o co~iden~e: _i~ the capital~sts, and_ the transfer of all 

power to the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers• deputiesr.76 

. _Th~ rise_ of Soviets as parallel centres of power shows 

with remarkable clarity that the stage of the bourgeois demo-
- ·- .. - - - ~-' ... ,' -..... - . -. 

cratic revolution is over. 1 This transition is characterised 

on the o~~ ha~d _bY. a maximum of _le~.al~Y. reco_gnized rights , 

(Russia is now the freest of the belligerent countries in the 

world) on the other, by the absence of violence towards the 

---~-----------------

75 · See: TrotsRy: History of the Russian Revolution, 
p.224. P~uto Press_, _London, 197?. 

76' · -Leriin: ''The ·tasks of. the Proletariat in the Present 
Revolution" sw, vo1.2, p.31. 
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77 masses 1 • To argue not for the soviets but for parliamentary 

democracy is therefore a retrograde step. 

Lenin also ~ugge~_t_~, --~~e. ~mm.e~~ate P!eparation _for 

the establishment <?f. ~ .. l1.~w -~nte~na~~o.n~l, an international 

ag~~nst soci~~ ch~uvinism and against the centrists. repre

sented by K~tsky. 

The Mensheviks and socialist revolutionaries ponred 

scor o:t: L~nin 1 s ~:r"il Theses. Bo~g~~v .said 1 That is raving, 

the raving of a l~~atic'. Plekhenov termed them as 'mad dreams'~ . - ~ ' ' - . -

Even the Bolsheviks were to immediately reject them in majority • 
. - - . ~ . .. . - . ,, . - - .. " . -

Only its steeling in revolutionary theory and revolutionary 
·- .. 

con~ciousnes~r, 7~ h~lp~d th.e Bols~eviks, grasp the significance 

of the ~e~i~y and_of the tasK:s be~ore them enabling them to 

accept the analysis provided by Lenin • 

. Ji'rom _l~ar.c~ t~~. s_~read ?f t_n_e _Soviets wa~ fairly rapid. 

Together with the Soviets also emerged the Factory Committees. 
. . . . . 

At first th~ Soviet~_wer~ dominated by the So~ialist Revolu

tionaries and Mensheviks. For them the Soviets were just organs 

of struggle and propaganda. They did not want to see the Soviets 

--------------------
77 Ibid 

78 · Quated in Michael· Lonvy: tr From· HegEU 1 s· great logic to 
the F.inladd station in Petrograd 8 opp. Cit. pp. 

·- .. - .... ' . - . - ~-· - - ~- .. - -~- .. -· - ' - -

79 ·- E.H. Carr terms Lenin's conception of tl:ie party as 
'~eposit·o~y C)f revolutionary theory and revollitionary con
sciousness' (see •·Bolshevik Revolution; 1917-1923, vol.I, 
p.3o, Penguin, 1975). 
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as or~~n~ .. of_ J20"!e~ as that would h~ye "vi'?.l~ted their con .. 

cepti'?n o~ ~l?"~eo~s qe~o?r~~ic ~~volu~~on._ ~wever, the 

lack C?f a~~hori~_Y .. C?~ -~h.e :p~o.yis~onal_ g<?v~:rnment _ 1 tself was 

transforming the soviets into local organs of p~wer at number 
80 of places. There was a gap between the reality and the 

- -~ .... --·- ~ ' . . . -- - . ._ . -' .. ~ ' ~ -· ~. . . 

co~sciousn.-e~,s~--w~c~ -~~~n_in~isted was to be bridged by the 

intensification of propaganda. 
~---... ... .. . ···~· -· - - " ·- " .•. -- .. - .. 

The garrison troops were radicalized much earlier than - - - -·- -- . -- . . ·-~. ·- .... 

the troo_I?s __ .at_ -~~<::. :r:e~r._ -~~t. soon soviets mov.~mei_?.t was to 

spread even among the latter. The peasant Soviets were slow 

to ~~k~ off __ ~!_ld. ev~n ___ w~~-n t~~Y ~id,_ we:~~- do~~natec.1: by ~b.e 

upper echleons of the peasantry, remaining under the strong 
- --· -- - -- . - . ·- .. - . -- _, . --... - . . - - . - - .. - -

influence of the rural commune (which diluted the expression 
.. •' ··- .. - ... -~- ' .. 

of class contradictions). t¥1d ~d~~ ~he strong ideological 

influence of t~e So~ia~~st _Revolu~ionaries. 81 
However,_ the _ 

move_m~nt· of the peas~:r:t.:r~ to seize land and divide the estates 

de~ eloped ~hich was _ eyentually to _t>e ~pposed. by the provisional 

go:ver~ent~ Th~s. ~s precise~y where _th~ l~rge masses of the 

pe~~an~ry_obje~tiv~ly ca~e ~~- s~p:port an int~ns,ification of the 

revoltl.t~on as ~he p_:r~sent_.co~i tio~s h~l.? togethe! by the State 

were opposed to them. The analysis given by Lenin in April 

----------------------
8<? -- Char~es Bettel~reim·: -Class- strtig~le? in USSIJ, 
First perioa: 1917-192_3, p. 73, M~-.!'~Y-. e~l;ew Pres~, 1976. 

81 Marc Ferro, The Russian Rev~lution of February 1917, 
pp.121-130, Ro~tledge, London, 1972. 
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allowed this new situation to be seen as a defacto break-
...... ._, -· . -- ,,. -- ... 

down Q.f the class collaboration bet\.reen the bourgeoisie and 

t~e 1?,_<3~san~ry m(l_~kti.lg .t~e OI?~ni~g ?f. ra new stage in the 
. 82 

bourgeoisie- democratic revolution'. 

However, _.th~ :peasant:t:y, ~s.P.~.c~a~lY., the lower pea

santry and a.gricul tural labour \vere not to acquire socialist 

consciousness in large numbers due to the factors mentioned 
.. " 

above. This was to create immense dtfficulties in the process 

of transition after October. 

The radicalization of the ~ov~~~s, especially of the 

workers and that of the factory con~ittees was 9uick to take 

I?~~?e ~~ the inc~p~c~~Y and h,et~ayal of the Provisional go

vernment became obvious. The _h?ld o~ .. ?<?~~eois ideology_ o~ 

the workers vras countered_ ?Y ~~e ~lsheviks ,_ b~. drawing out 

the ~m:plic_atio~s of ~he concrete class r~~ations of forc~s 

at ev~~Yt:n:o~~~t ~nd p~acing themselV'~s before the masses. 

BY. 9cto ber t~e Bolshevi~s had C()r~e -~() enjoy a majority_ in the 
' 

second All-Russia congress of Soviets as well as in the Petro

grad Soviet. 

In October Lenin was to emphasize that the conditions 

for~ insurrec~ion we:re_present. The situation of a revo-.. . 

lution had arrived when the lower classes did not want to live 

in the old way and when the upper classes too were unable to 

live in the old way. The suffering and want of the oppressed 

-----------------------
82 

II \\ 
Lenin: First letter on Tactics, cw, vol.24,p.54. 
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classes had become more acute than usual and due to this 

there was considerable increase in the activity of the ma-
. ·' - -·-. .: - ~ . .... . ~ ... . ~- . -- . . - . - . . -

sses who in 1 peace 1 time quickly allow themselves to be 
- ' '_. - . ·- ..... --- -- ·-· . - ... -· ~ ... - ···-- ....... ·- . . . - . . 

ro ?!?~~'- bP:~. ~~hO. _ i~_ -~-~bul~t ~imes are dra"tm both by ~he 

circumstances_ ()f_ t.~.e ~~isi~ and_ by the upper class~s _ t~C3In

selves into independent historical action. Lenin was to 
- . - ~ ~ ... -·- -· "' - . - . . 

em:p~as_f.ze. ~.C!~~r _~~a~. not -~ery r~volution~:rY si ~uation gives 

rise to a revolution. Revolution arises only out of such a 
. . ---. . - . -. . 

sit~~t~o~_when to the above mentione~ objective changes, a 

subjective change is added, nam~l~~ t~e ability of the re

volutionary class to carry out revolutionary mass actions 
r. . . . . . 

s~r~ng __ enough _to ~re~lt th~ old g~vernme~t, whiC.h never, not 

ey__~n .. in a ~eriod of _cri_sis 1 f~lls 1 if .. "i t is not ~rapped. 83 

Lenin_wl:l~_to c~early ~ema~cate b~~~e~n ~h.~ Blanq~st c'?ncept 

of capture of I?o.wer and the_ C.~pt~~- o~ powe.r by the advanced 

class. To be s~cc.e~sf~, ~nsll:r~ec~i:o~. ~!_lUSt rely. not upon the 

con~pi:r:a<?;y __ and 1_10t 13-P~~-a p~r~y, l?u~_~pon the adv~~ced class. 

That is the first point. Insu.rrection must rely upon a re-
" - - - . - .•. ~ .. - - -

volutio~~ry_up~~rg~ _of th~. peopl:e• __ That is the second point. 

~nsurre<_Jt~on must_re~y ~po~ t~a~ turnin~ point in the history 

of the growing .r~volutio~ ~hen ~h~ ~ctivity of the advanced 

ranks of the people_is at the height and when the vacillations 

in the ranks of enemy and in the.ra~~s -~f the weak, half-hearted 

and irresolute friends of the revolution are strongest. That 

~------------------~ 

83 . LE:min:"The collaps of the Second International u vo1.21, 
p.188-89. 



is th~ .t~~~~ :poin~~- Arl~_th.~se three conditions for raising 

the question of insurrection distinguish Marxism from Baln-
- . ~ .. 

84 quisim". 

The pv!::z:thrC?w of .the power_<?~. ~he bourgeoisie exer

cised by Kel!~ns.k;y'.s ~::o-y~~~onal qo~ernment, and the establi

s~m~t. o~--~ !l~W_!~~.!lg._P.O':J"~~ resulted rz:<?m an armed conflict 

in the form of insurrection. This was·to be a brilliant app-
--. . . -

lic.a~iOI1 o~ .-~t.!C9 M~~xis~ theo.ry t.o t~e cor1cre~~ situation of 

~~~- ~l.~~s:-.~~rl:lgg~e. __ !or ~a:rJ_Ci.s~s_,_ ~~~ _ con..cr~te ana~y~is.of 

~~e·_conc~~te :S.ituatiC?n, _is _!lo~. ~h.~ ()pposi te o~ ~.P.m.:"~ theory' 

()U. t~~- <?<2~~r.~ry. ~ t ~~s_ ~he clll:rni_!l:~tion o~ ~1 ~en~ne theor;r; 

its consummation, the point where it breaks into practicer.85 

The Russian Revolution was to prove the inadequacy of 

the model of revolution possessed by the second international. 
~ . . ~ -~ 

It was to prove much more strongly that without a revolutionary 
·- - ~ - . -. -· - .. - ·- --. - --

~h,~()r;r, i •. e. v.ri ~ho~~ _ scient~~i~ --~ocialism, _ th~!e cannot be a 

re~<?lu~io~-. The October Revolu~~o!! ~as also unlike all previous 

revolutions (exc~pt the Paris Commune) i~ ~~at it was carried 

out consciously under the guidance of a theory of proletarian 
- -- ~ . -· .... " -- - . . . . .. . . .. . - - -- . 

movement. The Bolshevik party as the materialized expression 
-- .•. . ~ -

of tn~s theory enabled the Russian proletariat to raise itself 

to the position of being·the dominant class. ,On the other hand 

~----------------------~-

84 Lenin: ~· w. vo1.26, p.22-23. 

85 Georg Lukacs: Lenin, p.43, NLB, London, 1970. 
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the Socialist }~eyolutionari~s --~"l;d Hensheviks even though 

enjoyed a large mass base in the initial stages of t~e bo~-
- - -· -- .... ... . -- - ...... -- - -- - . ~- ..__ - - - "' -- - - --

geoisie democratic revolution could not guide the movement 
- ' . --- . ~- -·-" - --- •. -- . -

J)rec~s~l_y b~<?au~~ t_h~y .r~P.~.e~ent~~ bo~ge~is i_deology; they 

~ould_P.er_~ei y-~ o~~Y- t.~.e. 9ne-~id~d~ a:ppar~~t . expression of 

reality and not the underlying profound contradictions. 

PROBLEMS OF TRANSITION: ISSUES AND CONCERNS.: 

It _is Il.Ot _P~~sibl~'- _ii?- _the -~cope o~ t~is es~ay,_ to deal 

with all those issues, both theoretical and those that emerged 
. - ~ - .. - . .-' . . '" . - -· ........ -- .. " -- '. ' -·- . / -. . " " . 

in t.he p~o~ess _of_ c~~ss_::-~t~~gg~e ~-~. e!~'::~--~oncrete junctu:r:e, 

that affected the conception of revolutic:>_n.• __ ~ere t~e expo

sition will be confined to the major directions that class-
-- - .... - • - ~ • # •• - - - -~ • - ~ - -- • - • .. • • • • - - • - - -

s~rug_~_~_es t_ook in_pr~~t~?e, __ ai1~ their ideol()_~~C(ll re~~e~~ions. 

Fu:r:ther their _criti9:ue- in terms of the_ .??n<?ep~ of_ revolutio!l, 

articulated in the writings of Marx, Engels and Lenin, would be 

provided. 

The October Revolution brought a new relation bet1>reen 

classes in Russian •. Th~s_ ~ew relation was ex:pr~ssed in the 

esta~~ishm~nt ?f ~ew organs of P?wer - t~e S~vi~ts, whic pro

claimed the Proletariat as the dominant class in Russia. It --- -

led to ~he dismantling of _the orgai1~ of pow~~ ~ha~ rep~esented 

the class intere.sts '?f t~e ~11to?racy, l~nd~ords_and big bour

geoisie. The_ ~lshev~-~ P.a~ty, pro.!i~ing the ~deological 'and 

political leadership to the working class, was naturally called 
. . -.. . . . - -- ~ ·- - .... . . .. - - -~ .. - " 

upon to assume the leadership of the new process. 
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But the furthering of the ~peci~~c_?bjective class 

interests _of the pro_le~ar~at _depended l:!P~I?-' the nature of 

str.ugg~ e. between the d~mi~ant an~. ~he vanvuished classes,_ and 

between the dominant and the friendly classes/class fractions. 
- ' -- ... - - . ~- - -~ - - -- . ... - - -

It was also a function of the capacity of the proletariat to 
... '" - • - • • - ·-·· • .._ • ·~ - -·· ., - ' --· -- - •' 4 --· --· - - • --- ' • - ... • 

become co~~~i_c:1ls of its o~je_c:t.i~e- c:~ass inter~sts. at every 

cpn~~ete juncture ?.~ ~he class struggle fought at PC:li tica~,. 

econom~_? _and ~de~log~c~l levels. The Bolsheyik_partY., as the 

ideologi?al_a!ld J>O~i t_i(:al_~az:t~~a~~ o_f t~e prol~tariat naturally 

to be a P.art o~. th_ese _<:la~.:S. strilg_gle, _fi~d reflected _in filll 

measure th~ contradictions. These contradictions within the 
- . - -.-" . ' - -

p~~tY. once _a~ti?ul~ted i~~olo.f?ically, had ·a!:t. im:r:>act on t~e con

c:re_te dynamics o~ class _ s.truggle, a~'! affected the ability. of 

the pro.letariat to pursue the~~ o~je~t~_~e class. i~terests, 

mo:r:e so because of t_he __ co~p~ete_ ~omiz.!anc~ ?f -~he _})a~ty after 

~he ~evo_ll:J:~ion. The r.~o_ts of th~se. i~~r-:party struggles have 

to ~e tr_a(!~d to th~ _dynami?s., of class strug!S~(3 in general and 

to the history of the Bolshevik party in particular. 

The Context of the Revolutionary Dictatorship of the Proletariat: 

Eve~y perceptivt. o~server has drawn attention to the 

stupenduou~ ta~ks _confr~n~ed by the Russian Proletariat and 

the Bolshevik party at the head of the proletariat in the wake 
- . . ~ - . . ·- . . - - . - ·- - ~ -

of the revolution. The Revolution had sharply brought to the 

fore the contradictions i_n __ ~h~ :ftussian social formation. The 

contradiction between the provisional government and the cons-
- .. . --.--- . - .. - .. --- - . .. . - - --. 

titu~nt assembly on one hand and the proletarian power represented 
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in the Soviets o.f_ .W'?r~e~s, __ p~as~nt,s and _s_o~diers was to result 

in the dogged determination of t.he former to overthrow the 
......• ~ ·--·· ··- . ~- -~- ' . ~- -- , ... " - . --~ .... - .... -~· - .. 

revolutionary proletarian power. The proleta:r:i~n po~ei' _imme-
. ~ - - - . . . . - . ~. - .. ; -- •.... ... .. . - - - -- - ~ -

dia tely in the wake of the revolution had to confront the .. 
- ' M ,.••' ,,, "o,,, '' ' ' ~ o o '• ~ •• '" o ~· " '' 0 '"' '' o - ~ - •o •.o ,, 

attack of German Imperialism resulting in the Brest-LitbVsk - .. - - -- . . - .... - ..... ~ - -- -- .. - . ... -. . - . - ... -. '.... '" . -. .. - ' -- . . ' ... . 

treaty, bringing about serious dissensions within the Bolehevik 
. . ..• .. . .• • .. • ... • • .• - ·-- ' -" •• -. .• - J--. - " -· .. • • ·-

p~r~:y _i ts_elf ·~ . T~e ai'IIied ~ttack _ <?n ~hE; ~oviet ·power ~pearheaded 

by the defeated classes in collusion with imperialist powers 
. - .. .. - - -· -. -

was to call forth the best ~fforts, ?o~~ ~n..men and materials 

of the Soviet power. Industry was in ruins. There was large 
.. ' -- ·-- - - ~ - -~ ·-- ...... - -. 

~cale ~abotag~ aJ?-d refusal _to coope~ate 1JY. ~he bourge()rsie_with 

the Sc?vietpower. The imperial~st .. war, req~sition, pillage 

a~d _looting _had r~in_ed agri~tlJ.tt1re. The large scale peasant 

rebel~.~o!ls that broJrs~ _?ut, ~hile aided -~fl:_t~e overthrow of the 

~o':l_rgeo:ls_ power, had to be seriously_ attended to,_ in terms of 

their ~em~n~s, if it.was not to shift its allegiance to counter

revolutionary forces. 

lU trough a sec;tiqn o( the Soci~li.9t Revolutionaries 

were to form a coalition with the Bolshevik party for a short 
-....--.- ......... - .. ~ - ····--·- ... -·-· - . . ·- . 

time, ~arge sections of the menshei:v.k and socialist revolution-
~ . - -- - - - - . - - '"" 

aries were to adopt an antagonist attitude to soviet power and 
- - . ~ .. . .. --. --. . -- - - . .-. "• - .. .. . - . - . - -

join the counter revolutionaries in theiE attempts to overthrow 
. . . . . . . . . - . . .. . - - ... - - - ~ 

it. Their presence in the Soviets wAS-~ to provide them great 
•• -. - • - • •• ¥ 

:everage in their propaganda against the :Bolskeivks. 

The si~uatio~ w~s e~aspuated due to the poor presence 
. . . - .. - . .. - . 

of the Bolsheviks among the peasantry, which was still unde·r the 

ideological hegemony of the Socialist Revolutionaries. The 
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conscious attempt to lead the peasantry" _es:pe~ially the land

less and poor peasantry ideologica1~y and org;aniza~i(::mall~ " - - . - . ' ·- ·' . - ' .._ ·- - ~· ·~ . -. - . - - . . . 

to~ar_ds _ su!?port and consolida~i?n. of the dictatorship of the 

proletariat was a sC't.pendons task. 

The policy ad~pte~ by ~h~ Sov~~t power towards the 

nati~naliti.was ~~l~ing Yl1: thiz: -~he_ Ts~nst Empire, _ w~s a great aid 

:t.n ?onsolidating the dicta,_t?rship and furthering the revolu~ 

tiona~y ~r()S:p~c~s in_~h~se n~~ional;ties. But the new relation

sh~-p that s~ould u ... the S~viet p~wer es~ablished in their 

~~t~o~ali ties _-~nd ~h~. ~ussian S9V:_iet. power, in practice, was 

to give rise to a number of dilemmas. 

Although the _ s~p~~~ extended to the Soviet by the pro

letariat in_th.~ west cabhcht iDe miz:im~~ed, the_grec:'te~t support 

could have _been tu~th~ring the_ rev~~utio?~ry _p~os:pects ln their 

own nations. Among other _factoz-s. the rampa~t ~efe>rm:t.sm_ in the 

socia~ demo.cra,t partif}S _in thf} _west,_ ma~e .. the rev~lutionary 

pro~etar~at in Russian to maintain and_consolidate the dictator

ship of the proletariat singlehandedly. 

_ . _ Al:though t~~ _Rus~iai_l_ PI"Ole_~arf.a~, _w~s ~t~J~- througtl 

the process of _b~~t~r struggles against th,e bo-.fJ•~~ an~ 

against the au~oc~acy ?. th"le~ .. up its own institutions in the 

form of t.h~ Sovie_t~ a~ fac~or,y_ com!~i tt~es,_ and h~d the leader

s hi~ of ~he Bolsnev:t.k party,_ ~he l"evolut~on suddenly thrust on 

1. t the resp()nsi bili tr. of bei~g _the rulin~ class,_ which dema1:1~ed 

~hat it P:r~vide leadership to ~tle _()t~er ~pp~ess~d, c~asses, su

press counter-revolutioP~ry forces, organise production on a 
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new basis through the establishment of relations conducive 

to its rule. 

Finally the Soviet power ht.~cdd.«.i a Socialist re

volution in the urban areas while in the countryside the re-. .. . -· ~ ~ . . . 

volutismary proce~s was s_~il~ d~mo~fiatic ~ymbo~i~ed in ~he 

seizure of land of the landlords and redivision of land. This 

unet.&nness of the revolutionary transformation necessitated a 
.-. - . 

different strategy towards the countryside. 

These contradictions were to immediately seize the 

attention of th~ D.ictatorship of the proletariat. They had 

fo~d thei~ sharpest possible expression on the eve of th~ 

Revolution. The proletariat and at their head the Bolshevik 
. . - . - " -

party_ confront~d the stup~ndolls task of'_ figh~i_ng the _vanyuished _ 

ruling classes, completing t~e _bourgeoisie democratic revolution, 

consolidating the dicatorship of the proletariat and moving to-86 -' " - -
wa~d~ socialis~, Lenin later used a metaphor _to _describe the 

scene. He compared capitalism to a fortress which the party 
•• • ~ -· • •• • ~ u • 

had taken by storm rather than through prolonge~ se~ze._ Until 

the fortress was taken it was not possible_ to know ~hat it could 

be taken over in this manner. __ No~ that the fortress was under 

control one has to deal with it without pre-determined answers. 

--------------------------
86 The working class, objectively determined the class 
nature of this power. • Power is the· capacity of a social class 
to realize its own specific objective interests' :.:.. See Nicos 
Ponlantzas; Political Power and Social ClassesD pp.l04-~~B, 
London, 1968. 
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Therefore "In solving a problem in whicb. there are very many 
. . 

~lmowD: f~~tol'~'- it ~s di~f_ic~t ,w~ thou~_ th.e __ ne~.e~sa:ry pra-

~~i(!al e~peri~I?-?es _ ~o ~ete~m~J:le ~ th absolute_ certainty th~ 

mod~ of_ operation t'? be_ ~d()pt~~ a~a~nst the enemy fortress, or 

to make a fair approximation of it".87 

Ma--jor Ideological; DE!bg,tes in the· BolshE2.Vik Party 
~ceeding NEP and j.n the wake o.f _it 

'Left Communism• or Stste Ca~ttalism_and Prole~ari~n S~ate Powe~ 

The left. communists questioned the policy of the Bolsh-
.... ' ·-

evik Pa~~Y on the followin~_ issues: 

1. Th~ pol~~y_of central~~~t~on and control in industry 

led to the recalling of a large number of former capitalists 
.. . - ~ .. . ~ .. 

and tec~n.ilcians on high sal~ri_es. The left communists conten

ded tb.at this _had led _to~ the _em~sculat;o_n of ttJ_e workers orga

ni_zatio!ls ~ike_ factory comm~ ttees . an~. the inte~ration of the 
88 trade unions in the state apparatuses. The workers were in-

teg~ated within t~is s;rstem thi_'ou~~ a division of labour based 

on piece-rate, incentives, bonuses, etc. 

urt would diminish the class _i~tiatiye, activity and 

organization of the proletariat. rt threatens to enslave the 
.. " _ .... _________ ~-~---

working class. 
- ' . . It will arouse discontent·among the backward 

- - - . . - .. . - ··- ~ - -- .. ~ 

elements as well as among the vanguard of the proletariat. 

~-----------------------

87 
....... :I--- . 

88 · ·· ·. · · See i1aurice Brinton:- 11 The· &elesheviks ·and ·workers 
COntrol 11 1917-1921 7 r The--state· and· counter-revolution 
pp.38-40, Solidari~y, London, 1970. ' 
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In _<?rder_ to ~n~roduce the system in the fa~e of the hatred 

prevail~n~ __ a~ p~esen~ amo!lg ~~e pr?le~ar~~~ agai!lst the ca

pitalist saboteurs, the communist party would have to rely 
~ - - - . " ,. . .. " - - '·- . - . . ·- ·- ~- . ' . ... . . - . . . 
on the pet.~Y bourgeoisie as against the workers". 89 Bukhain 

was a strong advocate of this point of view. Lenin's reply 
.. - .. - " ~ 

to this consisted mainly in_emphasi~ing t~e overal~ context 

of the _ci.ass _struggle _in_ t~e concrete si ~uation, and to argue 

age:l:ins_t _the tendency to pit sectional interests before class 

interests: 

_____ In the ~_mmedi~tel.y giyen situation the workers are not 

~deol9gically eq_uipped to s~e th~ ~nterests _of the c~ass as a 

whole. They are not capable of organizating industry as a 

whole based on their collective ability. If the policy of 

the ~~f~ communists is accepted it would result in a total 

di_sorganization of p~oducti~n, pitting ,t~e _ i~terests _of a_ 

section or unit of workers to the interests of the workers as 

a whol~, pitting the advanced workers against the large bacl{

ward workers and thus exacerbate the contradictions within the 

working class itself. The policy argued by the left-communists 
.. . . _. .. 

is a definite petty-bourgeoisie tendency among the workers. 

If this is allowed to persist, it will strengthen the forces 
. .... - . . . - ,•-. - .. " . 

of th_e defeated ru~ing ~lasse_~~ who ___ ~an _atte~pt a com back re-

sulting in a threat to the revolution itself. 

--------------------
89 rKommunist• quoted in Bettellivim, opp. Cit, p.375. 
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S~co!ldlY,_ the worldng class as the leading ol~ss, 

must also lead the othe~ ~ppressed sectf.ons, the vast ma-

jt?r~t:r_of which is consti~ute~ of the pea~antry. If the 

working class looks only to itself then it will alienate 
~ •• .k • • • ' • •• ••• ~ ·- - " ~ -· • - • .. •• - ._ • • • 

the peasantry into the camp of counter-revolution helping 
• ' -' •' - • -,, • #o '"' • • ' - ••• ..-~ "-' " ~ • ·~ •• 

the pe~~antry _implies_immedi~te ~esto~at~n of production 

in industry in_ exchange fo! the peasant __ pr()duce an~ pol~

tical support to the peasantry in the agrarian revolution 
. . - . . - . . . 

that is taking place and to move this phase towards the so

cialist orientation. 

Given the nature of proletarian statepower, therefore, 

and under its hegemony those capable of restoring production 
_, .. - - . --~ - ··-· .... 

sh,ould be called in and large-scale pro~~<?t~on needs to be 

restored. This will be the great training ground for the 
- . '· ... , .... ' . 

W<:>rkers to_ se~ _the __ inter~sts of workil?-g c1:ass as a_ who~~ and 

to acquire those techniques and skills which are indispensible 
. . - - - - - - ~ .. ·- . - - . 

to the modern in~ustry. Therefore_,_ f~~ ~eJ?i_n~. State Capital- . 

ism was the first and immediate link to move over to socialism. 

At this stage therefo~~; L~nin cons~~e!~d- the ~narchy of petty

producers and this ideology as the principal enemy of the re

volution. 90 

90 .... uwe· have one extrem_ely dangerous secret enemy,. 
more dangerous than many open counter-revolutionaries; 
this enemy is the deadly enemy of-the socialist revolu
tion and tpe soviet power. "The ·enemy of whom I have 
spoken is-the anarchy of the-petty.:.proprietors, whose 
life is guided by one thOtightr I grab all I can ... the rest 
can go-to hangt~'This. enemy is more powerful than all the 
Korniln 's, . Dutovs and· KaJ.edins put together". 
Lenin: cw, vol.27, p.232. 
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Debates Qn Transition st the End of Wa~~Communism 

War communism had integrated the workers much more 

strongly within the planned direction of labour, by inte-
- - - . - . - .... - .. . - ~ '- . - . . 

grating the trade unions within the state apparatuses, and 
- . - .. - . .. . . --- - .• -. . . .. . . . . 

by the organization of th~ ent+r~ _ · ~c<?n()_my ~ . i_n _a h~ghly cen

tra~ized fas~io!l:• In {':ffiU~~;y-_1920, ~~~ ~val?:arton J>roclaim~d 

that it_ was n~cessai"y t~ ~~up ply_ indus try,_ -~g~~clll: ture, tr~11-
/ 

sport and other branches of the national economy with labour 
..... --·- -· . . ·- .... 

91 power on the basis of a general economic plan". 

With the close of the war ideological struggles within 
. .__.. " 

the party break out from a number of fronts. 

a. Mili ~ariaation _a_f. labotY; 

In 1920, Trotsky argued for mili tarising labour and 
.... ----· .. - ---- - ·------ ··'"-" 

the t~ade unio?s• The m.e~su~es_ t~k~n ciuring,communis~ we~e-

not to be ~ tempora!y _step ~u~ -~xpress_e~_ th~ l~s~_i~~ needs of 

socialist transition _w_?.er~~~ the tra~~ unions strictl:y- sub

ordinated to the government. The argument was simple. State 

power is in the hands of the proletariat. The proletariat 
- - ... 

cannot re?~l against_itself, against ~ts ~~self organised 

expression. Ac~ordingly the_ mass_ of the workers must ~e bound 

to their j~_~s, macie lia}:)~~ t?. tran~fer, t()ld lvhat to do, or

dered about. Stat~ compus_iO!l1Yill, i!l the period of transi

tion re~ch its, highe_st __ degree _of intesity in th~ organisation 

of labour. The trade unions must be statized, to achieve this 

-~----------------------

91 Quoted in E.H.Carr; The Bolsheyik Revolution, 
vo1.2, p.211, note 4, Penguin, London. 1966. 
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purpose. 

'Militarization of labour is unthinkable without the 

militarization of the trade unions, as s~ch, without the es

tablishment of a regime in which every \rorker feels himself 

a soldier of labour who cannot dispose o~ himself freel~. If 

the order is given to_ ~ransfer him,_ he must __ c::arry it out. If 

he does not carry it out he _will_ ~e _a_ deserter who is punished, 
92 who looks after this? The trade union'. Bukharin not only 

·- ·- . .- . . -

supported it but was to provide theoretical justifications for 

it: He c~lled it a 1militart pr~leta~ian d~ctatorship', i.e. 

'the militarization of the proletariat.e.constitutes a method 
. - . 

of self•organization of the working class and organization of 
93 

the peasantry by the working class'. 

This viewpoint refus~d to r~cognize th~ _,contradict~ry 

reality of the transition period at all. It made the state 

a 'pure 1 idea and identified the \~rking class with it. It 

did not recognize the distinction between the party and the 

masses, between the self-activity of the masses and discipline. 

The tenth party co~res~-- reje~ted the vie~s of l~ft 

communists and militarisation of labour by a narrow majority, 

but in effect, it showed the extent to which dogmatism, me

chanism and an undialectical approach were noted within the 

Bolshevik party itself. Opposed to this view the resolution 

------------~--------

92 Trotsky : Quoted in E.H.Carr: Ibid. pp.214-25, ~so see 
Brinton: opp. Cit, p.64. 

93 Bukhan.in . Economics of the Transformation Period -~ 
p.156, New York, Bergman, 1971. 
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0 f the Tenth Party Congress stated: "A gradual but steady 

transition must be effected from urgency procedures to a 
- . . - - . - - - . -· " -

more even distribution of the forces broader appreciation - - ·~ ' . ~ 

of democracy, the promo~ion of ini~i~~ive, _partj __ c~pati()n in 

the management of industry, the_dev~lopmen~ _of emll:~atio~ 

and so forth. 94 It also condemned the militarization of 
- -

labour - as 'the degeneration of centraliz~tion and the 

mili tarising of labour into bureau~racy,_ ~r!oganc~, pet~y 

functionaries and pestering influence in the trade unions•. 

Lenin later developed this conc~p~ion_more systema

tically and termed the real nature of the Soviet State as 
95 .. . 

extremely complex. ~he nature of this St.ate demanded 

that the workers have their own independent organizations 
96 

•to protect the workers from their state'. Later he ana-

lysed_ that there could ~e tan an tag~I_liSm _ of. int e:res t. ~ _. be_twee~ 
the workers and the State enterprises and this antagonism would 

- . - -

justify strike struggle of the workers to combat bureaucratic 
97 

distortions and capitalist survivals. In 'Once Again on 

the Trade Unions t he argued that the fundamental problem of 

the dictatorship of the prol~~ariat_ was _to consolidate p~o

letarian power and not as Trotsky and Bukhanin argued, s~ruggle 

~---------------------

94 Lenin, cw, vol.31, pp.374-375. 
tL . . . . . "·. 

95 See Lenin: The Trade Unions The-Present Situation 
And Trotsky 1 s Mistakes", cw, vol.3~, pp.19-21. 

96 Ibid, p.25. 

97 · Lenin:'' The Role & Functions of Trade Unions;" 
vo1.33, pp.185-87. 
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for Production. The former required the ~~r~ggle to win the 

mtt~tJ9" to a oorreot politio&l app~ouan ~~tnout a oorreot 

political approach to the matter the given class will be 

unable. to stay on top and consequent~y, _will be incapable 

of solving its production pro bl~m. either". 98 For Lenin in

crease of production was inextricably bound up with a correct 

political perspective. 

b. The Workerst O;rl~Qisition: The Problem of Workers' 
initiative and Democracy 

--

The workers opposition advocated a radical alternative 
- " " ·- .. ,.. . . ' "" 

to present _party line. They pointed out the grave dangers 
.~ . ~ .. .. . 

inherent in Russia's proletarian dictatorship due to the p.ower 

enjoyed by bourgeois specialists and administrators. It fought . . 

for the greater f.nitiative of the workers, and a power based on 

the strength of_their org~ni~a~ion. It called for effective 
-· '-

c~i ticism against admi~istr.atiye_ appara~u_s _ ~~ _ the~r tendency 

to dominate the masses. It demanded freedom of criticism ror 

the worker, 1.nside t~e p~rty and t~~ worl{ers r __ or.~anization. It 

called for steps to gradually eliminate the distinction bet

ween manual and mental labour and attacked the inequality in 
99 

the wage system. 

However Kronstadt __ rebellio~ which threatened the ve_ry 
100 existence of Soviet pmver was to decide the course of the 

Official policy. The mensheviks and socialist revolutionaries 

98 Lenin: vo~.32, p.84 

99 Bette~heim, op~. c~t. p.402. 

100 s-ee for details: ·Avrich PaUl:, Kronstadt, 1921, 
Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1970. 
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openly extended their support to Kronstadt. The counter

revolutionary tendencies abroad supported the rebellion.101 
' - . . ·-

Lenin and the majority of the Bolsheviks §QfiSod a aefinite 

t~ndBnoy, in tno workers oppOSitio~t, wh~Qn onjo9§a ~ fdiPlY 

Viiat b~gg amon: ~lu; woPlters, :Loi3 to ~~jQCt~v@l,Y' l~nd support 

to the Kronstadt. This was so because a number of demands 
- . - - -

voiced by t~em were _no _different from th~se_ coming_ from the 

suggestion of Kronstadt uprising. 10~ The Tenth Congr~ss of 

the party rejected the thes~s of Tr~t~ky_and also of the 

workers opposition. It also laid down rules forbidding fa-
. . ' -

ction!3 within the party. However the ~n _was a temporary me

asure justified in e~ception~lly di~~icul~ circumstances. 

Lenin commenting on ~his drastic provi_sio:I?- sa~d 'Our party 

has never allowed the Central Committee to have such a right 

in relation to its members. This is an extreme measure that 
D4 

is being adopted specially, in v1ew_ of the_ dangerous si tuation 1 • 

Howev~I'' lat~r, this ."'!'!ry res_o~ution .was t~ be used to repress 

opinio_D:s ~iv~r~in~ from th~ _ma~or~ ty o!-: th~ _Central Committee 

and the Politburo. T~e _tenth par~r. __ ~ongress als~_ se~ in mo .. 

tion, what is known as_ the New Economic ~<?li~~-'- II1~king a major 

change in the direction of Socialist transition in Russia. 

·--------------------
101 See Ibid,_ pp.l06~125. 

.,. ,, 

102 See Brinton:·opp; Cit, p;76.t·Also: R.V.Daniels:,The-
1~6~~ien?e of the Revoll1~i~n,_ :P~1-~·t, Harvard University Press, 

103 For a parallel see the ·n.ext chapter"on Chinese Revo-
lution: During the-· CtUttiral·Revolution a number of political·
slogans of -Lin Piao were the __ same as those of the Proletarian 
Headquarters. · 
104 Lenin: cw, vol.32, p.258. 
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The Workers• OppositioJ:l ~ctu~lly raised extremely 

crucial issues, dra\m _from Lenin~ s. C?wn • State and Revolution r, 
a full discussion of v,rhich is n<?t possi_ble here~ In fact, the 

resolution of the Tenth C'?n~res~ ~nd t~e principles underlying 

N.E.P. were not <?PPOSed to the thesis of the workers opposition. 

Where they had gone wrong was their failure to see the total 

context of the class-struggle in Russia and the leading role 
~ -· -

of -the proletariat. However, the very _co?demnation, and ba

nr~ng of that platform, were to st~eng~hen the tendencies to

wards the centralization and bure~ucrati~at~on since a poli

tical vi~~oint emerging in the Socialist state opposed to 

these tendencies was organizationally silenced. It did not 

let _new produ~t~on r~lc_ltion~. to emerge .. ~n _t~e ~ndl:ls_:trial units 

by throwing up _the ~nitiative of the workers C:¥ld_strengthening 

their organizations. It did not establ~~h_(;l. c'?unte~ef.ght ~o 

the proc~ss of centrali~atiol'!- ?Y ~hro-vring_ up local initiative, 

which probably would _have _determined an enti~~~Y different 

course of development. It strengthened the po~E3rs '?fthe ma

nagers and bureaucrats, drawn from the former _rul~ng class~s 

and strengthened the ~ands of the functionaries in the party 

apparatus. However, this was still a_t~J:ld~ncy. But if the 

tendency was not actively countered by criticism and by raising 
-. - ,. 

th~ initiative_ o! we>rkers, _it could consolidate itself, as we 

have already seen in the Second International. Besides,_ si~ce 

it was never articulated openl~ ,_ it escaped frequent ideological 

attacks. It had a subtle impact on class struggle. 
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c. The PrQblem of Nationalities: 

The Revolution in Russ~~ _P_X:~C::~Pi_~ate~ the revolutionary 

movement_ or_ bour~eoi~ d~m<?crat~c m'>.vem_ent i~ a ~~b~r of nation

a~i ties t~at came w~ t~~n ~he T.s~r~s t_ empire. vle have already 

stated_ Lenint_s position c:m the nati~:mal ques~ion. How~ver,_ the 

bourgeois natio~~listic _p_~~-~-~~-ons ~-~ld __ during_ the second in

terna~~ona~ which w~re extrem~lY,_mecpanical in thei~_app~oach 

were to have a great influence on.a number of :Bolsheviks. 
- . . ·~ - . "'' ' ~ 

~talin voiced _t~is posi tio11 in ~918 as _.'the necessity of in

terpreting the princ:tp:Le _of self-d~~~:r;mination ~s the right 

to sel~ dete~mination not ~f t~e. ~l)o~geoisie !Jut of ~he la ... 

bol:lri!lg mass~s o~ the give!l n~tion 1 •. The P!"~nc_ip~e o~ ~elf 

determination should be a means in the struggle for socialism - .. . . .. . . ... "105 
a~d shoul~ be s\lbord_i:n~ted to_ ~he~.:P~inc~ples of_ so~ia~ism• 

Buharin and Pr~obra~hensky also,_a~gue~ on_t~is :princi~le. 106 

~el_?in ar~ued aga:t,ns~ _t~is s_~yin~ the :right of. self de~ermina-

~ion to the la~urin~ masses ca~ ~e- appli~ onl:>: wh~r_~ a di

vision has take!l. place -~et':"ee~ t.~e pa:rasitical cla~s~~ and the 

~abouring mas~es. H01v~ver,_ it ~us~ be ~pplied ev~n t.o nations 

where such _divisilbn h~s ~t _t~l~en p~ace_~ othe:t:.,rise ~-t will b~ .. · 

nothing but a cloack to hide the Russian Great Nation Chauv(.{ois,r.o7 
..... . . - - . ~ 

Only through _such a policy_ v~ll it. be po_ssible_ to cr~ate con

ditions for the realization of a durable and amicable union 

105 · Stalin: \'lorks: .. vo1.4; pp.32-33, Foreign Languages 
Publishing House, ~95~-1955._ 

106 · See Bukharih · and-·Preobraznensky: ·The ABC of Communism, 
Edited by E. H. Cal'r, . P~ng~n, Lon~o:q.~ _ lSJ69. 

107 See Lenin: cw, vo1.29, pp.171-172. 
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between the diverse elements of the international proletariat. 

Howeve:r:', th~ ~e~enc~_ ~,;ts_ ~o c_~n~~n~e in pr~ctic7, __ a~ th~:mgh, 

in th~ry, the_ 8~~- ~ngre~s __ .h~d .~P~~ld ~~z?.~_•_s f~rm~l<U:_~~tl»~ 

In 1922, Stalin proposed th~ :p~a~ o_~ ~(iuton~mizat~on '. for the 

non~Russian ~~:p~bli~s -~~~- .~ri~g them under ~he_ authority __ of 

Central Executive Committee and So~a~arkhon, insp~ te of the 

O.PPOSi~ic:m of _t~e Ce_!lt~al Committ~e of ~!J.e I3olshev~k ~rty in 

th~se rep':J-blics. Leni~ op:pos~d i ~ bu~ in his absence the 

Central Committee was to approve __ o~- Stal~n ~ s- proposal ~ th a 

,):few a1 terations. t.s soon as Lenin heard- of it he wrote to 
. - . ' - - ---~ - ~ - -- ~ ~ .. ~ - ~ . - - . . -

Kamanev. 'I declare war to the death on domin~-nation chaU··· 

nism 1 •
108 Lenin \vas to write later: r Anytody v1ho does not 

understand this has not grasped the real proletarian attitude 

to the national question~ he i~ still essentially petty bour

geoisie in his point of vi~w and is, ~he~efor~, sure to discend 

to the bourgeois point of view.
109 

For Lenin this approach 
. ~ -

underlined the basic aspects threatening intez:na tionalism, 

and was especia1ly serious becausE;! in the context of national 

liber~tion moveme~ts em~rging in the East, it might just under

mine the solidarity of the Russian revolution ,rl th them.
110 

When under Stalin's ins~ructions Ordzhonikidze applied admi

P~strative measures on the Georgina Central Committee, Lenin 

t t 1 d t G t R N t . 1 h . 111 vras o s rong y con emn i as rea ussian a ~ona c auvn.ntS/4 
() 

-----------------------
108 · · Lenin: cw, vol.33, p~372, See also L64Atln, Moshe: 
Lenin's Last Struggle,· pp.51-53; Faber, London, 1969. 
109 Lenin: CWi vol.36, p.608. 
110 Ibid, p.6 0. 
111 Ibid, p.610. 



The NEP and Political-IdeCilogica:l StrtiggJ,§s of the Period 
The Dicta,torship of the Proletariat as alliances of c.lasses: 

Unlike the tendency of militarization of labour which 
-- ¥ ~ -

argued for a dic~ator~hip of t~e prole~ar~an ~tate J?Ower over 

the workers. and_ th~ _ot~er __ masses~ _ and_unlike the 'workers opp

ositionr whose position would have seriously disrupted the 
- . ~· ..... -· - . " ~ - . . -

worker-peasant _alliance, Lenin c~nceive~ the dica~orship o~ 

the proletariat as essentially an alliance between classes. 

'The didatorship of the proletariat is a specific form 
- -

of class alliance b~tween th.e prol~tari~t, the vanguard of the 

working people and_~he nUD1erous ~nP.roletarian starta of the 

working people (p~tty bourgeois~c, sm~l~ properie~ors, the 

peasantry, the intelligensia, etc), or the majority of these 

strata, an a111an?e ~gainst capital, ~ a~liance whose aim 

is tt1e complete ovE3rthrow C?f _capit~l,_<?OIIlplete suppression ~f 

the resistance offered by the bourgeoisie as well as attempts 
- - ~ - ... " . . 

at restoration on its par~, ~n allian?E3 ~or ·the final estab

lishment and consolidation of socialism 11 .~12 

Lenin sa,v at the <?.~o_se '?~ w~~ communis_m,_ in the dynamics 

of class struggle after the revolution and in the ideological 
' . . . ., - ~ 

struggle within the_ Bolshe;;:ik par~y, pr~?isely _a thr_eat to this 

alliance. Theref~re, he increasingly emphasized the question 

of workers-peasant _allianc_~ ar:-d mad~ it a point to judge all 

the ideological struggle and the attitude to be adopted to the 

---------------------
112 Lenin: cw, vol.29, p.381. 
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dynamics of class~struggle. In this CC?nnection,_ he came to 

question the strategy of neut~ali~i~g ~he m~dd~e peasant and 

advocated a firm alliance of the workers' state with the 
' --

middle peasan~. 113 The New Economic Polio~, ther~fore, has 

to be seen not in terms of 1retreat 1 from the dictatorship 

of the proletariat, but a 1retreat 1 from the policies ad

vanced so far to consolidate the dicatorship and an attempt 
·- -

to give " .. a different direction to it, from the experience 
114 gathered during the process. 

Therefore we can mark two stages in the evolution of 

LeP~n 1 s thought to grapple with the complex nature of class 

struggle in the period of 1\TEP in order to consolidate the 

dictatorship of the proletariat. The first stage was one in 

vrhich Lenin sa.w the concessions, as primarily a poli ti_cal mov:e 

to strengthen state capitalism. The chief enemy to be fought 

was the petty-bourgeoisie rural and urban and their ideologies. 

The alliance with the peasantry of the working class was, there

fore, merely 'economic 1 115 The working class 'friend' was 

state capitalism. "The principal basis for the development of 

proletarian class con~ciousness is large-scale industry. 11116 

The enemy to be fought: "A class of small producers and s·mall 

farmers. The main problem of the revolution now is how to 

~--1~--------------------

113 Lenin, OW, vol.29, pp.145 also 210-211. 

114 Bettelheim, Opp. cit, pp.477-506. 

115 Lenin: cw, vol. 32, pp.404-405. 

116 Ibid. 408. 
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fight these two classes 11
•
117 The~efore, _the ini ti~ con

ception implied 'a more or less socialist exchange the res

toration of large scale industry for the products of agri-
~ " " 

culture, and by means of that commodi~y exchang~, the res

toration of large scale industry for the products of agri

culture, and by means of that commodity exchange the resto-
~ ~ . -

ration of large scale industry on the sole basis of socialist 

organization' •118 Ho~ever, with _the_ failure of this policy 

Lenin advocates a further retreat from state capitalism to the 

creation of state-regulated buying and _selling, to the money 

system•.119 But this retreat in orderto not consolidate the 

bour~eois s;y,..stef?, a political alliance between the workers 

and the peasantry is called for. This_p?litical alliance, 

Lenin says is manifest in the organization of cooperatives 
.. -

because 'they are the simplest easiest ~nd most acqe:etable to 
120 

the peasant'. further he s~ys, _ ~I~ ~~e whole_ of the pea-

santry had been organized in co-operatives, we would by now · 
. .. . -· - .. 

have been standing with both feet on the soil of socialism•.121 

This did not mean that the cooperatives were to be brought 

under the control of the state apparatus. Lenin terms the 

117 Ibid, 410 

118 Ibid, cw, VC?1.32, p.484 

119 Lenin, cw, vol.32, p.95. 

120 Ibid 

121 cw, vol.33, p.4$4. 
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cooperatives themselves as rthe system of socialism'. 122 

This advocated a basic orientation of the party in entirely 
. . -

different channels. He advocated a large scale transfer of 

Bolshevik leaders with jobs in the central administration to 

posts as leaders of countries and rural districts 'to hel~ 

train new workers and prov~de examples that other districts 

could follow with ease' .123 

The new perspective implied a new orientation to party 
. . ·~ 

work and a different conception of socialist transition than 

advocated so far: 

1. The peasantry has to move through their own ex

perience to cooper.ative,. forms of organization which are de

finitely socialist in character. The lead~~ship of the wor

}{ing cla~s, __ here, is ~he ~deological and political leadership 

to educate the pea~a~tr~ to move tow~rds the cooperative goal. 

2. It meant that primacy must ?e provided to 'local 

initiative. The utmost local initiative124 as he termed. 

3. It also meant a strong assertion of the mass control 
' - .. 

i.e. that state machinery and even the party members being 

~upervised by tt1e masses and learn from the masses. In 'ins

turctions from the council for labour and defence to local 

Soviet bodies' he wrote: "A number of capable and honest non-

-----------------------
122 Ibid 

123 CW, vol.33, p.356 

124 Lenin, cw, vol.32, p.352. 
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party people ar~ coming to the fore from the ranks of the 

workers, peasants a~d intell~cturls, and they should be pro

moted to more important positions. in economic work, with the 

communists continuing to exer~ise"the neces~ary c?ntrol and 

guidance. Conversely, we m~st have non-par~y peopl·e contro

lling the communists. For this_ Pttr.:pose, groups of non-party 

workers, and peasants, whose honesty has been tested, should 
.·~ ·-· . . -

be invited to take part on the one hand in the workers' and 

Peasants 1 inspection, and on the oth.~r, in the informa veri

fication aJ:!-d·appraisal ~f ~ork, quite ~part fr?m an~ C)fficial 

appointment.
125 

He further stressed it in •cooperationr: 1 The 

main thing now is to advance as an immeasurably 1.vider and 
.. . . . - - -" -· . . 

larger mass, and only ~ogether ~1-~~ t~~ ~ea.~an~rY:, proving to 

them by ~eeds, :tn practice,. b~ experien~e,_ th~~ we are learn

ing and that we should learn to assist them, to lead them 
- - .126 
forward". For this purp()~_e Le~n a~gued fo~ _teams of urban 

workers to be formed who take up this task of going and edu-

" eating the peasantry. 

Lenin in his last writing launches a strong attach on 

the S~ate machiil.~ as it existed. His emphasis is_~~() organize 

the s~ate machine,_ w~~~h i~ ~~~~:r:ly _u~el~ss r ~2~ _al·~ng with edu ... 

eating the peasants towards cooperatives. He calls the state 

-----------------------
125 Lenin, cw, vo1.32, p.388 

. - . ' 

126 Lenin. cw, ~ol.33, p.326 

127 Lenin, sw, vo1.3, p.710 



appa~a~~s 1 ut~~rly ~f!lP~~~i~~e, __ in?-~c~!l:~~Y _p~~reyol~~ion~:rY 

and forms a lot of o~~~~t~_?..I1 __ ??II!-i~~ from certain sections of 

the partY' to bring abqu~ _r.efo.:rm~ --~n it. He calls for a d'ra-
·- . - -

stic over~-~ in the state machine. "We must reduce our state 
.... - - ,.,, ... 

a~parat~s ~o t~e U;t~os~ _ ~e~~~~ '?~ ~COJ?:~my_ w~ m.~.t banish fl"om. 

i ~ _all trac~s _ o~ _ ex~rava~al?-c~-' of wh~~~ ~() _much has been left 

o~e~ from. Ts~r~st·Russia, from its bureaucratic capitalist 

state machine11
•
128 

In the same way in rHow we should Reorganise worlters 

and peasants inspection: Lenin argues for basic changes to be 
7•. ~ - ..•• - ·--·- - .. -- ~--.-~ __ ... -··-··-~ -· - ~ -

effected within the party that it may become more capable of 
- -. - - -- .. ' - ·- - ·- - - " ,., . " . --· ~- - . --

He admits theexistence of bureaucrats within 

the party as well as the state. 

As revolution in \olestern countries reduces in the 

~oriz()n Leni_n l~ys, ~:ea~e~ stress., in ~h~ 1~~-t _wr.iti~gs, on 

the ~turggle~ eme~ging in the _East_of ~th~ over\~helming ma

jority of th~ population of the globen,l29 and the prolonged 

process of transition. 

-------------------- -
'128 V.Lenin, SW, vol.3, p.725. 

129 V. Ibid, p.724. 
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The Dynamics o.f the class alliance between tb~ w.rkers_ 
and ~easantry 1n Dr~ctige: 

During the period o.f NEP both the interpretations 

provided by Lenin were to continue and clash. We cannot 
~- '" . ·- ·- ·- . -. . . - -. 

identify these interpretations with any particular perso~ 
....... - -- - -~- - "" -· -- ~ -- - - ~ ~ .. - ' .... ·- - ~ .... .. . . - .. -: - -- .. -· ' - . ·- - - - . . ·-

nality. Ever! eo~c~ete ?onj~ct':l:r.~ _b~o~~h~ i~s ()~ __ pe~mu

The .first view point stressed 
. .. . ·- -- -- . - . -· ' - - -. .. ·- . -. ~ tations and combinations. 

~P <:lS jus_t --~ _ t_~Il!P.C?~ary _me~~uz:~. ~o _be _giV:~n 1lP. ~~r au~pi":' 

cious circumstances. Th~ _<?the~ v~-~w -ma_int.ained. ~o~!te~::p~a":' _. _ 

sant allian~es ~s a strategy ~uril'l:~ ~~? P.er~C?d _ o.f tra~s~ ti<?n• 

The othe~ issues of ~?rkers iD.:i_tiatiye, _ -~I"ans.formatio~ o.f the 

s~ate, ~n~erna~ democracy w~ich Lenin men~ion~d _in his 1.ast 

writings were to be the main issues of ideological debate and 

con~rete snap~~g of the process of t:r:ansition. The dynamics 

o.f tne class struggle during N.E.P. can be stated as below: 
. ' 

1. There was a gr~rwi~g stz:uggle betwee~ the.prole

trait and the bot.ll'geoisi~, the ~at~er represent~d in the 

'Nepaman' as well as in the private bourgeoisie. 

2. There was also a growing contradiction between the 

private bourgeoisie and traders and the heads ~f state run 

ins ti tu tions. · 

3. The de~elopment of i~~us~ry itself called f'?r 

basic changes in terms of its structure and pDiorities. 

4. The stress was· laid on onesided emphasis o.f the 
r-"- ••. 

development of heavy industry. 
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s. The measures ~h~~h. were_~dopte~ during 1 war co .. 

mmunism r as 'temporary' contir,me~ to e'.4ist, which strengthened 

the management, reproducing relations which were no different 

from capitalist relations. The_re~ist~nce put. by the managers 

and technicians increasingly deprived the workers from seizing 

the initiative. The work norms were established from above • 
. . . " - ~ - -

e. g. The Thirteenth Party c~nfere~?e _ ~11._ ~924 st~~~se9- __ .that 

~eguJ.ar c?nf!~reJ?-~~s be he_~d to disc11s~ _p~o,?~em~ concerning 

production and for the exchange of experiences. These confer-
---- ---· -·----- --~~- ··-------· ~- -. 

ences increasingly brought out the necessity of participation 

of workers in maintaing labour discipline and productivity. 
~-- --- - --- ... - ....... - -·- -- ...... ~ ---- -··· ·- ·-··· -

This new init~ative _ _of the wo:rkers ~a-~.- c;t~~rem~~.Y re~~.r~:te_d_ by 
130 

some managers, and pressure was exerted both by the_m~agers 

and VSl'IKH to thwart the workers initiative. ~.rl:_ :AP~il 1928, in 

the s~~sio~ of t~e ~e~tr.~l 9?~ tte~_L_ ~t~l~D: :mphasized the 

need to d~~~l~p cri ti?_ism and s~lf-~r~t~~ism_ of _re~lly a mass 

character. In t~e sa~e _year, Stalin stressing that class

struggle still goes on called for rorganizing mass control from 
. . . -

below. It is not merely t~~ <?.~d ~tl.reaucr~c_Y. -~u~ 'it _ls a ~at~er 

of new btu:eaucrat~-' bureauc~~ts _whC?_ sYrr.lpath.fs~ with the Soviet 

Government and finally ~ommunist bureaucrats".
132 

This su

pport extended by the party resulted in a mass movement from 
133 ., 

below in 1928. However the heads of the enterprises repeat-

edly complain of 'slackening of labour discipline', lower 

-------------------------
130 
vol.I, 
131 
132 
133 
vol.2 7 

See·carr & Davies: .. Foundatio:q,s of a plepped eoanamJ', 
part 21_ p.S?O, Macmillan, ·London,- 1969. 
See J~v.Stalin Works, vol.II, PPe30-32 
Stalin: Works: VoJ.II, p.74 
See Bettleheim: Class Struggles in USSR, 1923-192~ 
pp.228-236. ----------~~~~~~~-~~~~~--~ 
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productivity and production, increas~~ ~()~ts,. poor m~inten

ance of equipment and excessive absentism. 134 This pressure 
. . . 

of the managers and technocrats can be seen in Stalin's 

'Against Vulgarizing the slogan of'self-criticismt. Where he 

argues for mass criticism and pre~~u:r-~ __ fro_~ below but to 
135 

stren~t~en 1a~ll! ~~~c~p~i1~e .. <ll:l~ _s~reng~hen the leaders~p. 

Makin.-g use o!_ the second,_ t?e. hea~s of the _e~t~bl~~~~nt __ were 

to strengthen their position !at~er thanper~~t- evolution of 
136 

new forms of labour discipline and leadership. 

A clarification need to be made here. The relations 

of production existing_~n t~e_ ~ndus~ry must be_ disting~shed 

fro.~ relations hip _of gwn~r~hip ~ _~_so._ r N.a tioJ?-alis ed owners ~ip 1 

fr~m 'socialist o~ership 1 • In _t~e initia~. per:tod o~ tran ... 

sit~on although __ ownership_ ma_y_ b~ natl.~nal~sed,_ the· relations 

of_ production and re~ations~ip of distr~b~tion _remai~ basically 

capitalist. If attempts are not made to change these relations 

through greater initiative and ~e~f organiza~~o~ of wo~kers, 

whereby they co~e to __ control , manage,~ ~d go_ver~ the entire 

process of production and distribution in the interests Gf 
., 

the class_as a wh~le, these capitalist relations are going to 

further consolidat~ them~elves __ and ser1.ously ~ ~hre~ten real 

re~ationship of ownership as wel~ as socialist ownership. Se

condly, Socialist O'W'l?-e:J;sh~p _aJ:ld _th~ possib:i)i~y of providing __ 

guidance to the changes in capitalist relations of production 

---------------------
134 See: Carr and Davies: F?~dations, vol.I, p.2, pp.508~9. 

135 Stalin: Works: vol.II, pp.l33-35. 

136 See Bettleheim, Opp. Cit, p.233. 
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towards socialist relations of production (as towards all 

social relations) depends upon the existence of dictatorship 

of' the proletariat guided by. scientific socialism, i.e. th.e 

theory of the proletarian movemen~, what Lenin called as the 

correct political approach. H~wever, the ~conomic _process 

and the relationship of production_~ll finally determ~ne ~he 

nature of political relat~ons_,. if_ the_ dictator~h~p of ... the _pro

letariat does not take active measures to reorganize the eco-

nomic process and change the production relations. 

Further we_ s~o.~d __ not absolutize tne il_llpor~ance of the 

dev~lopme~t ()f _pro9-uqtiye forces ott_ chang~s in the relations 

of I?roduc~ion _in~e:pe~qel!tly_ of ~ach oth~r._ They_ az:-~. repreS!e~ted 

in th~ _pr~d.uc,ti.o~ p~o~e~~ __ in their_ ~i~l~(lti.cal uni ~Y· At cer

tain junc~ure the existing relations have to be consolidated 
- ~ - .-~. ' 

in _ord~r -~o devel<?P th~ P!,oduc_tive -~orces themselves as they 

facilitate their grmvth and leads to the maintenance of the 

dict~torship of ~he_ p_rol_~taria~, ~s during the _period, of ~tat~ 

Capi~alism and at _ce!~ain -~un?tures ~he pro~uctioD: ~ela~ion ha~e 

to u_n.~erf?o b~~ic chan~es -~o ~yo_ly~ soc~a~i~t relations to remove 

the co~str~ints on the develop~en~-~~-produ(ltive forces_ them

selves. . In the. P!~ces_s ?:t; transition, _-th~ :primacy definitely 

rests upon evolving new socialist relations. 

Precis~ly because these contrad~ctions exist ~ur~ng 

the transition period, together with other contradictions, 
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class struggle does continue and it is the duty of tne party 

to guide this class struggle to evolve socialist relations. 

Since class struggle_e)Ci~ts, there is also the necessity of 

the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

What we find in _1~28, ~sa_ sez:ious attempt made by the 

,.,orking _class, with the guidance of the _party, o.nce again, to 

change the relations of pr?ducti~n, as t~e existing_relations 

had seriously constrained the_de~~l.~pment_o~-~r.o.du~tive forces 

themselves. A1 though the p~:rty provided suppo:r~-'- '?n a number 

of issues it wavered and came under the pressu~re of the mana-
~ -. - .. . - - .. - '·' ,_, 

gers, _tech..11icia.'1S and apparatus _of _indy~strial_ent~rpri~_es and 

permitted their bourgeois line to exert influence. The case 
. . .. -

is illustrative h~w during the secon~_i_!l~ernational itself, 

the trade union lead~rs, holdin~ a bourgeois line came to 

influence the SDP more and more. 

Class Relation~ in th§ Qountr2~ide 

I~ is not possi_ble to delve_ t~t~ the_ qu~stio!l_of class 

differentiation of the peas~ try -~n ~~e -~us~ian cotln.t~yside, 

immediately in the wake of the revolution and during the period 
137 

- - - - . ·- -" .. - - ' 

qf NEP. Only certai!l general conditions are taken up. The 
" . - .. . .. .. . .... - . 

agrarian revolution of 1917-19 resulted in the more equitable 
- .. 

distribution of land. The process of NEP basically strength~ 
- • • • I • ·- • 

ened the middle peasants, resulting in the reduction of the 

--------------------
137 See T Shanin: The Awkward Class: Also Lewin: Opp. Cit, 
elaredon, Oxford, 1972. 
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number of poor peasw~ts in the total proportion of peasant 
~ - - . -

population, a section of them b~ing reduced_to the line of 

landless labour and a section moving up to the rank of middle 

peasant. The importance of Kulaks grew only slightly. 

The NEP stood on the explicit und~rsta~dil'lg: t~at re

quisitioning will be replaced by taxes on peasant produces. 

The p~asruLtry was free to s~ll _their _surplus produ~~_in the 

market in exchange for other nece~si t~es of li~e, _especially 

commodities supplied from the industry. This exchange was 
- - .. - - . 

conducted through the mediacy of private sector as well as 

State organs and the cooperative sector '"hich itself was under 
. - .. -

the overall control of Soviet State. The latter as Lenin 

termed it tv~~ -~o ~e~~- the cai?i ta~ists on thE;~~- -~w.n._ ground. 

'Here is something we. ~ust do now in the ~coi1ot~i? _field, w~ 

must win the competition against the 'ordinary shop assistant, 

the ordinary capitalist, the mercha~t,. _vlh~~~ll gC? to the 

peasant without arguing about communism". This was supposed 

to constitute the 'economic' side of the worker peasant al~i

ance. There were , howeve!, cert~in presu~pos~t~ons _involved: 

The abi~i~y of the stat~ and t~e c~oP.erat~v~_in~titutions ~e

pended upon -~heir ability to supply- t~e ?ommodi ti~s :requ~red_ 

by the peasantry on the o~e !J:an~_ ~nd .secondl.Y __ i!l_o~fering re

latively better or equal terms compared to the private traders. 

138 Lenin: cw, vol.33, p.275 
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How~ver, the private traders by offering better prices in the 

prevailing general situation of society were to attract peasfu,t 

produce. 

The political forms that· Lenin characterized in his 

last testament were to evolve in certain parts of Russia, in 

incipient forms, although individual farming was predominant. 
. - - ~ . 

These were associations of poor and ~iddle peasants for joint 
-·- " 

utilization of means of 12roduc~~o~, traditional forms of mutual 

a~(l, _poor p_e~sant ~o~m~t~_ee~-'- etc. ~<?wever_ very li ttl~ _ en~our

B:_gem~n~ w~s_ ts> be _ex~~~'!~d in this regard tov1ards the strength

ening of these new forms. 139 

Increasing collections of peasant produce was a nece

ssity bot~ for the supply of_raw ~a~~r~a~s to industry and to 

feed the gro1v.ing population of the towns. Besides grain was 

one of the major exports of Soviet Union to obtain machinery 
- _, . 

from abroad durin~ th~s period. As ~ndt:t~tri~liza~ion spe~ded 

up the secure supply of grain and its augmentation was a nece
' 

ssity. 

The grain procurement crisis of 1927-28 and further in 

1929-30, w~s therefore _to be ex~lained by ~he _compleJ_C process 

of interaction of all t_he~_e contradictions,_ ~d not _a~ a uni

causal explanation based on Kulak Strike, together with the 

139 See. Bettleheim: Cnass-sttuggle in-·the USSR;- Second,;, 
period: 1923-1930, The Harvester Press England, pp.99-101. 
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shortage of grain production in 1927-28 was to go hand in 

hand with insuffic~ent supply ~f_industrial ~~ods to the 

peasantry in exchange for their produces through th~ state 

agencies and cooperatives. Together with these ~actors, the 

influence of the Kulak both ideological and political were 

to lead to the forceful process of collectivization from 
. . ., .. - -

1929 onvrards. The bureaucratic manner in which State-- a gen-
. - -

cies, cooperative organs, and centralised industrial organs 
. . . 140 

functioned further intensified the crisis. 

IdeQ.logic;;l·Struggle in·tne Party concerning Consolids'!ilQn 
of wgrkers ~easant alliance 

It is not possible to discuss ~n dept~ the complex 

debate that went on 1vi thin the BolsheV:i}{_p~rt~ _d~ing the 

period after Lenin 1s death till 1929 when practically the 
~ " .__ - - . 

NEP comes to a close. The debate was greatly centered around 
~ - ' - . . -

the continuation of the Revolution under the dictatorship of 
- ~ - - . 

the pr()letariat and, the outcome of ~he_ ~ebat~ seriously affec .. 

ted the cause of socialist transition in Russia and had tre-
- ~ . - .. - - . 

mendous significa~ce in terms of the working class movement 

world-wide whose implications live with us even today. 

Lenin in hi~-~ast t~stament, summ~risi~~ the expe

riences of the previous five years of Soviet power had in-. .. 

dicated certain directions with-regard to, what he considered 

140 Ibid, pp.85-107 
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as the dominant issues before the Soviets and the Bols~evik 

party. These were just the directions which_ had to be tested 

in practice in view of the concrete conditions of class st

ruggle keeping in vie'tv the political p~rspect~ ve __ of the pro

letariat. The thirteenth congress of the Party therefore 

asserted that 'to solve the problem of the Party's work in 

countryside it was necessary to star~ from the principle that 

the task of the whole historical period was to realize the 

alliance between the working class and peasantry and this 
- - . -

alliance was based on the efforts to lead the peasantry to 

socialism through cooperation. 

However·, before the Congress the 'Platform of the 
- -

46r
141 

was to challenge the economic policy followed so far, 
. ·- - . 

which was defective in credit policy, planning and aid to . -

industry and questioned the centralised nature of policy rna-

k . 142 J.ng. 

the 46 r 

The thirteenth congress condemned the platform of 

and called for application of the principle of work~ 

ers democracy' an open discussion by all party members on all 

important questions'and elections from below. Trotskyrs views 

too were to be subjected to a strong criticism following the 

congress, especially these elaborated in Permanent Revolution. 

-------------------
141 So named after the signatures of the 46 which included 
Preobiazhensky, Pyatakov, Osinskyl Kaganovich, Sapranov1 and 
others. Thougn Trotsky did not SJ.gl'i it, he substantial.ly 
agreed with it (see EH Carr: The Interregnum: p.106-7, 
Macmillon, London, 1965). 

142 Ibid, p.368 
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Stalin in his article 'October and Comrade Trotsky's theory 

of permanent revolution r, was to coun~erpose 1 Socialism in 

one country~ to Trotsky's ttheory o~_permanent revolutionr. 143 

Trotsky had argued in 'permanent revolution' that in a back-
- ~ - . ~ " . 

ward country the contrad~ction betwe~n the worker~ and pea

sants could not be resolved and consolidation of the dic

tatorship of the proletariat cannot take place without the 
. . . 

support 144 of socialist revolution in the West. Stalinrs 

basic argument was that the commonality of interests bet1.veen 
-· 0 • - 0 ._J ' • • - 0 - I 

0 
- ' ' ~- 0 0

' ~ -

the workers and peasants under the ~ic~~to:rsh:ip of the :prole-

tariat sets them against counter-revolution and socialism can 
- -

be built on the basis of the alliance of the former tvro classes. 

~ the revo~uti~ns in _the \ve~~ ~ad no~ .. p~ecipi tated, 

for Trotsky, the only way out to save the Revolution was to 

undertake_rapid inciustmliza.~ion. Preoblazensky was to give 

a systematic outline to it in his t New Economics r putting for ... 
. . . . " . - ,.,· -- .. - . 

ward the conception of 'Primitive Socialist Accumulation'. As 

the ways of primitive capitalist accumulation as the capitalist 
. - - . . -- - "' -

countries availed thems~l~es ?f, wer~ n()t availabl~ to Russia, 

and as no large scale help can be expected from developed coun-
. . . -

tries due to the failure of the revoluti01:-,. the oPJ.y way for 

Russia for speedy industr~alization was to extract surplus from 
. lt 145 agrJ.cu ure. 

----~----------------~ 

143 Stalin: Works, vol.7,pp.112-113. 

144 Trotsky : Permanent Revolution and Results and Pros-
pects, 3rd ed. p.l05, New York, 1969. 

145 See: Preobrazensky:. The New Economics, Oxford, Claredon, 
1965. . 
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Against this vi~w, Stalin, at this point asserted the 

maintenance and continuation of 'workers-Peasant alliance' 

by a continuous improvement of the livelihood of the peasan

try, by revitalizing the rura~ soviets and by educating the 

peasantry on the socialist path. 146 The fourteenth confer

ence of the party, however,_ were to laJ:' ~- strong _emphasis 

on reliance on rich peasant by widening the right to lease 

land, removed restrictions on the employment of wage earners 

in agriculture reduced the agricultlJ!al tax~ and condemned 

~he practic~ of imposing fixed prices when procuring agricul-
147 ture produce. 

The controversies to follow v!ere mainly centered arolllld 

three issues, emphasizing on~ issue or the other \d thout nece .. 

ssarily excluding the others • 
. - -

1. _ T~e worker-peasant alliance and the concrete 

forms of continuing this alliance. 

2. Counterposing a speedy rate of industrialization 
~ ·~ -. -

to policies of worker-peasant alliance as seen in the pre

valent practice of NEP. 

3. Emphasizing on greater initiative of the working 

class, increasing the wages of vmrkers~ freedom and discu

ssion within the party, and struggle against the state appN 

aratuses. 

---------------------
146 Stalin: Works, vol.7, pp.127-2?• 

147 E.H.Carr: "Socialism in one countr;z, vol.I, p.263, 
Macmillan, London, 1964. 
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In the fourteenth congress, the Platform of four 
148 

were to emphasize on 3rd P?_int_ whi_~_e c!iti~al ~f 1\~P. This 

pla.:Cform was to be CO!J-~emne~ b1_the _ ~~jori t~ and the NEP 

Policy was upheld. Thefourteenth congress called for a wide 
- - . . ' ._. - ·-' ~. " -

participation of workers in production, and criticized the 

trade unions for siding 1.vi th the management against the in-
- . -· 

terest of workers. Stalin 1vas to argue for a decentralized 

process of indus~rializa~iOJ?- and pr~~~cte~ ~hat t~e rate of 

industrialization may have to be slowed down due to the shor-
-· . ·.- ~ 

tage of capital. 149 

After the fourteenth con&~~ss., the tendencies expressed 

in (2) and (3) were to combine together to form the 'united . - - ~-

opposition. The party majority took organizational steps to 

counter this blocr. 150 The fifteenth conference the positions 

o~ the 'United Bloc' were subjec~ed to a st~ong c~iticism. 

Stalin Said: 'The Opposition bloc fails to realise and refuse 

to recognize that industry cannot be advanced if the interests 

of agriculture are ignored or violated. It fails to understand 

that vrhile industry is the leading element in the national . ..... . - .... 

ec?nomy, agriculture in its turn is the base on which industry 

can develop r. 151 

148 Zonioie\f,Kamenev, _Sokolnikov and Krupskaya 

149 

150 
p.304, 

151 

See St~lin: Works,. _v:ol. 7 ,_ p. 323 

L.Schapiro: The- Comri:mnist Party of Soyiet Union; 
2nd Ed., Methue:r:-, ~ond?~.' ).970. 

Stalin: Works, vol.8, p.301. 
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This conrerence was to resolve to supply machines and 

other good_s fo.r _the -~eve~?PI1l~n~ _ <Jf. ~~ricul t~:r: ~' .. 'better mar

ket in~ facilities, cr~di~~ s~pport for collective farming and 

emphasized on rural industry. 

H.owever _as _shown_ ear~ier, th.es~ resolutions '"'ere hardly 

practiced a~d !rhe~ever p_rac~i~e~ met with strong opposition 

from the entrenched bureaucracy. 

The defeat of the United Opposition was to be followed 
~ - - .._ -

outside the party _an~· was dr~gged into t~e Executive Committee 

of Comintern as we11. 152 Legal and administrative measures 

were taken against the opposition. Zinoviev and Trotsky were 

expelled from the party. / 

The fifteenth congress which met after the defeat of 

the United Oppo4sition reaffirmed the policy of continuing 

the NEP ~i th certain 121aj_or ~mp~~sis: 

1. Increased pressuPe o.n the Kulaks as the alliance 

of the workers with the peasantry has beenstrengthened. 
' ~ •• •• ~·· ~ ..! • • -e -,. - " 

2. Emphasized the policy of collectivization which . " - - - , 

1:ras to be carried out with caution, by means of persuasion 

and without constraint. 

3. Called for t:apid industrialization -vrhile attacking 

the doctrine of 'Primitive Socialist Accumulation'. 

----------------------
152 Z.Deutcher: The prophet'Unarmed: p.334-337, Oxford 
University Press, London, 1959. 
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4. It emphasized_the formula of _the opposition, 

the formula 'Optimum accumulationr- by maintaining correct . - . 

proportions between the development of industry and agri

culture, between heavy industry and light industry, bet,.,reen 

town and country. 

The positions of this congress were mainly argued 
153 

out by BUkharin. 

However, vdthin a short time following the .congress 

Stalin was to launch a strong line of divergence from the 

resolutions of the fifteenth congress calling for rapid in

<?-ustrialization P.raisinE? the collective and state farms, ad

vocating emergency measures against the Kulaks and accusing 
- .. 

154 Bukharin _of ~~llo1'4ng _a p~l~cy meant to_ p~ease everyone. 

Against this Bukhanin argued that there cannot be 

rapid industrialization 1iithout imprmving agriculture. The 

emergency measures were leading to declining agricultural 

produce, -~ea~~ng to p~asant riots_ and threatening worker pe

asant Alliance. The pressure exerted on the rich peasant has . - -

to be clearly demarcated on that applied on the middle peasant. 
- - .. 

Exaggerated state centralization will stifle initiative. Priof 
. 155 

policy must strengthen the worker-peasant all~ance. 

-----------------------

154 Stali~, cw, vol.II, p.52. 

155 Robert V Daniels: Opp. Cit. pp.331-333. 
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Stalin increasingly stressed the danger of a 'right 

·deviation' while calling for struggle against 'left devia

tion 1 (Troskyi te). Bukharin during this period was to ela

borate _his _views ba~in~ ~n .t~e fifteenth congress of the 

party while repudiating th~ .positions argued out by the united 

~pposition. Against this view Stalin counterposed his own 

views: 

1. ~he key factor is industrialization i the deve-

lopment of the production of the means of production while 

ensuring the greatest possible speed of this development which 
" ~ - . . -

demanded the maximum capital investment in industry. 156 
p - • ~ - - - •• • " -

2. The princj_pal contradiction in ·Soviet Union is the 

backward techni~ue possessed by Soviet Union and its Soviet 

system 'the most advanced type of state power in the world 1 •
157 

. . - . . ~- ·- ~ - -

3. The rate of development of agriculture is lagging 
~. ,. 

behind industry which can be solved by reconstructing agri

culture 'on a new technical basis'. 
" -

ill. though Stalin 1vas still to pay lip-service to certain 

earlier formulations of_NEP, his basic thrust now was a call 
• .. . " ... - .. 

to change the entire approach to NEP. Stalin, was to further 
.. 

elaborate_his positions said above in his speech at the Plenum 

of April 1929. 

1. The present conjunctt~e represents an inte~sifi

cation of class struggle given the relation of forces.158 

------------------------
156 Stalin: Works: vol.II, p.257 

157 Ibid, p.263-64. 

158 Stalin, Works: vo1.12, p.38. 



2. The very nature of the __ SC?v~et regime precludes. 

any sort of explo~tatior;t_of_the pe~santrrby the _s~ate. 159 _ 
3. Ne1., bonds have to be established between to-..m. and 

country. 11 It is a question of reconstructing agriculture on 
.... ., .. - '160 

the basis of new te~hnique and collective labour. 

4. Collectivization was basically a demand for in-

dustrial grm.,th. Other-vrlse there will be a rift bet-vreen in~ 

dustry and agriculture. "In order to eliminate this danger 
~ . ~ .. ... - - -

of a rift we must begin seriously re-equipping agriculture 

in the basis of a new technique. But in order to reequip it 

we must gradually unite the scattered individual peasant farms 
161 

into large state farms, into c<?lle~tive farms 11
• 

5. The supply of machines to agriculture cannot be 

provided unless there is rapid growth of industrialization.162 

The plenum and the subsequent conference while, laying 
- - I 

down this line were to reiterate all the positions that Lenin 

and the various oppositions had made, i.e. emphasis on the 
•• 0 ' 0 ' '' • • A ' ' ~- -

initiative of the workers, struggle against bureaucracy, the 

need to purge the party from oppC?.rtunists, the organization 

and supervision by the masses,·and continuation of ideological 

struggle against revisionists.163 

-------------------~-

169 Ibid, p.53 

160 Ibid, p.60-61 

161 Ibid, p.62 

162 Ibid, p.64 

163 Bettleheirn, Opp. Cit, pp.434-444. 
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The conference also ratified the five year plan$ based on 
·- ····· , ..... ~ -·-~---·-·-·- --

the a~ve _premise~-' while agreein~ -~<? _ ~ontinue the NEP. This 

new id~ologica~ anCI. polit_ica~ directio~ resulted in a barage 

~f criticism against Bukharin _and all those who had held hi~ 

vie~s- w~il~ all· means qf e~pr~ssii?-g ~h~i~ opinions were de-
164 

priv~'! to them. Although the sixteenth conference tried 
~ ~ ~ . .. - . - -

to :put toge~her_all t~e __ :positions ~nd tri~d to provide a 're

~lis ~!~ ~ line on :the_ id~o~o~ical_ and poli t:t.cal front, the de

velop~ situation in indstury and agriculture made the party 
-- - - ._ - . -

it as the 'great changer. 

dictatorship of the soviet state over the peasantry not merely 

on the Kulaks but also the middle and poor peasantry. 165 On 

the basis of fighting the Kulaks a revolution was being carried 
-~ " ~ . 

through in the countryside i~ _a_ bureaucrat~c and repressiv-e 

fashion, and could not fail to turn the whole peasantry against 
. 166 

the Soviet reglme. 

Implications Qf this 'Great Change' 

Lenin h~d argued in the ~hiloso:phi~al notebooks that 
1in order to really know an object we must embrace study, all 

---------------------------
164 Se~ Cohen: Opp. Cit; :p.461. 

165 Le~n: Russian Peasants, pp.470-480. 

166 Jean Elle.nstein: · rr6e Stalin Phenomenon; p. 79, 
Lawrance Wishart, London 1976. 
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its sides, all connections and 'mediations'. We shall never 

achieve it compl~tely_but _the demand fo~·all sidedness is a 

f ~ . t i t d . . d . t 167 
sa eguara aga1ns _ m_~ ake~ an r1g1 1 y. The immediate 

pressure of the circu~stances and its onesided expression was . . -

to lead to d!ive _a .YJ~dge in ~he wor~er peas~t alliance. 

Stalin and the Bolshevik Party168 by the 'Great Changer 
- ~ " . . "' 

and in the process of effecting this change broug-ht about basic 

changes in the conception of the Dictatorship of the prole-
.. . - -· .. ·- - - -- . - .. . - . . -

tariat during the per~~d of tr~nsition ~nd in turn, effected 
' 

basic changes in an ent~re complex of r~lationship that were 

articulated by Marx,_ En~els _an~ Lenin, i_. ~· the :rela~ionship 

of the par~y and. the. revolution,ary mas ~es_; the pr<?letarian 

state and ~h~ wor~{~ng c~ass; the ~tat_e, workers' power and the 

party; inter~-a~ _d_e~o?racy based on ~~moc~atic central~srrJ_ with 

primacy on ~e~ocra~y; on the re~e3.tio~s~:p of productive forces 

and changing the relations of production; relationship betvreen 

the central c9:uthority and the local initiativ~; between the 

learning process and imposing a consciousness; the nature of 
- . - . ~ 

the alliance between w~rkers a~d peasant~, between the super

structure and the bas~, -~etween ~~eory and practice. The change 

resulted in strengthe~g those very relations and institutions 

which had to undergo basic changes to be in the true expressions 

167 Lenin:K On the Question of Dialectics~ cw, vol.38, 
pp.357w358, Moscow, 1958. 

. ... .. . - .. - -- -- -~ . - - --

168- Itis necessary to·note that the-majority-in the Bolshevik 
party ag:f'eed with Staliri's'position in the battle against the 
op:posi tion"view point actively or passively throughout the period 
of 1923-29. It is more likely· that Stalin· just represented the 
viewpoint of the majority of the top echleons of party and state 
functionaries which g4ve him a great leverage against the opposition. 
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of the wo~~~ng c~ass, inspite of statements and elaborations 

to the co,ntrary. 

It does not mean that the vievtes that were opposed to 

that of Stalin and the party majority were in line with the 

revoluti~na_ry conc~p~~o_n elaborat~d in _sc~entific socialism. 

So~e of them just_ e:x;J)re~s~d .:3: partial critique of certain 

deviat~o~s_ and did not t~cl{~_e. the_ c~~f issues at a particula~ 

conju?tur~, e._.g. t~_e plat!o~ of four. Some of them like Trotsky 

and Preobrazensky r~a].ly merged with that of Stalin and the course 

he undertook a~ter 1929, regard~ng t~e socialist construction. 

This explains wh;r in _1~~~'- a lot of th~se who _slJ.pported Trotsky 

in 1924-27 ca~e to sup~ort Stalin. Although the positions of 

Bukharin and _the 'right oppo~i~~o~t in 19~7 ... 29 were t~e closest 

to Lenin in terms of_ his -~a~t tes~ament, they failed to analyse 

the concrete class relations and the directions of change in 
~ -' - - -

these class-relations. Therefore their positions could not-
- -

intervene into the concrete conditions of class struggle and 
. -

direct it towards a political strengthening of the worker

peasant alliance. 

St~lin's theory of transition is basically 1 the theory 

of the dev~lopm~nt_?f productive forces' given_the 'advanced 

social system in Soviet Union r. This reduces the role of re

lations of production to merely juridical relations of o\vner

ship. The main enemy of the working classes in such a system 

is the defeated classes-represented in Defeated capitalists, 
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Tsarist bureaucracy or survivals of Feudalism and imperialism. 
.. . . - -

The working class initiative has to be kept alive and mass 

partic~pati?n ()~ th~ I.J"or1c~r~ must take place in production, 

precisely against these enemies and their impact in retarding 
. . . ... .. . .,. . .. ,. . . ., . . .. .. ~ ~ . 

the grov.;th of pr?d.uctio~ for?e~. There v1as an inbuil t contra-

diction in this _:pc;>si t~o:r:?-~ __ T~e :pJ:>incipal task is the growth of 

productive forces. Struggle should be aimed towards it and 
,. .. . 

against those forces which retard it •. But if the struggle 
' - ... - ' ' -~·. 

against bureaucracy threatens the given gro-vrth of productive 

forces, then the strugg~~ shoui.~ not b~ ~aged_at all. 

This kind of _a conceptio~ do~s ~o~.l~aye much room for 

mass initiativ~, _local initiative and the application of mass 

line. It delimits the struggle from actively attempting to 
- - . - . . 

change the existing relations and therefore can function only 

on a centralised basis. G~ven, the factors a huge standing army, 

a ~igantic secret ~P:p':lratus ~ tfg~t control over the small 

nationalities begin to be a necessary phenomenon. The defeated 

classes are seen_not representing a class outlooi}. a class line 

and waging ~ cl~~s-strug~le, but in terms of the personalities. 

Therefore, to move forward to the tconstruction of socialism' 
- . 

these individual personalities have to be wiped out or locked 

up in labour camps. They cannot be educated through class action. 

Class li~e her~ begins to be an attribute of the individual. 

This is nothing but a positivist notion of a class. 
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This J)O~i~~_vis~ __ n<?tio.n can easily combine itself 

The reality begins to 
. . 

~e ~~m<?bile, __ stat_ic except_ f'?.r the mechanical quantttative 

gro\·Ttt:~ .. T.h~J:'efo.J:'e f()r StaliJ:?- S?vl: et Power will always :r:emain 

It is illustrated in the analysis given by 
·- - ~ . . 

~im: "The VC}r:r nat_~r~ __ of Soviet Regime precludes any sort of 
- . - . -169 

exploitation of the peasantry by the State". Therefore, 
.. ~ ... " . ·~· .... ~ . -· 

with Stalin the concrete analysis of the concrete situations 
~ - . . . . - . - ---- . 

is not the heart of marxism as Lenin said but Harxism becomes 

a theory of abstract truth. 

In Stalin 's_. concep~ion there was no active role for 

the superstructure. It is determined by the economic base. 
- -· ~ 

It is a conc:_ep~ion, lik~ ~l1e other conceptions in his position, 

w~ich w~s ~ethodically noru~arxist and non-Leninist and repre

sented the positions of the second international. 

There --~as no plac_e in Stalin 1 s conception for dialec

tics. Dialectics for him v.ras just the unity_of opposites taken 

mechanically. He did not e~phasize the_strugg~e between the 

opposites and their mutual transf>rmation as Lenin clearly did 

in his writings. 

Stalinrs position therefore can easily succumb to ecc

lectism as that of Bernstein who gloriously exalted his position 

as ecclectism. Since it does not see the principle contradiction 

and the relationship of this contradiction with other contra-

~-------------------

169 Stalin: Works:'vol.l2, p.38 
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dictio_ns, all of them get _m~~he~ _ u~ •.. It also becomes po ... 

ssible in such an eventuality to waver from one position 
.. .. -. ''·. . ., . . ,, .. . .• .. ,. .. . .. •' .. . . .. - .. " - .. . 

to another. And Stalin's position actually did succumb to 
- -· ·- - - -·-. . -... --

such a_pos~tio~. As an instance in his 'Great Changer he 
-. - - ••• ··- ' • • • •• J - - ••• 

tried to combine., his thesis with a_ll t~e positions ?~ the 
L '- Oo 0' 

opposi ti_?n _from ~-~23:~9~~! . _In t~a~ _C?a:pa.-city these P?_si tio?s 

failed to guide the struggle in terms of the concrete class 
.. ~ -- - - " ,, .... - ·- -. - •' 

relations and contradictions of each phase. 

In Stalin's theory,·Harxist theory forgoes its role 
• ' ~- -- - -· ' - •• ..,. 'J ,_ -· - •• - • - - - - • -

and becomes n~t~i!l€?. but __ ol?-e _sided_. eJ_Cpression of ~l1e existing 

~ea~i ty. It wa~ _. j~s-~ a~other form of ~he dominant ideology 

that pr~vailed in th~ second international. The effect of this 

th~ory -~as to cont_a~n ~!J.e _ s.truggle of the workers from actively 

moving towards change in social relations and ·initiating the 

consciousness of a clas~ as a whole. By its very nature it 
'.. ,. - .... - ··- ... -

strengthened the bourgeo~s ar1d pett¥ b?.~~~ois ideology among 

the workers which was continuously repa:toduced due to the exis-
. - . . - . . - -· . ~· . - ., 

tence of the ·capitalist relations of production and the very 
- - ,. . . ... . .. . - - . - - - - . 

nature of the socj_-al relations in a transitional society. 
- ... -- -- .. -·-. -. 

Thereby it strengthened the capitalist relations and all those -- . •,·- .. - . - -·. ' -- .. .. :"' 

appt1ra.-tus and organizati~ns yhich reproduced capitalist rela .. 

tions. Accordingly it strengthened the role of the bureau

cra_ts _and the cen~!alised organs of state pot.rer. It led to 

the complete fusion_of_th~ party with the state apparatuses 

in f'act, ,if not in theory. These process definitely led to 

the resurgence of bourgeois nationalism, whose roots were 
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present already. 

The- Root~ of -~tali~ist IdeQl~ 

198 

Inspite of the break effected by the Bolshevik party 
·-- ·-- ~ .... ---- -· ... ___ ... , -··· .... 

wi ~h. ~he __ second_ int~~'(natio_n~l,_ ~- lot of the basic presuppo

sitions of the second international especially those of SDP 
~ .... - . ' -~ ~ -

were to be the pa~t of the __ con?ept _was world. of the Harxism 

in Russia mainly mediated through the Mensheviks. We could 
- - .... .. - -. -- -. . - . .. . 

see it at a m.;unber _of -times. in the_respol?-se o:f' the majority 

of the Bo~sheviks _ ~o _t~~ So'!iet~_ iJ:l ~ebruary 191?; at the time 

of the _October in~u.r:rection; _att~~u?e tovtards state capitalism 

and in Stalin especially with regard to the national question. 

Al~~ugh ~eni~ attempted to counter them at number of times, 

a systematic critique of these positions and self criticism 

170 ··- ·stalin1st ·means· not in the sense that Stalin created it. 
We have·already·s·-aid that ·stalin's viev1!:f fiad tne concurrence 
active or passive Of ·the maj'ori ty-of the top echleins of the 
party and state functionaries. Stalin was maihly the spokesman 
of tnis·majOrity. ·It is ail ideology in the sense l•farx refers 
to it in the German· ideology.- It 'vras a ·rela-tively coherent 
resemble if· representa-tions- reHited- to the· hu.man experi e:nce 
of the- period~ Unlike- the scientific ideology of Marxism nit's 
fuJi?tion was not to ~ive . ~g~~nts 9---true ~ know.l.edge · . of the 
socJ.al· structure but simply to insert them as J.t v1ere J.nto 
their 'practical a?ti v~ tle_s suppo_~ting _ t~is s_t~1.1cture (See Nicos 
Poulantzas, Opp.C.ht. p.207). It had scHmtifJ.c elements in 
it as there are in bourgeois- ideologies·- (see Lenin 1 critical 
notes· on the- national questi·on, C\'1. vo1.20, p. 24} but comes 
to' be more and rriore dominated by the interests and becomes a 
vehicle of expression of capitalist relations'afld their agents, 
in the dynamics of class struggle.· It was a process which was 
to s·ay that regarding Bernstein's ideology·which had to cloak 
itself ln Marxist phraselogy tcr be effective to control the 
st·ruggle ·of the workin-g class ih- the· specific conjuncture (See 
Lenin SW.vol.I, Narxism Revisionism). 
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among the Bolsheviks from the side of revolu~iona~y m~rxism 

could be onl~ in the course of the revolution. Stalin was 

to draw a lot from these conceptions, as foundation of his 

ideology. 

2. Th~ ~rin~ipal concepts were the primacy of deve

lopfl!ent of productive_ forces (Lassale_':ln in o~igin); 1 The 

neutrality of state i~ -~la~-~ struggle; A naive_ Conception 

of Pea_santry', a:.:d a mechanical _abs~ract interpr~tation of 

Marxism instead of its dialectical understanding. 

For Lenin_ immediately after the war~ the petty bour

geois ideology and practice which 11/'0Uld have further increased 
~ - -- ' - J - ._ • • 

the chaos and disorganization of production and threatened the 
. . -. . .. ",_ ·--

revolution itself was the main enemy and to counter it develop-
- - ,. - . - - - - -- . - . ~ - -.. 

ment of State capitalism was the principal task. But it was a 
- - -

t~ansitory mea~ure and therefor had to_ l:e _perce~ved- in its dia-

lectical_?Jll ty. This measure advocated by Lenin could go hand 
. ... ' - - -- ~ . 

~n han~ mnly with the s~rategi~_conception of _transition ad

vocated in State and Revolution. But Stalin v1as t~ emphasize 

only on the onesided unity of State_cap~talism w~ich argued for 

the development of larg~-scale productive forces. Therefore, . 

the di~fernetial~ in _\vages, __ division_ o~ -~abour work_ed from above, 

one m~n ma?agement sepe1ration betv1een mental and manual work 

were not only to continue but intensify. 

Similarly the Stat~ apparatus too had to be seen in the 

dialectical way. The transition process should have led to 
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I> 

greater and greater evolution and strengthening of the orga-

nized proletariat in producti~n and administration through 

self governiP~ organs rather than the state placed above the 

masses. Truly to achieve it there had to be greater emphasis 

on local initiative, extension of democracy in all sphere of 

Soviet existence and emphasis on local organs through relatively 
~ I ~ 0 0 

self-sufficient grm·Jth. Therefore, socialist development and 

organs of self rule must have been based from below. The 

leadership in this process could be extended by the Party alone. 

But the total merger of the party with the State apparatuses 
- .. -

which took the Tsarist organizat~o!lal structure, if not ins

titutional, led to the higbly centra~ise? s~a_te _ ap:paratuses, 

centralised plannin~ ~d or:ganizati()n, _and _t~e ):Jarty could not 

play its role effectively to continue the revoJution vrhile in

creasing production. The norm became the latter which repre-
-- -· 

duced the existing relations if there v1as simultaneously no 

effort to chang~ the_re~at.i()~s of product~on. 

The second international had a naive attitude to-...rards 
- . -··- . 

the peas~ntry .continue~ from the ~o~ha Programme. Narx stro

ngly criticised Lassalers attitude towards the peasantry mani-.. - .. 

fest in this programme. This attitude was also part of Ru

ssian intelligentsia which either was very contemptuous of 
. -- .. -. -·· .. 

the peasantry or took an extremely romantic _attitu~e tm·Jards 

it vlhich manifested in the other side of the contemptuous, as 

too naive. For the Mensheviks and Trotsky, the peasantry did 
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not figure·in much in their conception and practice of class 

struggle, inspite of forming a large mass in R~ssia. Their 

main conception rested on analysing the peasantry as a threat 
- - -

to the revolution, at different stages rather than as a firm 

ally. Therefore, establishment of ,.,rorker peasant alliance 

politically was beyond their conception. The peasantry has 

to be either patronised or wiped out. Stalin \vas to do both. 

An Undialectical Conception of Marxism 

This ,.,as manifest in all areas. The undialectical 

conception -vras the dominant trend in the second international 
- . 

as has been analysed already. Even fuekhanov 1.vas unable to 

escape its influence. In R\_:l.ssia Ne·OJ-Kantianism was to mani-
- . 

fest itself in Empiriocriticism of BogQill'IO'{. Bogdadtaw's in

fluence was to continue in the 1 20s and '30s in the emphasis 
171 

laid on organisation. 

Connected with these influences was the emphasis on 

Totality which Stalin propounds as the first principle of 

the dialectical method. Accordlng to it, Dialectics regards 

nature as 'a connected and integral whole, in which things, 

phenomena are organically connected with, dependent on and 
172 determined by each other. Ler~nts emphasis that dialectics 

is basically the unity of opposites is not emphasized. Further, 

1 the independence_ of .. th_~ phenomena is presented through the 

concept of an environment which is supposed to condition every 

---------------~---------

171 See Bettleheim: Opp. Cit, p.538. 

172 J.V.Stalin: Leninism, p.592, Lawrence and ltlishart, 
London, 1940. 
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173 
phenomenon. After this Stalin asserts that there are 

internal contradictions in every reality. This implies that 

development, change and motion have to be basically explained 

through external causes rather than internal causes. 

In this conception Marxism as a theory of proletarian 

movement, as an instru~ent to analyse the basic relations of 

society becomes nothing but an ideology of legitimation. Ma-
. - . 

rxism become Tailism which is useful to rationalise events 

post factum but not a conscious guide to practice. 

173 Ibid 



CHAPTER IV 
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1J::i!. CHihlJ;SS SXP ERlJ:NGS 

TH~ Soviet Revolution as envisaged and led 

b~ the Bolshevik Party and Progressive!~ articulated 

by the princip~l spokesmen of the Bolshevik party 

in the subsequent years, provided the dominant 

conception ~nd model for communists and communist 

parties, world over, who came to allign with the 

Third International. This conception was buttressed, 

on the one hand, b~ the total futilit~ and capitula

tion of other strands of 1 socialist• thought which 

·went to make the Se<nnd International perspectives 

articulated b~ the Third Communist International 

(Comintern), founded in 1919. There were the rich 

traditions of working class movements and their 

theoretical elaboration in a number of countries 

whose working class parties or sections came to join 

the Third International. Quite often, the lessons 

of October Revolution· were ·not applied towards the 

furtherance of class struggle and revolutionar~ 

seizure of power, in the conditions of class struggle 

obtaining in their own nations but as a read~made 
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substitute of stereogypes.1 Therefore, the inner 

party debates that went on within the Bolshevik 

party that concerned basically the problems of tran• 

sition in the soviets themselves began to be the 

overarching concerns to the constituent units of 

the Gomitern, during certain crucial periods. 

-------
1. The statement needs to be qualified due to a barrage 
of criticism that has been launched, especially in the 
recent period, against the III International holding it 
responsible for the failure of the revolutionary move=· 
ment in the West. Without going into the analysis 
of it, in general we can say~ the III International 
was a great help in resolutely upholding the line of 
all hues, to guide and support revolutionary movements 
and in the founding of communist parties especially 
in colonial and semi-colonial countries. The failure 
of the class struggle towards the revolutionary seizure 
of political power, by the proletariat, inspite of 
excellent opportunities in 1:0me countries myst be 
ascribed to~ 

(a) The relations of class forces in the individual 
nations concerned, in terms of concrete objective 
conditions and subjective preparation of the class 
politically and organizationally. 
(b) The prevalence of revisionism of the main thought 
among the working class, and its impact on the rewolutionary 
sections itself • 

. (c) The ability of capital to reogranise itself nationally 
and international! Y• 

'ItA 
(d) Themarshalling of national chaqnist idblogy both 
among the victorious and defeated nations in the aid 
of capital and against the st~uggle of proletariat 
and th soviets. 
(e) The reorganisations of the relations with the 
colonies in such a way that it felicitates the mor e 
incisive exploitation of the latter etc. 
Given these conditions, which marxists ~ould never 
forget, at the risk of adventurism or capitulation, the 
revolutionary struggle should have been led basing on the 
conditions and initiative thrown up by the revolutionary 
classes in each country by applying the political and 
organizational clarity provided by the Soviet Revolution 
to these conditions and initiatite. This is, however, 
not to deny the impact of the revisionist current manifest 
in the Comintern itself taking different forms in 
different periods, which affected the working class parties. 
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In the working out of the Chinese a= volution 

and building of socialism in Olin a, we find a creative 

application of the October Revolution with a resolute 

'S.truggle against dugmatism. Precisely, therefore, 

it affords a ~ualitative development of the revolu= 

tionary co ~eption and practice in a social formation 

k d b •t •f• t• 2 mar e . y l. s GWn spe Cl. J.ca J.ons. In Mao• s writings 

we find a continuous emphasis to apply Marxism=Leninism 

as the science of revolution to the cencrete conditions 

of China, to adopt its stand point and method in 

the context of the Chinese revolution rather than 

d 3 apply it as a ogma. Therefore, the course of th e 

Chinese revolution and its under standi. ng creatively 

enriches the marxist conception of revolution, helps 

to understand and appreciate the Soviet revolution, 

2. Mao wrote in 19:£: "For the Chinese communists, 
who Axe part of the great Chinese nation, flesh and 
blood of its blood, any talk of Marxism in isolation 
from China's characteristics is merely Marxism in 
the abstract, Marxism in a vaccuum. Hence to apply 
Marxism concretely in China becomes a problem which 
it is urgent for the whole party to understand and 
solve. Foreign stereotypes must be abolished ••• dogma= 
tism myst be laid to rest and be replaced with the 
Chinese style and spirit •••• To separate internationalist 
c6ntent from national form is the practice of those 
who do not understand the first thing about internationalismn. 

Mao=Tse=Tung,_ Role .of the Chinese Corprnunis-t P arm 
Selected Works (S.WJ Vol.II pp 209-210, Fore1gn Language 
Press, Peking, 1963. 

3. Ibid,pp2<B 
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provides a revolutionary critique to the revisionist 

practices within the international communist movement 

and assists in the struggle of the proletariat and 

other opporessed Sections towards their emanici~atiorl. 

The Chinese relolution shows in practice the working 

out of a revolution under the leadership of the 
-· 

prolitariat in a country subjected to feudal and 

semi-colonial exploitation, It subjects to a profound 

cri t_ique the anal y stsand theoretical positions h~() 
' by the various protagonists on the colonial ~estion 

as well as on questions of transition and validates 

or invalidates them. It&; -. analysis can help us 

understand and precisely locate the quality of the 

innovation at tHe different stages of class struggle 

both within China and internationally and in terms 

of the ideological positions of Marxism.4 

-----
4. Here, a clarification is called for. Revilutionary 
Marxism cannot be treated as equivalent at all times, to 
M~rxism as it was historically manifest at various times. 
The V() rking class struggle in its totality h as two 
contraditiory aspects on the one hand it embodies 
bourgeoisie practices and thoughts alien to the class 
interests of the proletariat, at the same time furthers 
class interests and develops Marxism. Therefore, 
Marxist scientific thoughtis not 'given' once and for all: 
it has to be developed, enriched and rectified on the basis 
of new struggles and new initiatives. The remark of Lenin 
in this connection is pertinent: "We do not regard Mar~s 
theory as something complete and inviolable: On the Contrar~ 
we are convinced that it has only laid the foundation 
stone of the science which scientists must develop 
in all direction if they wish to keep pace with life It 
(Lenin: Collected Works, Vol.4 pp 2ll=212,4thed. FIPH, 
Moscow, 1960-1970) 
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RfVOLUTION IN THI: COLONI:SS 

1. POSIT IONS OF MARX AND ENGELS. 

In the writings of Marx and Engels we do 

not find any clear exposition of the revolutionary 

movement in the colonial countries, although they 
I 

resolutely supported the struggle of the oppressed 
·s 

nations. Marx of course brings out how the develop= 

ment of capitalism has drawn even the remote areas 

within the vortex of capital breaking down all 

barriers.
6 

Colonisation for Marx was ~contradictory 
phenomenon. But the contradiction engendered by 

colonialism was basically seen in terms of its effect 

on the class struggle in the colonizing country 

and enhancing the crisis in the capitalist economy• 

---------
s. See Marx• s writings supporting the struggle of 
Poland against Russian opporesswon and the struggle 
of the Irish Nationality against British domination. 
Also see Engels 1 What haw the working classes to 
do with Poland? in Marx: 1 The first International 
and after' , Londori !974,pp378-88. 
The Vllri tings of Marx on Ireland which have general 
significance bring out the following theme.s: 
(1) Qnly the national liberation of the oppressed 
nation enables national division and antagonisms to 
be overcome and permits the Vllorking class of both 
nations to unite against the common enemy.(2) The 
oppression of another nation helps to reinforce the 
ideological hegemony of the bourgeoisie over the 
workers in the opp ressi~ng nation. (3) The emanicipa
tion of the oppresseghation weakens the economic, 
political and ideological ·bases of the dominating 
clqsses in the opporesser nations (Michael Lowy • 

"Marxism and the national question,, in Robin Blackburn ( ed.) 
Revolution and Clsss struggle. pp.l33, Fontanna, 1977). 

6. See K Marx & F Engels: Manifesto of Communist Part~ 
pp 34, 37, 33, Foreign Language Press, Peking, 1971. 
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Commenting on the British colonial subjugation of 

China and Taiping Reball.ion in its wake, Marx says 

••Now England having brought about the rel!olution in 

China the question is not how that revolutio~ will 

in time react on England and through England on 

Europe. The question is not ··difficult of solution, 

if one of the great markets (of England) suddenly 

beoomes contracted, the arrival of the crisis is 

necessa.ryly accelerated thereby. Now the Chinese 

Revolution must, for the time being have precisely 

this effect upon .B1gland.•~7 
~ 

The specific form of the revolution in the 

East and the interlinkages between the revolution 

in the West and East and vice versa are not clarified. 

Even as late as !882, B'lgel s writing to ~arl Kautsky 

was to say ~As to what social and political phases 

these countries will have to pass through before they 

like-wise arrive at socialist organization, I think 

we today can advance only rather idle hypothesis.'~ 

------
7. Marx: 1 Revolution in China and in Euro[Je1. in 
Karl Marx and Fredric Engels/ • On Colonic.a:!,.,.,.. •, 
pp 22-23 Progress Publishers~ Moscow, 1908 

8. Engels to Karl Kautsky, ibid pp342 
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2 • POSITIONS OF LENIN AND Q)M,vUNIST INTERNATIONAL 

It is the development of capitalism to the 

stage of imperialism which brings the colonial question 

sharply into focus. Lenin says that in the s1j-age 

of irnperiali sm the division of the worl,d is complete 

and there is frantic struggle for the redivision 

of the world. This results in more intense colonial 

exploitation on one hand and consequen~resistence 

from colonial prople, on the other. Imperialism 

at the stage of highest development of capitalism 

i.e. moribund capitalism is also the stage of 

proletarian revolution. Therefore the struggle of 

liberation in the colonies and the struggle of the 

proletariat face a common enemy-capitalism at the 

stage of imperialism. Ther~fore, Lenin argued that 

the struggle for independence waged in the colonies 

would objectively be part of the socialist revolution. 

However, the weakness of the bourgeoisie in the 

colonies will force them to compromise and vacillate 

in its struggle against .imperialist domination. A 

through going struggle can be carried out against 



it only under the leadershio of the proletariat. 

Lenin, therefore, argued in the draft programme 

to the Second Congress of Comi tern uThe communist 
~ 

international must enter into .a temporary alliance 

with bourgeois democracy in the colonial and back

ward countries, but should not merge with it and 

should under all circumsrances uphold the indepedence 

of the proletarian movement even if it is in its 

most embrygonic form 11
•
9 

' 

Lenin further qualifies the nature of c0mmunists 

support and involvement of communists. It involves: 

1. The resolute support to the pre sent move
ment against the landownersl against landed 
propretorship and against a 1 manifesta
tions er survivals of feudalism. 

2. The need for determined struggle against 
attempts to give a communist colour to 
bourgeois democratic liberation trends 
in backward countries. 

3. This support to bourgeois democratic 
movements will be under condition that 
in these countrit:: s the elements of further 
proletarian parties which will be communist 
not only in name are brought together and 
trained to understand their special tasks, 
i.e. those of the struggle against the 
bourgeois~ democr~tic movements within 
their own nations •. O. 

9. Lenin, Selected Works.!. Vol.III pp 377 Progress 
Publishers, Moscow, 1~77 

!0. Ibid, pp 376:77 



These positions definitely involved contra

dictions, ~hich later Mao would clarify as the 

contradiction between the people and the enemy 

in order to evolve the strategy of the united 
' ""1 

front.\~~-, However, at the moment of the second 

congress these positions remained at the heart 

of the discussion: Bourgeoisie democratic movements 

taking advantage of the Soviet Uni\Jn and afte.r 

c~lling themselves socialists diverting the 

embryonic p~oletarian associations from the direct 

tasks of class organisation. 12 

On objections raised at the second Congfess 

chiefly by M.N.Roy l3 Lenin amended the pharase 

1 support to bourgeois democratiC mo vemerl t I by 

1 support to National Revolutionary movement' • He 

further clarified "we communists should and will 
"' support bouregoisie liberation movements in the 

colonies only when they are genuinly revolutionary 

and when their exponents do not hinder our work of 

educating and organizing in a revolutionary spirit 

the peasantry and the masses of the exploited. If 

-----
ll. See Mao-Tse-Tung: I on New Deillocracy' in Selected 

Works, Vol. II, pp.348-352, FLP, Peking, 1977 

12. See JaneDegras (ad) The Communist International 
(1919:1943) Dpcuments, I,pp387:88, London 1956-65 

13. See for M.N.Roy1 s alternative thessi\·:; = Sehram anEI 
carrere d1 Encausse: Marxism and Asia (1953-1964 ), 
pp 150-63. 
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these conditions do not last, the communists in these count-
. . 14 

ries must combat the reformist bourgeois ie". The Congress 

also agreed to the amendment brought forward by M.N.Roy which 

said "The Communist International should advance the proposi

tion, with the appropriate theoretical grounding that with the 

aid of the prol;~ar~at of the advanced countries, backward 

countries could7over to the Soviet System and through certain 

stages of development to communism without hating to pass 

through the capitalist stage. 1115 ·Marx had already in his day 

framed a similar thesis with regard to Russia.16 

The Fourth Congress of the Comintern brought about 

greater specification on this issue. It stressed strongly 
. . . 

on the primacy of agrarian revolution in the colonial and 
- - - . - - ·~ . ~. - ...... 

semi-colonial ~ountries, reliance on the broad peasant messes 

and the intimate linlcage of the bourgeois nationalists with 'feudal 

-----------------------

14 Lenin S.W. vol~III, pp.406-7. 

15 Lenin s.w. vol.III, pp.408, .opp.cit. See also 
fernando Clandin: The Commurlist movement from Comintern 
to Cominform: pp.260-66, Penguin, 1975. 

16 Marx: 8p reface to the Introduction of the Russian 
Edition of .i!91!lmJJnist }ianifesto t. In ·Narx and Bengels 
Selected Works vol.I, pp.ioo, opp.cit. 
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!7 
forces. It asserted that only by fighting for the 

most radical possible solution of the tasks of bour

geois democrati¢ revolution, b~ extending and 

intensifying the struggle against imperialist yoke 

by organizing the working and peasant masses for 

their special class interests and exploiting the 

contraditions in the nationalist bourgeois 

democr~tic camp, will the. working classes be able 

to ensure for itself the role of the revolutionary 

leadership •18 

These elaborations were necessary to prove 

how close the development of the Chinese revolution 

was to the general positions articulated by the 

eommint~tn in the $econd and foutth congresses. 

Th~se remained th~ baoiG app~oaGh~o, what Mao 

called as the method or standpoint towards a 

revolutionary stratagy in China. The concrete 

---------
!7. See F. Claudin, op .cit pp266 

However, the fifth congress considerably modified 
the initial attitude of the colonial communist 
parties towards the national bourgeoisie. It 
laid stress on collaboration with these bour
geoisie (see ibid pp270) This was an expressiob 
of the inner party struggle in Soviet·Union 
itself, when the 1 Kulak1 was extended support 
of the Soviet state. 

!8. See ibid pp 27. 



class practices in China, however, adopted the 

domenant conception of Soviet Revolution of· 
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working class yuprising in cities and giving secondary 

importance to work in the countryside. The fifth 

congress of Comintern suggested the alliance 

between the Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party 

as permanent during the whole period of bourgeoise 

democratic revolution. This resulted in the con• 

ception that the alliance with KuomintaAg instead 

of being a contradictory alliance i.e. unity as 

well as struggle, just became uni 1j without s~ruggle. 

It was due to this conception of unity-without 

struggle, that Communist Party of China was left 

open to the onslaught of Chiang-Kai S'lek. The conception 

of revolution modelled on that of Soviet Union led 

it to adventurist urban uprisings in the wake of 

the cirsis of !927. !8 

If we wish to grasp the full impact of the 

Chinese Revolution, especially to understand the 

crisis of a> C (Chinese Communist Party) during 1926-27 

we need to avoid a number of misinterpretations, by 

which this crisis is explained. These misinter-

pretations do not let us fully appreciate the 

relations of class forces at various stages of alliance 

------
18. See Ibid pp27 
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'9 of a>C with Kuomintang, · the necessity of allianc e 

with bourgeoisie democrac~ or the break effected by 

Mao and the comnunists with it after 1927, though 
"· 

substantially holding on to the theses of second 

and fourth coungress of the Comintern. 

(a) The theor~ of 1 betrayal' by Chiang• 

Kai-Shek is a theor~ that smacks of moralism. 

It does not see the alliance of the communist 

part~ representing the prolitariat with the 

Kuomintang representing the national bourgeoisie 

dialectically and therefore the probability of 

the Kuomintang changing in to its opposite. 

(b) Trotsky never reconciled himself to 

the alliance of the communist party with Kuomintang.20 

But this is due to Trotsky's adherence to the 

viewpoint of socialist Revolution which was nothing 

but idealist in Chinese conditions. The history of 

-----
!9. Mao says, 1 If peoole do not pay attention to 

the stages in the process of development of 
a thin~, they cannot deal with its contradictions 
properl ':1': 1 {)1 Contradiction' , in Selected Readings 
from the Works of Mao=Tse=Tung, pp 102,. Fl.P, Peking 
(SHWMT) !_97 !. 

20. See ··Issac Deutcher.t ·Maoism and its outlook in 
R Blackburn (ed) Revolution and Class Struggle, 
op .cit page !96. · . 
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of the development of class struggle which 

resulted in Soviet-t~pe uprisings after the vol te

face of Chiang-Kai-Shek bears the hollowness 

of his thesis. In the 1930s, Trotsky did not 

give a chance to the Chinese Revolution unless 

there are uprising of vo rkers in the cities who came 

forward to assure the leadership. He wasafraid that 

Maoism may become the mouthpiece of peasantry 

and eventually come into opposition with the 

2 ' proletariat. · 

(c) The third view point puts the blame 

on the Comintern. In fact the Comintern had 

defined the Kuomintang as a 1 bloc of four 

classes' capable of carrying through the revolution 

to the bourgeois democratic stage~ Kuomintang was 

1 a sympatheising party of the Comintern and Chiang 

----.. --
2 1. Ibid pp 2W. 

Deutcher says, 1 Trotsky's analysis reverberatin,g 
unmistakably with decades of Russian-Marxist 
controversy and the experience of the Russian 
Revolution, was reduced ad absurdum by some 
of his cChinese disciples who denounced the 
victory of Maoism in 1949 as a 'bourgeois 
and Stalinist counter revolution. 
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Kai Shek was. a honorary member of the Presidium 
./ 

of the Comintern. The fifth congress put the 

alliance of CP C and Kuomintang on a permanent 

footing. Therefore, it looks apprently b true 

to blame the Comintern for the debacle of 1927. 

Even Bukharin seem to own up the debacle self

sri ticall y by providing three reasons: (a) 

for not sufficiently criticing the Kuomintang 

which resulted in the CPC being reduced into an 

accessory and not an ally; (b) the inability to 

assess the change in the objective situation from 

one stage to the other: (c) the CPC at times 

acted as a brake on the mass movement, a brake on 

the agratian revolution and a brake on the 
. 22 

labour movement. 

(d) stalin who was at the moment invobved 

in debate with the United opposition puts the 

blame mainly on the right diviation within the 

Chinese Communist Party. However, the right 

diviation was adhearing to the line advocated 

by the Comintern. Therefore, it was nothing but 

------
22. Impreor (English ed. ) No.4!, !928, pp733-34 
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urban uprising of workers in 1930 proved 
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further that stalin did not understand the substan

tive issues underlying the debale of 1~26-27 

since during his time as the principal spokesman 

of the Comintern that these left-adventurist up-

risings were launched. 

THE BREAK EFFECTeD BY Mf.() 

Qmly Mao provides a substantive understanding 
• 

of the debacle both in theory and practice. He 

blames 1 Chentuism1 not the individual but the whole 

political wiewpoint that went with it·as responsible 

for the debacle. He criticizes it for its immaturity 

to understand the character, the tasks and methods 

f h 1 t . 23 
o t e revo u 1on. This implies that the 

.Revolutionary course in China has to be charaterip 

differently. It has to be applied to the concrete 

conditions of class struggle in China. That the 

universality of Marxism-Leninism can • ,exist respond 

to and act upon only b~ integrating with the 

particularity of China. 

-------
23. Mao:Tse=Tung, 'On Contradiction' -SRWMT p 105 
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The mistake of Chen Tui lay in not being 

able to grasp the question of the Chinese Revolution 

because he just gave importance to the one sidedness 

of the question and not the all sidedness. For 

Bu kharin--i't--wa-s- the issue- of correcting the 

mistakes. for Mao it was the question of effecting 

basic changes in the entire approach to the revolu

tion, at a new phase of imperialism and in 

conditions of semi-colonialism and semi-feudalism24 

Therefore, for Mao the general political 

analysis in the age of imperialism and October 

Revolution and as articulated in terms of the 

colonies in the the sis of 2nd and 4th international 

were to persist. He was still to insist on the 

united front of four classes, but after the coup of 

Chiang-Kai-Shek, this united front can be led only 

by the proletariat. He still held on to the 

principles of Sun-Yat-Sen. Mao was very clear 

that the programme of Sun•Yat-Sen, that included 

Nationalism, democracy and People' s livelihood on 

its agenda was the programmes of any national 

-------
24. See Mao-Tse-Tung, tOn Contradiction' , s.w 

Vo 1 • I, op • cit • p p 32 5:2 6 • 
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bourgeosie who wish to mobwlise the masses behind 

these slogans. ftild yet the historical role of 

these slogans do not get exhausted after the bour

geosie has forsaken them and moved over to 

coun tar-revolution. Mao clearly distinguished bet• 

~een the national bourgeoise as a class and its re

p!resentation in the Party of Kuomintang.25 He 

argues that as the Kuomintang begins to serve the 

interest _of imperialism and feudalism the 

distance between the national bourgeoisie and the 

Kuomin tang as its ·party will turn antagonistic, 

the former moving over more and more to the side of 

those who uphold its class interests and struggle 

against its enemy, i.e. imperialism. Mao still 

maintained the primacy of the agrarian revolution 

only the method has to be changed. It cannot be a 

replica of the Russian revolution. He asserj;ed 

the necessity of maintaining the political and 

organizational independence of the Communist party 

-----
25. Mao-Tse-Tung, u Qn Con tradiction11, SRVWMT P 100 

op .cit The words sound very ascusing. One sided 
means 1 To be superficial ••••• it means to deny 
the necessity for probing deeply into a thing 
and minutely studying the characteristics of 
its contradictions, but instead merely try to 
resolve the contradiction1 (Ibid, p 101) 
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in the United Front and worked it to near perfection 

during the anti-Japanese war. This independence 

involves struggle within the united front, conducting 

the struggle from the class position of the pro

letariat while struggling uni tedl~ against the common 

enemy and adjusting the demands of the proletariat 

in the interest of the unity of ths struggle. Mao 

later stated during the period of united froBt against 

anti-Japanese war ••i t is through this kind of 
" complex relationship with the Chinese bourgeoisie 

thaj the Chinese reitolution and the communist party 

of China have progressed in thier development. 

This is a special historical feature: a feature 

peculiar to the revolution in colonial and semi-colo

nial countries and not to be found in the revolutio-
27 nary history of any capitalist country, 

To that extent, therefore, Mao's break 

with the hitherto accepted official conception of 

the chinese Revolution amounted to a critique of 

all positions on revolution in China, and led him 

to a rediscovery of Marxism and Leninism in the 

conditons of China. 

------
27~ Mao-Tee-Tung,"Introducing the Communist~ s.w. 

Vol.II, pp 287-88, op.cit. 
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T s being the case, it is imperative that 

we analyse the specific innovatian effected in 

the course of the Chinese revolution, which in 

turn enriches the very conception of revolution. 

When the vol te-face of Chiang Kai Shek in 1927 

occured it was received as a shock by the Comintern 

and by the official CP C leadership, which resulted 

in two main reactions from the official side: 

( 1) To see division of the Kuomin tang 

as constituted of two factions 1 left1 and t right'. 

The right has walked over to counter revolution. 

The 1 Left' is safe. Therefore, build an alliance 

with the left. However, the 1 left1 soon proved 

to be no better than the 1 right' • In fact it landed 

the CPC in a terrible dilemma. The Communist who 

headed the ministry of agriculture in the Wuhan 

gavernment had to use his position in order to clamp 
28 down on re"¥'0lutionary peasant movement. 

---------
28. Qn 30 June 1927 the Central Committee of CPl\l 

passed a resolution which carried the appea~emat 
policy to extremes. The resolution stated Mass 
organisations -workers, peasants, and other 
must submit to the leadership abd control of 
Kuomintang authorities; the requests of the 
people's -worker's peasant's etc. movements 
must conform with the resolutions passed by 
the Kuomintang Congress or by its central 
executiiZe committee as well as with government 
laws and decrees: See Guillermaz Jaques: 
A bjstpx;y of Chinese Communist Party,.l921-1949, 
p. !37, Methuen, London, 1972. 
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(2) The second attempt was to stage uprisings 

in the var~ous cities- the principal one being the 

Canton uprising at the end of 1927 - and attempts 

to establishthe soviets. Of course, counter 

revolution rode roughshod over these sporadic 
29-

outbursts. 

ASSERT IOl~ OF THt BEVOLUT ION8Rk ft:>Ls OF THS P EASANIJiX 

Just a few months before this debaae Mao 

after an investigation of the peasant struggle 30 

in Hunan had given the call to the party to lead 

the peasant struggle as that would decide the out

come af the class struggle in China: "For the 
~ 

present upsurge of the peasant movement is a 

colossal event. ]n a verv short time, in China' s 

central, southern and northern provinces, several 

hundred million peasants will rise like a mighty 

storm, like a hurrican~, a force so swift and violent 

that no power, however, great, will be able to hold 

it back. They will smash all the trammels that 

bind them and rush forward a+ong the road to 

liberation. They will· sweep away all the imped alists, 

warlords, corrupt officials, local tyrants and evil 

-----
29. See the explanation for the defeat by Mao 

Mao Tse Tung: Selected Works, Vol. 4, pl72, Lawrance 
and Wishant, ~ondon, .1956 

30. The China's whole history in full of peasant re-
bellions. Fi tzgerale, C.P. Revolution in China, 
P el3, London, 1952 • 
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gentry into their graves. Every revolutionary 

party and every revolutionary comrade will be 

put to the test to be accepted or rejected as 

they decide. There are three alternatives. To 

march at their head and lead them? To trail 

behind gesticulating and criticizing? Or to stand 

in thai. r way and oppose them? Every Chinese is 

free to choose, but events will force you to make 
31 the choice clearly'~· In fact it was an authentic 

discovery of the peasantry which was to mark the 

entire course of the Chinese revolution with its 

indeliable mark. It was not merely a discovery 

of the peasantry for the communists in China but 

the communists at large. The great role that the 

peasantry was to play in the anti-imperi<}list and 

anti-feudal struggle in the colonies throughou~ 

the world bears testimony to this discovery. 

Claudin says that the report represents the

first living and thorough fusion of Marxism with 

--------
31. Mao-Tse-Tung: 

11
Report on the Investigation of the 

Peasant Movement in Hunan"-s.W.Vol.I,op23-24,FLP 
Peking 1975. ' 

0 



Chinese realit~-social and political. Without any 

stereot~ed Marxist formulas, but using ··the Marxist 

method, here we have an analysis of the anatom~ 

and the dynamic of the fundamental part of Chinese 

society, namely, the life of the countr~side. 

From this analysis Mao argued that for the 

Chinese communists, the vanguard of the wor~ing 

class, the primar~ task is to unite wi:th the 

peasantry. The road of revolution is not armed 

uprisings but that of protracted armed struggle 

by establishing base area~ in the cbuntry-side. 

In his analysis of the classes in Chinese 

society Mao had already clarified who were the 

enemies of the revJlution and who were the friends 

as the basic datum for the revolution. '~Our enemies 
' are all those in league with imperialism- the war 

lords, the bureaucrats, the compredor class, the 

big landlord class and the reactionary section of 

the intelligentisia attached to them. The leading 

force in our revolution is the industrial proletar iat 

and petty bourgeoisie. As for the vacillating middle, 

bourgeoisie, their right wing may become an enemy 

and their left wing may become our friend. But we 

must be constantly on our guard and not let them 

create confusion with,i~ our ranks. 11,
32 

--------
32. Mao Tse Tung: "A'Jialysis of Classes in Chinese 

Sbcietyl s.w. Vol. Ilpl3l op.cit. We can see 
that thl.s analysis c ose y parallels that 
of Lenin in 1 Thesis on Agrarian Question' 
for the II Congress of Comintern r~~arding 
classes in the countryside in capitalist 
society, pp37B::J30SW Vo1.3,pp Moscow, 1967. 



This breakthrough towards revJlutionary 

practices does not mean that the other lines of 

collaboration o~utchism do not survive. They do 

and surface during the different periods taking 

different forms and waging bitter struggles against 

the revolutionary line. These attempts manifest 

themselves in various forms, different periods: 

Blindly following the Comintern or Soviet Union; 

discarding the dialectics of this relationship, 

attempting to duplicate the model of So viet 

Revolution in China; arguing for cullaboration with 

the bourgeoisie which was nothing but capitulation 

to the interests of bourgeoisie; arguing for the 

development of productive forces onsidedly without 

effecting changes in production relations; empha

sizing unity while bypassing struggle; concentrating 

only on the workers while ignorning the question 

of the leadership of the working class over the 

other e~loited sections manifest in the policy of 

worker-peasant alliance; emphasising only on the 

economy while ignoring the revolutionaization of 

the superstructure; etc. The Chinese revolution 

an~ the socialist transformation under the leadership 

of the prol,etariat, wiitth Mao at its head, developed 
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by the constant struggle against these lines 

which find expression at the various stages of the 

development of Chinese revolution. In 1930 itself 

Mao was to say: nwe must wipe out idealism end 

guard against all'opportunist and putchist errors 

before we can succeed. The only way to wipe out 

idealism is to make the effort and investigage the 

actual situation.n33 It is almost repreating Lenin, 
. 

,.The most essential thing in Marxism, jhe living 

soul of Marxism (is) the concrete analysis of con

C!Dete condi tions. 1~34 

We have already seen, within the scope of 

our problem, the reaction of CP C and Cominte rn tD 

the debacle of 1926-27, in fact, what we find is that 

the same attempts in other forms were repeated again 

in 1930 and 1934 although in different circumstances. 

These attempts further show that the model of Soviet 

Revolution was to persist in the official line of 

Comintern and CPC, without explaining and learning 

from the debacle of 1926-27. Besides, the course 

chartered out by Mao was merely seen as peripheral 
___ .. __ _ 

33. Mao Tse Tung: 'Oppose Bookwbrship1 , SRWMT op .cit. 
pp 43 

34. Lenin, Collected Works: Vol. 31, pp 143 Moscow,l950 
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to the substantive co.urectness of the earlier 

line. In June 1930, the Executive Committee i>f 

Communist International passed a special resolution 

on Olina, in which it was said 1 Events are mov_,ng 

in such a way that the revolutionary situation will 

shortly encompass, if not the whole of Chinese terri

tor~, than at last the territory of a number of 

key provinces and a directive was issued to con

crete the efforts of the Red Army so as to be 

in a ~osition to take over one of several of the 

industrial and administratite centres.•~35 ~plying 

the Russian experience, the urgent need for an 

urban working class bease for the re~olution, 

able to provide &nd secure the leadership of the 

proletariat oter the whple of the revolutionary 

movmment was emphasised upon. Criticizing the 

.Ma.oist position, the resolution of the Central 

Commit tee of the CP C in 1930 said 11 The great 
~ 

struggle of the proletaruat is the decisive force 

as far as preliminary success in one or several pro

vinces are concerned. Without a wave of stikes staged 

---------
35. See: Shr~m and Carriere d1 Encausse, op.cit.243 

245,246 also Degras, :Op .cit III p 135. 
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by the working class, wothout armed insurrection 

in the key cities, there can be no success in 

one or several provinces. It is a wholly mistaken 

idea not to pay attention to urban work and to count 

on the villages to surround the towns. 36 As per 

this plan a series of uprisings were launched in 

Wuhan, Nanchang, Changsha, Shanghai, Nan Kind, Canton, 

Tientsin, etc. These up risings were naturally 
37 

crushed. In 1934 this same line of course, in differenf 

form, camouflaged as Military tactics was applied 

in the Chun-Kiang-Kiangsi base when the Red Army 

was placed in a frontal attack with the army of 

Chiang Kai Shek during its fifttl expedition. Like 

the earlier uprisings it implied that Chiang-Kai-
1 

Shek can b~ defeated in a single deadly blow. 

Mao opposed this military line. It was the defeat 

that the Red Army suffered that set it on the 

proverbial long march. It also ensured that 

the leadership of Maoist line over the communist 

party. During the long March Olang=KuO=Tuo put 
_____ .,.._ 

36. Guillermaz, Op .cit. p201 

37. According to Chinese Trade Union Experts about 
:13000 trade union muli tants perished in that 
year. 25000 died in battle and 13000 were exe
cuted, See Guillermaz Opcit. p226 
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forward a 'line opposing the base areas and using 

the red army to engage in revolutionary warefare 
~ against the Japanese aggressors. This was a 

line of simple capitulationism to Kuomintagg. Mao 

in opposition to this insisted that it v.was through 

the establishment of base areas, the waging of the 

war against Japan and with full mobilization and 

arousal of the masses for this struggle, that 

the Chinese Communist Party and the revolutionary 

armed forces would grow : and become stronger. 

We will have to see the emergence of re

volutionary institutions and perspectives that 

emerged from this concrete analysis of the situation 

under the conditions of imperialism. 

&jtabJisbmept of liberated Base Area~ 

The base areas were the liberated areas 

where an alternative power was established and in 

which agrarian reforms and cultural transformation 

was worked out by actively mobilising the masses and 

their consequent participation in various forms 

of revolution a :cy activity. The base areas were 

not only G.ic.f.ferent centres of power but exercised 

alternative type of power which Mao came to 

38. See, Mao Tse Tung: • Role of the Chinese Communist 
p a r t y 1 , SW Vo 1 • I I, p p 2 06, op • cit. 
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define later in 1 New D=mocracy1 • In that sense 

they can be compared with the Soviets as an insti

tutionalised povver of the Revolutionary rna sses 

posited antagonistically against the Kuomintang 

which after 1927 represented the interests,. 

of feudalism and compr.adore bourgeoisie39 buttressed 

by imperialism. The base areas were to consi tutte 

the first link in the grwoth of Red power facilita

ting the march of the revailutionary process, 

which had to be co-ordinated with other measures. 

"The posicy of establishing base areas\ of 

systematically setting up political power; of deep -

ening the agrad an revolution, of expanding the 

people's armed forces by a comprehensive process 

of building up first the town ship of Red guards 

then the district red guards, then the country red 

-----
39. Mao defined the Gompradore bourgeoisie as 11a class 
which directly serves the capitalists of the im
perialist countries and is nurtured by them; count
less ties link it closely with the feudal forces in 
the countryside ••••• different se;:.ctions of 
the compradore big bourgeoisie owe allegiance to di" 
fferent imperialist powers. 11 It has no revolutionary 
character but in inter irrpe:r;ialist contradictions 
sharpened and expressed by war, the contradiction 
within the comrradore bloc can be utilized by the 
prolitariat. on the other hand the national 
bourgeoisie has a duel character. On the one 
hand it is opposed by imperialism and fettered by 
feudalism and conseqwently is in contradiction ~th 
both of them. In this sense it constitutes a 
revolutionary force. But on the other hand, it lacks 
the courage to oppose imperialism and feaadalism 
throughly because it is economically and politically 
flabby and still has economic ties with imperialism 
and feudalism.• (Mao-Tse-Tund: Chinese Revolution 
and Chinese Comm~nistParty' in s.w. Vol.IIpp 320-2! 
op .cit) 
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guards, then the local red army tropps, all 

the way upto the regular red army troops, of spread

ing political power by advancing in a series of 

waves, etc. Qnl¥ thus is it possible to build the 

confidence of the revolutionary masses throughout 

the country ••••••• only thus is it possible to create 

tremendous difficulti~e for the reactionary ruling 
-,.~ 

classes, shake their foundation and h3 sten their 

internal disintengration ••••• Only thus is it possible 

to hasten the revolutionary high tide 1~.40 

., 

Mao maintained th~t in the pe~uliar conditions 

,:·of Chaina, the .red bases cannot only be maintained 

but g~ow. The rural areas were torn by peasabt urrest. 

The support of the peasantry as the main force of 

the revolution was already available, objecti velt~ 

But the formations of the red bases itself 

preceded by united forms of class struggle by 

revolutionary masses. rtrhe regi<:>ns where China• s 

Red political power has first merged and is a> le 

to last for a long time have bot been those anaffected 

by th-: democratic revolution •••• but regions •••• 

where the masses of workers, peasants a1d soldiers 

rose in great numbers in the QIJJur se of bourgeoisie 
4t 

democratic revolution of 1926 and 1927 • 1~ • -----.. 
40. Mao Tse Tung, A Single Spart can Start a Prair e 

Fire, Selected Military Writings, p 75, FlP, Pekings 

4!. Mao Tse Tung: I on Protracted War•' ibid,pl87 
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In the red bases after the es~ablishment 

of revolutionary p wer it was ~onsolidated by 

effecting basic changes in the existing conditbns. 

John G Gurly examining the Yenaan base says that 

qpart from land reforms its distinctive features 

were self=reliance, deceJrltralization, antagonism to 

bureaucra iii sm a11d elitism cr:lle c ti ve aims and 

discipline, non material incentives and participa

tion of the masses in all aspects of social and 

economic activity. Development was co~rehensi ve 

designed to bring up all sectors and not just 
42 a chosen part. 

The base areas had their ~rimary task of 

upholding revoltionary politics in the sense of 

revolutionary'warfa~e while attending to economic 

construction on the bases of new relations. They 

were both the instruments of struggle and expression 

of revolutionary transformation.43 

The rationale for the establishment of 

these nuclear of revolutiona~ power was explained 

by Mao as follows: In the capitalist countries the 

communist parties prepare for a civil war~:. they prepare 

the proletariat and other sections for the eventual 

situation when making use of the helplessness 

-----
42. See Johh G Gurly: China• s Economy and Maoist 

, §trateQy, New York, Monthly Rrview Press, !976 

43. Mao Tae Tung 1 0ur Economic Policy', S.W.Vol.I 
p 141, Ibid. 
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of the bourgeosie they launch the issurection. 

]n such a strategy the first step is to seize the 

cities and then advance onto the countryside. This 

$trategy was also pro\led to be correct by October 

Ra volution. But in CQina this strategy was not 

possible. '~The characteristics of China are that 

she is not~indepedent and ~ijmocratic but semi

colonial and semi-feudiali that internally she 

has no democraiy but is under feudal oppression and 
' th•t in her external relation she has no national 

indepedence but is oppressed by imperialism. It 

follows. that we have no parliament to make use of 

and no legal right oto organise the workers to 

strike. Basically the task of the communist party 

here is not to go through a long period of legal 

struggle before launching insurrection and war, an d 

not to seize the big cities first and then occupy 

the country side 1 ,, but the reverse.44 

-.. .. -.. 
44. Mao-Tse-Tung: 1 P roblems of war and Strategy' 

Selected Military writing, pp 269-270 op.cit. 
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Jhe eath nf~Qtracted Armed Struggle as the Strateg~ 

a.£ :J:be Beyol utj an 

The Russian Revolution was a revolution 

through armed isurrection. So was the Paris commune. 

But for Mao, History, had proved the futility of 

adopting such an approach in China due to its repeated 

suppression, pecularly being the conditions of 1 semi 

colonial and semi feudal country' • Therefore the 

parh of revolution could only be t ·rough protracted 

armed steuggle by the establishment of liberated 

base areas. The Chinese revolution develops an 

entire strategy f this armed revolution by applying 

the Marxist method of Dialectics to the overall con-

ception and pursuance of war. This armed struggle 

however is not the pitting of might against might: 

It is basically charactrised by its class perspective. 

Therefore, in order to survive ~nd grow~s) f:n m small 

c:_. t_,. into large, it has to fulfill the following 

conditions: 

(a) Reliance on the masses: by boldly arousing 

them; 

(b) Upholding the Revolutionary political 

line. Therefore the leadership of the party is essential. 
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(c) It is conducted in conditions of a 

semi-colonial and semi-feudal country. Therefore 

the necessity of united front. 

(d) This armed struggle is of a protracted 

nature against that of an armed uprising. 

(e) The· role of the peasantry as the mainforce 

of the revolution. 

This entire conception of a protracted 

armed struggle was till now alien to the communist 

movement. Besides, military strategies undergo basic 

changes due to the lessons elaborated during the China's 

p£otracted war. Mao himself was to claim their novelty. 

1 The tactics we have derived from the struggle of 

the past three years are indetd different from 

other tactics Qncient or modern, Chinese or foreign. 

With our tactics the masses can be aroused for struggle 

on an ever=broadening scale, and no enemy, however, 

powerful, can cope with us. Outs are guerilla tactics. 

They consist mainly the following points: 

"Divide our forces to arouse the masses, con

centrate our forces to dealwwth the enemy: 

The enemy advances, we retr~at, the enemy 

camps, we harass, the enemy tires, we attach, the 

enemy retreats, we pursue. 
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To extend stable base areas, employ the 

policy of advancing in waves pursued by the powerful 

ememy, employ the policy of circling around. Arouse 

the largest numbers of masses in the shortest 

possible time and by the best possible methods. 

These tactics are just like casting a net. A t 

any movement, we should be able to cast it or 

draw it in. We cast it wide to win over the masse s 

and draw it iri to deal with the enemy. Such are 

the tactics we have used for the p~st three years. rt-
45 

Mao called it the sixteen character formula 

covering both the stages of stragegic defensive 

and strategic offensive and within the defensive it 

covered the stages of strategic retreat and the 

strategic counter=offensi ve. The later developments 

were just the development of this formula. 

Fighting against the left adven!J}urist lines 

of Wang Ming the Red Army applied these tactics to 

sue ce ssfully win four bat tlep. against the encirclement 

and suppression tactics of Ching Kai Shek in the 

period 1934. The same tactics wer:= applied in the 

anti-Japanese war of resistance. 
_____ ... 

45. Mao Tse Tung/ A singlespark can start a Plari Fire 
SW Vol.I opci t. p 75 
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~though the nature of warfare to follow 

certain basic principles, it had to proceed with 

an analysis of the concrete conditions of the concrete 

situation in the given conjuncture. IBhis could be 

ensured only if the arm~ follows the political 

leadership provided by the party. 

The change in the concrete conditions calls 

also for ~hanges in the tactics. Thefore, dogmatism 

has to be struggled against. Mao called for the 

repreated alternative between defensive and offensive 

in the anti-Japanese war at the same time emphasizing 

on the stra~egic defensive as it alone provides 

for the largest participation, of the masses and 

their· close supervision over the army.46 Of course, 

the strategy of passive defense was also wrong as 

it smacks of capitalisationism and upholding the 

strength of the enemy strategically. The enemy 

strategically is weak, and always weak, however 

strong it maybe tactically, as it is opposed to the 

masses. 

----~ 

46. Later Mao was to critisise the Sovie}; Military 
policy as it is based on the primacy of the 
strategic offensive: -- ·.; See Stuart Scharamled 
Mao talks ot the Peole p .28. Panthon Books 
New York, 1974. 
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1~Q.Jr experience is that reliance on the 
.... 

people togeth8r with a fairl~ correct ledearship 

enables us to defeat a bett.~$iequipped enem~ with 

our inferior equipment.~47 We can, therefore, 
..., 

see that the military line was not something standing 

above the masses but served the political }£n_~.48 

Besides the guerilla stra~eg~ was the closest to 

draw in from the expereince of large scale peasant 

revolts in China. In was the application of the 

latter that is found in the famous sa~ing 1 stud~ the 

past to serve the present'. 

-----.. 
47. Mao-Tse-Tung : 1 0ne Great Victory in the War 

to resist u.s. aggresswmn and aid Kor-fa and 
our further Tasks s.w. Vol •. 5, pp 116-117 
op .cit 

48. A whole range of Maoist eonceptions bet~ close 
resemblance to that of Gramsei although Woven 
in different conceptional framework and 
developed under different conditions. The 
Maoist analysis can be purposefully compared 
with the Gramseian conceptions of revolutionary 
consciousness of the prolitariati the hegremonic 
class bloc, the party as the col ective intelle
ctual! and the Revolutionary Military line as 
basically political (See A. Gramsei: sgli!ction §I 

from Prison Notetlooks International Pu r~shers 
New Yourk, 1976. 
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The (Jpj ted Fropt as Constj tqteg of Bevnl utiogarv CJ asshl oc 

Mao contineously insisted that China had 

been able to carry out the Revolutionary Civil war 

or war of national liberation due to the three weapons 

Wielded by the Olinese people. The Party, the army 

and the policy of the United Front. The Party 

.to uphold th~ eevolutionary strategy as manifest 

in the protracted war and the policy of United Front 

which anticulated the relation of class forces 

at every moment of revolutionary struggle. 

Ln the specific conditions of China the 

United Front was constituted of the four classes: 

The Workers, the Peasantry, the petty bourgeoisie 

and the national bourgeoisie. It was led by 

the P roleyariat represented in the communist party, 

basing themselves on the lanaless labour and 
49 

poor peasantry. and uniting finally with the 

miaale peasantry and p8tty bourgeoisie and taking 

h 1 . . 50 d h along t e nationa. bourgeo1s1e an ric peasantry. 

---------
49. They form the biggest motive force of the Chinese 

tevolution the natural and most.reliable ally 
of the oroletariat and the main contingent of 
01ina' s' revolutionary forces (Mao in Chinese 
Revolution and Chinese Communist Party in s.w. 
Vol.II (\)cit. p 324 · 

50. We will have to remember that Chiang Kai Slek 
not only turned against the earlier declared 
policy of Sun yat Sun. He also turned on the 
capitalist elements themselves subjecting them . 
to confisca;tion and compulsory lasons admist "threats 
of prison and executio n. See Issacs H. The ' 
traoedv of the ~~nasa ieyolytion, Ch.II {Revis~.::! 
edition}, Stanfo , 1 5 . 
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Uniting with the national bourgeoisie for Mao, was 

a specific feature pecular to colonial and semi-co

lonial countries and not to be found in the Revolu

tionary history of any capitalist country.51 

The character and position of the United 

Front changes during the period of civil war and 

during the period of national aggression. During 

the war of n~tional aggression imperialism becomes 

the principal contradiction vis a vis the large 

masses. In the contect of civil war mobilizing 

the masses against the landlords, bureau~rats 

and civil gentry, establishing alternative bases 

of political power and effective agrarian revolution 

becomes crucial, at the stage of national aggression 

mobilizing the masses, to fight for national 

independence beo mes the principal task,. The dis• · 

tinction between the?e two stageis of the Chinese 

re~lution is extremely crucial and we find Mao em

pha~fSiZin~ it repearedl~~ It is a policy of uniting 

with all those that can be united, including a 

-----
5!. Mao-Tse-Tung.J. Inrroducing the Communist, SH 

Vol. II pp 2c:s6--8 7 op cit. 
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section of the landlords and compradore bourgeoisie 

who have not capitulated to the principal aggressor, 

while mauntaining the indepedence of the communist 

party, its army and that of its policies. Therefore, 

the com!'osi tion of the class bloc represented in the 

United Front undergoes changes according to the 

p rin cip~AL enemy in the con crete conditions vd thou t 

hov•ever, changing the role of the leading class and 

·its princip~l 'allies as the main revolutionary forces. 

The unity in the united front does not preclude 

struggle among classes united in this front. But 

the struggle is consciously directed not to upset 

the unit and divert the attention from the main enemy. 

The policy of united front with Kuomintang during the 

antlil•Japanese struggle does not mean that the 

compradore bourgeoisie has changed its class character. 

But due to the inter=imperialist contradiction which 

are reflected within the compradore bourgeoisie, it 

was possib~e to win over a section to the side of 
52 

the united front. 1h the rurjl areas under the 

------
52. Mao Tse Tung: 1 Role of Communist Party1 S.W.Vol 2 
p.250, For a brilliant application of this apprach 
we have Lenin' s treaty of Bre st-Litovsk. Further 
in the ~th Brumaire of Louis Bo.._aparte 1 , Marx deplores 
the inability of the proletariat to utilize the con
tradictions within the ruling classes which finally 
makes possible the emergence of Louis Bonaparte to 
supreme power. 
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control of the communist part~ this polic~ resulted 

in stepping back from the pGlic~· of confisca ting 

the land of the landlords and distributing this land 

among the peasants as was done during the civil 

war but replacing it with the more limited one of 

rent and interest reduction. 

This united fromt c~nnot but be led b~ the 

proletariat both during civil war and national war 

of independence. Mao points out that onl~ under 

its leadership can a resolute against Japahese 

aggression be carried out and national liberation 

be brought about. The v~eak bourgeoisie of China 

naturall~ tend to conciliate with the enem~. The 

leadership of the Proletariat also provides the 

key link from the New Democraric Revolution to the 

Socialist Revolution. 53 "Today whoever can lead 

the people in driving out Japanese imperialism and 

introducing democratic government will be saviours 

of the people. History has proved that the Chines e 

bourgeoisie cannot fulfil this responsibilit~, which 

inevitably falls upon the shoulders of the proletariat11 •
54 

---.. --
53. See Mao Tse Tung, New .f):mocracy, s.w. Vol2 p 348 opcit. 

54. Ibid pp 350 

I 
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~httfl:ima.c¥' Qf the Masses in Revolution 

The policy of the revolutionary class bloc 

constituted in the united front has closecorrespondence 

v>fith the concept of masses and the strategy of 

mass-line advocated in the Chinese rle volution. 

The concEpt 1 masses• has definite significance 

in Mao. It includes the proletariat and all the 

oppressed sections at any pa~:ticuJa r stage of the 

class-struggle. It is a dialectical concept which 

as setts the leader ship of the proletariat. There 

are contradictions vi. .thin the masses but these 

contradictions can be resolved by the method of 

criticism and self criticism. But the masses have 

basic common. interests against the common enemy who 

subjects them to exploitation in varying degrees. 

Therefore, the precise commotation of the concept 

masses varies with changes in ,the princip~\ enemy 

itself brihging about transformations in class-

1 t
. 55 re a ~ons. 

Mao emphasized continously that Revolution 

is not the making of the Communist Party or the 

Army but really due to the direct and active partici~ 

pation of the masses. We continuously hear the refrain 

-----
55. See Mao Tse Tung: On the People's IEmocratic 

Di ctotor shiQ1 , in S.'lf • Vol. N, p 417, P LP 
Peking, 1975. 
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•t . th h k h" t 56 
~ ~s e masses w o ma e ~s ory. To arose the 

masses, to learn from them and direct them to 

revolutionary action it is necessary to apply 
. 57 

the mass l~ne. Mao continuously emphasized that 

co1nmunisty party will win because .-it has the 

support of the masses. The KUomintang and the 

Japanese aggressors willfose, even though 

temporarily they might be very strong because 

they do not enjoy the support of the masses. It is 

necessary that the self activity of the masses 

brings about revolutionary changes and not the 

pa1riarchal concern of the party or government. 
__ ,....._ 

56. See the Parallel in Lenin: The ~ ril The sis S# 
Vol. II pg. 29-33. 

57. The mass line was formulated by Mao as follows: 
11 In all the practical work af our party all correct 

leadership i.s necessary from the masses to the 
masses. This means, take the ideas of the mas ces 
(scattered and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate 
them (through study through them into concentrated 
and systematic ideasO then go to the masses and 
propagate and explain these ideas until the masses 
embrace them On. their own, hold fast to them, and 
translate them into action and list the correctness 
of these ideas in such action. Then once again 
concentrate ideas from the masses and once again 
go to the m.;zsses so that the ideas aee prase rved and 

.carried ~rough and so on over and over again in 
an endless spiral with the ideas becoming more correct, 
more vi tal and richer each time. 

(Mao Tse Tung: Some Qlt:lstion Concerning the Method""s 
of L':ladership; Selected Wnitings, Vol. 3 p ! !9 ~ ----, 
Fore~gn Language Press, Peking, 1975) ' · / 
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During the anti ,Japanese war, in the campaign for 

rent and interest reduction we find Mao saying: 

11 Rent reduction is a mass strug;3le by the peasants. 
-party directives and ~overnment decrees (of the 

government in base areas) should guide and help 

instead of trying to bestow favours on the 

masses.•~ 
£8 

The Chinese military line also knovm as the 

line of People's war, was rooted in the basic fact 

that revolutionary war depends on the action of th e 

masses of people and can only!succeed on the basis 

that it enjoys the support of the people and enlists 

them ,acti veiy, in the struggle against the common 

enemy. This self-activity of the masses cannot be 

duplicatedby any other facthor. Writing during the 

anti Japanese War, Mao was to say that mobilisation 

of the common people throughout the country will create 

the condition that will make up for our inferiority 

in arms and other things and c~eate the prerequisites 

for overcoming every difficulty in the war. It is 

not weapons which decide ultimately the outcome of 

the war but the support enjoyed from the masses. 

-----
58. Mao Tse Tung: 1 StJread the Campaign to Reduce 

Rent.._, Increase Production ana Support the Government 
and L.J1erish the People in Base Ax:eas1 / Selec~ed 
Writings. Vol 3, pl31, op.cit. 



From this approach it resulted 1 

the party must command the gun, because 

was the representati w and vanguard of 1 

The army must never be allowed to become 

same time the political leading force of 

revolution, or a force indepedent of the 

of the party. Linked to this was the fa 

1 Man, not weapons is decisive in war-fa:r: 

Method of solvinQ the cont,adictions amo 

masses and between the part¥ and the mas 

The masses who constitute the un 

have also contradictions among themsel ve 

contradictions cannot be eliminated by a 

They can resolved themselves only in the 

their development. These contradictions 
60 contradictions among the people can be 

-----
59. QJoted in Avakian Bob: t LIJlmortal Con 

of Mao• p 42 RCP Publication, Chi gag 

60. The contradiction betv.een the enemy a 
is an antagonistic contradiction. Be 
working masses the contrqdictions are 
g0nistic. The contradiction betwe~n 
class and the national bourgeoisie (w 
of the masses) has i antagonistic zas 
non angagonistic aspect to it(See Mao 
Handling of Contradictions : SRWMT op 
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fully through ~he method of unity-criticism-self-

ctiticism, unity, It does not preclud' struggle 

but the struggle is aimed to consolidate unity 

rather than break it. The contradiction between the 

enemy and the people can be resolved only by the 

overthrow of the enemy. The demJcratic method of 

solving the contradiction is put in the cryptlc 

pharase: 11learn from past mistakes to avoid future 

ones and c~re the sickness to save the patientu. 61 

This method was especially applied to the rectifi

cation campaign of 1942-1945, 

The same method was also applied in resolving 

the contraction between the party and the masse·s. 

A directive of ·the CC of CPC of February 22, 1948, 

points out 11 the adoption of the (open meeting) method 

for reorganizing and purifying the ranks ef the party •• 

will, on one hand, 'enable participating nonparty 

masses unreservedly to criticize and examine the 

party members and cadres whom they oppose or approve 

and enable them to feel that they have linked up 

with the party of Mao Tse Tung. Qn the other hand 

the leaders, of the party can, according to the 

opinion of the masses and the situation within the 

-------
6 1 • Ibid p 44 0 
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party, consider the question from all sides and 

distinguish right from wrong, the degrees of 

seriousness and meet out justly the punishment 

and reward so that both party and non-party 

masses will feel satisfied. 1 ~ 62 To cut off heads 
..._ 

changes nothing ••••• it is what is inside the head 

which has to be changed, argued Mao against the 

repression techinuques of Wang Ming in 1942-45.63 

Having examined the specific conditions of 

China, analysed thJ nature of basic requisites a~d 

approaches for revolutionary power as also the class 

character of the revolutionary bloc whose interests 

this power is to upheld, we can now analyse the 

nature of their new state power. 

Mao sharply posed the question - whether the 

revolution effected during the period of civil war 

and war of national liberation was bourgeoris demo-

-----
E2. Q.Joted in William Hinton: FAl\JSH.t:N, A documentary 

of ~eyg~ution in a Chinese Vj ll age f p 332, Vintage 
Boo s, ·ew York, 1966: S::e the fol owing chapter 
for a graphic working out of the method. 

63. Han Sui yan: Wing in the tower: Mao-Tse-Tuno apd 
the Cbinese Revolution, p 84, Panther, 1978 
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cratic or socialist eevolution and himself answered 

that it was not the latter but the former. 64 

This revolution is not the classical 

type of bourgeois democratic revolution when the 

upcoming bourgeoisie ~: able to mobilize the 

masses against feudalism. The present historical 

stage imp runists its own specificity on the revolu

tion. Briefly the revolutionary epoch has the follow-

ing features: 

1. At the stage of imperialism and proletarian 

Rsvolution the October Revolution has already broken 

the chain of capitalism and ushered in the socialist 

2. In this epoch the bourgeoisie in the 

colonies and semi colonies have lost their power to 

mobilize the masseG throughly against feudalism 

and imp Q.rialism and carry through the agrarian 

revolution to satisfy the demarrl s of the Vast masses 

of the peasantry. A section of the bourgeoisie in 

these countries has actively sided with imperialism 

and feudalism as compradore bourgeoisie. 

------
64 • Mao-Tse-Tung: 8 Chine sa Revolution and Communist 

Party' SW \/ol.II pp 326•327 op.cit. 
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3. The revolutionary era is characterised 

by the existence of a proletarian power in Soviet 

Union which is prepared to extend support to the 

naUional liberation movements. 

4. ll.Je to the betrayal and vacillating 

nature of bourgeoisie the mantle of leadership 

has fallen on the proletariat which alone can be 

the most throughgoing class in this revolution. 

5. This situation is not merely confined to 

China but is dev~loping in all colonial and semi-co

lonial countEies. 

6. Due to these_ specific features this new 

type of bourgeois revolution is part of the inter

national proletarian rather than part of the bourgeois 

democratic revolutions. 

Mao cha.raterized such a stage of Revolution 

as New Delocratic and defines it as follows. 

'~In present China the bourgeois democratic 
~ 

revolution is no longer the old general type, which 

is now obsolete, but one of a new special type. 

We call this type the new democratic revolution and 

it is developing in all o~her colonial and semi 
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colonial countries as well as in China. The new 

democratic £evolution is part of the world 
. 

proletarian socialist revolution for it resolutely 

opposes imperialism, i.e. international capitalism. 

Politically, it strives for the joint dictatorship 

of the revolutionary classes over the imperialist 

traitors and reactionaries and opposes the transfor

mation of Chinese society into a society under bour

geois dict~torship. Sconomically it aims at the 

nationaliz,tion of all big enterprises and capital 

of tne imperialists traitor,\ and reactionaries and 

distribution among the peasants of the land held by. 

the landlords, eliminating the rich peasant economy. 

Thus the new type of democratic revolution clears 

the way for capitalism on the one hand and creates 

the prerequisites for socialism on the other •••• •~ 65 

In his work 1 New Democrac y1 , Mao analyses 

how this democracy is going to effect basic change""'s 
~ 

in the sphere of the economy, politics and culture. 

Besides the "New Democratic System'' is basically 
.., "" 

the transitional form of state to be adopted in the 

revolutions of the colonial and semi-colonial countries.tt66 

------
65. Nao Tse Tung: ccThe Chinese Revolution and Chinese 

Communist Party: S W Vol.II pp 326-327 op.cit. 

66. Mao Tse Tung: lt On New Democracy", Ibid p35! 
See Marx• s concept of Permanent Revolution and 
Lenin1 s 11 The Dictator shliJp of the Proletariat and 
peasantry'' in the previous chapters. 
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It asserts that the programme of New Democra~,y is 

both the fulfilment of the three principles. 67and 

going be yond it. 

When the war against Chiang Kai Shek had 

decisi vel~ moved in facour of the Communists, 
' just before the final victory in 1949, in the second 

plenary session of the Seventh Central Committee 

of a>C a major debate erupts between Mao-Tse-Tung 

on the one hand and Liu-Shoo-Chi on the other. 

Liu-Shuo-Chi argued that after liberation consolid:a

tion of New D2mocracy was the prime task which may 

last for several decades. Mao on the other hand 

argued that consolidation of New Democracy is a 

comtradiction in terms. The consolidation of New 

Democracy meant nothing other than consolidation of 

the bmurgeoisie. The character of new democracy as 

a transitional form, as part of socialist revolution 

precisely implies the move towards socialism. 68 

------
67. There were the three old principles: Nationali-sm 

Democracy and Peoples livelihood which· after 1924 
he changes into the new three principles: Friend
ship with the Soviet Union, Friendship with the 
Communist Party and Help to Workers and Peasants. 

68. See for intense debate which had tremendous bear
ing during the process after the revolution, M-ao ... 
Tse-Tung • Report to the II Plenary Session of 
the 7th Central Commi ttee• of the CP C March 5,1949 
in s.w. Vol.V. · 
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Mao further reiterated this in 'On the peoples 

democraric dictatorship' " We must wholebeartedly 
' 

rely on the working class, unite with the rest of 

the labouring masses, win over the intellectuals and 

win over to our side as many of the national bour-

geoisie elements as possible ••••• or neutralize them 

•••••• Our present policy is to regulate capitalism~ 

not to destroy it but the national bourgeoisie can

not be the leader of the rev lution, no"r should it 

have the chief role in state power, 69 and the long 

term task is precisely to create conditions for the 

abolition of all classes and the withering away of 
70 

the state." 

Th~ character'of this transitional power is 

whQ:t Mao called 1 the people's democratic dictatorship 

under the leadership of the working class and based 

upon the alliance of workers and peasants. This 

dictatorship was to unite as one with the interna

tional revolutionary forces. 71 It is democracy for 

people and dictatorship of the people over its 

enemies. 
_ _, ____ _ 

69. Mao T~,e,, Tung/'cm .the people's de'!locratic dicta
torshJ.p S.W.vol.I\i = Pg. 42J. op.cJ.t. 

70. Ibid pp 411-12 

71 • Ibid p • 42 2 
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It is not enough if revolutionary masses under the 

leadership of the proletariat capture political 

power. The captur~; of political power must not 

only bring about basic changes in the economic pro

cess but bring about fundamental changes in the 

ideological sphere by giving rise to the domainance 

of the proletariat in the ideological sphere. 

Here Mao was to challenge the mechanistic conceptions 

inher~ in analysing the relationship beWween the 

base and superstructure. 

ijse Spperstrqctpre Belatj apsbjp 

We have already seen how in the historical 

development of Marxism an evolutionist view, which 

takes various forms, begins to prevail. Leninist 

struggle at the philosophical level was basically 

aimed to struggle against this 'evolutionism• 

manifest in the second international. 1h the later 

years of his life during the period of NSP he called 

for relentless struggle against a number of tendencies 

which identified the revolution with the mere increase 

in pr:odYcti2on• In his letter to Joseph Block Engels · 

had asserted the relative autonomy of the super:s~r:ucture 
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and sometimes even assumung dominant form in the 

historical struggle even though the econcbmic le\G1 

is ultimately determining factor. 72 Marx in a 

comment which emphasized the creative role of the 

proletariat in revolutionising all the existing 

relations had commented:. 11 The social revolution 

of the nineteenth century (Marx means the pr.o

letarian revolution) cannot draw its poe try from 

the past, but only from the future ••••• Earlier 

revolutions required recollections of past history 

in order to arrive at its own content, the revolu-

tion of the nineteeJ;lth century must let the dead 

bury their dead 11 •
73 

We find in Mao a great emphasis laid on 

revolutionizing the superstructure. He maintained 

that ender socialism the role of the superstructure 

assumes even greater importance and the struggle in 

the superstructure becomes more acute and complex. 

He wrote in 1957, 11 In the ideological field, the 

question of who will win out, the proletariat or 

the bourgeoisie, h~s not yet been settled. We 

still have a long and protracted struggle against 

bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie ideology .n74 

------
12·. Engels: &gels to Joseph Block in Koningsburg 

in M~sc, pp 394-395 op.cit 

73. Marx: "The Eighteenth Brumaire of Luis Bonaparte~ 
in selected works, Vol. I pg. 400 op.cit. 

74. Mao-'ise-Tung: "Speech at the Chinese Communis~ 
Party National Conference on Propaganda Work, 
SN Vol.5 p 434 op .cot 
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This realization and the need to wage 

struggle to change the superstructure w as part and 

parcel of the struggle ·during the long period of the 

Chinese revolution. The method was the same: following 

the mass line, boldl~ arousing the masses to 

express their creativity and initiative, struggle 

against bureaucracy and elitism, dissuading from 

following the beaten tracks and old ways but making 

the past to ser -..e the present ,·;1d foreign things 

serve the Chinese. These struggles were closely 

linked up with immediate pplitical struggles ·of 

furthering the revolution and consolidating the 

new relations. The cultural sphere although has 

its specific autonomy, it is intimately related with 

political struggles. Therefore, it is necessary 

to wage struggles in the sphere of culture to revolu

tionise the existing class-relations, and develop 

a proletarian culture. 

"Revolutionary culture is a p~erful revolu

t:honary weapon for the broad masses of the people. 

It prepares the ground ideologically before the 

revolution comes and i1an important, indeed essential 

fighting from in the general revolutionary front 

during the revolution.n75 

-------
75. Mao Tse Tung: "On Nc:w Democracy'', S.W. Vol.2, 

p 340 op .cit. 
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In his talks' at Yenan forum of art, Mao 

stresses that the new culture must take a definite 

proletarian stand. Every class begets its own 

culture and attempts to spread its ideological 

hegemony. Even at the New Damocratic stage the 

new culture can be the only one based an and 

expressing the class interests of the proletariat 

as it is the most revolutiona:J¥y}class. The N:w 

~mocratic culture is not produced to satisfy the 

task of the superior people but to improve the 

cultural standards of the masses who can use the 

culture as a weapon in their struggle. 

Mao staunchly opposed the debasement which 

goes in the name of culture which is nothing but 

political pamphletearing. It looks at the masses 

scorn full Y• Culture has its ovm autonomy. The ref ore, 

" •••• life reflected in works of literature and arj 

can and ought to be in a higher plane, more intense 

more concentrated, more typical, nearer the ideal 

and therefore m't,lst be universal than actual everyday 

life. ·~76 

Many of these themes that were thrown up on 

the superstructure were to be the crucial themes that 

left their impact during the process of transition 

in China after 1949. 

------
76: Mao Tse Tung: "ralks at the Yonan forum on 

Literature•• and art' S.W.Vol.3 pp 8l-82,op.cit 
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The Period of Transition; Debate on New Democracy or 
Socialism 

At the close of the civil war in 1949, the Chinese 

Communist Party possessed the rich experience gathered in the 

period of national liberation war and espeCially the experience 

of the new democratic changes eft.octed at the Yent}an base 
I 

area, apart from tm. theoretical summing up of the .class 
?? 

struggle effected in Manism-Leninism ·and the practical 

experience of Socialist transition in Soviet Union. Afeer 

countrywide victory two basic contradictions Will still last 

in China, said !-'lao in March 1949. The first is internal, i.e. 

the contradiction between the working class and bourgeoisie, 
78 

the second is ex.ternal, i.e. With imperialism. We have already 

stated how the second plenum of the seventp congress was 

deeply divided on the question Whether the policy should be to 

move towards socialism or consolidate new democracy. Mao 

argued for tt.e first and Liu Sho Chi for the second. The line 

of Liu Sho Chi basically boiled down to giving a full reign to 

the national bourgeoisie and in agriculture to the rich peasantry 

in the interests of increasing production. Although the plenum 

passed resolutions that state economy and not private economy 

would assume leadership and tbat agriculture Would be gradually 

led from individual operation to collective development, the 

differing positions expressed in tt.e plenum were continued to 

?7. 

?8. 

See, Lenin- State & Revolution, P• 65. FLP, Peking, 19?0. 

Mao Tse-tung, Report to Second session of Seventh Central 
Committee, vol. 4, P• 369. 
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be pursued in practice as well as in ideological struggles. 

For Mao, however, the objective during the period of transition 

was to move towards a society where classes, state power and 

parties become extinct. For him, the Communists • lean to one 

side' because given the circUllstances in China, one leaned 

either to the side of imperialism or soCialism. The character 

of the state power in the transitional period is the people's 

democratic dictatorship under the leadership of the working 

class and based on the alliance of workers and peasant. The 

national bourgeoisie will not be expropriated but definitely 
79 

be regulated. The debate engendered by this analysis led to 

two differing perspectives regarding the policy to be adopted 

in the transitional period. These perspectives were to be 

reflected in each and every measure adopted during the period. 

The Debate revolved around concrete questions. 

(a) One position While admitting the necessity of land reforms 

insisted that no requisitioning of the land and property of 

rich peasants Will be done. The forces in the countryside 

after land reforms must have their free play in order to increase 

production - i.e. free markets and pricing and freedom to buy 

and sell land, to hire tenants, to select crops to plant. Only 

When the conditions are mature for the extensive applicatiqn 

of mechani.:!ed farming, for the organization of oollective farms 

79. See Mao Tse- tung: 'On the People's Demo era tic Dictatorship' 
in SRWMT, P• 371-389, op.cit. 
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and for the socialist refcinn of the rural areas Will the 

need for a rich peasant economy cease. This argument was 

mainly represented by Liu Shao Chi. 

(b) The other view argued that the p:rincipi\t task is not 

the consolidation of the rich peasant in the name of increasing 

production, but encouraging the forces in tll! countryside 

building towards socialization, i.e., not only mobilise the 

landless labour and poor peasantry towards the land refonns 

but towards cooperative organisation of agriculture. The State 

must increasingly come to the support of these cooperative 

organizations. Rural collectivization Will change the relations 

existing in the countryside and increase productive forces: 

Mao representing this approach was to say that given the condi

tions of agriculture, cooperation must precede _the use of big 

machinery. Socialist industrialization cannot be carried out 
\ 

in isolation from agricultural cooperation. 

What was at stale in these arguments apparently clouded 

in still unfozmulated language, were major theoretical issues, 

that were discussed in t.t:e second and the fourth congress of 

Comintem as well as the decade long debate in Soviet Union 
80 . 

during. the period of industrialization. The effect of the 

first view in practice boiled doWn to this: In colonies and 

semi-colonies after national. liberation, the first task is to 

develop capitalism. Only when productive forces are sufficiently 

80. See the Debate on Indus t:riali za tion in Soviet Union in 
the pievious chapter. 
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developed can socialist transition can be undertaken. For 

the development of agriculture industrial development must 

precede. To undertake this industrial development resources 

have to be found. These resources can be found by two ways. 

Either through external aid, i.e. SoViet Ubion or the Western 

Capitalist countries, or by increasing agricultural producti

vity, undervaluing agricultural commodities and transfering 
81 

the surplus to indus try. Therefore, it is necessary to 

restrain the landless labour and poor peasantry from demanding 

drastic changes in the existing relations in the countryside. 

It was also at the same time a plea to follow the model of 

Soviet Union, With regard to collectivization. 

The other vieW rested on the folloWing arguments: 

The second congress of. the comintern had clearly stated that 

it is possible for the colonies and semi-colonies directly 

to pass to the socialist transition Without mediated by 

capitalism. Lenin in his last works - •on cooperation', 

•Our Revolution' and •Better fewer but Better' had strongly 
82 

argued for a political alJ.iance with the peasantry. Besides, 

the revolution had bred tremendous ho}eS and initiative among 

the landless labour and poor peasantry in China. Allowances 

to the .free play of the forces in the countryside meant 

actually allowing the free play of the rich peasantry. 

81. Ibid. 

82. See Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 33, pp .46?-69 and 
P• 4?4. 
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The increase in the role of the rich peasant and the curbing 

of the revolutionary initiative of the pOor peasantry by the 

communist party is sure to drive the landless labour and poor 

peasants into the bold of the rich peasant who Will be able. 

to dictate terms to the new State. If the peasantry is not 

to be squeezed to provide surplus to industrialisation then 

the new state has to base 1 tself more and more on foreign 

aid bringing in from the backdoor imperialism thus reducing 

the new state to a compradore status. 

From this .view, Which Mao insisted earlier, the crucial 

alternative before China was either to lean towards Socialism 
83 

or Imperialism. Besides, landless labour and poor peasantry 
84 

was becoming more and more receptive to collecj;ivization. 

The only conclusion to Mao was to give full support to this 

movement. 

The struggl.e between these two lines was to go on till 

1953, when the DJOVement f'or cooperatives also picked up 

momentum. Only in October 1953, the general line for the 

peri-od of transition to socialism passed by the Central 

84. 

Mao -''On the Democratic Dictatorship of the Proletariat 
and Peasantry'' - ,SRWMT, P• 376. 

See the analysis •on the question of agricultural 
cooperation' , Ibid. , p • 389. 
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85 
Committee affinned collectivization and cooperatives. 

The strategy that was followed was to unite the poor 

and middle peasants in the cooperatives, to let the state 

extend all support to their organization and then persuade 

the rich peasantry to join these cooperatives. Most of this 

work was accomplished through persuasion, although there 

were also a few violent clashes but nothing to compare wi tb 

that of the Soviet Union in 1930-31. The leadership role 

of the working class was to be maintained during the process 
. 86 

but they were to advance together with the peasantry. 

8 5. The coopers tive movement was to progress through various 
stages: Mutual and working groups and ploughing teams, 
based on individual fanning were fonned by peasants 
in the Red areas for a better organization of labour 
power during the second revolutionary civil war period 
( 1945-1949). On the principle of voluntary participation 
and mutual benefit, the members did an equal amount of 
work for each other or if one could not give another 
as much help as he received he made up the difference 
in cash. There were temporary mutual-aid-teams, the 
all year round mutual-aid-team and the agricultural 
producers cooper,atives characterised by the pooling of 
land as shares. 

Semi socialist cooperatives made unified use of land 
and rational use of farm implements, carried on collec
tive labour and practised distribution according to 
work, and had a fair amount of common propertyp On 
the other hand, the mem'Qers still retained their privat e 
ownership of land and other means of production and 
revised dividends on their land shares and interim 
payments for the pooling of their farm tools and draught 
animals (See Note in Mao Tse Tung: On the Question of 
Agricultural Cooperation in SR'WMT, p. 419). From these 
early forms the fully developed cooperatives were to 
be formed. 

· 86. See Lenin; C .w., Vol. 33, p. 326. 
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In 1955 Jvlao warned those who feared that the drive towards 

collectiVization is going to turn the peasantry against the 

state: •some comrades have found in the history of communist 

party of 0oviet Union grounds for criticizing what they call 

impetuousity and rashness in our present work of agricultural 

cooperation ••• but on no account should we allow these 

comrades to use the Soviet experience as a cover for their 
87 

. idea of moving at a snails pace.' 

The two line struggle concerning changing the conditions 

in industry was to take a different dimension. In industry 

the one man management was retained. It was subjected to 

heavy attack and a change occurred officially on~y in the 

eighth congress of CCP in 1956, when a new system called 

factory manager responsibilfty under the collective leader

ship of. the factory Party Committee was made official. The 

trade unions basically followed the soviet model. 

In the industrial sector in the initial phases the policy 

basically followed was that of the Soviet Union with primacy 

accorded to heavy industry. A system of individual worker 

·responsibility, piecework, bonuses, wage incentives and a 

vertical hierarchy of origanization was practiced, charac

terised by the division of labour. 

The first five year plan adopted in 1953 basically 

took the soviet planning as the guide. It put too much 

87. Mao Tse Tun~, •on Agricultural Coperation•, 
SRWMT, op.c~t., P• 407. 
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emphasis on the development of heavy industry at the 

expense of light indus try and on highly centralized planning 

at the expense of local initiative. The economic model that 

was practiced increased the power of the bureaucracy in 

Peking enormously. 

Inspite of struggles against this model at a number of 

industrial centres, it was to continue as the predominant 

fonn. It was quite in contrast with the experience of 

production in the liberated areas, where reliance on the 

masses, releasing mass.initiative, self reliance, crucial 

role of agrcul ture ex>mbating elitism and bureacra tism were 

stressed. 

From 1955 onwards a serious critique of the model 

dominant in the first few years of transition was to evolve 

in entirely new directions, rejecting the dominant Soviet 

model of development as bequeathed in ·1949. Mao articulated 

this new approach in a speech given to the enlarged meeting 

of the Poll tical Bureau of the Central Committee in April 

19 56 called 1 On the Ten Major Relationships' • In 1 t he 

criticized the policy of giving one sided priority to industry. 

Light industry and agriculture bring about faster accumulation 

and ensure the long term growth of' industry. This was 

expressed in the concept •Agriculture was the foundation of' 

China's economy and indus try the leading factor. Here Mao 

88. See lvtao Tse Tung: 1 GetOrganizedn, s.w. Vo1.3, p. 154. 
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explictly· criticized the policy followed in Soviet Union for 

primitive accumulation by sqeezing agriculture. He said 

'this method of capital accumuJ.ation has seriously dampened 

the peasants• enthusiasm for production. You want the hen 

to lay more eggs and yet you don't feed it, you want the 

horse to run fast and yet you don't let it graze. What kind 
89 

of logic is thatl In the same way Mao criticized the 

thrust of giving priority to defence at the expense of 

economic construction, and to centralization at the expense 

of local initiatives. He criticized the tendency to con

centrate development in a few zones rather than develop it 

unifonnly; .the vast expenditure on training experts and 

leaving the masses, semi-literate and the gulf between mental 

8.Jld manual labour. He asserted that there is a contradiction 

between the 'individual producer, the productive units and 

the state given the stage of transition that China was in. 

The theses presented in 'The Ten Major Relationships', as 

Mao rightly pointed out was an attempt to break from the 

Soviet model and to chalk a new path towards 'socialist 
-90 

transition.. It was openly admitted that in this process 

of transition, imbalances and contradictions in the economy 

and among the people continued to survive • 

.89. Mao Tse Tung: 'On Ten Major Relationships', s.w., Vol. 5, p. 291. op.cit. 

90. Mao Tse Tung: 'Talks at the Chengtu Conference, Talk of 
March 1858•, in Stuart Schram {ed), Chairman Mao Talks 1 

to the People, p. 101, New York, Pantheon, 1972. 



By 1956 the completion of socialization of the means of 

production both in agriculture and industry was effe·cted. 

In the 8th Congress of CPC, however, Liu- Sho-Chi proposed 

the line that the princi~~ contradiction in China was 'bet

ween the advanced socialist system and the l::ack.Ward social 

productive forces• which was to be adopted by the Congress. 

It was the same definition that Stalin had provided of the 

socialist system: That after the ownership of the means of 

production was socialised the main struggle rested in teims 

of developing the productive forces. For Liu therefore the 

lines of revolutionary storms and tides were over. New 

relations of production have been set up, and the aim of 

the struggle is changed into one of safeguarding the success

ful development of the productive forces of society; a 

corresponding change in the methods of struggle will conse-
91 

quen tly have to follow. 

However, Mao's investigation of the situation and his 

assessment of the class relations in China were to convince 

him that ttthe cl.ass struggle is by no means over. The class 

strugale between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, the 

class. struggle between the various political forces and the 

class struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie 

91. Liu Sho Chi, The Political Report of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of China to the 8th National 
Congress of the Party in 8th national congress of CPC, 
Vol. 1, Documents P• 82, FLP, Peking 1956. 
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in the ideological field will still be protracted and 

tortuous and at times even very sharp. The proletariat seeks 

to transform the world according to its own world outlook 

and so does the bourgeoisie. In this respect, the question 

of which Will win out socialism or capitalism, is not really 
92 

settled· yet" and he would declare against the official 

revolution of the eighth party congress that 1 the basic 

contradictions in socialist society are still those between 

the relations of production - on and productive forces, and 
93 

that between the superstructure and the economic base. 

It, therefore, proclaimed the primacy of classstruggle 

to change the relations of production, in or$ier to augment 

productive forces themselves. It presupposed struggles 

against the bureaucracy, state organs and other instruments 

of power and mvolutionizing the culture in order to create 

new socialist relations and improve production. This was 

once again asserting the mass line strongly. Mao felt that 

behind the Stalinist theory of productive forces\there was a 
94 . 

profound distrust of the masses. nstalin emphasized only 

technology, technical cadre. He wanted nothing but technology, 
95 

nothing but cadre; no politics, no massesn. 

92. Mao Tse Tung: On the Correct Handling of Contradiction 
Among People, s.w., Vol. 5, p. 4o9. op.cit. 

93• Ibid., P• 390. 

94. Mao Tse Tung: A Criti~e of SovietEconomj,es, p. ~35~ 
l'iOnthly Review Press, ew York and London, 1977. 

95. Ibid., P• 129 • 



8 te ps in the direction of Alternative S trat.e ties 
for Transition 
Tbe Hun<ired Flowers Blossom Campaign 
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The Hundred Flowers movement began in May 1956. After 

the liberation due to the growth of bureaucracy in the 

party and of state machinery, industrial enterprises and 

cooperatives, mass criticism, mass initiatives was getting 

suppressed. The San Fuon (three anti) and Wu Fun (Five anti) 
96 

movements, immeidately after liberation although had 

raised mass initiative to counter bureaucratism and class 

enemies making the party cadres accountable to ~eople it was 

to be me rely a temporary respite. Rules, directives and. the 

existing cultural apparatuses gave only a limited expression 

to this initiative. If mass initiative had to be generated, 

if the gradually declining initiative of the masses to be 

fostered it was necessary that the masses express themselves. 

Besides if there were- classes in China then only through 

their class expressions would prevailing tendencies come 

to surfa~ and then analysed and acted upon. Therefore, 

Jvlao said, 'letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred · 

schools of thought contend is the policy for promoting the 

progress of the arts and the sciences and a flourishing 

socialist culture. For arts and science to develop free 

96. The San ll'an movement was against the party cadres to 
counter the three nils of corruption, waste and 
bureaucracy. The •wu .Fan' movement was against capita
lists to counter bribery, tax evasion, theft of state 
property, cheating on Government contracts and stealing 
of economic information. See Mao-Tse-Tung: 'On the 
Struggle against the Three Evils and five evils: 
in s.w., Vol. 5, p. 69, op.cit. 
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discussion is necessary and hasty actions should be avoided. 

Mao maintained that even Mar.x:ism can be criticised. If Marxism 

is the scientific doctrine it has to prove itself_. Besides 

Mar.x:ism can develop itself only through struggle. Wrong 

ideas can be challenged not dogm,atically but by a process 
97 

of serious investigation, discussion, criticism, and reasoning. 

The movement expressed that there were strong class 

contradictions in Chinese society at all levels. The big 

character posters ( tatzepao) make their appearance during 

this period. The bo\irgeoisie and their intellectual repre

sentatives launched a strong counter offensive attacking 

even the communist party and the socialist road. Only then 

a campaign against the rightists was launched. But it was 

a first experiment to show that the party is not an idealist 
. 98 

insturnent,. but must be subjected to criticism. The anti 

rightists campaign emboldened the workers to criticize the 
99 

administrative elite. Big posters were written on it. 

As a result of this campaign the factory administration was 

altered drastically. A tripple alliance of a dminis tra ti ve 

cadres, technicians and workers was organized. The first 

two categories had to participate in worker's labour at 

97. As portrayed by Liu Shao Chi in 'How to be a Good 
Communistt 

98. In the Factory Walls, Mao Tse-Tung wrote this peem: 
"Only in wind and thunder can the country show 1 ts vigor 
Alas, the ten thousand horses are all muted 
0 Heaven, bestir yourself, I beseech you 
And send down men of many talents" 
See Han Suyin, op.cit. 

99. See Han Suiyan, op. cit., p. 148. 
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least twice a week. Workers• committees in factories were 

organized. 

b) The fesn!le' s_Cpmmune and Great LeaR Forward 

Both these movements were integral to ea~cb other. The 

resolution on the great leap f'or~.ra.rd sta.fted its aim as 'to 

carry out the technological and cultural revolutj.on simul

taneously with the socialist revolution on the political 

and ideological fronts; to develop industry and agriculture 

simultaneously With priority development to industry; to 

develop central and local industries simultaneously under 

central leadership, overall planning and in coordination; 

and to develop large, medium and small enterprises simulta

neously. To buld socialism, foster, better and more econo

mically by exerting efforts to the utmost and pressing ahead 

consistently' • In these movements the scope of land-ownership 

was raised to a higher level through the combination of the 

cooperatives. The cormnune came to be the basic unit of 

production, developed as a largely self-sufficient unit 

thn>ugh the development of agriculture, commerce, health, 

mi.litary affairs, industry, education and culture integrally 

through the mobilization of the large peasantt masses. It 

was aimed to narrow down the differences between ttMn and 

:country, wor~rs and peasants, mental and mannual labour, 

and production carried out on a self reliant basis. It was 

during this period that the general line for socialist 
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construction, 'The three red banners was developed, i.e. 

going all out, aiming high and achieving greater, faster, 

better and more economic results in building socialism. 

This movement was directly in opposition to the model 

articulated by another section of the Party, i.e. dependence 

upon advanced technology of the foreign oountries and centra

lized mechanism to ensure development. Here the conscious 

role of the masses in increasing production and building 

socialism was stressed. Man: had earlier said that the 

revolutionary class is the greatest force in production. 

The great lea~ forward was to effect a profound change in 

the entire social map of China dnd subject to a thorough

going critic the accepted model of socialist construction 

provided by Soviet Union. Due to this movement the whole of 

China was to be dotted with small and medium level industries, 

larger irrigation projects and the peasantzy was to acquire 

technical and organization skills. Large scale experiments 

on improving productivity and_ productive power of labour 

were tobe undertaken. Education and Technology came to be 

closely linked up With p:roduction and mass control. New 

socialist relations were forged by establishing joint 

bodies of workers, technicians and party cadres. The 

division between mental and manual labour was to be minimised 

by persuading the intellectuals to put in certain hours of 

manual work and establishing special training programmes :for 



peasants and workers. The workers were to assume their 
100 

great role as educators by moving out to the countryside. 

CoDliDenting on it one wr:Lter says: "Whatever its mistakes 

and mishaps, (in the great leap) by an immense effort, one 

quarter of humanity was making a two mi~nia leap from 

Confucian China to modem China, from pre scientific thought 

to scientific thought breaking all barriers and questioning 

, all accepted values, creating a new economic frame work and 
101 

new societal relations, a new way of thinking amd living". 

Of course there were a lot of mistakes and illusions. 

There was the illusion of making a straight transition to 

CODliDUnism. In the enthusiasm, disequilibrium was created 

in a number of sectors of the economy, statistics were 

bolstered up~ wrong plan projections were made. 

The opposition led by Peng-Teh-Huait the defence minister 

was to make capital £rom the miStakes and excesses demanding 

a return to the earlier model. They accused Mao for exaggerat-
102 

ing man• s eonscious dynamic role. 

100. The slogans Which plastered the Whole of China during 
the period give an inkling of the initiative: 'Push 
out the Withered; Take in the new; Walk on two legs; 
Turn over your life; Don• t crawl behind others at a 
snail's pace; Down with all foreign frameworks; 
Self-reliance; Strilse the iron While hot; Better get 
it done in one stroke than drag on' (Ibid. p. 153). 

101. Ibid., p. 162. 

102. See 'Three Major Struggles in China's Philosophical 
Front', op.cit., p. 5. 
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~Iao takes responsibility for the large scale chaos that 

had taken place. But compared the great leap forward with 

that of Paris commune and points out how Ma:cc inspite of its 

short time existence took a long term view of it. The great 

leap cannot be assessed in terms of its short term economic 

results, Mao insisted but in terms of its impact in, resolving 
103 

the contradictions of the transition. 

It was during this period that Liu Shao ~hi and others 

were to come out With 70 articles for the regulation of 

industry. They reasserted the centrali.zed planning and shut 

down a number of concerns established during the great leap 
104 

as uneconomic. But we find Mao reflecting on the great 

leap forward in terms of socialist innovations and as a stage 

in the uninterupted revolutionary transformation during 
105 

socialism. In 1962, Mao was to issue his call again 1 never 

forget class struggle' against the notion of the dying out 

of class struggle. •Socialist society covers a considerably 

long historical period. In this historical period of socialism 

there are still classes, class struggle; there is the 

struggle between the capitalist road and socialist road and 

the:te is the danger of capitalist restoration. We must 

recognize tre protracted and complex nature of this struggle. 

We must heighten our vigilance. We must conduct socialist 

103. 
104. 

105. 

Schram: •speech at the Lushan Conference•, op.cit., p.146. 
Avakian, Bob; op.cit., P• 116. 

See Mao Tse-tung: Critique of Soviet Economics, op.cit., 
PP• 115-134. 
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education. We must correcUy understand and handle class 

contradictions and class struggle ••••• otherwise a socialist 

country like ours Will turn into its opposite and depnerate 
106 

and a capitalist restoration Will take place. This was 

totally opposed to Liu' s standpoint publis,t:led in 'The Triumph 

of Mazxism- Leninism in China• Where he argued of the dying 

out of class struggle echoing Khrushchev in the 21st Congress 
10? 

of CPSU. 

The Sino-Soviet Conflict - Diverging Conceptions 
of revolution 

In order to understand the further course undertaken 

to carry forward the revolution in China we need to see 

briefly hoW the Chinese party viewed ideologically its split 

With the Soviet Union. We Will not be able to focuss on the 

entire range of ideological issues involved in this dispute. 

Only the major aspects are highlighted. It must also be 

mentioned that the intensification of ideological conflict 

With Soviet Union went hand in hand with the struggles between 

the two lines in China. 

In the 20th Congress of CPSU, Khruschev made two crucial 

speeches: The one - the condemnation of Stalin - and the 

other - the line of peaceful transition to socialism and 

peaceful coexistence ..... In the latter Khrushchev argued that 

106. Mao Tse tung, quote~ in"Report to the Nineth National 
Congress of the CPC, by Lin Piao, pp. 22-23, FLP, 
Peking, 1969. 

107. Liu Shao Chi, Problems of Peace and Socialism, New 
International Review, September 14, 1959. 
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due to the strength of the Socialist camp and of the peace 

loving forces of the world it is possible to move over peace

fully towards socialism. Peaceful coexistence of states With 

differing social systems and constant strengthening of the 

socialist system through economic competitions is possible. 

Besides due to the nuclear weapons a policy of war must be 

relegated. 

In tl'E 'Historical Experience of the Dictatorship of the 

Proletariat•, Which was the first response of the Chinese party 

to this line, it was asserted that a socialist society is not 

free from class struggle and contradictions. It was asserted 

that it is not merely enough to denounce Stalin but also shoW 

his positive contributions. In addition, in December 1956, 

in the article 'More on the Historical Experience of the 

Dictatorship of the Proletariat• the Chinese Communist Party 

asserted, that the principle contradiction in the world is 

be tseen imperialism and socialism and calls for the need of 

socialist count~es and the oppressed nations and people to 

fight against the common enemy - imperialism. The conferenc e 

of 64 countries that gathers in Moscow in 1959 does not bridge 

the ideological gap, but puts forward just an ecclectic 

document which consisted of irreconciliable positions. The 

main arguments from CPC that questioned the innovation of 

Khruschev and had a: tremendous bearing on revolutionary 

strategies are as follows: 
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1. Imperialism by its nature is aggressive. As lon·g as 

imperialism exists there Will be soil for wars of aggression. 

The war designs of imperialism can b! fought only by boldJ.y 

arousing the masses against imperialism and revisionism and 

fully supporting the struggle of national liberation movements 

and working class struggles in imperialist countries. 

2. The talk of 'mutual conciliation•, • concessions•, 

• accommodation' hides the character of imperialism, deceives 

the people and does not provide full support to national 

liberation struggles and the struggles of the oppressed. 

3· The national liberation wars as integral part of socialist 

revolution have to be supported as they weaken imperialism 

and strengthen the socialist camp. Giving primacy to peaceful 

coexistence and world peace Will is tantamount to opposing 

revolution by oppressed nations and people. 

~. The emergence of nuclear weapons do not change the 

character· of war as continuation of politics. It has not 

changed the nature of imperialism. There are still just wars 

and unjust wars. While one should struggle for a complete ban 

on nuclear weapons this should be done by mobilizing the people 

rather than compromising with imperialism. 

5. In war we should strategically despise the enemy, though 

tactically take him seriously. This is possible only through 

reliance on the masses. 
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6. The principle of peaceful coexistence can apply only 

to relations between countries With different social systems, 

not to relations between oppressor and oppressed nations, nor 

to relations between oppzessed and oppressing classes. 

Whenever the possibility of peaceful transition appears in a 

country the communists must support it. But there cannot be 

compromises on fundamental principles of Manism-Leninism. 
·. 108 

One needs to distinguish between wish and reality. 

7• The independence and equality of parties based on 
109 

Mar.xism-Leninism must be respected. 

8. Neo-colonialism is a more pernicious and sinister form 
110 

of colonialism. 

9. The social.is t countries must become the base areas for 

supporting and developing the :revolution of the oppressed 

nations and people 1 s throughout the world, fonn the closest 

alliance with them and carry the proletarian world revolution 
111 

through to completion. 

10. Antagonistic classes and class struggle continue to exist 

under socialism generally and that the:refore the reversion 

from working class rule to bourgeois. dictatorship and the 

restoration of capitalism in a socialist country is possible 
\ 

not only through a:nned capitalist intervention but also when 

108. See "The ~ifferences be tween Comrade Toglia tti and Ul'' 
People's l>aily Editorial, 31 December 1962. 

109. "Workers of all countries Unite, Oppose our Common 
Enemy'', Ibid., 15 December 1962. 

110. see "Apologists for New Coloniallsm•t, FLP, Peking 1963. 

111. Ibid., P• 35• 
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the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat takes the 

road of revisionism of the road of peaceful evolution as a 

result of the degeneration of the leadership of the party and 

state. The formulations - 1The peaceful dying out of classes' 

or the 'state of the whole people' as outlined in the 21st 

and 22nd Congress of CPSU are nothing but anti-Mar.xist-Leninist. 

:1:1. Before Khrushchev, the new bourgeois elements had not 

occupied ruling positions in soviet society. With Khrushchev's 

usurpation of party and state power these elements have risen 
11 

to ruling class positions, which accounts for changing the 

conception of world revolution yet dominant in socialist 

parties. The bureaucrat class in power in Soviet Union on 

the one hand and the working class togetmr With the poor and 

lower-middle peasants on the other are two classes sharply 

antagonistic to each other. 

In 1 apologists of new-colonialism' Khrushchev was 

denounced as a lackey of imperialism. On March 1964, in 

'The Proletarian Revolution and Khrushchev's Revisionism', 

Khrushchev was called as the greatest capitulationist in 

history and a call to overthrow Khrushchev was issued to the 

CPSU. The breach between CPSU and CPC was complete. 

See Khrushchev's phoney Communism and its Historical 
Lesson for the world', p. 61, FLP, Peking 1964. 
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(c) The Cultural Revolution 

Before we proceed to deal with the issue of cultural 

revolution it is necessary to state that in the mid-' 60s 

crucial issues were at stake regarding the Mazxist concept 

of revolution, continuing the revolution under the dictatorship 

of the plbletariat; the role of imperialism; the nature of 

revisionism and the means to tackle it; the role of the 

communist parties; the character of national liberation and 

anti-colonial struggles. The two line struggle in China at 

the ideological plane, the struggles of the late fifties in 

building socialism through oontinued revolution and the ideo

logical debates With SoViet Union touched at the oore of some 

of these major issues. But the dispute over the reality or 

non reality of these issues isolated from practice was a 
112 

purely scholastic question. Therefore, the cultural revolu-

tion for Mao had its object •t'o solve the problem of world 

outlook and eradicate revisionism ••• to strengthen the capa-
113 

bili ty to resist revisionism at any time' • It was supposed 

to be an instrument c(,t the ttage and under the condi. tions of 

the dictatorship of the proletariat to overthrow the bourgeoisie 

and move foiWard to communism. We Will have to briefly see 

hoW consonant were the practices With the ultimate objective 

and in what foims the proletariat were to reseize the power. 

1 II II 1 2. Mazx: Thesis on Feurbach, in German Ideology, p. 651, 
op.cit. 

113. Mao Tse tung: quoted in 'People's China•, Milton and 
Schurman, (ed.) pp. 263-e4. 
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The two-line struggle taking place in China and the 

division of the socialist camp into two ideologically polar 

lines and their differing perception of the revolutionary 

process has already been dealt With. Therefore, in 1964, we 

find Mao asking the question: •What is Revolution• and answer 

that •Revolution is the proletariat overthrowing the capita

lists, the peasants overthrowing the landlords and afterwards 

setting up a workers• and peasants political power and more

over to continue to consolidate it. At present, the task 

of the revolution is not completed. It has not been finally 

determined Who in the end Will overthrow whom. In the 

Soviet Union, is not Khrushchev in power, is not the bourgeoi

sie in powel'Z We toor. have cases in which political power 
114 

is in the grip of the bourgeoisie". 

Who were these new bourgeoisie? Till 1964, this question 

was answered by more or less repeating Lenin who referred to 

revisionist influence as stemming from the influence exerted 

by the overthrown exploiters still active at various la~rs 
115 . 116 

of the society, due to the small commodity producers the 

114. Schram ( e d.) 1 Talks With Mao 2 Yuan Hsin in 'Chairman 
Mao Speaks', op.cit., p. 243. 

115. "The class exploiters, til! landowners and capitalists 
have not disappeared and cannot disappear all at once 
under the dictatorship of the proletariat. The exploi
ters have been smashed, but not destroyed. They still 
have an international base in the form of international 
capital, of which they are a branch. They still retain 
certain means of production in part, they still have 
money, they still have vast social connections, because 
they have been defeated, the energy of their resistence 
has increased a hundred and thousand fold. The art of 
State, Military and Economic administration gives them 
a superiority and a very great superiority so that 

( contd •••• ) 
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existence of capitalism on a Wide scale and due to the super

structures of the earlier ruling classes manifest in habit 

and tradition. The new bourgeoisie continuously emerge from 

the very ground that is once cleared as long as bourgeois 
117 

relations last. 

It was in late 1964, that Mao was to declare whe,re the 

heart of the new revisionism lie. "The main target of the 

present movement are those party persons in power following 
118 

the capitalist road". This was true not only m garding 

the SoViet Union but also China. The revisionism in SoViet 

Union and the revisionism in China l4t"f4 inextrically bound. 

Revisionism is not merely a phenomenon in China but an inter-
119 

national phenomenon. The fitting answer to Revisionism lie 

only in Revolution, by overthrowing the pre sent apparatus 

which is dominated by the party bureaucracy. It is the masses 

(last page f .n. contd ••• ) . 
115. their importance is incomparably greater than their 

numerical propotion of the population". 
(Lenin: 11 Economic and Politics in tm era of dictatorship 
of the proletariat~• c.w., Vol. )), p. 115. 

116. Small production engenders capitalism and the bourgeoisie 
continuously, daily, hourly, spontaneously and on a mass 
scali.tt, Lenin, II Left Wing Communism an infantile dis
order••, in sw, vo1.3, P• 293, op.cit. 

117. nyes by overthrowing the landowners and bourgeoisie we 
cleared the way but we did not build the edifice of 
socialism. On the ground cleared of one bourgeois genera-· 

tion, new generations continuously appear in history, 
as long as the ground gives ·rise to them and it does 
give rise to any number of bourgeoisie. As for those who 
look at the victory over the capitalists in the way that 
the petty proprietors look at it - they grabbed, let me 
have a go too - indeed every one of them· is the source 
of a new genera ti.on o6 bourgeoisie" • 
Lenin, ''Report on the Immediate Task of the Soviet 
Government~ c.w., vol. 27, p. ))0. 

( contd ••• ) 
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through their struggle Who have to overthrow the apparatus 

and establish new revolutionary institutions and create new 

socialist relations. This can be done by fighting those Who 

under the name of socialism, occupy the top party position 
1C::O 

but carry on bourgeois practices. The rise to power of 
121 

revisionism means the I'ise to power of the bourgeoisie. 

The socialist education movement from 1962 had created 

an ideological climate all over China; The existence of classes 

class struggle and necessity to continue the struggle under 

the dictatorship of the proletariat was already announced. 

(last page f .n. con td ••• ) 

118. Quoted in the Ninth National Congress of the Communist 
Party of China (Documents), (9th Party Congress Report) 
P• 25, FLP, Peking, 1969. 

119. Lenin: 'Marxism and Hevisionism', in sw, vo1.1, p. 55, 
op. cit., This phrase was often quoted in China. 

120. Engels comments Iegarding the struggle they waged 
against socialists are extremely enlightening: 'The 
development of the proletariat proceeds everywhere 
amidst internal struggle •••• And when like Mazx and 
myself, one has fought harder all one's life long against 
the alleged socialists than against anyone else (for we 
only regarded the bourgeoisie as a class and hardly 
involved ourselves in oonflicts With individual bourgeoi
sie) one cannot greatly gn"\e that the inevitable struggle 
has broken out (Fredrick Engels 'Letter to August Bebel, 
October 28, 1882, lViESC, P• 333). 

121. Mao Tse-tung. Quoted in Report on the ReP.sion of the 
Party Constitution by Wang-Hung Wen in 'Mao Makes five' 
Mao Tse tung's last great battle, Raymond Lotta (ed.), 
p. 96. Banner Press, Chicago, 1978. 
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The debates against revisionism both internally and externally 

had generated a different atmosphere.. On the plane of 

economic practice, after the great leap fo:rward Centralization 

and bureau<O'atism had alr-eady occured. Rules and regulation 

was the guide to production rather than conscious motivation. 

The commodity system and the eight grade wage system still 

existed. There were the two types of production units: the 

cooperatives and the state sector. Resorting to material 

incentives, putting profit in command, handing out bonuses to 
- 122 

promote production were the dominant practices. The political 

system was highly centr·alized and bureaucratised, which 

flourished by keeping the masses apathetic. The relationship 

between the intellectuals and world.ng masses Which was 

established during the great leap fo:rward as an effort to 

tackle the problem of the mental and manual division of labour 

was totally dissociated. Above all the literary and art field 

still fostered a world view imbibed With oonfucianism which 
123 

fostered reaction. The cultural :revolution, t~refoze, was 

a struggle aimed to basically alter all these relationsh 

to wage bitter struggle against revisionism and educate the 
~ 

revisionists on Matxism on 'the principle 'cure the sickness, 

save the patient'. Therefore, the cultural revolution was 

basically political in character, as Wang Hung Wan said. in his 

122. see, Chang Chun Chiao, •on exercising all round dictator
ship over the ·bourgeoisie' , Peking Review, April 4,1975. 

123. See, Chu Lan: tA Decade of Revolution in Peking Opera' 
Peking Review, August 2, 1974. 
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report on the revision of the Party constitution during the 

ninth congress of CPC. "The great proletarian cultural revolu

tion is a great political revolution carried out under the 

conditions of socialism, by the proletariat against the 

bourgeoisie and all other exploiting classes1 and it is also 
. 12~ 

a deep going party consolidation movement. 

The immediate starting point of the cultural revolution 

was an article by Yao Wen Yuan on Wu Han• s play, 'The dismissal 

of Hai Ju1 1 • Yao criticized Wu Han (vice Mayor of Peking) for 

holding on and propagating bourgeois views. The official 

Peking Press was to block this article. Hectic debates on 

Art and literature, condemning the present policy as bourgeois 

were to appear now. On April 16, 1966, the socialist cultural 

revolution later to be named the great proletarian cultural 

revolution was officially launched. The movement beginning 

with the campaign to spread art and culture, spread to the 

universities and picks up momentum among the workers. The red 

guards as the youthful Wing of this revolution were to emerge 

right from tre beginning. In August 1966, the cultural 

committee of CPC was to issue the guidelines ensuring the 

cultural revolution known as the 16 points. It emphasizes: 

1. The need to boldly arouse the masses as the problem of 

revisionism can be tackled and the establishment of socialist· 

relations can be ensured only on that basis. The outcome of 

124. Wang Hung Wen: in liAnd Mao Makes Fivett, op.cit., 
p. 95. 
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the cultural revolution depends upon how much tte party 

is capable of doing it. 

2. The masses have to liberate themselves through their 

own self-conscious activity. This self-activitt cannot be 

replaced or subjugated to constraint. 

3~ The target of the movement are those in authority Within 

the party and taking the capitalist road. 

~. It gave guidance to correctly handle contradiction among 

people, the question of cadres, and policy towards scientists 

and technicians. 

5. It established the relationship between revolution and 

production. Revolution was asserted as a great motive force 

to increase production. 

6. It applauds the new organization created by the masses in 

the process of the revolution like revolutionary groups, 

committees and congresses in the factories, mines, enterprises 

in the various quarters of the cities, in villages, in the 

state organizations and in educational establishments. It 

recommends that a system of election lile that of the Paris 

commune should be e sta blishe d from these o rgani za tions, 

through struggle, criticism, transformation Whezeby the masses 

educate themselves and form organs of power of the proletarian 

cultural revolution. 

7. The party members must submit themselves to the criticism 

of the masses. But this criticism should be made in a spirit 

of unity. 
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8. The necessity of transforming education, literature, 

art, etc. was strongly emphasized Which should should half in 

consolidating socialist relations. The tatzepao movement was 

to be encouraged. 

9. The main forces of revolution were the workers, peasant 

soldiers - masses and the revolutionary intelligentsia. 

10. The method of the movement was debate, reasoning things 

out, persuasion through reasoning and not by force. The minority 

should be p:rotected because sometimes • the truth lies with 

the minority' • 

11. Old ideas, culture, customs, habits of the exploiting 

classes still mold public opinion, offering just ground for 

restoration of the past. In order to consolidate the dictator

ship of the proletariat the mental outlook must be transformed 
125 

and new values created. 

The support extended by the Central Committee gave added 

boost to the movement. The big character posters, public 

mass criticism of persons in power, the organiza.tion of brigades 

called red guards were to multiply further. Mao himself was 

to put up tte tat22pao 'Bombard the Headquarters'. Shortly 

Liu Shao Chi was to be subjected tto mass criticism. The 

Cultural revolution was to initiate profound transformation 

at all levels of Chinese society: in industry and agriculture 

and this mutual relationship, between the working class and 

See •Decision of the Ch:inese Communist party co;g,cerg1ng 
the Great pmletaria~;t 7 Qult.vraJ Bevolutiopt, FT,p, 
Peking, 1966. 
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peasantry, the intellectuals and the working masses, in the 

party, state apparatuses, art and culture. It sought to bring 

the party, state apparatus, industries, agricultural and 

ideological organizations under mass criticism and control. 

It attempted to alter the relations existing among the various 

sectors and Within the sectors to consolidate socialist rela

tions. For this purpose it threw up new revolutionary organi

zations and new leadership. The attempt was to found class 

alliances on a new basis, training tre masses directly to 

participate in economic, political and cultural processes 

struggle against revisionism and consolidate the dictatorship 

of the pit:>le tariat by making the working class to exercise 
- 126 

their all round leadership. 

The Cultural revolution as manifest in 1966-69 was to 

show some of the most creative aspects of mass initiative and 

dynamism and working class leadership but also shoW the ugliest 
127 

aspects a 1a fasism. It was to show holv deep rooted was the 

bourgeoisie and feudal tendencies and values. It was also to 

manifest weaknesses of a party structure in power really to 

provide revolutionary leadership. However, Mao was to give 

the call to learn from negative example and consolidate the 

gains of the cultural revolution and carry forward the revolution 

126. 

12?. 

For details see, K.S. Karol: ;he Second Chinese Revolu
tion. London, Jonathan Cafe,9?5; William Hinton: •Turn
ing Point in China' - An essay on the CUltural Revolu
tion', New York, 1972. 
Charles Bettleheim; The cultural Revolution and indus
trial organization in China; Monthly Review Press, New 
York, 19?4. 
Joan Robinson: The Cultural Revolution ih China, London, 
19?3· 
contd •.• ) 
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under the dictatorship of the proletariat. •Appamntly we 

could not do Without the Great Proletarian Cultural R@volution. 

For our base was not solid. From my observations, I am afraid 

that in a fairly large majority of factories •••••• leadership 

wa.s not in the hands· of real lvlarxists and the masses of 
128 

workers". 

Engels had defined in his letter to J. Block that the 

economy is the ultimate determinant. The superstructure-politics 

and cultuie, History, traditions, values - exert their 

influence on human consciousness andrthe latter further act 

on the entire social spectrum. The cultural revolution was a 

great effort to confront and face this issue. The problems 

posed by the cultural :revolution and the possibilities of 

their solution would have emerged only through a long contra

dictory process. Therefore, for Mao, the only guarantee to 

establish a new world outlook and move towards communist 

society was to constantly pursue the path of cultural revolution 

under the dictatorship of the proletariat. "a world outlook 

cannot be imposed on anyone, and ideological remolding represents 

(last page f .n. contd ••• ) 
127. See Han Suyin: op.cit., p. 2.38 ff. one must be careful 

in using this tenn. Fascism after all is a distinct 
fozm of state powers that emerges only under certain 
conditions in the capitalist mode of production. It is 
not a general category, abstracted from specific socio
historical conditions applicable anywhere at any time. 

128. Mao Tse tung - quoted by Chang Chun Chiao - 'On exercising 
all round leadership over the bourgeoisie 1 , in •And 
Mao makes five', op.cit., p. 213. 



external factors, acting on internal factors, With the latter 

playing the primary role. If world outlook is not replaced, 

then although two thousand capitalists are removed in .the 

current great proletarian coultural revolution, four thousand 

others may appear the next time. we are paying a very high 

price in the current great revolution. The s)ruggle between 

the two classes and the two lines carmot be settled in one, 

two, three or four cultural revolutions, but the results of 

the current great cultural revolution must be ~=- _ _:_.::._~ ~- 1 

consolidated for atleast fifteen years - two or three revolu

tions should be carried out every hundred years, so we must, 

keep in mind the uprooting of revisionism and strengthen our 
129 

capacity to resist revisionism at any time. 

Mao was to further assert that inspite of these efforts 

and many more that final victory of communism cannot be achieved 

in one country. The final victory of a socialist country not 

only requires the efforts of the proletariat and the broad 

masses of the people at home, but also involves the victory 

of the world revolution and the abolition of the system of 

exploitation of man by man over the Whole globe, upon which 
130 . 

all mankind Will be emancipated. 

Some of the achievements of the cultural revolution 

were to be registered in the 9th party congress of the CPC, 

129. 

13Q. 

Mao Tse tung: Quoted in 'People's China', Milton and 
Shurmann {ed.), pp. 263-64. 

Nineth Party Congress Report, pp. 64-65, op.cit. 



Which brought in new life to the party politically and 

organizationally by bringing in the militants thrown up by 

the cultural revolution. The unity of the party was asserted. 

Immediately after the oongress attempts were made to consolidate 

the party at the various levels. This was a challenge to the 

power, the PLA yielded. Mao was to reassert that the party 

commands the gun and not vice versa. Although the ninth 

congress asserted the need of keeping politics in command While 

going all out to increase production, Lin Piao, now that he 

was nearly at the pinnacle of power was to assert the line of 

order, that the great chaos must be part of the past, the basic 

duty is to increase production. From late 1969, Lin was conti

nuously under attack. At the same time a myth was building 

around him. Before the mass criticism against him could rise 

into a tornado, he attempted to seize tre opportunity to capture 
131 

power through a coup but failed. 

Lin Piao had almost come to identify himself with the 

cultural revolution. Therefore, the Lin Piao coup attempt 

resulted in two reactions: 

1. The cultural revolution created and mystified a conspirator 

and power hungry person like Lin Piao Who made use of the 

ignoranceof the masses and tm division among people, made use 

of the state institutions to instal himself as the dictator. 

Therefore, no more attempts like cultural revolution; go back to 
132 

the earlier stable and orderly equilibrium. 

see Huan Suyin: op.citl, pp. 387-402. 
Similar arguments were thrown With regard to facism in 
Germany and Italy that it was the militant working class 
revolts that gave rise to Hitler and Mussolini. 
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( 2) It is not the cultural revolution which gave rise to 

Lin Piao. In the disequilibrium created in the. pmcess of 

the cultural revolution, a schemer like Lin Piao made use of 

the contradictions among people, gave slogans, •apparently• 

the slogans of the revolution, but only to buttress hilt own 

power. On the other hand, he tried to impose a new authority 

on the masses combining traditional authority and values 

with revolutionary slogans. The mots of Lin Piao lie in the 

dominant cultural ethos of China on the one hand and bourgeoisie 

practices prevalent in the society. The answer to this power 

hunger lies in furthering the class struggle and consolidating 

the gains of the cultural revolution. The answer to the Lin 

Piao treachery is 'Practice MaiXism, and not revisionism; 

unite and don't split, be open and above board; and don't 
' 133 

intrique and conspire'. It was asserted at the tenth congress 

of CPC how one tendency covers another. How Lin Shao Chi's 

revisionism coincided With that of Lin Piao. Both of them did 

not believe in arousing the masses and relying on the conscious 

masses to create their own organs of self rule. Therefore, 

the revised constitution of t.te party at the 10th Congress in 

1973 was to uphold the cultural revolution. To counter 

revisionism a thorough study of Marxism-Leninism was emphasized. 

133· Mao Tse tung: Quoted in the Tenth National Congress of 
CPC (Do<::uments), FLP, Peking, 1974. 
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The criticism of the masses and their supervision over the 
134 

party was stressed. 

In the wake of the tenth congress a major movement to 

criticise Confucianism, the dominant ethos of China for 

centuries was launched. The Lin Piao conspiracy was essentially 

connected to this ethos. Therefore if Lin Piao was to be 

thoroughly rooted out the very roots of his regisionism, that 
135 

lie in confucianism have -to be rooted out. This movement 

made large masses of China reflect upon their own history, un

earth their own past and reevaluate it in terms of the pzesent. 

'To learn from the past to serve the pre sent' was Mao• s slogan. 

It was asserted that the 'philosophy of the communist party 

is the philosophy of struggle 1 • It was totally opposed to the 

confucian philosophy of 'chung yung' (the doctrine of the 

mean) i.e., •not leaning to either side (chung) 'being unchange

able' (yung), which is basically a reactionary and restorationist 
136 

phelosophy. The campaign indirectly also attacked those 

Within the party Who wanted to restore the past in the name of 

134. 

135· 

136". 

see Report on the Revision of Party constitution by Wang 
Hung Wen, in "And Mao makes five", pp. 94-102. 

See Peking Review, February 8, 1974: carry the Struggle 
and Criticize Lui Piao and Confucious through to the end' • 
Also, Liang Hsiao: •Study the historical experience of 
the struggle between the confucious and legalist schools 1 • 

Peking Review, January 10, 1975. 

See Chiang Yu Ping: 1 The Philosophy of the Communist 
Party is the philosophy of Struggle: Refuting Lin Piao 
for peddling Confucius• doctrine of the mean: Peking 
Reyiew, March 22, 1974. 
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stability. The struggle in the cultural front too heated up 

consi:derably in late 1973 and early 1974. 

lllowever, following Lin Piao' s betrayal and the need of 

unity Within the party, 'the right' within the party made all 

attempts to bring those back to power Who had been criticized 

during the cultural revolution. In April 1973, Teng Hsiao 

Ping was brought back. There were attempts to restore education 

to the pre-cultural revolutionary elitist framework. Rules 

and regulations and economic incentives also attempted to be 
137 

restored in IndJil.stry. This faction Within the communist 
138 

party denounced Lin Piao to denounce the cultural revolution. 

The 4th National People's Congress that took place in 

January 1975 was still to assert the outstanding contributions 

in criticizj.ng Lin Piao and confucianism to forestall the 

possibility of restoration. Lin piao was really a revisionist 
walking 

/1n the garb of a revolutionary. Mao was to say tbat if people 

like Lin Piao came to power it Will be easier for them to dig 

up the capitalist system since in the historical period of 

socialism, there are still classes, class contradictions and 

class struggle, there is the struggle between the socialist 

road and the capitalist road and there is the danger of 

137. See for the struggle against this line of economism 
and advocating poll tics in command, reliance on the 
masses and self-reliance; Kung Hsiao Wen; Chinese 
Economic Studies, Summer, 1976. 

138. Raymond Lotta in HAnd Mao Makes Five', op.cit., p. 19. 
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139 
capitalist restoration. This restoration is possible 

• re cause even though 'China is a socialist country ••••• even 

now she practices an eight grade wage system, distribution 

a coo rcling to work and exchange through money and in all this 

differs by only little from the old society. What is different 

is that the system of ownership has been changed ••• Under the 

dictatorship of the proletariat such things can only be 
140 

res tri cte d11 
• 

Explanation for Revisionism during the 
Period of Transition 

The phenonenon of Lin Piao' s attempts to restoration and 

rise of revisionism was explained by this section of the 

communist party as follows: The socialist society as it emerges 

from the capitalist society is in every respect, economically 

mor.a.lly and intellectually, still stamped by ~irth marks of 
141 

the old society. There are still the defeated classes of 

capitalists and landlords, who do not reconcile themselves to 

the defeat but With greater force attempt a comeback. There 

iS the two kinds of ownership: socialist and collective Which 

detezmine the practice of commodity system, a capitalist 

relation. There are differences between workers and peasants, 

139. See Report on the revision of the constitution delivered 
by Chang Chun Chiao: Docu~ents of the 4th National 
People's Congress of the t'eople' s Republic of China (FLP, 
Peking, 1975>. 

140. Iviao Tse tung, quoted in Yao-Wen Yuan ''On the Social 
basis of the Lin Piao Anty Party Clique", Peking Review, 
March 7, 1975. '· 

141. K. Ha:rx: 'Critique of aotha Programme', in Marx and 
Eng;els Selected Works, vol. 3, p. 17. 
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between town and country, between manual and mental labour , 

and the discrepancies of wage scales at various levels. If a 

continuous attempt is not made by the sonscious struggle of 

the masses to restrict these rights, narrow doWn the differences 

instead of strengthening bourgeois right the outcome would be 

polarization i.e., in the matter of distribution, a small 

number of people will be able to appropriate increasing amount 

of commodities and money through legal and illegal ways. 

Capitalist ideas will be further strengthened. The existence 

of imperialism provides the moral atmosphere to it. As a 

result, a small sumber of new bourgeoisie elements and upstarts 

who have given up the class point will emerge from the party 

members, workers, well-to-do peasants and personnel of state 

and other organs. When their economic strength and poll tical 

status has grown, they Will demand the overthrow of the dictator

ship of the proletariat and the socialist system and actively 

work towards it by strengthening capitalist relations and 

imposing all out rules and regulations to suppress the initiative 
142 

of the masses which Mazx called as Factory Despotism'. 

These handful of new bourgeoisie elements monopolizing the 

means of production Will at the same time monopolize the power 

of distributing consumer goods and other products, restoring 

an ideology and culture alien to the interests of the 

142. K. Haxx. He says fu.rtber that this discipline Will 
become superfluous under a social system in which. the 
labourers work for their own account. (See capital, 
Vol. III, P• _83, Moscow, FLP, 1969). 
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proletariat. The only guarantee against this was to continue 

the dictatorship of the proletariat, restrict bourgeois right 

by asserting the control of the worker continuously, fight 

against inequality, against the wage system, minimize the 

differences between mental and manual labour, worker and 

peasants, town and country imbibe the scientific doctrines of 

Ma:rxism-Leninism on the sphere of politics, ideology and culture 

by exercising the overall control of the proletariat in all 

spheres of life. The approach was succinctly put in 'Make 

revolution, promote production' • 

Modernization or Dictatorship of the Proletariat 

The right agreed that China, if it has to survive as a 

socialist country and develop, must take to speedy moderniza-
143 

tion, which basically repeated the Soviet model. It was to 

concretize its programme in 'On the general programme of work 

for the Whole party and the Whole nation'; 'some problems in 

accelerating industrial development• and 'on some problems 
144 

in the fields of science and technology'. The restoration 

of a Whole section of those, who were criticized during the 

cultural revolution, now replaced in treir former position 

was to confer special advantage on these people to drive these 

programmes of modernization. Internationally this section was 

143. Modernization of Industry, National defence, science 
and technology. 

144. Translated in the Case of the Gang Four, Cosmos Books, 
Hong Kong, 1977. 
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to propound the 1 three world theory' Which is nothing but a 

refurbished version of peaceful coexistence, Wbich has nothing 

to do With Lenin's theory of imperialism or has no foundation 
- 145 

in Nao' s published works. 

The campaign for increase of production let loose by the 

right was to be answered by Mao and the left by t~ campaign 

to study the dictatorship of the proletariat: "Why did Lenin 

speak of exercising dictatorship of the bourgeoisie? It is 

essential to get this question clear; lack of clarity on the 

question Will lead to revisionism. This should be made known 

to the whole nation. The campaign found expression in new 

practices and experiences to criticize and limit bourgeois 
146 

right. Mao was to call attention during the period to the 

following issues: 

(1) The system of ownership has been basically socialised. 

But not fully. There are still the two types of ownership: 

'ownership of tbe whole people' and the 'collective ownership'. 

Therefore bourgeois right still exists in this realm. The dis

appearance of bourgeois right in the realm of the system of 

ownership in a socialist society as conceived by Marx and Lenin, 

implies the conversion of all the means of production into 

common property of the Whole society. Clearly we have not yet 

145. 

146. 

See Charles Bettelheim 1 The Great Leal BackWard•, p. 
114, and note 70 in p. 129, op.cit.,Iso see Raymond 
Lotta, op.cit., P• 33· 
146. see Chang-Chun-Chiao, op.cit. 
Also see •Socialist Big F'air is Good', An investigation 
of transformation in rural trade fair in Haerhtao Commune 
Chang wu county, Liaoning Province, ~eop1e• s dai lx, 
l'1ay 9, 1976. 
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reached tb.a t stage. Neither in theory nor in practice should 

we overlook the very arduous tasks that lie ahead ifor the 
147 

dictatorsf1..1p of tbe proletariat in this respect. 

{ 2) More important, the relations of production in tezms of' 

the relations among people in the process of pro~ction and 

the relations among people in the process of production and 

the relations of distribution bave to be examined. A continuous 

restriction bas to be placed on bourgeois right, in the stage 

of socialism. 

{3) Politics is the concentrated expression of economics. 

When one discusses issues of ownership and relations of produc

tion, one should be able to distinguish between the form and 

the true essence. Whether the ideological and political line 

is correct and which class holds the leadership decides which 

class exercise real control over procluc..t-JQJ'J.. 

{ 4) Given the contradictions in socialist society it is 

always easy for a new bourgeoisie to emerge. But the bourgeoi

sie as it is discredited in the revolution and in the successive 

process of transfonnation cannot come up by parading its own 

slogans and its organization. As the main function of coordina

tion of the entire country and its economic, political, and 

cultural life rests With the party, the revisionist line can 

emerge only through the party, which makes use of the prestige 

the party enjoys among the people, to .put forward its own 

programmes hiding under Mar.x:ist slogans. Therefore, Mao was 

147. see Chang Chun Chiao, op.cit., pp. 8-9. 
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to say, 'you want to make the revolution, and yet don't know 

where the bourgeoisie is. It is right in the communist party -

those in power taking the capitalist road. The capitalist 
. 148 

roade rs are still on the capitalist road.• 

( 5) The degeneration of earlier revolutionaries is explained 

through this way: During the democratic revolution a lot of 

people join the party With the aspiration of fighting imperialism 

and feudalism. But they are just satisfied With the democratic 

revolution and would not like to proceed further. Therefore, 

they put up all hindrances in the furtherance of the revolution. 

nAfter the democratic revolution the workers and the 

poor and lower middle peasants did not stand still, they want 

revolution. On the other hand a number of party members do 

not want to go foiWard. Some have moved backward and opposed 

the zevolution. Why? Be'cause they have become high officials 
149 

and want to protect the interests of the high officials. 

With the socialist revolution they themselves come under fire 

and therefore revolt against it. This analysis was to lead to 

wage a great struggle against the capitalist roaders from the 

laterhalf 1975 and after the Tien An Men incident in 1976, 

was to lead to the expulsion of Ten Hsiao fzt>m all party and 

government posts. 

148. Mao Tse-tung. quoted in "Capitalist readers are represen
tatives of capitalist relations", Peking ReView, March 
12, 1976. 

149. •And lvJ.ao makes Five, pp. 272-273· 
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However the right was to consolidate its position from 

the later half of 1975 although in the ideological sphere they 

could not match themselves. But they actually knew where 
CWOJ~· 

their strength lay. Control over the party, state, army, 

education, industry and agriculture would give them tremendous 

power in the fight against the left. Besides unlike the others 

Teng openly articulated his positions and attempted to provide 

an alternative ideological framework to the right at this 

juncture. 

The criticism against the right and their policies of 

economism through widespiead also resulted in violent clashes 

and strikes in a number of places. These clashes were basically 

to help the right who under the name If unity, and accusing 

others of disruption of production and quoting Mao profusely, 

could easily manage to obtain the support of the silent masses. 

There were contradictions Within the right but vis-a-.vis the 

revolutionaries they were all a united bloc. 

This debate was to come to an end both ideologically and 

poll tically to a great ex tent by the arrest of the four: 

Chiang Ching, Chang Chum Chiao, Wang Hung Wen and Yao Wen Yuan, 

On October 6, 1976, through the use of the amy, and the brutal 
160 

suppression of revolts of workers in Shanghai and elsewhere. 

The new regime that came to power headed by Hua Ktio fung was to 

progressively dominate tm entire organization and ideological 

160. See Raymond Lotta, op.cit., p. 48. 
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positions that had emerged from 1966-1976. The old guard Who 

had been criticised and dethroned was to be recalled. The 

emphasis remained on the 1 four modernisations 1 • The constitution 

of the party and national people's congress were m be drasti

cally altered. Initially the cultural revolution, the great 

leap and Mao vere not openly criticised, but progressively the 

first two periods were to be tenned as the dark periods of 

China and Mao just reduced to a hero in the period of the 
191 

national liberation struggle. 

The sharp divisions of opinions among 11azxists whether 

the new leadership after the arrest of the 'Gang of Four' were 

really continuators of Revolutionary policies or not has 
152 

already been answered by the passage of time. 

Conclusion 

We have already discussed the conception of :zevolution 
..... 

in Mar.K and Engels and the Revolutionary conception of Lenin • ... 
The great lessons of the class struggle in China, amidst its 

twists and turns applying the lessons of class struggles of 

the past, especially as articulated in Nan and Engels, Lenin 

and Stalin and applying it to the conditions of China and at 

various stages of the revolution were to immensely enrich this 

conception and nature of the class struggle. The greatest 

contribution of the·se class struggles is in showing up the 

problems of transition, the specific nature of :revisionism in 

151. See the 7th National Congress of PRC Doc'Ulnents, FLP, 
Peking. 

152. See for the debate: Monthly Review, July-August 1978 
and May 1979. 
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a socialist regime and the natl.u-e of class struggle that is 

called for, against it, as manifest in the cultural revolution. 

The question whether cultural revolution succeeded 

from stopping revisionism from strengthening its hold over 

the party and state is already answered by theoretical reflections 

on the struggle that were made by Mao and other revolutionaries, 

during the process itself. What forces exactly contributed 

in installing reVisionism at that particular conjuncture 

definitively to power cannot be answered here. But the cultural 

revolution helped in peeping into this process and establishing 

a perspective on it. Some of these have been elaborated already 

from the mouth of the participants themselves. 

1. The entire history of the Chinese revolution both during 

the period of the National Revolution and socialist transition -

is the history of united front. The contradictions in this 

united front were basically the expression of the class 

struggle in Chinese social formation, immediately and class 

struggle throughout the world indirectly. In this united front 

When the leadership was in the hands of classes representing 

other than the proletariat, the revolution suffered. There 

is sufficient evidence to prove that Hua Kuo Feng who was 
153 

presiding .over the coup in 1976 October, did not go fully 

With the cultural revolution. As the class struggle was getting 

intensified, like Ching Kai Shek in 1927, Huo Kuo Feng turns his 

15a. See Raymond Lotta, op.cit., p. 37. 

, 
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guns on the socialists' line. Lile Chiang Kai Shek the control 

over the army that Hua managed to Wield helps him tremendously. 

As Chiang Kai She k falls more and more for support on the 
154 

reactionaries, Hua Kuo Feng falls more and more for support 

on those very elements discredited by the cultural revolution 

or opposed to it. 

2. To what extent the cultural revolution seriously affected 
155 

production, has to be still ascertained. In fact the cultural 

revolution was, as one of its aims p:tecisely directed, it 

removing those hurdles which did not allow the productive forces 

to grow. There was definitely disequilibrium that was created 

in a number of sectors and in certain sectors production was 

definitely impaired. But if impairing of production was to be 

the criterion of a revolution, no revolution can' justify 

itself. But Hua Kuo Feng and later Teng Hsiao Ping were precisely 

to use these arguments to beat back the class struggle. Given 

the relative development of China, these arguments, appealing 

to and strengthening economism, were to find a large audience 

even among work.e rs and the peasantry. 

3. A large section of functionaries of tte party, state, 

anny, industry, agriculture, intellectuals and techniCians 

although they went with the revolution during the cultural 

revolution, albeit, unwillingly, were people Who sWitched their 

154. Lenin had earlier said that the resistence of the latter 
increases ten fold, after their fall. See Lenin 'Economics 
and Politics in tl:e era of the Dictatorship of the 
P role ta ria t' , in C\'J , vo 1. 3) , p • 11 5. 

155. See Bettleheim: 'The great leap backWard,• op.cit. 
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loyalties immediately when a favourable situation promising 

earlier stability was confronted. They still maintained their 

identity as supporters of the cultural revolution and were 

in positions of influence or control over the workers. The 

intensification of the socialist revolution would have affected 

their position by pringing them more and more under the control 

·of the masses. 

4. The cultural revolution had to a great extent strengthened 

the class positions and class consciousness, as every revolution 

does. It was as much true for the proletariat but more true 

regarding the defated classes and. class fractions. These defeated 

classes making use of the Lin Piao coup were fairly successful 

in spreading a strong villifying campaign against the cultural 

re vo lu tion itself • 

5. The socialist revolutionaries had to base themselves on 

the same party, state or propaganda machinery. They did not 

have independent channels to arouse the masses or to counter a 

coup. The Shanghai commune within a short spe 11 of its emergence 

was to be redUced to impotence. 

6.. As in the pzevious revolution, the proletariat of China 

was not able to obtain any support from the international working 

class, although the revisionists managed to obtain it, quickly 

from the western capitalist countries. 

7. The leaders of the revisionist coup were to appeal to 

Chinese nationalism, through its Three World Theory•, which~~ 
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given the division of the proletariat into nation-states were 

to find quite an appeal in China itself. 

8. The centralization of authority and power Which cultural 

revolution was not able to decentralize much inspi te of the 

efforts were to be immensely in fayour of the revisionists, 

who already controlled it. 

9. At the ideological level the :revisionists leaders were to 

still pay homage to Iv1ao and to the cultural revolution as Lin 

Piao did earlier. Therefore, it was quite possible for the 

masses to see it as a sort of a 'plalaces coup'. Besides the 

t gang of four' who to a great ex tent, along With Mao head,ed the 

cultural revolution did not have the same revolutionary legitimacy· 

as a number of revisionist leaders had in the long process of 

national liberation struggle • 

10. The major concentration of the socialist revolutionaries 

was still in the working class. The peasantry which was to 

solidly stand bet.dnd Nao, did not do so behind the I'evolutionaries 

during the ooup. It was a tragedy to be repeated by the Paris 

Commune, by the communist party in the wa He of the coup of Chiang 

Kai Shek in 1-927 and by the Soci.alist revolutionaries in 1976. 

Therefore, October 6, 1976 was to be the reversal of the 

ingenuity of· a great revolutionary process; a reversal Which still 

portrays the strength of capital, the strength of the past over 

the future. However, the reversal by its negative lessons, Which 

still have to be unearthed through the concrete-analysis of the 

class struggles in China has taught a great deal to the proletariat 

to continue the revolution under the dictatorsh:ippf the 

proletariat. 
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Concluding Remarks 

lv1arx and Engels were to evolve a fe'I.-T crucial facts of 

the conception of the revolutionary movement of the prole

tariat, based on the analysis of the bourgeois socio-economic 

formation and the experience of the proletarian movement ava

ilable to them, by applying the method of materialist diale

ctics. It made it possible to grasp certain dominant features 

of the social reality, its processes and dynamics to devise 

appropriate strategies to change this reality. However this 

conception had to be enriched by the analysis of the dynamics 

of capitalism and by the experience of the working class move

ment at every stage and by analysing other facts of social re

ality not dealt by them or inaccessible to them in order to 

bring to the knowledge of the proletariat their situation and 

task in the concrete conditions. 

The socialist parties which inherited the legacy of this 

revolutionary conception of the proletariat were to be con

fronted with this task. However, they assimilated the marxist 

concepts and method quite unevenly. Besides being part of the 

arena of class struggle made them susceptible to the economic, 

political and ideological influences of the dominant order. 

To develop the Marxist revolutionary conception, they had to 

analyse these influences as well as thfseprocesses and enriched 

by ~t continuously evolve appropriate strategies to struggle 

against them. However, we sav1 how ~1arxism in the period of the 

second international begins to be dominated by the bourgeois 
ideology. 
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The socialist parties were rooted among the workers 

and other oppressed sections. The dominant classes exercised 

their political and ideological dominance over the latter. 

Besides, the economic processes of capitalis~ by a great ex

pansion of the division of labour both in the production unit 
. -

and globally were to give rise to an inner hierar~hy among the 

workers themselves. The disparate sectional cleavages that 

these processes engendered with t~e further r~production and 

expansion of capital were not favourable to the building of 

unity among workers. At the same time the trade union leader

ship was continuously susceptible to the economic, political 

and ideological influences of the dominant classes. When the 

socialist parties failed in their role it was much easier for 

the trade union leadership to confine the movement merely in 

its economistic and legal limits. 

The struggle of the workers against capital was thus 

conditioned by the changing nature of the production process 

itself, the political and ideological hegemony of the dominant 

classes, the extent to which the organizations of the prole

tariat get confined within the bourgeois order and the ability 

of the socialist parties to take into stock all these factors 

and develop appropriate revolutionary strategies in the con

crete conditions. 

However, the socialist parties by be~ng dominated by 

the bourgeois ideologies precisely fail in this task. It is 

the revolutionary practice and ideological struggles of the 
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Bolshevik party led by Lenin which explain in a comprehensive 

way the grounds for this ~ailure and its effect on the revo

lutionary movement of the proletariat of helping them take 

effective steps towards a revolutionary strategy in the 

context of the dynamics of capital ~n general and the Russian 

social formation in particular. LeP-in polds on to the method 
- . .. 

and basic con~epts_de~eloped by_M~rx and Engels, explains them 

in the present ~ontex.t, enriches them by bringing to bear with

in those concepts the dynamics of the reality inaccessible to 

Marx and Engels evolves a few nev.r concepts necessary to seize 

a further dimension of the social reality in order to devise 

appropriate revolutionary stragevies thereby enriching the re

volutionary politics of Narxism. 

But the Leninist advance on the Marxist_ conception of 

revolutionary strategi~s, while .provid~d concep~s and tools 

for the practice of revolutionary politics and to recognise 

the dangers of revisionism in l1arJ(ist. politics, did not mean 

that the same dangers that beset the second international ~~ 
. . . -

not confronted by the revolutionary ~orking_class parties, in 

different conditions and in different forms. In fact, if we 

admit the materialist understanding,revisionism is a constant 

danger to pursue revolutionary politics as long as capitalist 

relations, i~s ideologies, political processes and apparatuses 

survive and reproduce. Lenin tried to minimise their influence 

through the conception of the Party as the ideologic_al organi

zation of the working class. But he himself was aware of the 
. - . 

danger and was to call attention to it continuously. 
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After the seizure of the political power by the pro~ 
... ' . 

letariat, in Russia, th~ Bolshevik party \vas called upon to 

play a curcial role in the -~xer~is.e of proletarian st~te po

wer. Due to the contradictory nature of this power, the 

influence of bourge~is ideolog~es ~~ the party continues to 

assert itself. As the dominant section of the second inter-
- . . 

national was not able to perceive its own mistak~s and held Ol"\ 

to a revisionist conception p~o~laiming it as revolutionary, 

so too the revolutionary dict~torship of the proletariat 

while proclaiming to be revolutionary may succumb to revision-
. . ·- .. 

ism, giving rise to a contradiction between the revolutionary 

perspective of the working class and the institutions repre-. . 
senting and reproducing its interests. The 'Russian Experience' 

shows how it can happen and the ideological struggle in which 

it can be reflected. 

Although Lenin developed the revolutionary politics of 

Marxism,_ the sp~cific for~s in whiC:h revisionism Jml.erges during 

the dictatorship of the proletariat and the approp~iate stra

teg~es to struggle ag(:linst it __ were to _be shown in the experience 

of the Chinese ~evolution •... ~ere Mao's contribution is unique, 

apart from his _effort to ~evel()P _ ~~ ~~fe_ctive revol?-tionary 

stragey for national liberation struggles in the conditions of 

colonies (:lnd semi~colonies. ~he Chinese_~~perienc~ shows how 

the dictators~~ of the proletariat can get degenerated into 
.. . . - -~ - . - . -~ . - - . - .. 

bourgeois power and how this contradiction can be resolved and 

new socialist relations can be consolidated. 



~~ 1 4 v ...... 

It is interesting to note that Gramsci reacts like 

Lenin to the Marxism of the dominant section of the Second 

International. But Gramsci's response is unlike that of 

Lenin. Gramsci recognises the innovations and development 

brought about by Lenin in the revolutionary conception but 
. - -

reflects these innovations in the concrete conditions of de

veloped capitalist formatio1~. Gramsci also opens up a number 

of p~rspectives thrm>ll'l: up by Mao-Tse-Ttmg, but evolves alter

native strategies to tackle them. 

The response of Gramsci to the revisio11ism of the second 

international consists in the factory councils. He tries to 

reso~ve the contradiction engendered by revisionism in working 
. . 

class political practice by advocating the formation of these 
. . 

councils. This ltJ"as an attempt to locate the revolutionary 

nuclei not in the party or in the trade unions but in the ins

titutions organic to the working class' which could be further 

developed as effective countervJeights to bourgeois dominance • 

.As bourgeois dominance has its curtiality in production, the 

factories become the focal point of Gramsci's attention. Gram

Sci's attitude towards the Socialist party and the trade unions 

at this stage is extremely dualistic. On the one hand he recog

nizes their necessity and on the other finds that they are a 

hinderance to the growth of the revolutionary power of the pro

letariat represented in the fa~tqry councils. 2 The defeat of the 

factory councils, the ne1.v light thrown by Lenin's elaboration of 

the conception of Revolution and the failures of the revolutionarJ 

~---------------------------------

1 Antonio Gramsci, Selections from Prison Writings 
1910-20, p.65, ~a1vrence and Wishart, London, 1977. ' 

2 See Ibid, p.98-103 and p.142-146 
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strategy modelled on the Russian revolution forms the pra

ctical context of Gramsci's probematic. 

Gramsci interposes the concept of the 'civil society' 

to explain a fact of the social realit~ in d~veloped capita~ist 

social forma~~ons in orde_r. to exP.l~in_ -~he setback of_ the revoy 

lutionary movement in tnem. On the one had the struggle of this 

ci vil __ ~ociety C()·.~ntains the militant action of the working class 

as mahi~est in the factorY. counc~l mo~ement and does not provide 

room for_revo~u~ionary strate~ies de~onstrated in Russia and 

on the other the strength of this civil society was able to in

tegrate the leaders of ~he t~ad~ unions and socialist party 

within its .1Jo~d~r~es, t~rough the ~deological apparatuses 

of the state that constitute the civil society. To explain this 

process Gr~msci uses the concept of 'Hegemony'. Hegemony con~ 

cr~tely manifes~s_itself by the consent displayed by the domi

nated classes to the rule of the dominant classes that keeps 
3 

the elements of coercion on a low key. Since hegemony at the 

same time signifies the unity that holds the ruling classes 

together in a class bloc both by consent and corecion over the 

dominated classe,s, Qramsci uses this concept in a generic sense 

as including both the aspects and consent and coercion and some

times in the specific sense of it as ge.nerating consent, iden

tified with civil society while relegating the function of coer-
. . .. 

cion to state apparatuses. 4 Given this hegemony enjoyed by the 

ruling classes and expressed specifically in the civil society 

the struggle for capture of state power cannot become successful 

------------------------
3 SEE A Gramsci; 'Selections from Prison Notebooks, 
p.so, International Publishers, Ne1v York, 1971. 
4 See Ibid, p.207-208 •. 
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unless the proletariat also attempts to capture hegemony in 

th . t 5 e soc~e y. 
. . . -

The predominanc~_enjoyed by the 'civil'society' relative 

to the state and the hegemony displayed by the dominant classes 

that generates consent makes the revolutionary sbategies to be . . . 

adopted in the developed ?apitalis~ formations unlike those in 

the east. In the east since the state is almost everything and 

the civil society is w~ak~ a conjunctu~al crisis, which sets 

the masses into independent action makes severe dents in the 

state power and therefore a strategy of sudden uprising and ca

pture of state pm:J"er b~comes possible. Gramsci terms it as the 
y 

strategy of 1 war of manoe11re 1 •. On the ccn_~·~.r~ry in the 1.vest, 

the civil society is strong and forms a strong barrica-de.. for 

an armed assault. It contains the ~ormation of the indepen

dent action of the masses and does not let the crisis make 

strong dents into ~he state power? Here enemies are well bala

nced and have to settle down to a long period of trench war

fare - What Gramsci terms as 1 The 1.var of position 1 • 

How can the proletariat make itself the ruling power 

in such social formations? Here Gramsci had no doubts about 

accepting the innovation~ made by Lenin. But Gramsci elabo

rates them further. In this elaboration the role of the in

tellecturals become ~s crucial. Tl~e inte~lecturals are pre

cisely the functionaries·of the hegemonie institutions and 

values of civil society.8 To capture state pmver the apparatus 

---------------~--------~ :Ibid) p. ISJt. 
6 Ibid, p.238 

7 Ibid, p.243 
8 Ibid, p.l2 
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of hegemony of the bourgevis society has to be captured. . . . ~ ,. 

This can be done only by developing organic intellectu.als 

of the proletariat to meet this purpose. 9 They as function-
~ " .. 

aries of the proletarian ideological hegemony challenge the 

hegemony of the organic intellecturls of the dominant classes 

and thereby challenge the ideo~ogical apparatuses of the ruling 

class, manifest in civil society. 

Gramsci refuses to accept that a mere conjunctural 

crisis can precipitate revolutionary situation in the west 

in which the proletariat by applying the strategy of 'war of 

manoeu'{.e' can capture state pov1er. The 1 conjunctural crisis 1 
1\ . . ·~ .. 

can capture state power. The 1 conjunctural crisis can be 

brought to an 'organic crisis' only by the strategy of war 

of position conducted through the instrumentality of the organic 

intellectu· •als. The factory councils failed and a revolution 

did not occur in Italy precisely,because of the lack of the 

organic intellectuals. It is the party, as the collective 

intellectuals, that has to fulfil this role. 

The hegemonic role of the proletariat demands that it 
10 

forms a 'historic bloc' with other oppressed classes • In 

the concrete conditions of Italy, he identifies the peasantry 

in Southern Italy as constitution of the largest oppressed 

class, making it impe~ativ~ on the part of the proletariat to 

provide leadership to it and to bring it within its hegemonic 

bloc. 

9 Ibid, pp.lO 

10 See PN: pp.161 
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It is by making use of the above mentioned concepts 

that Gramsci attempts to analyse the realitY:of fascism. He - . - . -- .. . -- J) 
sees fascism as _a r catastropflic. equild.brium between social 

forces, in a situation in which ~ocial f~rces 'balance each 

other in such a way that a continuation of the conflict can 

only termi~ate in ~_heir reciproca~ distinction. The ruling 

classes given the felation betvteen class forces are unable to 
. . -· 

assert their hegemonic role. At the same time the proletariat 

is not prepared to rule since it has neither established its 

hegemony n~r pos~eses the instrum~nts to assert this hegemony. 

In this situation those particu1:e1r classes and sections of 

classes in capitalist s_ociety ~vhc:> are dis-satisfied with the 

dominant classes on the one _hand, and unprepared for the hege

mony of the proletariat on the other assert themselves poli-
- -

tically through t~e s.tate appara~uses of the capitalist state. 

Itrs specific characteristic consists in constituting a mass 

organisation of the petty bourgeoisie for the first time in 
. - . 

history~2 But it is inc~pab~e of overcoming bourgeois relations 

of production and suppressing bourgeois property relations and 

operates the bourgeois state apparatuses to subserve the eco-
. . 

nomic interests of the dominant classes. Being deprived of the 

ideological state apparatuses of the dominant classes and given 

the 'catastrophic equi:bi brium' betv1een classes, instead of supp

ressing class antagonisms it makes them more acute. There_foz:e, 

the fascist form of state power, in the longer run is detetm6ntal 

--------------------~~-

11 

12 

See Ibid, pp.219 

See J.Joll: Gramsci, p.57, London, 1917. 
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to the interests of the bourgeoisie themselves • 

. These concep~s dE3velo.ped by Gramsci an(j falling within 

the sphere of revolutionary.politics are extremely useful in 

critically exam~ning th,e revolutionary_strateg~es as demons

trated through the experi~nce of Revolutions in both Soviet 

Union and C~na a~d as attempted to be applied by the Euro

communist parties. But then it leads us beyond the scope of 

this study. 
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